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This study provides an analysis of stress assignment and vowel
alternation in the Latinate vocabulary of English, using the mechanisms of
Optimality Theory to express the entire phonology, including lexical
information, through the medium of the constraint hierarchy.
Generative solutions depend crucially upon the underlying lexical
forms which feed the grammar. A computational study of the English lexicon
has been undertaken, identifying the distribution of stress, syllable weight and
vowel length throughout the English lexicon. Forms have been classified on
morphological and prosodic grounds, and comparative pattern frequencies
have been calculated. This reveals a series of majority and minority patterns,
each with significant distributions, rather than a large set of regular forms
with a residue of exceptions.
The majority patterns are enforced by prosodic constraints, while the
minority stress patterns can also be accounted for, without recourse to
unstructured exception marking, by proposing additional structure for their
underlying forms. Such structure is restricted to constituents already found in
the grammar. The distribution of vowel quantity in the data suggests that
long vowels seen in alternating forms should be understood as resulting
from a morphologically conditioned vowel lengthening. Reassessing these
forms as underlyingly short accounts for both vowel alternation and certain
otherwise inexplicable stress retractions. Previously exceptional forms, which
failed to “shorten”, are hence understandable as underlyingly long. Stress in
morphologically complex forms is treated via subcategorization constraints,
and all stress and vowel alternation patterns are accounted for with a single
constraint hierarchy.
To account for the now small residue of exceptional forms, such as
suppletive stems or irregular allomorphs, a new conception of the lexicon
within OT is proposed. Morpheme selection is understood to be governed by

lexical selection constraints. While “regular” forms result from the
interaction of generally applicable constraints, exceptions are enforced by
high-ranking specific constraints, which take complex structures as
arguments. The contrast between general and specific constraints can be used
to explain competing trends within the lexicon, such as type vs. token
frequency. This proposal moves the entire grammar into the realm of the
constraint hierarchy, and allows for a principled evaluation metric.
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1.0

Introduction

Goals of the study
This study will address the role of the lexicon within the phonology
and morphology of English. As the repository for idiosyncratic information
within generative linguistic theory, the lexicon is a powerful theoretical
component, but has tended to lack sufficient formalization. The absence of an
agreed upon evaluation metric for lexical complexity has made it difficult to
determine when particular analyses rely too strongly on the lexical
component to yield the proper forms. Here, the analysis of English phonology
will be expressed in terms of the principles of O p t i m a l i t y T h e o r y (Prince &
Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993a, b). While built on a generative
base, Optimality Theory offers a methodology which, by restricting the set of
theoretical concepts which may be used to account for the relationships
between forms, has the potential to be more explicit and more constrained
than any previous linguistic theory. The purely structural notation of
Optimality Theory allows for both a cogent evaluation metric and a formal
representation of the lexicon in the same terms as other grammatical
components, ending the formally problematic conception of the grammar as
structurally heterogeneous.
This study continues a series of theoretical threads which trace their
beginnings to the pioneering work of Chomsky and his concept of
g e n e r a t i v e g r a m m a r . A generative grammar attempts to account for an
observed system (in this case spoken language) through processes which
change some internal symbolic representation of information into the
observed “surface” expression. Describing the phonology of a language in
traditional generative terms, underlying or i n p u t forms consisting of
segment strings are processed by rules which change them into phonetic
o u t p u t . This concept continues into OT, where “input” lexical entries are
passed to the processes (Gen, Eval) which eventually determine the optimal
“output” candidate. Since generative systems rely crucially on the identity of
the input form to yield the correct output as well as to determine the
processes which properly describe the data found in a language, it is
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important that the method of arriving at these input forms be constrained
and consistent.
One method of expressing this is the idea, common to both OT and
other generative approaches, that surface forms should correlate as closely as
possible to underlying forms ascribed to the lexicon, which is codified in OT
in the F a i t h f u l n e s s family of constraints (§ 1.4.3). However, derivational
approaches to English have never been able to present a concrete evaluation
metric for measuring complexity either in the lexicon or of the rules. To
consistently relate lexical and surface forms, these theories have always had to
resort to diacritical exception marking in the lexicon to account not only for
isolated cases but for entire classes of forms inconsistent with general
formulations of the grammar. This kind of unstructured exception marking,
which in effect allows for completely unconstrained analyses, can render any
theory inadequate and should be made formally inexpressible in Optimality
Theory. One way to achieve this is to limit both constraints and lexical items
so that only formal structural constituents may play any role in their
formulation. If this principle is followed, lexical items may only be marked
with structures that form part of the constituent inventory, which includes
only a small set of morphological and phonological constituents.
Similarly, the constraints which account for the general phonological
patterns seen in a language may only refer to such constituents. Another goal
of a constrained Optimality Theory would be to capture the entire grammar of
a language through the use of a single constraint hierarchy which candidates
are evaluated against, rather than requiring multiple hierarchies or
“cophonologies” (§ 1.4.3) to explain all surface forms. However, although
regularity is a feature of many relationships seen between English words,
there are sets of “irregular” words which contravene the general patterns, and
these must also be represented in a principled way, preferably using the same
theoretical mechanisms. Ideally, the set of “input” lexical items will be able to
be evaluated by a single constraint hierarchy, yielding up the correct “output”
surface forms, the more general patterns being represented by the constraints
which enforce the constituent structures underlying these patterns, and the
idiosyncrasies of the “irregular” words being represented via structures in the
lexicon.
The primary phonological focus of this study will be the stress patterns
of English, with special attention given to problems of vowel alternation. A
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computational study of a large lexical database of English words has been
performed in order to provide a corpus of data from which to draw
observations (some results of this investigation are presented in the
Appendix, while others appear in the following chapters). Phonological
effects can be inferred based upon alternations seen in this corpus, for
example stress contrasts or vowel alternations found between “related”
words. The following study of the English data does not in fact reveal general
rule-based patterns and a residue of exceptions (as predicted by the usual rulebased derivational approach), but rather majority and minority patterns
which must both be expressed and explained via the constraint hierarchy.
Such a finding speaks further against analyses which regard all structures
which do not conform to the most general patterns as “exceptions” to
otherwise absolute “rules”.
Since constraint hierarchy evaluations in OT are highly dependent, as
was noted above, upon their “input” lexical forms, a principled way of
determining the structure of these underlying forms must be arrived at before
any analysis can be proposed. Determining which parts of the data are
relevant for the understanding of general patterns in English phonology, and
which cases are simply idiosyncratic, is a central task for such an
investigation. For the alternation known as v o w e l s h o r t e n i n g , the
environments and examples set forth by Myers (1987), which are largely
drawn from preceding classifications by Chomsky & Halle (1968), will be
contrasted with evidence from the investigation of the English lexicon
described above (chapter 2). Stress pattern groupings will be approached via
the framework of Kager (1989), who has distilled a series of previous
approaches into a comprehensive summary of the Lexical Phonological
approach towards English stress. The statistics and data drawn from the
corpus of English data will be compared to the generalizations contained in
these works (chapter 3). Based upon statistical generalizations in the corpus,
suitable lexical forms will be proposed and an appropriate constraint
hierarchy will be formulated, accounting for both majority and minority
patterns using only structurally driven mechanisms (chapters 4-6).
Finally, in chapter 7, the role of the lexicon within Optimality Theory
will be re-evaluated. An existing OT constraint type, the subcategorization
constraint (McCarthy & Prince 1993a) will be expanded in its application to
account for both morphological selection within related word sets and
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allomorphy. Subcategorization constraints, which can refer to specific affixes,
are interpreted as an instantiation of what will be termed s p e c i f i c
c o n s t r a i n t s , which can take specified structures as their arguments. These
have a place in the constraint hierarchy in addition to the g e n e r a l
c o n s t r a i n t s normally encountered in OT analyses, which refer only to
constituent categories. Other kinds of specific constraints can have properties
which would be traditionally referred to as lexical. The distinction between
specific and general constraints will in turn be related to Bybee’s (1995)
contrast of type frequency and token frequency within the grammar. Her
conception of the grammar as a set of networked lexical nodes will be
reinterpreted as formally equivalent to an OT constraint hierarchy, which
leads directly to the conception of the lexicon as a set of specific OT
constraints, an idea first proposed by Russell (1995). The proposal of the entire
grammar as an OT constraint hierarchy unifies and constrains a previously
heterogeneous theoretical system and allows for both a consistent
representation of all grammatical structures as well as an explanation, in the
recognition of specific and general constraints as clear subtypes, for the
typological split between the rules and the lexicon found in previous
approaches.
In the remainder of this chapter, some theoretical background for the
following chapters will be sketched out. The basic concepts underlying
Optimality Theory will be discussed, as well as its relation to the derivational
theories which preceded it. The structures referred to in OT constraints, such
as the constituents of the prosodic and morphological hierarchies will be
introduced and issues of relationships between words within the grammar
will be discussed. Finally, some discussion of the issues relevant to previous
studies will be undertaken and the general conclusions about the grammar
and lexicon arrived at in the following chapters will be outlined.
1.1

Alternation in derivational theories
Linguistic data exists pre-theoretically, and all explanatory theories of
language are ultimately grounded in this data. The corpus used in this study
(Baayen, Piepenbrock & van Rijn 1993, see § 2.3) presents tens of thousands of
words, recorded as transcriptions of pronunciations, and marked both for
stress and melody. If the phonology of English were completely transparent,
the theoretical lexicon could simply consist of lists of words based on various
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stress and melodic patterns. This has been the assumption behind certain
structuralist studies, and works such as Vennemann (1974), Mössner (1978).
However, generative studies of English since Chomsky & Halle (1968) have
used the various patterns and correspondences in structure seen across the
English data to propose a d e r i v a t i o n a l model, which uses r u l e s to convert
one set of structures into another, usually conceived of in terms of i n p u t and
o u t p u t . While Chomsky regards such relationships as bi-directional in
theory, in practice most studies have been concerned with changing
postulated u n d e r l y i n g structures into the attested s u r f a c e forms.
This generative approach has the advantage of aiming for descriptive
adequacy, accounting for the correspondences and patterns in the data, rather
than simply being observationally adequate. From this perspective, the
underlying, unseen structures take on b a s i c status, while the concrete
evidence of surface forms becomes regarded as d e r i v e d . A theoretical
principle of e c o n o m y operates over the system, which endeavors to express
the necessary rules in the “simplest” form required to produce the correct,
attested output (where “simplest” suggests the maximal reduction of terms).
Thus any data used for a study of this kind can only provide the surface
forms, the “output” of a constraint evaluation or derivational process, and
the underlying basic forms belonging to the lexicon must be inferred from the
larger grammatical system, in this case, from the phonology and
morphology.1
Utilizing a corpus of data to determine the structure of the lexicon
presents a series of difficulties, because neither the lexicon, the phonology nor
the morphology have any independent existence, but are all aspects of a
relation between sound and meaning which stretches across the “branches” of
linguistics, from semantics to phonetics, each presenting mutual
dependencies. These dependencies require each subsystem to be defined in
terms of other subsystems, which can lead to circular assumptions. To an
especially great extent, those subsystems defined as “phonology”,
“morphology” and “the lexicon” are interdependent, and competing
1“Phonology” and “morphology” are usually applied to the range of structures found between the

word level and the phonetic level of linguistic analysis, although phonological effects can also
be seen at the syntactic level in English, and other languages may differently align phonological
constituents to syntactic units, revealing some of the usual terminology, such as “word”, “phrase”
and “morpheme”, to be potentially confusing when applied universally.
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linguistic theories on these topics tend to simply reapportion aspects of
explanatory power between these three conceptual labels.
Chapter two explores in this context the specific issue of vowel
alternation in English. The concept of alternation itself carries with it a series
of assumptions, for example, that the items being regarded as “alternating”
share some common element. Structurally different words can be
impressionistically identified as “related” to each other due to similarities in
form and meaning which recur throughout the language. Phonological
alternation can be identified when structures identifiable as “the same”, due
to parallel structure and meaning, are nevertheless not identical, as in the
pair sáne ‹ sánity. When similar alternations can be seen across a range of
items in the data (e.g., váin ‹ vánity, gráve ‹ grávity, cáve ‹ cávity), under
similar conditions, these may be described as patterns and can be
conceptualized as resulting from the application of a general, conditioned
process to some “basic” lexical entry. The existence of such patterns led
Chomsky & Halle (1968) to propose phonological r u l e s to account for such
alternations. These rules would change the basic form of a lexical item
consistently in a given e n v i r o n m e n t .
The identification of phonologically contrastive forms as instantiations
of “the same” word or morpheme can lead to phonological abstractions that
are quite removed from the surface acoustics. For example, the words electric
and electricity are intuitively perceived as closely related in form and
meaning, and parallel a host of other pairs like elastic ‹ elasticity, authentic ‹
authenticity. These forms present an alternation between [k] and [s] in the
suffix /-ic/, usually characterized as palatalization or coronalization. It is very
difficult to formulate such a palatalization rule using Chomsky & Halle’s
distinctive feature system, yet the correspondence appears to be a real part of
the grammar. Another striking and equally problematic correspondence,
which will be one focus of the following investigation, is the so-called G r e a t
V o w e l S h i f t of English. The following words illustrate the fact that words
which are clearly related in form and meaning show, in various
environments, an alternation between pairs of syllable nuclei which are
acoustically quite different from one another, and which represent distinctive
segments in other contexts:
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(1.1)

Surface contrast
[a∆] - [Ì]:
divii ne / divii nity
[i∆] - [É]:
dee e p / dee pth
a tion / na
a tional
[e∆] - [æ]:
na
o ne / co
o nic
[o∑] - [a]:
co

Abstract phonology
/ˆ/-/i/
/´/-/e/
/Å/-/a/
/Ø/-/o/

Chomsky & Halle (1968: 240-41) propose a series of l a x i n g rules to account for
these alternations, presenting the pairs of vowels as t e n s e and l a x versions
of “the same” vowel. Acoustically, the members of these vowel pairs are quite
different, the tense versions surfacing as diphthongs, with no segments and
only a few if any features in common with their lax counterparts.
Accordingly, any rules used to account for this alternation must be quite
complex in form and far from intuitive.
Subsequent studies, such as Halle (1977), have characterized this
alternation in more historically accurate terms, on the basis of a vowel
quantity difference rather than a tenseness/laxness distinction. Thus, as
represented in (1.1) above, as well as in the orthography, such word pairs may
be conceived of as containing identical sets of segments, contrasting solely in
terms of abstract phonological vowel quantity. The fact that the alternants
each have a distinctive status suggest that vowel length is yet another feature
that participates in the phonological system of English, and rules proposed to
account for this alternation assume underlying long vowels which shorten in
certain environments (see chapter 2). This tactic yields a relatively simple
phonological rule which changes just one feature, and allows for the positing
of a single “basic” underlying root which accounts for both alternant types.
Chapter two focuses on the work of Myers (1987), currently regarded as
the standard derivational account of English vowel alternation or
“shortening”. Myers identifies a variety of morphologically conditioned
“shortening” environments, and attempts to account for them
phonologically by generalizing a process of “Closed Syllable Shortening”
(§ 2.2.3). His explanation is problematic not only because it entails the
proposal of a number of unlikely phonological processes, but also because it
fails to jibe with the English data itself. Many of the “shortening”
environments he defines are not general, while the rules he posits would in
fact overapply beyond these specified shortening environments. There is also
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no way, besides exception marking, to account for words which fail to
undergo expected shortenings under his system.
Underlying this general problem is Myers’ assumption, taken over
from earlier studies, that the process he is trying to explain is one of vowel
shortening in certain environments. Other approaches, utilizing prosodic
categories such as the foot (Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Prince 1990, Burzio 1993)
and Optimality Theoretic analyses (Prince & Smolensky 1993: 210-11) still
maintain this assumption without question. The corpus investigation
undertaken here suggests that while some (but not all) of Myers’
environments tend to show short vowel alternants in corresponding stems,
there is always a strong minority group which fails to conform to any
“shortening” rule, whatever its formulation. Such minority groups ought to
be formally and inclusively accounted for in a robust phonological theory,
rather than being relegated to exception status, and the violable, ranked
constraints used in Optimality Theory offer a promise of resolution for this
problem unavailable in derivational rule-based theories. Furthermore, a
consistent account of the alternation phenomena needs to be arrived at. Since
alternation appears to be tied to a prosodic category, the f o o t , a necessary
treatment of English stress and the prosodic structures which produce stress
effects will be undertaken in chapter three. In the following sections, some
background issues relevant to this treatment are discussed further.
1.2

Stress and prosodic constituents
The investigation of English stress in chapter three is built around the
study of Kager (1989), who uses standard derivational accounts of English
stress assignment to construct a system of groupings designed to categorize
English words based on their stress patterns. Kager’s three principle groups
differ in terms of the type of extrametricality effects seen at the right edge of
the word: his first (and largest) group shows final syllable extrametricality
(e.g., órigin, appéndix), his second group final consonant extrametricality (e.g.,
devélop, expéct), and his third, “idiosyncratic” group, no extrametricality
whatsoever (e.g., guitár, acquiésce). He also tries to broadly connect these
groups with syntactic categories (although there are clearly many exceptions
to this generalization), linking the first group to nouns and the second to
verbs and adjectives. Kager also deals extensively with the issue of
“retraction”, which is based on the derivational assumption that stress in
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complex words is laid down iteratively as word formation progresses, and
stresses can be assigned and removed during this process.
Kager’s decisions about identifying extrametricality and retraction stem
from both the observed positions of main stress in the words as well as
assumptions about foot-formation and derivation. His analysis conforms
generally to the view that English displays the bimoraic trochaic foot (Hayes
1995), and the data in chapter three is presented in terms of such feet. Since
the foot appears to play a role in both stress assignment, vowel alternation
and many other phonological processes in English, it is relevant to briefly
discuss the role of the foot and other members of the prosodic hierarchy in
phonological theory. These prosodic constituents figure centrally in accounts
of stress in both derivational theories and in OT, where they can act as
arguments to various constraints.
1.2.1

The prosodic hierarchy and word-level stress
The prosodic hierarchy was originally developed to account for a wide
range of phonological effects at the phrasal level (Selkirk 1980, Nespor &
Vogel 1982). It was then extended to account for sub-word structure (Inkelas
1989, Cohn 1989), where it helped explain aspects of natural language such as
stress which were difficult to express in terms of the purely segmental rules of
Chomsky & Halle (1968). Prosodic constituents such as the prosodic word,
foot, syllable and mora play critical roles in the various accounts of English
stress discussed herein, both within derivational and Optimality theories.
In Chomsky & Halle’s system segments were the only available
structural components and thus all features, including stress, were formally
part of a segment’s feature inventory. Stress, however, was unusual in that it
was the only non-binary feature, and furthermore it did not alter the identity
of a phoneme when added to its feature matrix, in the way that other features
like [voice] or [coronal] would. Stress also showed long-distance effects, the
entire stress pattern of a word changing when certain suffixes were added.
Stress rules were disjunctive and contained variables, which were not
necessary for conventional feature-adjusting rules (Liberman & Prince 1977:
262).
The introduction of hierarchically organized tree structures and grids
to account for stress acknowledged that “certain features of prosodic systems
are not properties of segments (or syllables), but rather reflect a hierarchical
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rhythmic structuring that organizes the syllables, words, and syntactic phrases
of a sentence.” (Liberman & Prince 1977: 249) Following the crucial insight of
Chomsky & Halle (1968) that heavy syllables tend to be stressed in English,
syllable nodes were labeled “strong” if they “branched”, i.e., if they contained
a long vowel or were closed by a consonant (the classical metrical definition
of “heavy” syllable weight). Thus, the same insight that had heretofore been
expressed segmentally (by a disjunctive environment: VC or V[+tense] ) could
be now formulated more elegantly in terms of branching in tree structure.
This approach was successful in eliminating the need for the complex
stress rule system of Chomsky & Halle (1968). The n-ary feature [stress] was
replaced by the binary feature [± stress], needed only to explain surface
contrasts in unstressed vowels (e.g., ábsolute vs. éxcellent), while the role of
disjunctive ordering in the application of the stress rule was tied to
morphological structure. Liberman & Prince’s (1977: 274-6) division of English
words into (primarily) morphologically-based categories for “stress retraction”
(following application of their universal English Stress Rule) is maintained
by Kager (1989) (§ 3.1.4). Membership in a particular retraction mode
determined how foot-formation would take place, maintaining the link
between stress assignment and extra-phonological information such as
morphological structure and syntactic category contained within the analysis
of Chomsky & Halle (1968).
The foot was introduced into the prosodic hierarchy as a formal
prosodic constituent by Selkirk (1980), allowing for the successful jettisoning
of the feature [stress], explaining all levels of stress via prominence
relationships. Unstressed syllables were understood to be the weak members
of feet, while full unstressed vowels were members of weak feet. Stressed
syllables were the strong members of strong feet, and metrically heavy
syllables could comprise feet by themselves. Primary stress was defined as a
property of the p r o s o d i c w o r d , which dominated the feet.
Selkirk’s ternary feet, used to explain the stress of words like éxcellent,
in which two syllables follow the main stress, were eliminated (at least for
English2) by the proposal of e x t r a m e t r i c a l i t y by Hayes (1981, 1982). This
mechanism, which followed from the observation that ternary feet typically

2See Hayes (1995), chapter 8, however, for a discussion of languages whose apparently ternary
feet cannot be explained by extrametricality alone.
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occurred at word-edges, allows for the elimination of peripheral phonological
material from consideration by prosodic rules. This restricted the foot
inventory to two types, binary and unbounded feet. The limited inventory of
bounded foot types could be further distinguished according to specific
parameters (Halle & Vergnaud 1978, 1987, Hayes 1995). These included
various qualities which differed cross-linguistically across a limited range,
such as the question of which syllable was dominant within the foot (i.e., an
iambic or trochaic pattern) or whether the criteria for creating the feet from
the underlying representation was q u a n t i t y - s e n s i t i v e . Quantity-sensitive
systems, such as that of English, assign feet on the basis of syllable weight,
heavy monosyllables forming feet of their own.3
Hayes (1985, 1987, 1995) further formalized the parameters for mapping
the lexical entry onto a prosodic system, which included directionality,
iterativity and persistence of parsing. His subsequent cross-linguistic studies
(Hayes 1995) show that Hayes’ vision of the foot appears to be applicable over
a wide range of languages. However, his use of extrametricality in deriving
English stress has a large morphological component: many suffixes are
marked as extrametrical, and extrametricality appears as a categorial feature of
nouns but not verbs. Other rules, such as “Late Extrametricality”, serve to
mark the final syllables of unsuffixed adjectives, when “preceded by a
branching foot” (Hayes 1987: 273) as extrametrical (e.g., dífficult), effectively
stating that adjectives with more than two syllables rather behave like nouns.
While Liberman & Prince’s (1977) concept of strong-weak branching
constituents led to foot-based theories such as that of Hayes, their alternate
representation of stress as a metrical grid led to the development of another
approach, the rhythm-based framework used in Prince (1983), Selkirk (1984),
and Nespor & Vogel (1986). These attempted to discard foot-like constituency
and represent stress solely with a prominence grid. Rather than labeling
members of a prosodic constituent as “weak” or “strong”, Prince (1983) lays
down grid marks which align to m o r a s . These units of weight correspond to
the presence of a heavy syllable (a long vowel or closed syllable) in other
approaches, and so follow the insight previously captures by Chomsky &
Halle’s stress assignment rule and Liberman & Prince’s “branching nodes.”

3Although what counts as “heavy” may vary cross-linguistically. See Hayes (1995: 50-51),
Zec (1988, 1994).
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The latter’s insight that the grammar attempts to place stresses in a
rhythmically alternating manner is represented by Prince’s rule of “perfect
gridding”, which iteratively assigns grid marks at a binary distance, modeling
alternation.
The same principle can lead to d e s t r e s s i n g i n c l a s h , one
instantiation of which was called “the rhythm rule” in Liberman &
Prince (1977), which eliminates adjacent grid marks; i.e., when stresses fall too
near to one another, one may be removed. Thus, syllables which we would
expect to have a certain degree of stress fail to show it, due to the adjacency of
another, stronger stress:
(1.2)

thirtéen ‹ thìrteen mén

párent

paréntal

In Prince’s model, main stress was assigned by the E n d R u l e , which added a
superior grid level that encompassed the entire word, and he maintained
Hayes’ principle of extrametricality to produce the proper environments for
grid-mark assignment.
While this “pure grid” approach, which purposely eliminated
constituency, was continued by Selkirk (1984), Hayes (1985) demonstrated that
metrical constituency was crucial in accounting for phrasal rhythmic
phenomena such as stress shift and rhythmic strengthening. Hammond
(1984) proposed a model which placed the grid marks in a tree structure to
represent constituency; this was further developed by Halle & Vergnaud
(1987) who representationally conflated grids and feet into “bracketed grids”.
This formalism was later taken over into Hayes (1987), and his subsequent
work. Thus, Halle & Vergnaud (1987) could represent both constituency and
the hierarchical levels of grid marks indicating prominence, using a single
representational schema.
To account for English stress, Halle and Vergnaud (1987: 277) assigned
grid marks to syllables with a “branching rime”, thus again capturing the
insight that heavy syllables tend to be stressed. In the cases of some words
which have unexpectedly stressed light syllables, such as medúlla,
cèrebéllum, they proposed lexical grid marks. Their “Alternator” rule
performed the role of Prince’s “perfect gridding”, modeling rhythmic
alternation. Marks assigned at the first level of the grid acted as “heads” to the
constituents which are thus defined. Halle & Vergnaud also relied heavily on
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extrametricality to eliminate final syllables from consideration, in the case of
nouns and many affixed words. Further benefits of a grid-like analysis, such
as destressing in clash and other rhythmic adjustments, were retained, but
constrained by the use of constituency, thus incorporating the advantages of
both the foot/tree and grid approaches.
1.2.2

Moras and minimality constraints
Hayes (1987) adopted the bracketed grids formalism of Hammond and
Halle & Vergnaud, but also incorporated Prince’s use of moras, reinterpreting
foot-assignment as the rhythmic grouping of bisyllabic (in quantityinsensitive languages) or bimoraic (in quantity-sensitive languages) units. In
the latter type, heavy syllables were thus interpretable as feet in themselves,
monosyllabic but bimoraic, whereas in Halle & Vergnaud’s formalism, they
were assigned a grid mark simply on the basis of their branching rime. This
placed the mora into the prosodic hierarchy, mediating between the syllable
and the segments supplied by the lexicon and the morphology.
More evidence for constituency and a moraic analysis came out of the
arguments for m o r a i c c o n s e r v a t i o n presented in Hayes (1989) and
McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1988, 1990ab). Hayes demonstrated that moras,
rather than timing tier slots,4 could representationally best account for the
process known as c o m p e n s a t o r y l e n g t h e n i n g . In many languages, moras
whose melodic counterparts are deleted in phonological processes are
unaffected by this deletion, but rather link to an adjacent melodic unit, which
surfaces lengthened, conserving the moraic count within the word. Hayes
(1995) gives further evidence for prosodic constituency, such as bounded
stress migration, the retention of stress within the foot which occurs when
stressed vowels are deleted during morphological processes.
McCarthy and Prince (1986, 1990ab) have shown that many
reduplicative and templatic processes of affixation are only explicable through
the use of prosodic constituents such as the syllable, foot and prosodic word.
Furthermore, their observation of various lengthening processes in the
context of such constituents led them to propose m i n i m a l i t y c o n s t r a i n t s .
They propose minimal word, foot and syllable sizes for languages like Arabic,
Mokilese and Ponapean to account for a number of morphological processes
4That is, skeletal C’s and V’s (cf. Clements & Keyser 1983) or X’s (cf. Levin 1985).
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cross-linguistically. Such constituents are then required by the grammar to
contain a certain number of moras (usually two) or risk being ill-formed. The
grammar consequently lengthens vowels or consonants inside those
constituents when appropriate to achieve the necessary bimoraicism.
For example, as discussed by McCarthy & Prince (1990b: 21), in Modern
Standard Arabic, vowels in monomoraic loan words from English are
lengthened to achieve the bimoraic limit, e.g., baar ‘bar’, Ôaaz ‘jazz’, gaaz ‘gas’.
A Saudi Bedouin dialect geminates final consonants in the same situation,
e.g., baÍÍ ‘bus’, natt ‘nut’, rigg ‘rig’. In a different type of case, the reduplicative
prefix in Mokilese is obligatorily a bimoraic syllable, regardless of the
moraicism of the initial root syllable. Thus, light roots show a lengthened
vowel in the reduplicative prefix; wad-wadek ‘read’, pok-poki ‘beat’, and caacaak ‘bend’ might appear to simply repeat the form of their initial syllables,
but paa-pa ‘weave’ and wii-wia ‘do’ show the lengthening required by the
minimality constraint (McCarthy & Prince 1986: 20-1). Minimality is a good
example of a constraint used within derivational theory, and its underlying
concept is maintained in OT constraints such as F t B i n (“Foot Binarity”),
which will play a significant role in accounting for the lengthening processes
described in chapter four.
Hayes (1987, 1995) incorporated the concept of quantitative minimality
to his foot typology. The various types of binary feet are constrained to consist
of two sub-foot units, either syllables or moras. For example, the moraic
trochee, the foot-type found in English, is required to be bimoraic. Hayes’
typology of bounded feet5 is as follows (1995: 86):
(1.3)

Syllabic Trochees:
Moraic Trochees:
Iambs:

(s≤ s)
(m≤ m) = (s≤ s˘) or (s≥)
(m m≤) = (s˘ s≤) or (s≥)

Hayes bases his principles of foot typology both on the psychology of the
perception of iambic versus trochaic rhythms (Hayes 1985) and on the
5Hayes’ theory also covers unbounded feet, which actually appear to be instances of stress being
applied to one end of a word. Hayes regards these as feet which may be of any length, and in
many cases they appear to be simply the application of an End Rule (§ 1.2.1), or word-level stress
assugnment, without foot-level constituency. As they are not relevant to English, they will not
be discussed further here.
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distribution of the various foot-types among the world’s languages
(Hayes 1995). Hayes (1995) excludes from his inventory two types of feet
allowed in previous theories, such as Hayes (1981) and Halle & Vergnaud
(1987), the “even iamb” (s s≤) and the “uneven trochee” (s≥ s˘), the latter of
which is relevant for English. For cases where this foot appears to be
necessitated by surface forms, such as in Latin domésticus, Hayes argues for
parses like do(mést)ic<us> rather than do(méstic)<us>, the penult being left
unparsed. Other theories, such as Hayes (1981) and Halle & Vergnaud (1987),
required all non-extrametrical syllables to be parsed into foot structure.
1.2.3

Stress assignment as foot-formation
Using metrical units like feet reduces the problem of stress assignment
to that of foot-formation. Following the principles of foot-formation, based on
a few parameters, underlying forms are parsed into constituents, primary and
secondary stresses surfacing on those syllables that fall into the relevant head
positions in the prosodic structure. Thus, the properties of stress are
completely inherent in the prosodic constituents, and removed from the
segmental level of analysis. Using such a prosodic hierarchy of constituents to
account for stress within the word allows not only for a principled model for
the apparent long-distance relationships seen in stress effects, but also
provides environments, in the prosodic constituents themselves, for other
phonological processes to occur, such as the vowel alternation effects
discussed in chapter two.
The survey of foot-formation types in chapter three (§ 3.2, § 3.3)
demonstrates that Kager’s (1989) ideas about the connections between syllable
structure, syntactic category and foot-formation are simply rough
generalizations which sometimes fail to hold over sizable groups of words.
Evidence from sets of suffixed words (§ 3.3.1) suggests that Kager’s
extrametricality-based explanation of the contrast between his three major
stress types is incorrect, and that instead, lexical structural marking on words
of Kager’s third group (which, in his terms, fail to show any extrametricality
effects) provide a better explanation of their behavior. This is similar to Halle
& Vergnaud’s (1987) idea of lexical grid marks for words like medúlla (§ 1.2.1),
but here these are interpreted here as lexical moras, i.e., underlying geminate
consonants. The presence of this additional mora in the lexical “input” form,
which has no other surface effects, accounts for the unexpected stress patterns
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of these words, which display primary stress on apparently light final or
penultimate syllables.
For Kager’s second group, identified with verbs and adjectives, the
apparent lack of final syllable extrametricality will be accounted for herein by
the proposal of a verbal/adjectival suffix /-Ê/, whose behavior is parallel to
that of a class of Latinate suffixes including /-al/, /-or/, /-ous/. Identifying
words of Kager’s second group as underlyingly suffixed with a non-surfacing
final syllable allows for the apparent lack of extrametricality in these forms. It
also accounts for the parallel stem shapes of pairs like propóse ‹ propósal,
which can now both be understood as suffixed with metrically light
monosyllables; these may be contrasted with the prosodic effects seen in other
suffixed types (e.g., resíde ‹ résident, insáne ‹ insánity). This is explained not
by a blanket extrametricality restriction, but rather by proposing (§ 4.2.2) that
the suffixes /-al/, /-Ê/ subcategorize for attachment to morphological s t e m s
differently than suffixes such as, e.g., /-ity/, and this subcategorization has a
concomitant effect on foot-formation. In chapter four, the relation between
the foot and the stem will similarly be shown to have an effect on whether
the stem vowel in words showing vowel alternation appears long or short in
the output surface form.
1.3

Applying Optimality Theory
In chapter four, the observations and conclusions reached concerning
the stress pattern of English in chapter three are interpreted using an
Optimality Theoretic analysis. In this work, the OT approach is based upon
Prince & Smolensky (1993), McCarthy & Prince (1993a, b, 1995) and subsequent
work, but is constrained by a further theoretical goal: that the grammatical
system should be limited, in the structures it can refer to, to members of the
constituent hierarchies. This limitation is aimed at removing unstructured
exception marking, special provisos, and other unconstrained extratheoretical
mechanisms from a formal theory, forcing linguistic accounts to succeed or
fail solely on the basis of whether the observed data can be accounted for
using the formal structures and methods available to the theory. Subsets of
data which cannot be accounted for by the theory should be understood as
demanding improvement of the theory, rather than simply being labeled as
exceptional.
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While this study makes it abundantly clear that “exceptions” not only
exist plentifully in the grammar of English, but in some cases embody sizable
minority patterns, the theoretical interpretation of these minority groups
needs to change. Rather than being seen as “exceptions” to absolute rules,
these subsets can be understood as indicative of structural variations in the
lexicon, and need to be accounted for using the same processes as the
“regular” forms. This is possible using the novel approach found in
Optimality Theory. In this work, OT will not simply be regarded as a “plugin” replacement for the derivational cycle in phonology, but rather as the
vehicle for providing an entirely new, unified understanding of how the
grammar works. Many entrenched assumptions of previous analyses, such as
the autonomous lexicon, the “basic” status of unaffixed forms, and the
concept of “regular” words and “exceptions” are tied very closely to the
mechanisms of derivational theory itself. OT provides a chance to re-evaluate
these old assumptions and reinterpret the entire phonological system, from
input to output form, using the rigorous principles of Optimality Theory.
1.3.1

Principles of Optimality Theory
There are very few theoretical mechanisms in Optimality theory, only
constraints, candidates, and the ordering relationship captured by the
hierarchical ranking of constraints. In terms of processes, a function termed
Gen produces a set of all possible “output” candidates from the “input”,
which is usually taken to be a lexical entry, while a function E v a l evaluates
this set in respect to the constraint hierarchy. The ranking of a constraint
hierarchy defines a particular grammar, and the candidate which minimally
violates the constraint hierarchy constitutes the “output”, a surface form
(Prince & Smolensky 1993, McCarthy & Prince 1993a, b, 1995). As is
conventional, Optimality analyses will be represented here as constraint
tableaus, and will adhere to the notations used commonly in the OT
literature.
McCarthy & Prince (1994: 3) offer a set of Optimality Theory principles,
paraphrased here:
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(1.4)

Universality:

Universal Grammar provides a set of universal constraints present in
all grammars.

Violability:

Constraints are violable but violation is minimal.

Ranking:

Constraints are ranked on a language-particular basis; this ranking
defines minimal violation.

Inclusiveness:

The constraint hierarchy evaluates a set of candidate analyses that are
admitted by general considerations of structural wellformedness.

Parallelism:

Best-satisfaction of the constraint hierarchy is computed
simultaneously over the whole hierarchy and the whole
candidate set.

These principles sketch out the theoretical bases of OT, and can be addressed
individually.
U n i v e r s a l i t y refers to the set of constraints which may be used for
evaluation of the candidates. For OT to be effective as a theory, this set must
be limited and evidence for such constraints must be seen cross-linguistically.
In this study, the constraints used all appear in some form in previous OT
studies.6
V i o l a b i l i t y refers to the fact that constraints are not absolute, but can
be violated by surface forms. This violation is mediated by r a n k i n g ; the
constraints are arranged in a hierarchy, and the candidate which least violates
this constraint hierarchy is considered to be optimal.
I n c l u s i v e n e s s refers to the generation of all possible candidate forms
by a function Gen. This aspect of the theory is especially relevant to the issue
of the lexicon, as the candidate forms are based on an “input” form usually
taken to correspond to the underlying lexical form of derivational
approaches.
P a r a l l e l i s m refers to the simultaneous evaluation of candidates by
the constraint hierarchy, in contrast to the serial derivation process of Lexical
Phonology, in which words are built up step by step. While not all OT
analyses maintain parallelism, not only can parallelism account for all effects

6A brief discussion of the universality of constraints and suggestions for limiting and formalizing

the acceptable types of constraints will be pursued in § 7.5.1.
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in English usually ascribed to serial derivation, but theories based on serial
derivation make incorrect predictions which parallel systems avoid.
Simultaneous constraint evaluation provides a far more constrained and
explanatory system than that of serial derivation, and parallelism will be
maintained as necessary for a constrained Optimality Theory.
As a rigorous theoretical framework, Optimality Theory has the
potential to produce more constrained and explanatory grammars than any
competing linguistic approach. The complexity of natural language implies
that a real-world grammar requires a very large (but finite) constraint
hierarchy referring to all the relevant constituent structures seen in a given
language. A single mis-ordering of constraints within a proposed constraint
hierarchy will yield an incorrect grammar and make the wrong predictions
for at least some words. Unlike the relatively risk-free addition of new,
limited rules to a proposed grammar (in a derivational context) to account for
difficult forms, adding new constraints to a system (or reordering constraints)
for the same ends will also impact upon the evaluation of other words in the
language. Only by presenting the precise constraint ranking which yields all
the correct candidates will an OT analysis be a completely accurate
representation of the grammar. Because of this precision, when such an
ordering is arrived at, the arguments in favor of it being the correct
characterization of the grammar are very strong. However, like any
theoretical framework, OT is only useful when its structures and mechanisms
can be clearly identified with and related to the data being evaluated.
1.3.2

Constraints, rules and parameters
OT relies on the constraint hierarchy to provide the effects ascribed in
the derivational approach to rules. OT constraints present some similarities
to the rules, parameters, and constraints familiar from derivational theory, as
all of these concepts involve evaluating linguistic structures with regard to
specified properties. As should be clear from Hayes’ (1995) treatment of footformation, constraints had been used in previous rule-based approaches, but
were never formalized in the way that rules were. In contrast to rules, they
dictated what could not happen, limiting the effect of rule-based processes
that would otherwise overgenerate, producing incorrect or non-intuitive
results, or prohibiting certain structures which could otherwise provide
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unwanted input or output representations. Constraints also motivated
processes which otherwise had no impetus discernible from the rules.
One example of a constraint type used in derivational theory is
McCarthy & Prince’s (1986) b i m o r a i c c o n s t r a i n t . This constraint is simply
the codification of an observation that feet or words in the languages
observed necessarily contained two moras, and the further realization that
this generalization held explanatory power for the phonology. Constraining
the rules, which were applied in an inherently very open-ended and
powerful system, and the representations, which were similarly unlimited in
regard to possible characterizations, improved the expressiveness of the
phonology, although constraints did not have any formal position in the
theory and were at root descriptive stipulations. They were often described in
terms of “natural” conceptions of linguistic “well-formedness”. Some
constraints familiar from the early literature of Lexical Phonology include the
Obligatory Contour Principle of Leben (1973), Kiparsky’s (1973) Elsewhere
condition, and the Strict Cycle Condition of Mascaró (1976).
Parameters, introduced by Vergnaud & Halle (1978) and developed
further by Hayes (1981, 1995), were similar to constraints, but were understood
as varying between languages, which would each have their own “settings”.
Hayes used parameters to indicate, for example, foot-type and directionality of
syllabification. Such parameter settings were crucial to supply information
necessary to Hayes’ model of metrification. However, there was no formal
way to express these parameters within the traditional formulation of
phonological rules. Rather, the parameters resembled a somewhat more
rigorous form of the c o n d i t i o n s that had accompanied rules in some
previous approaches. When rules were seen as having a limited, rather than
universal application, conditions were appended which specified the limiting
circumstances. While descriptively helpful, such appended conditions are not
the ideal mechanism with which to achieve the formal explicitness
demanded by the generative argument.
The term “constraint”, like “rule,” seems to imply universal
application, and this is how constraints were typically interpreted. However,
like rules, there were constraints that seemed to apply only sometimes, even
within the same grammar, e.g., the extrametricality of Hayes (1987) which
applies only in certain cases. Constraint-based theories, such as the
“constraints and repair strategies” theory of Paradis (1988) or the “declarative
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phonology” of Scobbie (1991), Bird (1990) and Bird & Ellison (1992), dispensed
with rules seen in earlier generative theory completely and made the
constraints themselves the basis of the grammar. However, the absolute
enforcement of constraints presented the many of the same problems as rulebased theories. Only the hierarchy of violable constraints of Prince &
Smolensky’s (1993) Optimality Theory formally accounts for the apparent
non-universality of certain rule- or constraint-based regularities. The
candidate which m i n i m a l l y v i o l a t e s the constraint hierarchy (McCarthy &
Prince 1994) is considered optimal and will surface. The candidate which
survives the constraint evaluation is not the “perfect” candidate, but the least
imperfect candidate. This ranking of violable constraints precisely captures in
a fully principled manner the linguistic phenomenon first described by the
classical Indian grammarian Pañini, and only approximated by Chomsky &
Halle’s disjunctive rules and Kiparsky’s Elsewhere Condition.
Constraints in Optimality Theory not only reprise their more limited
role in derivational theory, but also provide, in a unified theoretical
mechanism, the functionality divided in derivational theory between rules,
constraints and parameters. Like rules, they define environments, and what
should appear in those environments. Like derivational constraints, they can
restrict the possible set of structures which can surface. And like parameters,
they can account for apparent language-specific “settings”, such as the
directionality of foot-formation, through references to properties of
constituents, such as their edges, as in the Alignment constraints of McCarthy
& Prince (1993a). The constraint hierarchy, made up of ranked, violable
constraints, allows for the expression of the entire grammar while avoiding
the pitfalls of universal constraints, rules and parameters, which always
suffered from the previously inexplicable fact that they did not apply
universally.
1.3.3 Prosodic constituents in Optimality Theory
The set of structures referred to by constraints will be limited in this
study to the constituent members of grammatical hierarchies. Violable,
ranked constraints describing relationships between members of these
hierarchies will provide all the mechanisms necessary to produce the surface
forms of the language. One such set of constituents is found in the prosodic
hierarchy, which was developed in the context of derivational theory. (§ 1.2.1)
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In chapter four, the OT constraints which are used to account for English
stress patterns refer to the same prosodic constituents which yielded stress
effects in derivational theories such as Prosodic Phonology (Nespor & Vogel
1986, Inkelas 1989) and Metrical Phonology (Prince 1983, Hayes 1981, 1982,
1995).
The prosodic hierarchy, as noted above, was originally used to model
structure above the word level (Selkirk 1980, 1982a, 1984). Nespor & Vogel
(1986) describe the clitic group, the phonological phrase, the intonational
phrase and the intonational utterance as higher level phrasal constituents.
Inkelas (1989) accepts all of these apart from the clitic group, which she
believes can be replaced by one of the other phrasal categories in the
languages where it purportedly appears. She also notes (p. 43) that
compounds, “which form one single morphological constituent, behave as
two constituents for the purpose of phonological rules.” and sees compounds
as iterative combinations of prosodic words.
Hayes (1995: 367) states that phrasal stress assignment is markedly
different from the assignment of word stress, at least in languages where
metrical structure has already been assigned to all syllables up to the word
level, such as English. Stress rules at these levels usually apply an End Rule
which promotes one of the prosodic word heads from the previous level. The
most common type of adjustment at these levels is clash adjustment,
wherein a head is demoted and an adjacent head within the same constituent
is promoted due to the adjacency of a stronger stress, as seen in the thìrteen
mén example given above, (1.2).
At the word-level and below, the relevant level for the discussion of
word-stress, the prosodic word dominates the foot, syllable, and mora. This
category has been defined by Selkirk (1980, 1982a, b, 1984) and Nespor & Vogel
(1986) as the category which encompasses the feet it dominates.
(1.5)

PrWd
|
Ft
|
s
|
m
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The word is the domain for “word stress,” and the assignment of this main
word stress to one of its constituent feet is accomplished in derivational
studies by the application of an End Rule. End Rules usually assigned
prominence to a foot on the right or left edge of the word. Although the word
in Hayes’ (1995) system includes extrametrical and unfooted material, the
assignment of prominence is only possible for feet, thus eliminating unfooted
and extrametrical syllables from consideration for receiving word stress.
Using a prosodic system composed of the constituents and mechanisms
described above, the assignment of stress to proposed lexical entries of words,
in a derivational context, proceeds according to rule. Thus the assignment of
stress to the word extrametricality could proceed as follows:
(1.6)

Assignment of syllable structure:7
s
s s s s s s
|\
| |
| | | |
mm m m
m m m m
| | ///| /| //| /| /| /|
ekstrametrikaliti

The final syllable of such a word is extrametrical in English (according
to Hayes 1982), and quantity-sensitive trochaic foot assignment proceeds from
right to left. Below, using the bracketed grid notation of Hayes (1995), grid
marks indicate the heads of syllables, while feet are indicated by parentheses.
Syllable notation has been replaced for convenience by the segments
themselves, separated by white space:

(1.7)

( x)
( x . ) (x .)
(ek) stra (me tri) (ka li) <ti>

7The question of whether the onsets link to the mora or the syllable nodes (Zec 1988, Hayes
1989, 1995: 53) is irrelevant here. However, linking them directly to the syllable node removes
the difficulty of explaining the distinction between links indicating weight and links which are
irrelevant to weight, such as onsets.
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Following Hayes (1995), the second syllable would be left unparsed, rather
than creating an uneven trochee. In this work, uneven trochees will be
allowed, which would result in the following parse:

(1.8)

(x .) ( x .) (x .)
(ek stra) (me tri) (ka li) <ti>

Finally, an End Rule which inserts a grid mark on (or promotes the
head of) the rightmost constituent head yields the final prosodic word:

(1.9)

(
x
)
(x .) ( x .) (x .)
(èk) strÊ (mè tri) (ká li) <ti>

In English, stressed vowels maintain their quality, while vowels in “weak”
position tend to reduce to schwa, especially in open syllables.
The prosodic hierarchy provides a structural framework which allows
for the representation of the relative and iterative properties associated with
stress as a series of purely local relations. Alternations can be understood as
occurring in the context of the prosodic categories which contain them,
eliminating the need for rules with long-distance effects. Relations which
under previous frameworks had to be accounted for using a number of
conditions can be presented in a more succinct and coherent fashion. As in
other theories of stress assignment, prosodic phonology relies upon the
morphology to provide the underlying forms which are parsed into the
prosodic constituents.
1.3.4

Stress in Optimality Theory
In chapter four, building on previous OT treatments (McCarthy &
Prince 1993), the stress effects previously modeled in derivational accounts
such as Hayes (1995) are treated in an OT framework, using constraints which
refer to prosodic constituents. One common English stress pattern described
by Hayes (1995), Halle & Vergnaud (1987) and others (see chapter 3) is similar
to that generally found in Latin. For trisyllables of this kind, final syllables are
treated as extrametrical, and, due to the trochaic form of English feet, stress
depends upon the weight of the penult. The contrast is seen between words of
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the form (LL)s and L(H)s, where ‘L’ and ‘H’ indicate metrically light and heavy
syllables respectively, for example órigin and appéndix. These can be
represented by the following simplified constraint tableaux:
(1.10a)
/origin/
☞ (óri)gin
o(rígin)
o(rí)gin
(órigin)

FtBin

Non-Fin

Edgemost
s

!*

!*
s

!*

*

FtBin

Non-Fin

(1.10b)
/apendiks/
☞ a(pén)diks
a(pen)(díks)
(ápen)diks
a(péndiks)

Edgemost
s

!*
!*
!*

s
*

The three constraints used here are parallel to mechanisms used in Hayes
(1995). F t B i n as formulated in Prince & Smolensky (1993) strictly enforces
binary feet, just like Hayes’ bimoraic principle. Violations are incurred by feet
which do not contain two (and only two) moras. N o n - F i n a l i t y states that
the primary stressed foot cannot be final in the prosodic word, similar to
extrametricality. E d g e m o s t , in contrast, demands that the primary stressed
foot stands as far to the right edge of the prosodic word as possible, similar to
Hayes’ “End Rule: Right”. One advantage of the OT account offered here is
that the constraint hierarchy formally represents the dependencies between
the three constraints via the ranking relationship. In Hayes’ system, the End
Rule was said to be unable to “see” the extrametrical syllable, thus the stress
would fall near to the right edge of the word, but never upon it. In other
cases, however, extrametrical syllables would become visible. Here, there is
no “invisibility”; the presence of the final syllable is indicated by the violation
of Edgemost seen in the two optimal candidates. It is the higher ranking of
N o n - F i n which ensures that candidates such as *appendíx fail to surface.8

8In this work, attested words will appear in italics, but unattested hypothetical forms will

appear in plain text, with an asterisk.
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Another advantage of Optimality Theory is that it can explain
apparently iterative effects seen in stress assignment without using the
iterative rule application required by derivational theories. Constraint
rankings can also be used to explain cross-linguistic typologies. Nowhere is
this more striking than in the explanation for Hayes’ (1995) typology of stress
types, as demonstrated by McCarthy & Prince (1993a), Cohn & McCarthy (1994),
and Crowhurst & Hewitt (1995), among others. In chapter four, the
framework of G e n e r a l i z e d A l i g n m e n t , introduced by McCarthy & Prince
(1993a), is presented. This framework allows for the formal representation of
a relationship between two constituents, taking two constituent edges as its
arguments. Various orderings of constraints aligning the foot to the prosodic
word and vice versa can produce the entire typology of stress patterns
described in Hayes (1995).
McCarthy & Prince (1993a: 16) regard the violation of Alignment
constraints as “gradient, not Boolean”, and quantify violations in terms of
each constituent in the universal (first) argument position. Thus, for
example, as feet get farther away from the designated aligned edge, they incur
more violations of the constraint. This enforces foot-formation in what
appears to be an iterative or sequential fashion starting at the designated edge,
but which is actually the expression of an alignment constraint within a
parallel framework. In addition to the alignment framework, another more
general framework for expressing constituent relationships, the N o I n t e r v e n i n g constraint of Ellison (1995) and Zoll (1996) is also presented in
chapter four, and many descriptive constraints (such as F t B i n , E d g e m o s t
and N o n - F i n ) are formalized within using one of these frameworks.
1.3.5

Subcategorization and morphology
All treatments of English stress have needed to refer to morphological
structure to account for the stress patterns seen in suffixed words. Some
suffixes, those described as “level II” in derivational theories like Lexical
Phonology (Kiparsky 1982a, b), behave with regard to stress assignment as if
they were not present, e.g., límit ‹ límitless. Other suffixes, described as
“level I”, appear to participate in the stress assignment of their words, and the
suffixed forms take main stress on different syllables than unsuffixed stems,
e.g., átom ‹ atómic,ínstrument ‹ ìnstruméntal ‹ ínstrumentálity. This
implies that feet are being applied to these two types in different ways. In
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chapter four, such differences are captured by s u b c a t e g o r i z a t i o n
c o n s t r a i n t s , which relate prosodic constituents to members of a parallel
m o r p h o l o g i c a l h i e r a r c h y (McCarthy & Prince 1993a, b). This
morphological hierarchy consists of items previously used in derivational
theories, the morphological word, the s t e m and the r o o t :
(1.11) The Morphological Hierarchy
MWd
|
Stem
|
Root
The root is simply a lexical item or morpheme, composed of segments. The
morphological word is parallel to the prosodic word and represents a root or
series of roots together with all affixes. The stem is a necessary intermediate
category. These three constituent types are somewhat analogous to the labels
/a, b, g/ used by Inkelas (1989), and provide all the complexity necessary to
represent the subcategorization possibilities for English.
Inkelas (1989) uses subcategorization frames to mark lexical items, and
each item has two frames, one for morphology and another for phonology.
Inkelas adopts the three-level morphological system of Lexical Phonology
(the third level being the word level), representing these by the symbols /a,
b, g/. An affix like /un-/ would have a morphological subcategorization
frame like this (p. 104):
(1.12)

un- : [ _ [ ]b ]b

This means that the affix combines with level II items to create a new level II
item. The underscore indicates the space that the affix itself would fill
(defining it as a prefix) and the inner bracket indicates that it combines with a
level II item. Its level I analog /in-/ would have the following frame:
(1.13)

in-: [ _ [ ]a ]a
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This indicates that it combines with level one items to form another level
one item. These frames have the advantage of both accounting for
morphological “level” effects as well as explaining why some morphemes
only combine in certain ways. For example, “bound” roots like /-ceive/ (p. 66)
can be marked to require a level I prefix before they can surface:
(1.14)

[ [ ]a ceive ]a

While such a bound root requires a subcategorization frame morphologically,
it is no different phonologically from any other stem of its type, and Inkelas
does not give it a specific prosodic frame, underlining the potential
independence of morphological and phonological structures. Using
subcategorization frames, selectional restrictions in either the prosodic or
morphological domains may be lexically encoded for the various morphemes
which demand them. Subcategorizations of this kind have been reformulated
in Optimality Theory as alignment constraints referring to specific affixes
(McCarthy & Prince 1993a: 22-4):
(1.15)

Align( [um ]Af, L, Stem, L)

Here, um- is a Tagalog prefix which aligns to the left edge of a stem. A similar
constraint could be expressed for the English prefix /ex-/, expressing its
subcategorization for level one stems:
(1.16)

Align( [ex]Af, L, Stem, L)

Such a constraint refers, like Inkelas’ subcategorization frames, both to the
morphological constituents formed and the directional placement of the affix.
While Inkelas’ system implies that the morphological and
phonological constituents tend to correspond, the contents of a
morphological constituent being parsed into a prosodic one, she also allows
for these constituents to become misaligned. Inkelas uses this proposed
misalignment of morphological and prosodic constituents to try to account
for extrametricality (p. 151), prefiguring OT alignment constraints.
Morphological constituents, like Inkelas’ three constituent levels, are subject
to constraints aligning or mis-aligning them with both prosodic constituents
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and other morphological constituents, allowing for the expression of the full
range of constituent patterns found in natural language. Subcategorization
constraints of this kind will be used in chapters four, five and six to account
for the different behaviors with regard to stress seen between “level I” and
“level II” suffixes, as well as between some “level I” suffixes, such as /-al/ and
/-ate/.
Upon application of morphological subcategorization to the data, it
becomes clear that most instances of long vowels in complex words occur in
monosyllabic stems of the melodic shape /CVC-/ (§ 4.3). This observation
leads to the conclusion that vowels are lengthened in this context due to the
combined action of a bimoraic constraint upon feet and an enforced
alignment (in certain contexts) of the stem to a foot. In other words, so-called
“vowel shortening” is actually indicative of cases where the stem vowel fails
to lengthen due to a different stem structure. This solution allows former
“lexical exceptions” to shortening rules (e.g., obésity, nótify) to be treated
regularly, as showing underlyingly long vowels, while “shortening” vowels
(e.g., tónic, vílify) are actually underlyingly short, but phonologically
lengthened in the contexts where they appear as long (e.g., tóne, víle). It also
accounts for the otherwise unusual distribution of long and short vowels in
lexical stems, wherein long vowels are found plentifully in monosyllables but
only rarely in bisyllabic stems (§ 4.3). Of course, arriving at this solution
means abandoning certain long-held ideas about the lexicon, such as the
assumption that unsuffixed surface forms are equivalent to the “basic” lexical
stem. In the case of alternations like sáne ‹ sánity, it is actually the affixed
form sánity which is a more faithful indicator of the lexical entry /san/,
whose vowel is lengthened in the shorter stem of sáne due to minimality
constraints.
1.4

Derivation and parallelism
In Optimality Theory as defined by Prince & Smolensky (1993), while
rules have been replaced by the constraint hierarchy, the lexicon still plays the
same role familiar from derivational theory. An “input” lexical item is
presented to Gen, which expands it into all possible well-formed candidates.
These are then evaluated by the constraint hierarchy, producing an optimally
prosodified “output” surface form. While this entire process can be conceived
of as occurring in parallel, rather than through a series of steps, as in the
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prosodification accounts (e.g., syllabification, foot-formation) of derivational
studies such as Hayes (1995), OT nevertheless requires the specification of an
“input” item, which will come from the lexicon, presumably via the
morphology.
While OT accounts of monomorphemic words can proceed smoothly,
avoiding the issue of morphology and referring only to the segments of the
lexical item, more complex words require that morphological structure be
provided along with the input candidate’s segmental melody. As noted above,
various OT analyses, such as Prince & Smolensky (1993), McCarthy & Prince
(1993a, b), have proposed constraints which also refer to morphological
structures. However, for derivational theories such as L e x i c a l P h o n o l o g y ,
morphological complexity meant more than just the presence of structure, it
indicated a serial process of word construction which proceeded in discrete
stages. This was used to explain both word-formation patterns and structural
alternations, such as those ascribed to the c y c l e . Nothing inherent in OT
itself precludes the retention of serial morphological derivation, the Eval
process simply replacing the phonological rules of derivational theory.
However, this vision of serial derivation carries with it all the problems
associated with it from derivational theories, and is based on assumptions
about word-formation that are made unnecessary and irrelevant by
mechanisms found at the heart of OT. It will be illustrated here that a parallel
version of OT can capture the supposed effects of serial derivation, while
avoiding its shortcomings.
1.4.1

Cyclic rule application
One intuitively appealing concept captured by serial derivation is the
idea that larger words are built up from smaller ones. Many English words
appear to support this intuition, e.g., law, lawless, lawlessness, bylaw or
instrument, instrumental, instrumentality. The alternating character of
syllable stress led Chomsky & Halle (1968) to propose the transformational
cycle. Noting the relationship between suffixed and unsuffixed forms of the
“same” word, they proposed a phonology in which rules were applied after
the addition of each new morpheme to the “basic” lexical word. The
differences in word stress seen between related forms were thought to be the
result of the continued application of the rules, and traces of the earlier
“cycles” were thought to be seen in secondary and tertiary stresses that should
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otherwise not appear. This cyclic model of affixation, which also applied to
compounding, was the principal mechanism of the morphological system in
generative phonology.
Chomsky & Halle regarded the primary stress of a “base” form like
ínstrument as being retained as a secondary stress in the other two derived
forms, while the main stress of ìnstruméntal reveals itself through the full
vowel (rather than a reduced vowel [Ê]) seen in ínstrum[É]ntálity. As a
minimal pair proof, they argue that the realizations of the phonologically
similar words cond[É≤]nsation and comp[Ê]nsation show distinct vowels in the
antepenult, the former showing a full vowel while the latter shows a reduced
vowel. This difference is ascribed to the relation of the former to a base form
condénse, with a stressed root vowel, while the latter has no corresponding
stressed base form, being built from the derived verb cómpensàte.9 This
interleaving of morphological and phonological processes became a central
tenet of Lexical Phonology, developed by Kiparsky (1982a, b) and Mohanan
(1982).
Chomsky & Halle (1968) were well aware that many of their “rules”
were less general than the term suggests, and regarded the lexicon as that part
of the grammar “which should contain only idiosyncratic properties of items,
properties not predicted by general rule.” (p. 12) For words which violated the
proposed rules, however, they preferred “assigning a representation in terms
of segments and boundaries to each apparently nonregular form in such a
way that the correct phonetic form is predicted by rules that are needed on
independent grounds.” (p. 147) It is in this spirit that they proposed
underlying forms like /nixtÊngÅl/ and /mixtÊli/ for níghtengale and
míghtily (p. 234), positing an underlying velar fricative /x/ (absent in spoken
English) to explain notable exceptions to their Trisyllabic Laxing rule, one of
the rules that accounted for vowel shortenings of the type sáne ‹ sánity.
Such liberality with the postulation of underlying forms was directly in
contrast to the practice of the earlier structuralists, who regarded only surface
forms as having a linguistic reality (Anderson 1985: 306-9). Indeed, despite its
reputation for introducing great abstractness in underlying representations
(Anderson 1985: 325), generative theory as presented in Chomsky & Halle
9Although one could point out the related noun rècompénse, with main stress on the same
(unsuffixed) root. Sainz (1992: 124-135) offers an excellent summary of the English words used to
support this type of argument.
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(1968) proceeds generally from the structuralist assumption that the surface
form of words corresponded to their “basic” form (in the absence of evidence
to the contrary), and creative suggestions like /nixtÊngÅl/ are relatively rare.
The entire morphological system with its transformational cycle takes for
granted that unsuffixed words are “primitive”. Any variations seen in related
affixed forms are regarded as modifications of that primitive representation,
for example the characterization of the alternation seen in sáne ‹ sánity as
“shortening”, based on taking the unsuffixed form sáne as the primitive.
This assumption moved into a central theoretical position,
strengthened and codified into the A l t e r n a t i o n C o n d i t i o n of Kiparsky
(1973) and the S t r i c t C y c l e C o n d i t i o n of Mascaró (1976). These principles
stated that cyclic (for some, lexical) rules could apply only in “derived
environments”, that is, only to words undergoing affixation processes. Thus,
as they were never subject to phonological rules, unsuffixed forms were
necessarily identical to their own underlying lexical entries. This had the
advantage of eliminating numerous exceptional forms such as níghtengale,
which has no internal morphological structure, without any need to propose
abstract underlying forms like /nixtÊngÅl/. The very principle that allowed
words like níghtengale to have simple underlying forms also excepted them
from the otherwise violated rule.
The specification of certain rules as cyclic thus allowed for a de facto
hierarchy of rules. Rules that specified the presence of affixes, such as stress
assignment rules, could be applied only to words undergoing affixation. It had
long been clear that certain English affixes, such as /-ing, -ness, -ly/, were
“stress-neutral”. Chomsky & Halle (1968 : 85) had used a word-boundary (“#”)
to separate those affixes from words, while stress-affecting affixes were
(otherwise arbitrarily) given a morpheme boundary (“+”). The framework of
Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982a, b, Mohanan 1982), which was developed
as an explanation for (among other things) the Alternation Condition and the
Strict Cycle Condition, allowed such boundary distinctions to be dispensed
with, as the rule itself became attached to the affix in question.
As in Chomsky & Halle (1968), derivation in Lexical Phonology rests
upon the interleaving of phonological and morphological events:
phonological rules are applied after each instance of morphological affixation,
producing the effects of the cycle. Although the contrast between the stressneutral and stress-affecting affixes was still idiosyncratic and lexical, the
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suffixes themselves were conceived of as being on different l e x i c a l l e v e l s ,
labeled I and II. The first level was cyclic, and cyclic rules applied to words
when affixes of this level were added, hence the effect on stress placement.
The second level was (in most approaches) post-cyclic, and the stress rules did
not apply. There was also a third, post-lexical level, at which completely
regular surface changes like flapping took place. The lexical levels could
afford exceptions to otherwise general rules, which would be recorded in the
lexicon as such. By establishing such a hierarchy of rule levels, rules could be
focused upon the forms they were meant to apply to, and separated from
those forms that would otherwise be problematic exceptions, reducing their
number dramatically and increasing the explanatory power of the system. For
example, words like míghtily, although not underived like níghtengale,
would still be exempt from the cyclical Trisyllabic Shortening rule, because
/-ly/ was a level II post-cyclic affix. The need to posit unusual underlying
forms was again avoided, in this case due to level ordering.
1.4.2

Shortcomings of Lexical Phonology
Despite their achievements, the Strict Cycle Condition and level
ordering of Lexical Phonology show certain inherent problems. While
successful in accounting for words like còndensátion, there are far more
affixed forms that do not at all correspond to their “bases” in stress placement:
(1.17) átom ‹ atómic
[æ≤tÊm] [Êtámik]

sólid ‹ solídity
[sálid] [sÊlíditi∆]

py≤ramid ‹ pyrámidoid
[pírÊmid] [pÊræ≤midø∆d]

These affixed words completely lose any trace of the supposedly “basic”
primary stress. Thus, along with the stress assignment rules, the need arose
for “destressing” and “retraction” rules to get rid of or shift unwanted old
stresses expected from the cyclic application of rules (see the excellent
discussion of this in Kager 1989: 86-101). Furthermore, explaining the
supposed contrast between còmpensátion and còndensátion was more
difficult in the framework of prosodic phonology, where stress was no longer
a segmental feature but rather governed by prosodic constituents. While
“destressing” could be conceived of via de- and re-footing rules, there was no
mechanism for representing leftover traces of stress from previous cycles
using prosodic constituents.
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Another problem involves the central hypothesis that underived
words can be exempted from cyclic rules. Since stress assignment, whose
effects are present in all words, derived and underived, was still the
archetypal cyclical rule at the time, exemptions had to be made in Kiparsky
(1982b) for iterative prosodic rules like syllabification and stress assignment.
This ushered in a distinction between “structure changing” and “structure
preserving” rules, in order to prevent over- and under-application of certain
rules to underived and post-cyclic words. Conversely, the fundamental
nature of the distinction between derived and underived words, suggested by
the Alternation Condition and its successors, is weakened by the existence of
many languages, for example, Latin, in which this distinction is absent, as
virtually all lexical words show inflectional or derivational morphology.
Moreover, certain underived English words do show “structure changing”
effects, e.g., pairs like sign / signature, damn / damnation. For these, Kiparsky
(1985) suggests a relaxing of the constraint on the last lexical level, a
theoretical tactic described by Kaisse & Shaw (1985: 23) as “disappointing”.
Finally, as suggested above (§ 1.3.4), the prosodic hierarchy can account
for many of the iterative properties the cycle was created to explain. If the
cycle was truly active in the grammar of English, only structural changes
arising on earlier cycles, but which are not derivable on the final cycle, would
give evidence of true cyclicity, but this is not the case. The area in which cyclic
effects seemed most clear involved stress assignment in derived words,
where Chomsky & Halle claimed that traces had been left of the “old” primary
and secondary stresses, as in their example of cond[É≤]nsation and
comp[Ê]nsation given above (§ 1.4.1), or in ínstrument ‹ ìnstruméntal ‹
ínstrum[É]ntálity. Contrasting with such examples, however, are many affixed
forms that do not at all correspond to their “bases” in stress placement, and
show no trace of the “basic” stress, such as those given above in (1.17). Such
cases are typically explained with complex destressing (or defooting) and
retraction rules in theories which maintain the cycle (cf. Kager 1989). Chapters
five and six address a number of problems which were accounted for in
previous studies using retraction rules.
In later work, a number of objections were raised to the view of the
cycle as discussed above. Halle & Vergnaud (1987) proposed to dismantle the
Lexical Phonological system and make [+cyclic] an optional feature of
individual levels of affixation; this was in response to a number of
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difficulties, such as the deletions of segments in underived forms like sign,
damn, noted above, which led them to modify the strict cycle used in Lexical
Phonology. Halle & Kenstowicz (1991: 460-1) go further, noting that words like
conversation, information, transportation fail to show the expected
embedded stresses predicted by the condense /condensation example; they
conclude that the presence or absence of such “subsidiary stress” is “an
idiosyncrasy of individual lexical items.” Kager (1989: 38) says that such
variations are dependent upon “performance factors such as word frequency
and the predictability of words in discourse contexts.” He also questions the
motivations for shifts in prominence relations in such cases, e.g.,
còndensátion rather than *condènsátion (p. 87). Sainz (1992: 124-135) offers a
summary of examples debunking the connection between supposed cyclic
stress application and the presence of tertiary stresses. She has compiled
extensive lists of such words (e.g., p. 118-119), which demonstrate that no
phonological or morphological pattern can be generalized from the data, and
thus no case can be made for the presumed cyclic explanation.10 Further
words can be found, which show, in some pronunciations at least, full vowels
in bound stems, e.g., cònt[É]mplátion, cònc[É]ntrátion, cases which should be
parallel to comp[Ê]nsation . There is even a pronunciation of the latter which
shows the full vowel, while some variants of cònd[Ê]nsátion show a reduced
vowel.11 Thus, while the original claim of Chomsky & Halle (1968) might be
theoretically appealing and interesting, the data unfortunately does not seem
to support it.
It is easy to see how the cyclic approach could arise in the context of the
Chomsky & Halle (1968) framework. All of the features in their system,
including stress, were properties of segments. In order to explain how an
unexpectedly full vowel, like the [É] in cond[É]nsation, became “stressed”, their
framework required the application of the feature [stress] to that vowel.
Combining their concatenative approach to word formation with the
observation that the same vowel was given main stress in the embedded
10In fact, there is a pattern based, as Kager notes, on frequency. Less frequent words tend to show
their full vocalism, presumably to aid the listener in accessing the correct lexical information.
11The Celex English wordlist used in this study listed both compensation and condensation as
having variant pronunciations with /e/ and /Ê/, the compilers apparently being undisturbed by
the theoretical significance the two words supposedly hold. In my own speech, the words
behave identically.
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word condénse, the cycle was the most logical conclusion. Many of the
clearest cases of affixation in English are of the stress-neutral “level II” type, in
which the intuitive analysis clearly indicates an embedded, consistently
stressed word to which an affix has been added, reinforcing this view of word
formation. In fact, even if we disregard the còmp[É]nsátion type, it still
appears as though many derived words display cyclic effects, e.g., ínstrument,
ìnstruméntal, ìnstrum[É]ntálity. Yet this phenomenon is better accounted for,
at least in English, by the inherently hierarchical prosodic system than by the
cycle.
The fact that the same syllables are landing sites for stress in all three
words is a by-product of foot-formation rather than any cyclic process. This
can be demonstrated by a derivation of the words in question, following the
foot-formation rules of Hayes (1987, 1995):
(1.18) (x) . <(x)>
ínstrument

(x) . (x) < . >
ìnstrumént - al

(x) . (x) (x .) <.>
ìnstrument - ál -ity

In instrument, the final syllable is extrametrical (indicated by < >), following a
general rule of final syllable extrametricality in nouns, and so main stress falls
on the initial. In ìnstruméntal, the final syllable -al is extrametrical (level I
suffixes are extrametrical in Hayes’ framework), and the formerly
extrametrical syllable -ment is, due to its intrinsic weight, a foot in itself.
Continuing from right to left, the remainder of the word is again parsed as in
ínstrument. Finally, in ìnstrumentálity , the suffix -ity can join with the
formerly extrametrical -al to yield a typical trochee -alit-. This will again result
in the rest of the word following the foot structure of the previous two
examples. The consistency of footing results entirely from the shapes of
extrametrical syllables and of the suffixes. That this does not always happen
should be clear from cases like atom, atomic, solid, solidity, pyramid,
pyramidoid. In these cases, the extrametrical syllable in the simplex form is
not able to stand alone as a foot. When it is suffixed with a non-extrametrical
or heavy affix, the parsing of syllables to feet is thrown off by one syllable:
(x)<(.)> (.) (x .)
(1.19) atom
atomic

(x)<(.)> (.)(x .)
solid
solidity

(x .)<(.)>
pyramid

(.)(x .) <(x)>
pyramidoid
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It is clear that this solution requires the prosodic and metrical constituents
introduced subsequent to Chomsky & Halle (1968). The non-cyclic approach
simply applies the foot-formation principles to the domain, informed by the
morphology, and arranges the melodic units into syllables and feet using a
consistent iterative principle.
In Optimality Theory, apparently iterative and cyclic structural effects
can be captured in Optimality Theory using McCarthy & Prince’s (1993a)
framework of Generalized Alignment. Just as various orderings of constraints
aligning the foot to the prosodic word and vice versa can produce the
typology of stress patterns described in Hayes (1995), enforcing foot-formation
in what appears to be an iterative or sequential fashion (§ 1.3.4), McCarthy &
Prince (1993a: 20) note that “replacing PrWd by one of the morphological
categories Root or Stem in the alignment constraint will produce effects of the
kind often attributed to the cycle.” In other words, level ordering is no longer
necessary, because constraints can be applied to candidates with reference to
specific morphological constituents, effectively limiting the influence of the
constraint to items within those constituents. There is no need to conceive of
such processes as applying iteratively in sequential order.12 Serial derivation,
long required to account for the cycle, has no place in an explanatory parallel
model of OT and can be dispensed with. Serial derivation is a cumbersome
mechanism, and introduces unwanted and unneeded complexity to the
grammar. As long as the effects assumed to require serial derivation can be
captured under parallelism, the latter should be considered more constrained,
less complex and thus preferable.
1.4.3

Cophonologies and similar proposals
Another problematic proposal which has been introduced into OT, and
which will be excluded from consideration in possible solutions, is the
concept of c o p h o n o l o g i e s (Itô, Mester and Padgett 1994, Inkelas, Orgun &
Zoll 1994, Cohn & McCarthy 1995) or lexical “levels”. This weakens OT by
introducing further serial processes back into the grammar. In McCarthy &
Prince’s (1993b) account of the phonology of Axininca Campa, this is achieved
by proposing three Lexical Phonological levels, each of which consists of an

12This also eliminates other sorts of problems inherent in Lexical Phonology, such as bracketing

paradoxes, which arise from the unnecessary linking, inherent in the serial model, of
morphological subcategorization to level-ordered rule application.
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independent constraint hierarchy. The optimal output of each hierarchy is
passed on to the next as its “input” form. This tactic appears to be necessary
because the required constraints seem to be ordered differently at different
morphological levels. This problem is rooted in McCarthy & Prince’s (1993b)
conceptualization of constraints and candidates, further developed in
Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995). Constraints governing
segments, such as P a r s e , F i l l (later M a x and D e p ), C o d a - C o n d , are
conceived of as universal, governing the relationship between the “input”
and “output” strings. Apparently different rankings of P a r s e and F i l l for the
treatment of suffixes and prefixes suggest that there must be “cophonologies”,
independent sets of constraint hierarchies in which these universal
constraints are differently ordered.
However, this problem can be eliminated through an alternative
understanding of “input” and “output” strings. OT as presented by Prince &
Smolensky (1993) and McCarthy & Prince (1993a, b) utilized the constraints
P a r s e and F i l l to govern f a i t h f u l n e s s , i.e., whether the segments in the
“input” string appeared in the “output” string and vice versa. The same
constraints were also used to describe relationships between various members
of the prosodic hierarchy, for example parsing syllables to feet or feet to words.
Correspondence Theory, as defined by McCarthy & Prince (1995), focused
upon the faithfulness relationship between “input” and “output” strings,
introducing the constraints M a x and D e p . These constraints govern the
correspondence between segments in the input and output, or the base and
reduplicant (in cases of reduplication). The application of this concept to the
latter two constituents suggests, as do subcategorization constraints, that
constraints may be applied to specific morphological constituents. The
“input” strings are, after all, instances of morphemes, whether individual or
in combination. The idea of “input-output” correspondence can be more
precisely reformulated as (for example) the correspondence of the
Morphological Word to the Prosodic Word, just as “base-reduplicant”
correspondence is an instantiation of the correspondence of an affixal
morpheme (or its prosodic correspondent) to a stem morpheme.
Returning to McCarthy & Prince’s (1993b) case of Axininca Campa, the
opposite relative rankings of P a r s e to F i l l for suffixes and prefixes can be
reinterpreted as the presence of four ranked constraints in the same
hierarchy, two referring to the suffix constituent and two referring to the
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prefix. Two separate cophonologies are no longer necessary to account for the
data. The issue of cophonologies, and other cases explained in the literature
by cophonologies, will not be further explored in this work; it will be assumed
that the approach suggested here will succeed in other cases, and the burden
of proof in OT should be on the need for cophonologies to account for
otherwise inexplicable data, rather than the need to prove that they are
unnecessary. As Inkelas, Orgun & Zoll (1994: 11-12) point out, the concepts
behind using cophonologies are “counter to the spirit of Optimality Theory”,
and they go on to illustrate various paradoxes arising from the use of
cophonologies, concluding that “the potential for cophonology proliferation
is astronomical.” (p. 13) Cophonologies are merely the OT analog of lexical
rules; the weakness of the Lexical Phonological system, that it was
unconstrained, is maintained by the use of cophonologies. What constrains
OT is the requirement that the entire grammar must be represented via a
single ranked constraint hierarchy, and the one correct grammar for a given
language will be that in which a single ordering of all the constraints,
including those referring to morphological constituents (as in the case of
Axininca Campa), yields the attested data.
Another example of derivational concepts creeping back into OT
involves supposed relationships between multiple “outputs” across the
lexicon. This reflects a desire to capture within OT the derivational idea that
words are “related”, and that the shape of related forms can influence each
other. An example of this in derivational theory is that of “trace” tertiary
stresses due to cyclic derivation, an idea shown above (§ 1.4.2) to have no basis
in the data. McCarthy & Prince (1995: 262) allow correspondence relations to
be extended to “types of cyclic or transderivational relationships within
paradigms”. For example, Benua (1995) concludes that truncation processes
which shorten names like Larry /læri/ to Lar /lær/ are examples of such a
transderivational relationship, because of a purported constraint on the
tautosyllabic sequence /ær/ which she assumes based on distribution as well
as orthography (e.g., barn, car).
The truncated form Lar retains the offending sequence because a “BaseTruncated” correspondence constraint outranks the constraint restricting
/ær/, the need for the truncated form to resemble the “full” word outranking
the segmental restriction. This type of solution opens the door to all kinds of
potential transderivational relationships between words influencing the
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constraint hierarchy, again adding unnecessary and problematic complexity to
OT. What Benua does not take into account is the principal underlying
assumption of her proposal, i.e., that the sequence /ær/ in Lar is tautosyllabic.
Since her solution requires the identification of words like Lar as
morphological truncations anyway, it is far simpler to constrain such
truncations (presumably a morphological category) to end in syllable onsets,
the final vowel not being parsed into the “output” representation (see also
§ 4.1.5). Following this reasoning, the sequence /ær/ in Lar can be seen as
indeed phonologically heterosyllabic, just as in Larry. The relevant constraint
ranking is the higher position of the constraint which prevents the surfacing
of the final vowel relative to the faithfulness constraint which normally
requires all segments in a morpheme to surface, and there is no need to resort
to special transderivational relationships.13
A similar transderivational constraint is used by Pater (1995: 20-21) to
account for “classic example[s] of stress preservation [like] còndensátion,” and
for this he proposes a constraint S t r e s s I d e n t which states that “if a is
stressed, then ¦(a) must be stressed”, the function notation apparently
representing the transderivational relation. This kind of explanation will be
explicitly rejected here out of hand, not only because the “classic examples of
stress preservation” have no basis in fact, as Sainz (1992) has shown, but also
because transderivational constraints of this kind are far too unconstrained to
appear in a formal and constrained OT. In the version of OT argued for here,
common properties of “related” words are explained by common lexical roots,
mediated by the constraint hierarchy. The Eval process only has access to the
lexical “input” items and the constraint hierarchy, and no relationships
between “output” items are available to it. Any influence of some member of
a paradigm upon another (e.g., “analogy”) comes about via L e x i c o n
O p t i m i z a t i o n (Prince & Smolensky 1993, Inkelas 1994), wherein a new
interpretation of the lexical entry is arrived at based upon the p e r c e p t i o n of
the surface forms, rather than transderivational surface forms directly
13One might question the status of an onset without a following vowel, or syllables without

nuclei. However, if onsets, syllable nuclei and syllables themselves are understood as no more
(and no less) than prosodic constituents in the prosodic hierarchy, governed by the constraint
hierarchy, then unfilled nuclei in certain contexts are just as plausible as unfilled onsets, common
in the literature. Both of these potential situations depend solely upon whether the constraint
hierarchy allows for them.
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interacting with the constraint hierarchy or the Eval process (i.e., the
p r o d u c t i o n side of the grammar). This position again reinforces the
constrained nature of the OT grammar and resists both interactions at
multiple levels and the (re)introduction of serial mechanisms into the
grammar and the theory. Transderivational processes will again serve only to
introduce unwanted complexity and further paradoxes into OT (see also Hale
& Reiss 1997).
A final derivational-style tactic which will be excluded from OT is
again illustrated in Pater (1995). Because his original S t r e s s I d e n t constraint
fails to account for a subset of words, he posits (p. 23-4) a “lexically specific
version” of the constraint which he refers to as S t r e s s I d e n t - g. While his
goal in doing this, avoiding cophonologies, is a positive one, this particular
solution is equivalent to unstructured exception marking or lexical rules in
derivational theory. The words Pater is concerned with will be accounted for
without such tactics in chapters four, five and six. While constraints that refer
to specific morphologically defined structures, such as subcategorization
constraints, are supported in the conception of OT offered here, constraints
that apply only to an otherwise heterogeneous list of words, yielding in this
way the correct surface forms, are not. Words that appear to show exceptional
behavior must be accounted for rather by the presence of structures in their
lexical entries, and such structures are limited to members of the constituent
hierarchies, yielding a highly constrained theory of grammar.
1.5

Exceptions and the lexicon
Regardless of how well the linguist designs a traditional generative
grammar for a given language (whether derivational or OT-based), there will
always be some words which fail to behave as predicted. Chapter seven
investigates the nature of such exceptions, and how they can be accounted for
in OT. Some words are regarded as exceptional because of assumptions about
the nature of their underlying forms. For example, because the surface forms
of underived words is assumed to be identical to its underlying form, words
like vanílla are understood as showing exceptional stress (cf. órigin). The best
solution for this type of problem involves what Inkelas, Orgun & Zoll (1994)
refer to as p r e s p e c i f i c a t i o n . In this case, the lexical entry is understood as
containing a geminate /l/, whose effects surface only in the surface stress of
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the word. Other cases of long segments (i.e., long vowels) result in a melodic
as well as a stress contrast (e.g., horízon vs. órigin).
Inkelas, Orgun & Zoll (1994: 28-29) regard prespecification as the best
explanation of this type of exception within OT because:
On this theory, exceptions differ from “non-exceptions” … by possessing some underlying
phonological structure causing them to resist or trigger a different class of phonological
alternations than morphemes not similarly specified undergo. Crucially, alternations are
governed by phonological structure, not by rule or grammar features. The contrast
between a "regular " and "exceptional " morpheme is formally indistinguishable from
that between any two phonologically distinct morphemes. Membership in a static
subregularity and lexical exceptionality are formally identical, a species of simple
lexical variety… The second advantage of prespecification theory is that it offers the
only workable approach to morphologically complex, phonologically heterogeneous
words… A third significant advantage of prespecification is that it can locate and
identify the exceptional area of the morpheme. (pp. 28-29)

Following this approach, regular and exceptional morphemes of this kind
differ only in respect to structure, and are otherwise treated identically in the
Gen and Eval processes. The exceptional structure can be identified and
located in relation to the segments of the morpheme, and should be expected
to appear consistently wherever that morpheme appears. Limiting the
structures involved to members of the constituent hierarchies limits the
types of exceptionality and helps to predict what kind of exceptionality is
operating. Following the proposals made in chapters four, five and six, most
exceptions to stress placement and vowel shortening can be accounted for by
the presence of a lexical mora in the exceptional words, attached either to
consonants (unexpected stress on an apparently light syllable) or vowels
(unexpected failure of “vowel shortening” environments).
Another, less frequent, type of exception involves unexpected
subcategorization for affixation. While most instances of affixation bring
predictable prosodic effects attributable to subcategorization, some words
display properties which are not expected on the basis of their presumed
morphological structures. However, these properties are always identifiable
with some other existing structure in the language. For example, the noun
récord does not show the expected prefixed noun structures seen in e.g.,
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repórt or défect, which foot both the prefix and the stem, but rather a single
foot with unlengthened prefix syllable. Such a structure would be expected for
a unitary stem like légend or brígand, but not for a prefixed stem. The
combination of /re/ and /cord/ to produce a noun has arbitrarily (lexically)
been governed by an unexpected subcategorization. Other exceptions of this
kind include words like imprégnate, which shows an unexpected stress on
the penult, normal in words suffixed by, e.g., /-al/, but almost absent from
words in /-ate/, which normally show penultimate stress regardless of
syllable weight. This is again accounted for by an unusual subcategorization,
the suffix /-ate/ in this case arbitrarily subcategorizing for the stem rather
than the morphological word (§ 6.1).
A third type of exception involves words whose “input” morphemes
themselves present an unexpected segmental form. For example, the pairs
destróy ‹ destrúction, retáin ‹ reténtive cannot be linked to common
underlying forms without proposing constraints which will yield erroneous
results when applied generally to the lexicon. Furthermore, it should be clear
that the selection of English morphemes in combination is in general
arbitrary. For example, the verbs compóse and propóse are both built on the
root /pos/, and their derived nouns còmposítion, pròposítion show similar
morphology, but the further nouns propósal and compónent , the latter of
which shows unusual allomorphy, are not predictable either in their
structure or meaning. While words showing a common morphological root
are often relatable semantically, their specific denotations and their specific
morphological structures are not predictable. Other morphological entities,
such as some prefixes (e.g., ab-) and roots (e.g., -céive), have no consistent
meanings associated with them, although they might show a predictable
behavior morphologically (e.g., concéive ‹ concéption, decéive ‹ decéption,
etc.).
To account for these different types of arbitrariness, subcategorization is
again applied. Just as Inkelas (1989) proposed that all morphemes have
subcategorization frames, in an OT context all morphemes require at least one
constraint associating their melodic segments with some morphological
structures. McCarthy & Prince’s (1993a) subcategorization constraints for
affixes are just a special case of the subcategorization constraints necessary for
all morphemes to combine. Thus, while most roots will be governed by a
predictable constraint of the type Align( /limit/, R; Root, R), linking the
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appropriate segment string to the root category, some roots will require an
additional constraint which demands a prefix:
(1.20)

Align( /ceive/, R; Root, R)
Align( /ceive/, L; Prefix, R)

Furthermore, the fact that semantically related words with identifiably related
but nonidentical “input” strings exist (e.g., destróy, destrúction) suggests that
there is some semantic element involved in selecting morphemes and their
subcategorizations. For example, if a semantic constituent, or l e x e m e
{destroy} is proposed to represent the concept behind these two words, the
following complex subcategorization constraints might be used to account for
them:
(1.21)

Link( {destroy}{Verb}, /de-stroy/)
Link( {destroy}{Noun}, /de-struct-ion/)

The constraint L i n k here simply refers to an unspecified associative relation,
or simply morphological selection. Such a constraint chooses the root
morpheme, its content-less prefix, and the nominal suffix in question, based
on the semantically defined identity of the word in question. Following the
same approach, a “regular” form would require less complex
subcategorization constraints:
(1.22a)
(1.22b)

Link( {act}, /act/)
Link( {Noun}, /-ion/)

The constraint given in (1.22a) is a minimal association between a lexeme and
the segmental string which consistently carries its meaning, while (1.22b) is a
more generally applicable constraint for creating nominals, which can
account for many more forms. Such constraints will do for “regular” words,
but irregulars will require more complex and specific constraints such as
those given above in (1.21). These constraints will have to be ranked above
the more generally applicable constraints to have an effect upon the
grammar.
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Accepting such a proposal leads to a single conclusion: that all material
traditionally ascribed to the lexicon in generative approaches must be
encoded, in one way or another, into a series of subcategorization constraints
of this type. In other words, the lexicon is entirely contained within the
constraint hierarchy itself. This follows a proposal by Russell (1995) that
constraints should be used to represent the lexicon itself as well as the
processes which govern word-formation. Besides accounting for the various
types of subcategorization required above, this approach also makes it easier
to treat underspecification effects (§ 7.3.3). Deriving the grammar exclusively
from constraints within the hierarchy allows for all grammatical
relationships to be expressed through the properties of the constraint
hierarchy, such as ranking.
Constraints which refer to complex structures, like (1.21), or
subcategorization constraints which refer to certain affixes, are referred to
here as s p e c i f i c constraints. These can be contrasted with g e n e r a l
constraints, which refer only to grammatical constituents (§ 7.3.2). Constraints
like (1.22b) fall into this category, as do most traditional OT constraints.
Exceptions arise when specific constraints outrank their corresponding
general constraints; the converse relation means that the specific constraints
in question have no effect and do not participate in the grammar. Since the
number of potential specific constraints is astronomically high, while the
number of general constraints is limited by the number of constituents in the
grammatical system, it is assumed that only high-ranking specific constraints,
which would have an effect on the grammar, are understood to be present in
the grammar. The fall of a specific constraint below its corresponding general
constraint in the hierarchy effectively eliminates it from the grammar, and
this is how regularization would be represented in this framework.
In §§ 7.2-7.3, such a conception of the lexicon is contrasted with
previous thinking. The traditional generative lexicon, which treats exceptions
and regular forms through two distinct types of processing, is contrasted with
Bybee’s (1995) proposal of a lexical network to model the relations between
words, which takes into account type (pattern) and token (word) frequencies
while rejecting discrete morphemes and process-oriented word formation.
Each of these competing models is seen to focus on different sets of
grammatical relationships, the generative model (like early OT) focusing on
the prosody/morphology relationship, while Bybee’s network model focuses
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on the morphological and semantic connections between words. It is
suggested herein that both models can be superseded by an OT grammar as
outlined above, with regular correspondences captured by general constraints,
which are indicative of high type frequencies, while exceptions are
maintained by highly-ranked specific constraints supported by their high
token frequency. The only true “input” forms are lexemes from a third
s e m a n t i c c o n s t i t u e n t h i e r a r c h y , which account for both the selection of
morphemes and their subcategorization. While such selection is often
consistent per lexeme, there are instances in which high-ranking selection
constraints will arbitrarily choose allomorphs like /de-stroy/ and /de-struc/
for the same lexeme. It is these selected morphemic structures which
comprise what has been until now treated as the OT “input string”. Using the
constraint hierarchy to model such relationships makes it logically equivalent
to Bybee’s lexical network, but more effective since a wider range of
relationships (including purely prosodic ones) can be captured, and all
relationships can be described formally through constraints and their
constituent arguments.
A further advantage of this approach is the presence of a built-in
evaluation metric, which allows, unlike the previous approaches, for the
complexity of a proposed grammar to be adequately quantified. The number
of general constraints, which define the high-frequency relationships between
members of the constituent hierarchies, should remain more or less constant
between grammars (both cross-linguistically, and between competing
grammars for a single language), as these relationships must always be
specified. This follows the idea of McCarthy & Prince (1994) that all constraints
are present in all languages, with the added proviso that only general
constraints are meant. It is then the specific constraints which capture the
idiosyncrasies and complexities of a real language; it is in fact preferable that
such constraints are not thought to be present in all grammars. Specific
constraints correspond to the unpredictable elements in the grammar, such as
subcategorization, morpheme selection, and allomorphy. General constraints,
driven by regularity (type frequency), are selected by the process of Lexicon
Optimization to maximize the number of forms which can be accounted for
by the grammar. In the least complex grammar, only those aspects of the
language which are truly unpredictable via the general constraints will
require specific constraints, enforced by the high token frequency of the
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irregular words which require them. The number of specific constraints
necessary to produce the grammar is thus an indication of its complexity, and
the grammar which minimizes the number of these specific constraints will
be the least complex for a given language.
The final sections of chapter six deal with the further implications of
the model outlined above for the theory. This proposed OT allows for the
representation of the entire grammar through the constraint hierarchy,
dispensing with the heterogeneous system of traditional generative theory,
with its independent lexicon and morphological and phonological rules. This
promises a more constrained system, but also then depends heavily on the
constraints themselves. The need for a formal system of constraint
definitions is discussed, although an exhaustive treatment is left to future
work. Proposals for dealing with what is traditionally described as the postlexical level are also introduced, although segmental phonology will not be
elaborated upon in this work. Since a single constraint hierarchy must
account for all relationships in this approach, the different correspondences
captured previously in Lexical Phonology by level ordering must be
accounted for instead by the use of hierarchically arranged constituents. A
distinction between morphemic phonemes and prosodic segments (and their
corresponding features) is proposed to account for various levels of segmental
relationships.
The goal of the theory pursued here is the representation of the
maximum number of grammatical relationships through the use of the
minimum number of theoretical constructs, in this case the members of the
three grammatical hierarchies and the mechanisms of the constraint
hierarchy within Optimality Theory. By proposing a system in which the
majority patterns can be produced by one ranking of the general constraints,
while the minority patterns can be generated by lexically (through “lexical”
subcategorization constraints) specifying some minimal element of structure
(prosodic or morphological) for the underlying morphological forms
involved, an argument is made both for the validity, productivity and
elegance of the proposed model, and against the disconnected and arbitrary
mechanisms of previous approaches.
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2. Alternations in English

2.1 Patterns and regularity
As in derivational theory, regular morphology in OT involves those
words whose proposed lexical “input” forms yield the correct “output”
surface forms, while irregular morphology denotes the set of words for which
the expected underlying forms would not produce the correct optimal
candidates. Unlike the derivational approach, however, OT does not provide
any expression for exception marking.14 Instead, irregular words will have to
provide their surface forms on the basis of some lexical input which will
produce the optimal candidate. Under this definition, only regular stems will
be mappable to a single “underlying” morpheme, and a word’s irregularity
may be based on the fact that its apparent lexical form must necessarily differ
from those seen in related words. However, since the constraint hierarchy
must produce all surface forms of the language, a proposed hierarchy that
would necessarily prevent an attested surface word from appearing cannot be
the correct hierarchy for that language. The hierarchy of general prosodic
constraints must be by definition minimally violable for all surface forms.
To describe the interactions of constraints that take both morphological
and prosodic categories as their arguments, forms showing irregular
morphology must be removed from the set of data. Defining a complete
constraint hierarchy (or grammar) for English thus involves determining
which patterns are general and the result of the interactions of prosodic and
morphological constraints, and which forms rather have idiosyncratic
morphological structures. Once the irregular forms are removed from
consideration, the patterns and sub-patterns found in the regular cases must
be categorized and accounted for by known constraint interactions, and a
hierarchy must be developed which yields all but the irregular cases.
The issue of phonological alternation in English will be explored in
this chapter by looking at a class of moraically-characterized vowel
14While one could propose a pseudo-constraint which fails to apply to certain diacritically

marked words, this makes a mockery of OT’s principles of universality, inclusiveness and
parallelism, i.e., the universal application of constraints to all candidates (§ 1.3.1). It also
violates a central principle proposed in this work, that constraints may only refer to members of
the constituent hierarchies (§ 1.0).
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alternations found in the English data. These vowel alternations, which
appear to interact with prosodification processes expressible via the constraint
hierarchy, will be presented and previous treatments of the data will be
discussed. The computational corpus investigation undertaken for this study
will be introduced and described, and data from that study will be used to
illustrate the problems inherent in previous approaches, including solutions
couched in Optimality Theory. The question of vowel length alternation will
be shown to be dependent upon stress placement, which in turn suggests that
the prosodic category “foot” and the constraints which take it as an argument
will ultimately provide the explanation for these alternations. Evidence for
patterns in the English stress system and the majority and minority stress
patterns seen in the data will be investigated in the following chapter.
2.2

Investigating regular patterns in English
Despite the importance of alternations as evidence for particular
constraint hierarchy configurations, there is actually not a great deal of stem
alternation in English. The vast majority of words in the sample corpus do
not provide examples for vowel alternation or stem allomorphy. Most
suffixation in English, viewed in terms of surface phonetic realizations,
appears to be simply concatenative. It might seem possible then, that we could
simply follow Vennemann (1974) and just list the cases of apparent
alternation, writing them all off as due to multiple stems. However, a
prosodic analysis of English is necessary to address the issue of English stress
patterns, and as will be illustrated below, generalizations seen across the
categories required to describe English prosodic structure will provide the
means for explaining many apparent phonemic alternations seen across
morphemes. Particular alternation will be focused in the sections below upon
vowel alternation, of interest because it involves both prosodic (moraic) and
morphological components and is intimately connected with the question of
stress and the structure of the prosodic system in English. Previous attempts
to account for the alternation in a generative context will be discussed; in the
course of the discussion some other relevant phonological alternations
involving consonant loss and palatalization will be discussed in the context
of the theories to be described.
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2.2.1

Vowel alternation within the derivational paradigm
Myers’ (1987) analysis is useful as a starting point for a description of
the problem, as he presents a summary of the traditional environments for
vowel alternation in English, as well as an account of the processes involved,
from a derivational perspective. The terms used below in the discussion of
the traditional derivational approach will be, of course, couched in the
language of derivational theory. The surface vowel alternation in question,
between diphthongs and simple lax vowels, has been concisely described, in
abstract phonological terms, as an alternation between long and short vowels
(§ 1.1), that is, vowels distinguished by the presence of phonemic vowel
length, which would be described in prosodic phonology in terms of the
presence or absence of a prosodic constituent, the mora. Myers identifies the
following types of vowel alternation found between morphologically related
words. The sample pairs given below are taken from his much longer lists.
The first three sets involve regular alternations based on suffix-type:
(2.1a) Consonant-initial suffixes (Myers 1987: 488-9):
( /-t/, /-th/, /-tive/, /-tion/, /-ture/)
kee e p / kee pt
descrii be / descrii ptive
discree e t / discree tion
scrii be / scrii pture

wii de / wii dth
convee ne / convee ntion
revii se / revii sion
fii ve / fii fth

(2.1b) Multisyllabic vowel-initial suffixes (Myers 1987: 494-5):
( /-ity/, /-ative/, /-itive/, /-atory/, /-ible/, /-able/, /-ify/, /-itude/,
/-ual/, /-acy/ )
sincee re / sincee rity
derii ve / derii vative
prii me / prii mitive
a i m / exclaa matory
excla
cree e d / cree dible
o de / mo
o dify
mo
o le / so
o litude
so
a dual
graa de / gra

a nity
saa ne / sa
appee a l / apee llative
defii ne / defii nitive
oblii ge / oblii gatory
plaa cate / plaa cable
vii le / vii lify
a teful / graa titude
gra
rii te / rii tual
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supree me / supree macy

conspii re / conspii racy

(2.1c) Monosyllabic vowel initial suffixes (Myers 1987: 499-500):
( /-ic/, /-id/, /-ish/, /-ule/)
o ne / co
o nic
co
a llid
paa le / pa
fii nal / fii nish
o be / glo
o bule
glo

a te / sta
a tic
sta
vaa por / vaa pid
Spaa i n / Spaa nish
o de / no
o dule
no

In all these cases, the addition of a suffix to a “base” (unsuffixed) form
showing a long vowel apparently causes the vowel of the base form to
shorten. These suffixes are, for the most part, those described in Lexical
Phonological work as level I, the stress-affecting suffixes (Kiparsky 1982a, b,
Halle & Mohanan 1985). These contrast with the level II affixes, such as
/-ship/, /-ness/, /-ing/, which do not affect the location of main stress.
The shortening environments described above are familiar from
Chomsky & Halle (1968), who proposed three separate shortening (in their
terms, “laxing”) rules to cover these cases, namely C C S h o r t e n i n g for set
(2.1a), - i c / - i d / - i s h S h o r t e n i n g for set (2.1c), and T r i s y l l a b i c S h o r t e n i n g
for set (2.1b). CC Shortening shortened underlying vowels appearing before
two consonants, -ic/-id/-ish Shortening shortened vowels before that set of
suffixes, and Trisyllabic Shortening shortened stressed vowels that were
followed by two unstressed syllables. These rule environments reflected
generalizations that Chomsky & Halle drew from their own English data.
Additionally, Myers notes the shortening seen in what have been
called the “Latinate” prefixes, in suffixed words of the following kind15 (p.
500):
(2.2)

ree - fúte / réé - fut-ation
pree - sént / préé - sent-ation

dee - fórm / déé - form-ation
o - víde / pró
ó - vid-ent
pro

15It should be noted that some words of this type do not show this shortening in some British

pronunciations, e.g., déformation /de¯-form-a≥tion/.
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In these words, addition of a level I suffix to the base form apparently causes a
long vowel in the prefix to shorten; furthermore, the main stress of the word
shifts off the base to the prefixal syllable.
The preceding cases may be compared with a series of vowel-initial
suffixes of level I which, although they may affect stress assignment, do not
produce such vocalic alternations; the suffixed forms contain the same vowel
as the base forms:
(2.3)

Suffixes producing no length alternations:
( /-al/, /-or/, /-ory/, /-ary/, /-ous/, /-ive/)
o ne / to
o nal
scrii be / scrii bal
to
advii se / advii sor
propee l/ propee llor
advii se / advii sory
supervii se / supervii sory
a mous
faa me / fa
desii re / desii rous

These suffixes have a similar level of productivity and distribution in the
corpus of English to that of the “shortening” suffixes noted above.
2.2.2

Stress assignment and vowel quantity
According to Myers (1987: 486), “vowel quantity in English depends to a
great extent on stress.” This statement encompasses a range of notions, from
the fact that Chomsky & Halle’s shortening rules referred explicitly to stress, to
later observations, described in chapter one, that sound change occurs in the
context of prosodic constituents. As was described above, the earliest metrical
accounts of English stress, such as Liberman & Prince (1977), Hayes (1982), and
Selkirk (1980), moved toward doing away with the segment-based stress rules
of Chomsky & Halle (1968), replacing them with prosodic or metrical analyses.
Vowel alternation was clearly being related to stress in these analyses, and in
the relevant literature that touches upon this problem (Chomsky & Halle
1968, Myers 1987, Halle & Vergnaud 1987, Prince 1990, Sainz 1992, Burzio
1993), stress is always a factor in the formulation of vowel shortening rules.
Consequently, such accounts are necessarily dependent upon their theoretical
framework for stress assignment in their explanation of vowel alternation.
However, the early metrical accounts of English stress conspicuously
did not address the issue of vowel alternation. For example, the influential
account of stress given in Hayes (1982) does not treat any cases involving
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vowel alternation. Since Chomsky & Halle's vowel alternation rules were
dependent upon their stress rules, improving upon their stress rules invited
similar improvement for the vowel alternation rules. For the same reasons,
discarding Chomsky & Halle's segment-based approach forced later studies to
discard their formulation of the shortening rules; Myers (1987) attempted to
use a prosodic category, the syllable, to help achieve the same results. Myers
followed the prosodic theory of Selkirk (1984), which did not recognize the
foot as a category, and based its approach to stress upon syllables and a
metrical grid. Thus, the only relevant prosodic category available to the
analysis is the syllable, and any rules which affect segments are bound to the
syllable domain.
2.2.3 The account of Myers (1987)
Myers’ (1987: 488) solution proceeds from an important generalization
that he noticed concerning the distribution of vowel quantity in the English
lexicon : “within roots, long vowels appear only in open syllables. A nonfinal
closed syllable must generally have a short vowel…” Single final consonants
in English, as in tape or seem, are regarded as extrametrical, following Hayes
(1982), leaving these syllables “in effect open” as well. True closed syllables in
final position must therefore end in two consonants, e.g., predict. The small
class of words, such as basic, deictic, danger, which unexpectedly show long
vowels in the shortening environment are regarded by Myers as
“idiosyncratic lexical exceptions,” which he lists in an appendix to the
article.16
On the basis of this generalization, Myers (1987: 491) proposes a rule of
C l o s e d S y l l a b l e S h o r t e n i n g which shortens a long vowel before a
tautosyllabic consonant, and notes that this simply restates, in slightly
different terms, earlier solutions given by Stampe (1972) and Chomsky &
Halle (1968) (“CC Shortening”). As this rule also appears to represent a
“constraint” on the lexicon itself, Myers (1987: 511) formalizes this restriction
by using a syllable template proposed for English by Borowsky (1986), wherein
a well-formed syllable has the shape C* V (X), where X can be fulfilled by C or
V (C* indicates an optional onset). This template, a mechanism used in pre-

16Myers excuses a large group of words, such as pint, beast, round, as ending in an extrametrical

cluster of final coronals, following Kiparsky (1981).
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moraic approaches to syllable structure, allows only for one optional postvocalic timing slot, which can be either filled by a consonant or the “second
half” of the long vowel, but not both.
The consonant-initial suffixes from (2.1a) above, (/-t/, /-th/, /tive/,
/-tion/, /-ture/), when added to underlyingly long “roots” with final,
extrametrical consonants, yield a situation in which the root-final consonant
closes the syllable. No longer word-final, it cannot be extrametrical, following
the peripherality constraints on the application of extrametricality from Hayes
(1982), and thus triggers the shortening rule. In terms of the syllable template,
once the formerly extrametrical consonant is syllabified as part of the wordfinal syllable, linking to the final ‘C’ slot of a (C)VC template, the long vowel
loses its second timing slot in the template, and thus “shortens”:
(2.4)

convene : convention
*CVVC
CVC
con. ve:<n> + tio<n> -> con. ve:n. tio<n> -> con. ven. tio<n>
CVV

Suffixation

Loss of Extrametricality

Shortening

For the vowel-initial suffix cases listed in (2.3), such as /-al/, /-or/,
/-ory/, the formerly extrametrical final consonant resyllabifies as the onset of
these onsetless suffixes, and thus does not affect the shape of the preceding
syllable. As a result, no shortening takes place:
(2.5)

fame : famous
fa:<m> + ou<s>
Suffixation

->

fa: mou<s>
Loss of Extrametricality

Having established a shortening environment, Myers moves on to a
less transparent set of cases: those in which a vowel-initial suffix triggers
shortening, such as the examples in (2.1b). For such cases, Chomsky &
Halle (1968) proposed the rule of Trisyllabic Shortening (or Laxing); Myers
instead suggests that these cases are once again instances of Closed Syllable
Shortening. He notes that, in every case, “the shortened vowel is always in a
stressed syllable immediately followed by an unstressed one.” (Myers 1987:
495) He cites, among others, Stampe (1972), Selkirk (1982b) and Borowsky
(1986) for evidence of a “stress-sensitive rule of R e s y l l a b i f i c a t i o n ”, which
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resyllabifies sequences like V’. CV as V’C. V. Thus, a form like vilify, derived
from the monosyllabic adjective vile, would undergo the following type of
change:
(2.6)

ví:<l> + i. <fy>

-> ví: . li. <fy> ->

Suffixation

ví:l. i. <fy> ->

Resyllabification

víl. i. <fy>

Shortening

After Resyllabification, the stressed syllable has become closed, and the long
vowel shortens by Closed Syllable Shortening.
The suffixes in (2.1b) condition the Resyllabification rule because they
are all analyzed as disyllabic and unstressed, with final extrametrical syllables,
following the principle of affix extrametricality (Hayes 1982). A parallel
solution applies to the words with monosyllabic vowel-initial suffixes from
set (2.1c) above ( /-ic/, /-id/, /-ish/, /-ule/), because, again according to Hayes
(1982), these suffixes are idiosyncratically exempt from suffix extrametricality.
This exemption produces an identical environment for shortening:
(2.7)

stá:<t> + ic

->

stá: . tic

Suffixation

->

stá:t. ic

Resyllabification

->

stát. ic

Shortening

Although Myers does not explicitly discuss the suffixes that do not cause
shortening, set (2.3) above (/-al/, /-or/, /-ory/, /-ary/, /-ous/), presumably
these cases are not subject to Resyllabification because the entire suffix
remains extrametrical throughout the affixation process.17 Thus, revising
(2.5) above, root-final consonants remain peripheral, and never lose their
extrametricality:
(2.8)

fa:<m> + <ous>

->

fa: <mous>

Finally, Myers similarly handles the cases of prefix shortening, set (2.2)
above. To create the proper stress environment for Resyllabification, Myers
invokes a rule of Sonorant Destressing (cf. Hayes 1982, Kiparsky 1979) which

17For the treatment of /-ary/ and /-ory/ as monosyllabic suffixes, see, for example, Chomsky &

Halle (1968), Liberman & Prince (1977), Kager (1989).
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destresses a heavy syllable containing a sonorant when following a stressed
syllable:
(2.9)

de: . fé<r> + <ence> ->

dé: . fe. <rence>

Suffixation

Sonorant Destressing

dé:f . e. <rence>

->

->

Resyllabification

déf. e. <rence>

Shortening

Thus, Myers has converted the three shortening rules of Chomsky &
Halle (1968), i.e., CC Shortening, -ic/-id/-ish Shortening, and Trisyllabic
Shortening, into one rule of Closed Syllable Shortening, relying on
extrametricality and Resyllabification to create the proper shortening
environments.
2.2.4

Problems with Myers' analysis
While Myers' account is internally consistent, there are reasons even
within the terms of a derivational theory to question a number of his
mechanisms and assumptions. One problem is noted by Myers himself (1987:
514-5) : for roots ending in two consonants, the following situation would be
reached upon Resyllabification:
CVC

(2.10) fálse + ity

->

fál. si. ty

Suffixation

->

*CVCC
fáls. i. ty

Resyllabification

At the stage where the “root” syllable is /fáls/, we should expect a
compensatory shortening parallel to that found in long-vowel roots, due to
the syllable template's failure to license CVCC, in which a consonant would
be deleted, e.g., *fasity or *fality. To remove this false prediction, Myers
proposes for English a s t r u c t u r e p r e s e r v a t i o n condition which preserves
timing units corresponding to separate feature matrices. Thus, consonants
will not be left without a timing slot, as in the case of falsity, but long vowels
may lose a timing slot without completely delinking the feature matrix of the
vowel in question. As a similar deletion of consonants does occur at level II
(e.g., sign, bomb, damn), Myers' constraint must apply only to level I.
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To preserve a consistent treatment of the syllable template,18 Myers
regards this constraint as “undoing” Resyllabification. Since the onset is not
lost in these cases, Myers assumes that it returns to its place. The rule is
presumably also blocked in the case of exceptional words like notify, basic,
which unexpectedly do not shorten their vowels in the conditioning
environment. One way to account for this might be to idiosyncratically mark
their final consonants as not being subject to Resyllabification. At this point, it
appears that Resyllabification, introduced as a general syllabification rule,
seems only to function in those cases where an explanation for vowel
shortening is needed.
Myers cites other evidence for Resyllabification, but there are
difficulties with these as well. He notes that Selkirk (1982b) claims that the
flap [D] is restricted (in American English) to syllable-final position as an
allophone of /t/, and appears in ambisyllabic position “by virtue of
Resyllabification. The /t/ is attracted out of the unstressed final syllable and
tacked onto the end of the preceding stressed syllable, where it is transformed
into the syllable-final allophone [D].” (Myers 1987: 496).
However, directly linking Resyllabification and the appearance of [D] is
fraught with problems. Firstly, the assumption that [D] is the syllable-final
allophone of /t/ does not stand up. Word-final /t/, while also syllable final,
is never flapped unless it becomes the onset of a following vowel-initial
word, e.g., get out [gÉ≤Da∑t]. In many cases where word-internal /t/ is clearly
syllable final, as in atlas, Atkins, flap is again never encountered. Syllablefinal /t/ produces glottalized [t÷] rather than flapped [D] (Kahn 1976). Selkirk
(1982b) needed to introduce a new feature [release] to distinguish between
flapped and glottalized syllable-final /t/ in order to maintain her claim. If the
unlikely proposal that flap is the syllable-final allophone of /t/ is dropped,
following Kahn (1976), Resyllabification becomes an obstacle to flapping,
because flapping would apply (as in Kahn) only to ambisyllabic /t/, not to /t/
in syllable-final position.
In addition, flapping extends beyond the stress environment delineated
by Myers; words like cápital [kæ≤pÌDÊl] and legálity [li:gæ≤lÌDi], for example,
show flaps (in some pronunciations, including my own) in the second rather
18Presumably, words like function and juncture , which have the illegal template *CVCC in

their lexical entries, are somehow allowed to be exceptional.
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than the first stressless syllable following a stress.19 Flapping is a post-lexical
rule, occurring also across word boundaries, e.g., colloquial “I wanted to tell
you” as [a∆ wànÊDÊ tÉ≤lyÊ]. According to Kahn (1976: 95), flap can even appear
across a word boundary before a stressed syllable, as in “ge[D] Ann home on
time.” Kahn notes that flap may appear in all unstressed syllables, not just
those following a stressed syllable. Thus, Myers' environment for
Resyllabification is clearly not identical to that of flapping, and the
phenomenon of flapping cannot be used to support Resyllabification.
Furthermore, the post-lexical nature of flapping would then suggest
that the Resyllabification rule continues to be in effect beyond level I. But this
would produce incorrectly shortened forms in the case of words like boating,
floater, motor, unless the syllable template (which governs the shortening
effect) simply fails to operate after level I. Similarly, Halle & Vergnaud (1987:
252-3) reject Myers' account of shortening through Resyllabification, due to
the lack of any observable difference between the realization of resyllabified
and non-resyllabified onsets, such as the /l/ seen in pairs like phallus and
phallic. Additionally, in words suffixed with level I affixes like mótor, fátal,
we should either expect vowel shortening or the absence of flapping. If the
extrametricality of the suffixal syllable, as noted above, prevents the
Resyllabification that would otherwise shorten the vowel, it should also
prevent the Resyllabification that produces the flapping.
Additionally, linking Resyllabification and flapping implies that when
Resyllabification is blocked, flapping should also fail to occur. Thus, lexical
exceptions to shortening like notify should not show a flap, as the
idiosyncratic failure of Resyllabification to apply to the /t/ of this root,
preventing shortening, leads us to expect *[nó∑t˙Ìfà∆] rather than the attested
[nó∑DÌfà∆], with flap. Milliken (1988: 254-5) also demonstrates that a
Resyllabification rule which feeds flapping cannot occur past level one
without predicting incorrect results. If flapping is indeed produced by a
resyllabification process, this process has no relation to that which putatively
triggers shortening, and indeed seems to occur post-lexically rather than at
level I. Positing a separate process of Resyllabification that applies at level I
simply to corroborate an explanation for vowel shortening unnecessarily
19Borowsky(1986) tries to account for forms like capital by suggesting that the underlying form

is /kapitl/, but admits that this approach cannot deal with forms like divinity, repetitive.
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complicates the grammar, in derivational and generative terms, for the same
process will reapply post-lexically in any case.
Myers also refers to Borowsky (1986) for evidence of Resyllabification.
Borowsky (1986: 262) claims that deletions of the following type are also the
result of Resyllabification:
(2.11) h-deletion
y-deletion
palatalization

vehícular / vé[‚]icle
prohíbit / pro[‚]ibítion
annúity / ánn[∆]ual
volúminous / vól[∆]ume
cónstitute/constí[ç]utive résidue / resíd[Ô]ual

In each case, stressed syllables show a different phonological treatment than
unstressed syllables following a stressed syllable. Borowsky claims that when
Resyllabified, /h/ is deleted, /∆/ is retained post-coronally (in American
English this on-glide, a part of the triphthong often represented as /∆u∑/, is
usually deleted after coronals, e.g., tune [tu∑n]), and coronals before such
retained glides are palatalized, respectively. However, there are
complications. In the first place, any deletion of /h/ or /∆/ will violate Myers'
structure preservation constraint, even if it is restricted to level I as noted
above. Myers' constraint requires all features matrices to be associated with a
timing unit (1987: 515). His shortenings involve deletions of timing units
rather than feature matrices. Furthermore, both the palatalization
environment and the retention of /∆/ in the preceding syllable require an
illegal (C)VCC syllable template (e.g., annual /án∆. u. al/). According to Myers'
explanation of words like fálsity (2.10), the glide should be returned (or
confined) to the onset position, where, following Borowsky, we would expect
it to be deleted. Additionally, the proposed Resyllabification of /h/ fails to
shorten the preceding vowel.20
Finally, the rule of Resyllabification may be criticized for a more
fundamental reason: it removes onsets from syllables, creating onsetless
syllables which follow closed syllables. This option is specifically prohibited by
the O n s e t P r i n c i p l e of Itô (1989), who also notes that such a syllabification
pattern never occurs in any known language. Following this, it should be
clear that Resyllabification is not a workable solution; to accept a violation of

20Although one could also argue that the vowel was shortened and then re-lengthened after

deletion of /h/.
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the otherwise universal Onset Principle, we would require much stronger
proof than that offered by these accounts.
Myers, in a footnote (p. 496), allows for an alternative explanation of
the facts of Resyllabification via a rule of a m b i s y l l a b i c i t y , as defined in
Kahn (1976). This would allow the onset in question to remain attached to its
syllable, while simultaneously intruding into the preceding syllable and
shortening the vowel. This has the advantage of removing the objection
against violating the Onset Principle. However, Kahn's environments for
ambisyllabicity, like the environments for flapping, are not the same as
Myers’. If ambisyllabicity causes shortening in preceding syllables, we would
again have difficulty explaining commonplace level I exceptions like motor,
total, votive, not to mention failures to shorten seen in other strata across
words and phrases with ambisyllabic onsets, e.g., coating, eat a potato. Once
the other evidence for Resyllabification proves to be less than persuasive, we
are left with a rule which shows no effects apart from the shortening which it
was devised to explain.
An objection to another part of Myers' account is found in Kager
(1989: 119). He notes that while Myers attempts to characterize the stress shift
needed to explain forms like déference from defér through the “Sonorant
Destressing” rule of Kiparsky (1979), this is not supported by the facts. Myers
has modified Kiparsky's rule in two significant ways: a long vowel is treated
as a “sonorant” for the purposes of the rule, and primary stress can be
removed. Kiparsky's principal examples, such as infírmary, dispénsary,
contradict the second claim. But the first is also clearly violated by forms with
real sonorants, such as depéndent, fratérnal, as well as long-vowel forms like
reprisal. The fact that no -ent /-ant words with true sonorant consonants in
the relevant position show this destressing is a clear indication that
“Sonorant Destressing” is not responsible for the déference type. In fact, only
roots with long vowels in their unstressed forms undergo this type of stress
shift and shortening.
2.2.5

The assumptions of Myers’ account
Myers’ account of vowel shortening outlined above rests on a number
of assumptions. One assumption involves the prosodic theory Myers was
using, which relies on the syllable as the principal prosodic constituent.
While this improves upon Chomsky and Halle’s minimalist notion of the
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segment as the only relevant phonological unit, the result is that rule
environments are thus couched wholly in terms of segmental positions
within and adjacent to syllables. The only phonological units available to do
the theoretical work are timing slots and syllable positions like onsets and
codas, thus the syllable-based explanation that is Myers’ rule of
Resyllabification.
Another set of his assumptions involves the representation of lexical
items themselves, based on Structuralist notions of unaffixed surface forms as
basic, as well as the derivational processes by which words were thought to be
“built up”. Myers follows the principles of Lexical Phonology (Kiparsky 1982a,
b, Mohanan 1982) and its attendant derivational mechanisms, described
above (§ 1.4). These assumptions about word-formation explains why Myers
must posit, for example, “destressing” and “retraction” rules to account for
forms like résident, because it is assumed that one must begin with a base
form resíde, with a stressed long vowel in the final syllable. Discrepancies
between “base” and “derived” forms require a complex sequence of both
structure-building and structure-removing processes to dispose of unwanted
structures present at various stages, regardless of the fact that both surface
forms in the example noted above show simple and regular stress patterns.
A third major issue involves the data being used as evidence for both
the underlying forms and the rules governing their behavior. Myers proposes
sweeping generalizations based on a carefully chosen and limited set of data.
The concept of “rules” implies that a generalization drawn from empirical
observation can be viewed as the result of a phonological process applying
across the grammar. Unfortunately, many of the sweeping generalizations
found in Myers’ and others’ work on this topic are less than comprehensive.
For example, Myers offers nátion /nátional as one of his first
exemplars of vowel alternation, yet this case is exceptional; the regular
pattern for words in /-ion-al/, which involves no shortening, can be seen in
emótion /emótional, sensátion /sensátional. An idiosyncratic alternation
such as this is thus not an example of a phonological process that should be
explained by rule. In another case, Myers’ principle of CC shortening alone
relegates hundreds of forms, comprising about 5% of the lexical entries,21 to

21Figures cited here and below refer to the computational corpus investigation outlined in the

Appendix and discussed further in chapter 3.
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the status of lexical exceptions. Myers explains vowel shortening as due to the
action of the onset of the “consonant-initial suffix” in cases like /-tion/,
/-ture/, seen in group (2.1a) above, but does not mention that the consonantinitial suffix /-ment/, which appears to take part in level I suffixation (cf.
argumentation, departmental), regularly forms words like státement,
impróvement, postpónement, and never shows any shortening effects.
Myers lists /-able/, /-acy/, /-ative/, and /-atory/ as part of the
“multisyllabic vowel-initial suffixes” of group (2.1b) that trigger shortening,
along with more reliable candidates like /-ity/, /-ify/ and /-ible/. His
example plácate / plácable is one of only a few forms in /-able/ showing
apparent shortening effects; most of these words do not suffer shortening, as
seen in quótable, cápable, sízable, etc. Similarly, his examples conspíracy and
suprémacy are unusual in both their shortening (cf. pápacy, prímacy,
diplómacy) and their stress, in light of their phonological structure (cf.
cándidacy, délicacy). Citing the form apéllative does not in itself bring up the
issue of why the same stem shows up in the unusual form apéllate (compare
aspíre / áspir[Ê]te, désign[Ê]te), or why some words with this suffix come out
stressed like cònnotátive, lègislátive or like resto≥rative. A similar comparison
can be made between his examples explánatory and réspiratory, not to
mention the differently stressed British forms like resp¥ratory.
Likewise, the shortening in prefixes noted in his examples províde /
próvident, defórm / déformation must be compared with the different
realizations seen in other words like decédent, propónent, emérgence,
pre≥cedent (British pronunciation), and pre¯sentátion, pro¯testátion, re¯locátion,
etc., before a general rule can be proposed. That his use of “sonorant
destressing” to account for the stress shift and shortening seen in words like
résident, próvident, would overapply to forms like reprísal while failing to
apply to words like depéndent, propónent has been already noted. The fact
that so many words in the cases discussed above do not behave as predicted
would thus force us to mark as exceptional the stems of a significant number,
perhaps even a majority, of the words with the aforementioned suffixes.
Even in the case of suffixes that display shortening more often than
they don’t, there are a significant number of exceptions, about 12-15% of the
stems involved overall, and a much higher percentage in the case of certain
suffixes, that fail to conform to the “rule”. Some forms, as can be seen from
the pair strátegy /stratégic, even put a long vowel into a shortening
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environment, when there was no long vowel in the unsuffixed “base” form.
When such a significant number of exceptions exists, the question must be
raised as to whether they can all be dismissed as “idiosyncratic lexical
exceptions”, marked for exclusion from a general rule.
Even for an approach couched in a lexical phonological, derivational
framework, which tolerates a degree of idiosyncrasy, generative principles
still require a lexicon containing morphemes from which the attested forms
can be reliably and economically generated. Marking entire sets of stems and
suffixes as somehow “exceptional” raises the question of whether this kind of
generative lexical phonology is at all viable. In any case, Myers’ particular
analysis of vowel alternation fails to satisfy even the demands of its own
quite loose theoretical framework.
2.2.6

Foot-based approaches
Myers’ account was constrained by the prosodic theory he adopted from
Selkirk (1984), which focused upon the syllable as the relevant rule domain.
Other accounts, such as Halle & Vergnaud (1987), Burzio (1993) and Prince
(1990), acknowledge Myers’ generalizations about the distribution of vowel
alternation, but recast the focus environment for the rule in terms of another
prosodic category, the foot. Regarding the foot, like any prosodic constituent,
as a potential rule environment, it is possible to better characterize, for
example, the phenomena explained above using Borowsky's Resyllabification
rule, in terms of the foot.22 The generalization Borowsky and Selkirk had
attempted to capture with their syllable-based rules was extended directly
from Kahn's insights, which first articulated, in the context of generative
theory, the need for certain rules to refer to syllabic (and therefore prosodic)
structure. However, in the cases mentioned above (§ 2.2.4, fig. 2.11), the
prosodic constituent which best describes the domain for these rules is, rather,
the foot, a theoretical entity not available to Kahn.
Regarding the cases outlined above in (2.11), /∆/ can now be seen as
deleted in the foot-onset, bleeding the assimilatory palatalization which may
occur elsewhere in the foot. Aspiration is shown to be a feature which marks

22 It should be clear from the flapping facts noted above that flap should not be treated as

parallel with the other cases.
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both the foot and word onsets. The environments for the phenomena noted
by Borowsky can thus be restated descriptively as follows:23
(2.12) aspiration:

appears in the onset of the foot or prosodic word

ve (hícu) <lar>
[vi∆hík∆ÊlÊr]
pro(híbi) <t>
[prÊhíbit]
y-deletion:

vs.
vs.

(véhi)<cle>
[ví∆ÊkÊl]
(próhi)biti<on>
[prò∑Êbí∞Ên]

occurs after a coronal in the onset of the foot

an(núi)<ty>
[Ênú∑iti∆]
vo(lúmi)<nous>
[vÊlú∑minÊs]

vs.
vs.

(ánnu)<al>
[æ≤n∆u∑Êl]
(vólu)<me>
[vál∆Êm]

Using the categories “foot” and “prosodic word”, processes previously
explained by a questionable “Resyllabification” rule can thus be represented as
conditioned by position within prosodic constituents.
2.2.7

Foot-based accounts of vowel alternation
Halle & Vergnaud (1987: 252-4) do not devote much space to vowel
alternation, but, rejecting Resyllabification, regard the shortening effect as
occurring in two separate environments: in closed syllables and in “the heads
of binary metrical constituents”, i.e., feet. They see a parallel between the two
cases in that both shortenings take place inside metrical constituents, either
the foot or the syllable. Halle & Vergnaud, unlike Hayes (1995), do not regard
closed syllables as feet in themselves, but as simply receiving a “grid mark”
through their inherent weight. Burzio (1993) also recognizes that vowels
appear to shorten in bisyllabic feet. However, he views this as part of a general
principle (with many exceptions) that “vowels shorten in word formation”

23Below, feet are denoted by parentheses. Feet not relevant to the discussion are not marked.

Extrametrical syllables are marked with angle brackets, as above.
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(p. 364), massively extending Kiparsky's (1982a, b) notion that underived
forms are exempt from structure-changing cyclic rules (see § 1.4.1 above).24
Prince (1990: 367-70), in a pre-OT analysis, provides a clearer
motivation for the alternation, regarding the shortening seen in (2-3) above
as the result of a tendency to optimize foot shape. Since the “best” trochaic
foot shape, under his definition, is composed of two light syllables, the less
optimal shape “heavy-light”, as seen in possible forms like *co≥nic, is
shortened, resulting in the better “light-light” pattern of attested cónic. For
monosyllabic feet, the heavy syllable of the type co≥ne is the only possible foot,
as the foot in such a quantity-sensitive system is defined as minimally
composed of two moras (McCarthy & Prince 1990a, b, Hayes 1995). Prince thus
improves upon Myers’ account, retaining the scheme of a common
environment (the foot) for the words noted in (2.1-2.2) above, while avoiding
problematic rules like Resyllabification. Utilizing the concepts of quantitative
constraints and the optimization of foot-shape, he is able to present the
various vowel alternations as natural and well-motivated. Recall also that
Hayes (1995) explicitly rejected the foot type “heavy-light”, which he termed
the “uneven trochee” (§ 1.2.2). Prince’s adjustment rule results in what is for
Hayes the only permissible foot in English, the moraic trochee, and avoids the
underparsing that Hayes would resort to in such cases. Prince & Smolensky
(1993: 210-11) present a solution for English vowel shortening in Optimality
Theoretic terms, using the constraints * s mmm, P a r s e - S e g and P a r s e - m:
(2.13)
/keep-t/
☞

ke<m>pt
keept
 kee<p>t

ParseSeg

*smmm

Parse-m
*

!*
!*

Here, the syllable is restricted to two moras by a negative constraint, and the
low ranking of P a r s e - m allows for the underparsing of one of the underlying
moras. Consonant deletion to yield the bimoraic syllable is blocked by the
high ranking P a r s e - S e g . A similar solution, which follows the argument of

24Burzio’s position is challenged in § 4.3.4 below.
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Prince (1990) could be used to account for the shortening seen in bisyllabic
feet:
(2.14)
/vˆlify/
☞

(vi<m>li)fy
(viili)fy
 vii<li>fy

ParseSeg

*Ftmmm

Parse-m
*

!*
!**

Changing the negative constraint to be based on the foot rather than the
syllable (which would yield identical results in the case of monosyllabic heavy
feet), the shortening seen in words like vílify can be accounted for.
Yet the argument given in Prince (1990), as presented in the above OT
analysis, leave a number of questions unanswered. While the foot is
undoubtedly the domain for these adjustments, it is not clear how all the
required feet would be laid down in the first place, especially in cases like
those seen in (2.2) above, the résident type, where a stress shift from the
unsuffixed form is not explained. If the feet were laid down according to, for
example, the foot-formation principles of Hayes (1995) discussed above, we
would expect re(s¥d)<ent>, parallel to re(c¥t)<al> and pro(po≥n)<ent>.
Additionally, the mechanism behind exceptional forms like notify and basic
is not covered; presumably, these ill-formed “heavy-light” feet are
exceptionally maintained, regardless of their non-optimal form. Thus, while
the foot appears to be the correct prosodic constituent for descriptively
locating stress in the word, the issues of how the feet are laid down onto the
underlying representations and what subsequent processes result in
shortening once again appear to be issues that can only be solved in the
lexicon itself, that is, in the complete system encompassing the prosodic,
morphological and semantic hierarchies.
2.3

The corpus investigation
As was mentioned above, Myers’ analysis, and those which preceded it,
suffered from an imprecise treatment of the data. Very basic assumptions,
such as the one that rule-based vowel shortening is supported by the data, are
given little evidence other than citations of previous works, many featuring
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varying assumptions of their own, and short lists of forms which provide the
“evidence” for what is claimed to be a general process applying to the entire
language. A look into the various studies reveals that the same short lists of
words have been used in all the studies on vowel alternation, but the status
of these words within the corpus of English data has not been rigorously
investigated. Very broad terms, such as the claim that certain alternations are
“regular”, always supported by positive evidence and ignoring the negative,
have been offered and accepted. No statistical or computational investigative
methods have ever been applied to measure the degrees of correspondence
involved, the status of the exemplary words within the language, or the
possibility that the apparent shortening effect was an epiphenomenon of
some other process. The structuralist assumptions driving this view of the
vowel alternation taken in works like Myers (1987) has been discussed above
(§ 1.4.1).
This study attempts to address that deficiency through an exhaustive
study of the corpus of English words, investigating both the usual wordlist
used as evidence for vowel shortening, as well as their status within wider
subsystems of the language. Using a corpus of English data to investigate the
phonology of that language sounds like a straightforward proposition, but is
of course a very complex undertaking. The need to carefully define what “the
phonology” entails has been discussed at length above. Another entirely
relativistic and potentially misleading body of information is a “corpus” of
linguistic “data”. Using a list of words, or dictionary, as the source material for
a study of a language assumes a linguistic status for a list of prosodically and
semantically defined structures, taken out of their syntactic context. They
provide only an indirect and somewhat abstracted model of the language
itself, as it is actually used by speakers.
By using a specific corpus as a model of English, one also assumes that
the corpus is sufficiently representative of the English language, in other
words, that whatever material that fails to appear in that corpus is not
necessary for the description of English phonology. The corpus used in this
study, the Celex database of English (Baayen, Piepenbrock & van Rijn 1993),
contains 52,446 lemmas (words regarded as basic forms, subsuming
predictable variants such as plurals, preterites, participles), drawn from the
COBUILD corpus, which consists of 160,594 individual words. The unabridged
version of the Oxford English Dictionary, for example, contains more than
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half a million words. This might suggest that samples such as the Celex
database are not complete enough representations of the language.
However, the question then arises as to what the term “the English
language”, the descriptive phonology of which is the aim of the investigation,
signifies. No English speaker has a mental lexicon approaching the size of the
OED; a significant number of its entries are archaic words that are no longer
in use, or foreign terms that never attained currency among most speakers.
Other words appear only in certain English dialects. Thus it could be said that
such words certainly do not inform the phonology of the modern English
speaker, who has likely never heard or used them. For example, Pinker (1994)
cites a maximal figure of 84,000 “listemes” (lexical bases, equivalent to Celex’s
“lemmas”) for English, with 45,000 being the “average” number for a given
speaker. Such figures then suggest that the Celex corpus might suffice as a
representative sample of the “mental lexicon” of an English speaker, or
perhaps be even somewhat larger. This highlights the next assumption: the
phonology sought is a representation of the language as it exists in the mind
of a “typical” modern native speaker of English.
This is again a problematic assumption, however, because this “typical”
speaker is a complicated fiction. English is one of the most widespread of the
world’s languages, with a series of standards based on national and regional
identities, and affected by dialects and regional variation. The Celex corpus
contains data from British English, while the author of this study is an
American speaker (Long Island dialect) who has lived in the United Kingdom
(Edinburgh and Cambridge). I have decided to treat the phonology of English
as broadly as possible, covering both the English and American standards.
These standards are certainly mutually intelligible subsets of the “same”
language, and they both must rest on a large base of common lexical items
and phonological processes. Where they disagree, the differences will be
highlighted, and attempts will be made to account for these differences in
terms of the phonology and the lexical entries specific to these subsets. Other
standards and dialects (not to mention other languages), except where
individual words of such origin have been purposely included in the data as
common variants in standard pronunciations or established borrowings, are
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necessarily excluded. Thus the phonology to be investigated is that of abstract
“typical” modern speakers of American and English standards.25
This specification narrows down the types of English that are to be
represented by the data. Another criterion that could be applied to the data
necessary to such an investigation is that of word frequency. Words that
frequently occur in a speaker’s experience must inform the phonology of the
language (as in Bybee’s (1995) proposals, § 7.2.1), while words that are
extremely infrequent might not even be known to large numbers of
individual speakers. However, that being said, it is also necessary that the
system used to describe the language can also account for the production of
low frequency words. The Celex corpus appears to contain most, if not all,
English words with appreciable currency in the modern language as used by
the “typical” speaker. Any word not appearing in this corpus is not
represented in the data, and at that point, one must yield to practicality and
hope that using such an enormous corpus as the basis of the study is
sufficient to reach its goal.
2.3.1

Research methods and data
To process such a large database, I designed and programmed two
applications, implemented in Prolog on an Apple Macintosh computer. The
first application was designed to convert wordlists of any shape, for any
language, into a Prolog database consisting of structured objects. This flexible
design was especially important as I used a number of other corpora at
various stages of the research, eventually settling on the Celex corpus for its
size and detail well after the project had begun. The second application
allowed for complex searches of such converted databases according to
morphological and phonological criteria including stress and syllable weight
patterns, and the generation of contrastive tables cross-referencing the
various patterns that were encountered. Thus, using the front-end
application, I could, for example, collect the set of all words suffixed in /-al/
or /-ent/, the set of all words with three syllables, words with certain
orthographic sequences, phonemic structures, or syllable shapes, etc.
25The database contains various British pronunciations of the corpus; for the most part some or

all of these correspond phonologically to American pronunciations. When they clearly do not, as
in the case of words in /-atory/ and a few other sets, distributions for American English
pronunciations have been calculated separately. See the Appendix for more detail.
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For such subsets, I could then create tables outlining the various stress
or weight patterns presented, or the morphological structures, complete with
information about the distribution of such features across the word set or
corpus, as well as the frequencies of the words in question. The program also
allowed me to view the words classified as containing various characteristics,
enabling me to remove spurious cases, and to create new subsets based on
that information, combining or contrasting various other subsets.
Information drawn from those tables will be presented in the Appendix, and
cited throughout the analysis herein. Specific treatments which took account
of idiosyncrasies found in the Celex data are documented in the Appendix.
Some relevant issues with regard to using data of this type for a phonological
investigation are spelled out in the following sections.
In the Celex list, as in most dictionaries and lexical databases, the
entries are arranged as individual (prosodically defined) word forms,
abstracted out of the many syntactic contexts in which they might be
produced. They are accompanied by a quasi-phonemic “pronunciation”,
indicating in some cases variant pronunciations. This is another variable
which must be somewhat smoothed over in treating the data. Some of these
variant pronunciations are dialectal, and must be regarded as parts of
different sub-phonologies of English. Other listed variations in the
pronunciations of single lexical entries are due to differing speech rates or the
appearance of words in different syntactic contexts, as well as unsystematic
alternate pronunciations of the same word within a single dialect system.
Since these heterogeneous pronunciations are listed in a uniform manner,
the material must be carefully sorted through before being used as evidence
for any phonological processes.
The quasi-phonemic symbols used in the Celex database are a subset of
the actual phonetic variations encountered in real data, but are more finegrained than a phonemic system. The level of abstraction in these quasiphonemes eliminates, for example, predictable “post-lexical” surface contrasts
between allophones, such as aspiration of stops or release features, while it
maintains other, potentially phonemic differences, such as the voicing of
obstruents in certain positions, even though this voicing might be predictable
(e.g., exist [egzÌst] ‹ [eksist]). Variant pronunciations of this type are listed
separately for each lexical entry. Another realm in which variants are
explicitly listed is vowel quality. The vowel alternation described
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morphophonologically in terms of length (the “Great Vowel Shift” set of
alternations) is listed in terms of the component vowels and glides which
make up the surface sounds, thus /ˆ/ is given a pronunciation [a∆], etc. For
cases of vowel reduction in unstressed syllables, the symbol [Ê] is used, and
syllabic liquids and nasals are often denoted by either representations like [Ên],
[˜], or both types listed as alternants. Sometimes variant pronunciations list
the deletion of the schwa vowel in some forms, e.g., delivery /dÊlÌvÊÊ ri/ ‹
/dÊlÌvri/. In general, the representation of vowels is treated more
“phonetically” than that of the consonants, perhaps indicative of the greater
linguistic interest vowel alternations hold for investigators of English.
Another variation marked in individual database entries is that of
stress pattern, also related to vocalic issues. For many words alternate stress
patterns are listed, some conditioned by the position of the word in the
sentence or phrase, for example the well-known contrast of the word thirtéen
to the phrase thírteen mén, noted by Liberman and Prince (1977). The shift to
initial stress in the latter case is the result of the word’s position in the phrase,
but the Celex lexical entry, as with most dictionary entries, simply lists both
variants without indicating the context. The stress levels noted in the
database are main stress (“1”), secondary stress (“2”) and no stress (“0”).
Unstressed syllables may show full or reduced vowels, suggesting another
level of contrast, although there is sometimes little difference between the
actual pronunciations (in many dialects) of some syllables listed with
secondary stress and others listed with no stress but full vowels. Many words
are listed with variant pronunciations that show full unstressed vowels in
one form, and schwa or no vowel in another, suggesting these alternations
are simply conditioned by other factors such as speech rate. To summarize,
the raw material of the data, as it appears in such a database, is already
idealized and abstracted out of the sentence context into “independent”
words, and any phrasal, speech rate, and other conditioning effects originating
above the word (or outside the phonological sphere, as in dialect issues) are
necessarily left out of the descriptions. The only categorical contrast
remaining in such cases is between words with multiple pronunciations and
words without.
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2.3.2

Vowel quality and vowel reduction
An investigation of vowel alternation must first define what the
surface alternants of “the same” vowel, seen across the corpus, represent. The
segments used in a list of lexical entries should ideally be defined by their
correspondence with the surface sounds, based on conclusions about the
morphology and phonology to be drawn by the researcher. These
relationships should be grounded in recurring correspondences seen in the
corpus of attested words. Thus the proposal, for example, of an underlying
segment /o/ which shows prosodically contrasting variants /o/ and /Ø/ for
the forms to≥ne and tónic, derives from the recognition of range of similar
correspondences across the corpus in semantically and morphologically
related words, as well as the understanding of the quasi-phonetic descriptions
[Ã] and [o∑] (in American English) as prosodically conditioned reflexes of a
more abstract melodic segment /o/.
This abstract /o/, with its moraic alternants, is supportable because a
series of other words appears to show the same alternation, with the same
surface vowel alternants. However, there are other alternations such as
abóund ‹ abúndant, in which a simple vowel also appears to alternate with a
surface diphthong, but which are infrequent enough to call the proposal of a
parallel prosodically based alternation of an abstract phoneme /u/ into
question. The same point applies to cases like jóin ‹ júnction, in which the
short vowel [Û] also appears to alternate with the diphthong [ø∆]. Must this be
a “different” [Û] than in abóund? Because this alternation occurs in so few
words, the researcher may decide that it is simply idiosyncratic and demands
an allomorphic rather than a phonological explanation. As the number of
words suggesting an abstract segment increases, however, the correspondence
moves into the realm of phonological alternation. There is certainly a
connection between the number of examples and the type of explanation
which must be used to account for the data, but in the absence of strict
evaluation metrics, it is difficult to draw the line. There is no concrete way
available in current derivational theories to measure whether an
allomorphic or abstract explanation of such limited alternations is
appropriate. In this study, the correspondences seen in the corpus will be
noted and presented in term of percentages seen across the data. Only abstract
correspondences which are strongly represented in the data (such as the
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vowel alternation seen in tóne ‹ tónic) will be accepted without detailed
comment.
Another point, not clear-cut in the literature, becomes important for
any study trying to use a set of data to draw conclusions about vowel
alternations while working with nebulous terminology such as “vowel
shortening”. This involves v o w e l r e d u c t i o n , which also appears to be
conditioned by stress and should be regarded, in English, as distinct from true
correspondences between phonologically “long” and “short” vowels. Some
studies, such as Burzio (1993), conflate vowel shortening with vowel
reduction (see § 4.3.4). However, vowel reduction appears to be conditioned
by a different set of prosodic environments than traditional vowel
shortening. Both “short” monophthongs and “long” diphthongs can be
reduced in unstressed position, surfacing as [Ê] or [Ÿ]:
(2.15)

cònnØta≥tive /kànÊté∆tÌv/
rèputa≥tion /rèp∆Êté∆∞Ên/

átom /æ≤tÊm/
atómic /ÊtámÌk/

Note that the triphthong /∆u∑/, usually corresponding to orthographic ‘u’,
retains its onglide when reducing, indicating that it has retained some of its
phonological characteristics and is a surface-reduced triphthong rather than
being phonologically shortened. Vowels like the /Ø/ in cònnotátive can
appear both reduced and with quality, a variation which seems to be
conditioned only by non-phonological factors such as speech rate or social
register.
There are a wealth of examples for phonologically long vowel
segments reducing (in terms of losing their quality) but not being
phonologically shortened, a great many of these being seen in prefixes. It is
clear from the attested English data that monosyllabic open prefixes with long
vowels show variant pronunciations, in the position before the main stress,
with either a reduced or a long vowel but never a phonologically short
vowel:
(2.16) deférral
retríeval

/de¯-fÊ≤r-Êl/ or /dÊ-fÊ≤r-Êl/
/re¯-tre≥v-Êl/ or /rÊ-tre≥v-Êl/

but not /*dÉ-fÊ≤r-Êl/
but not /*rÉ-tre≥v-Êl/
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This contrasts with cases in which the prefix is stressed, in which case it
appears short:
(2.17) déference
résident

/dé-fÊr-Êns/
/ré-sid-Ênt/

Here, for the sake of accurate description, only the correspondence
between stressed short vowels with stressed long counterparts will be
regarded as representing the traditional “shortening” relationship. Since
some heavy closed syllables, which should receive their own feet under the
bimoraic principle, nevertheless can appear with reduced vowels in
unstressed position (e.g., còmp[Ê]nsáte, etc.), it appears prudent to regard the
reduction of long vowels in unstressed position as parallel in the absence of
other evidence for a “shortening”.
With regard to the data as listed in the Celex database, there is one
further note to be made regarding this issue. While most cases in which full
vowels are reduced to [Ê] are listed as such, reduced, unstressed variants of
/o/ and /Ø/ are listed in the database as alternatively an unstressed surface [o]
segment similar in its phonetic realization to the sound corresponding to
phonemic /Ø/. This apparently unstressed long vowel can always alternate
with [Ê], e.g., dèsolátion, ídiolect. Since this descriptively “long” vowel
surfaces in a position where it is unstressed, and where other vowels tend to
reduce, it is likely that this [o] should also be regarded as a reduced vowel. A
similar phenomenon is found to a lesser degree with another rounded
vowel, the triphthong [∆u∑]. This can appear in unstressed position variably
as [∆u] or [∆Ê], the retention of its on-glide indicating the identity of the
segment even when the vowel quality has been reduced to a surface schwa.
90% of the apparent “long vowels” in unstressed position listed in the Celex
corpus are cases of /o—/ and /¨/ in this context, which suggests that this
apparent vowel length can be safely abstracted away, and understood as a
reduced vowel. The remaining few cases apparently do show long vowels in
unstressed positions, e.g., réndezvous /róndÅvù∑/.
2.3.3

The shortening environments of Myers (1987)
Conducting a detailed investigation of the corpus as described above,
Myers’ evidence for vowel shortening can be evaluated in the context of the
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entire phonological system. Only then can generalizations be drawn about the
mechanisms necessary to account for the forms which appear to be involved.
What the corpus reveals is that while many identifiable stems do show
an alternation in the “shortening” environments described by Myers (1987)
and discussed in the previous sections, a consistent percentage of stems, about
12%, nevertheless maintain long vowels in such environments, rather than
shortening. As the majority of the short vowel stems in the sets involved
never take part in alternations, only a small subset of the 48% of stems
showing short open syllables have long-vowel unsuffixed counterparts, i.e.,
can be analyzed as having been “shortened”. The stems that do alternate
belong primarily to a particular structural type, which shows a monosyllabic
long-vowel stem closed by a single consonant in its “bare” form.
Furthermore, as was commented on above (§ 2.2.5), a number of the
environments cited by Myers do not show shortening as a majority effect. A
review of the various types discussed by Myers is as follows:
(2.18a)
Shortening environments:
Examples
Exceptions
Consonantal suffixes:
/-t-/
descríbe ‹ descríptive
convéne ‹ convéntion
scríbe ‹ scrípture
discréet ‹ discrétion
Monosyllabic suffixes:
/-ic/
cóne ‹ cónic
básic
míme ‹ mímic
scénic
/-ule/
glóbe ‹ glóbule
gráin ‹ gránule
/-id/
pále ‹ pállid
/-ish/
fínal ‹ fínish
Multisyllabic suffixes:
/-ity/
sáne ‹ sánity
obésity
profóund ‹ profúndity
/-ible/
crédo ‹ crédible
féasible
/-ify/
ty≤pe ‹ ty≤pify
nótify
móde ‹ módify
glórify
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/-it-ive/
/-itude/
/-ual/

defíne ‹ defínitive
sóle ‹ sólitude
gráde ‹ grádual

(2.18b)
Inconsistent shortening:
/-J/
fíve ‹ fífth
wíde ‹ wídth
héal ‹ héalth
déep ‹ dépth
stéal ‹ stéalth
/-atory/
excláim ‹ exclámatory
expláin ‹ explánatory
infláme ‹ inflámmatory
decláre ‹ decláratory
prepáre ‹ prepáratory
oblíge ‹ oblígatory
órate ‹ óratory
/-ative/
vócal ‹ vócative
lócal ‹ lócative
provóke ‹ provócative
decláre ‹ declárative
compáre ‹ compárative
deríve ‹ derívative
/-acy/
supréme ‹ suprémacy
conspíre ‹ conspíracy

/-able/

fláme ‹ flámmable
próbe ‹ próbable
plácate ‹ implácable

nínth
éighth
-téenth

expíre ‹ expíratory
explóre ‹ explóratory
appróve ‹ appróbatory
respíre ‹ respíratory
excíte ‹ excítatory
mígratory
rótatory
connótative
restórative
ìnnovátive (etc.)

diplómacy
prívacy (AmE)
píracy
pápacy
prímacy
quótable
cápable
chángeable
maintáinable
advísable
bréakable
unspéakable
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There are also stems which nearly always show “long” vocalic elements such
as diphthongs (e.g., /a∑, ø∑, ∆u∑/) in this position. Only words with long stem
vowels of the type that usually alternate, i.e., /a, e, i, o/, have been listed
above, although occasionally diphthongs alternate, as in profóund ‹
profúndity.
Regarding the inconsistent cases, stems taking the suffix /-J/ show so
much unusual allomorphy that their surface forms are better represented by
multiple “suppletive” morphemes than by a prosodically conditioned
process, e.g., stróng ‹ stréngth, lóng ‹ léngth, bróad‹ bréadth, béar‹ bírth,
díe‹déad‹déath. Words in /-able/, /-acy/ only show a few shortened forms,
most stems not being altered, and so these can hardly be considered as
“shortening” suffixes. The situation of /-ative/ and /-atory/ is more
complex, involving stress variations and many alternants, some dialectal.
Among /-atory/ words the non-shortening type predominates; for /-ative/
words, shortening is primarily found among stems which also surface in
unsuffixed verbs, e.g., provóke ‹ provócative, while stems of verbs in /-ate/
largely tend to retain the long vowel, at least for the dominant variant
pronunciation in /-a¯tive/ (e.g., ínnovàtive).26 However, it is clear that
neither suffix can be regarded as regular shortening environments as Myers’
listing suggests.
Myers also treated the “Latinate prefixes” as an environment for
shortening under certain conditions. His cases may again be contrasted with
words that fail to shorten the prefix, as well as those which do not show the
“stress retraction” he poses to account for the first set:
(2.19) resíde ‹ résident
províde ‹ próvident
abstáin ‹ ábstinent

cohérent
detérrent
précedent (Br.)

compónent
complácent
survéillance
excítant

About 23% of the penultimately stressed forms of this type show long vowels,
violating Myers’ retraction rule (§ 2.2.5). Myers’ other example of this
phenomenon involved words in /-ation/. Many of these cases appear to
26 A discussion of this complex problem is found in § 6.4 below.
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have variants in which the prefix vowel may appear long, although there are
others in which this is never the case, and some more wherein the vowel
always appears long. Furthermore there are dialectal variants. Here are some
examples:
(2.20) Variable
presént ‹ prèsentátion
defórm ‹ dèformátion
defáme ‹ dèfamátion
evóke ‹ èvocátion
prótest ‹ pròtestátion

Short
rèformátion
rèfutátion
dèmonstrátion
prèparátion
sèparátion

Long
dèportátion
dèmarcátion
dènotátion
rècantátion
rètardátion

What all this evidence suggests is that the processes described unitarily by
Myers and others as “vowel shortening” apply in varying degrees over
different morphologically defined sets of words. With certain suffixes, such as
the /-ic/ group seen in (2.18a) above, the shortening examples outnumber the
exceptions, and short vowels tend to generally appear in this position in such
words. In other groups singled out by Myers, however, the shortening effect is
as frequent as non-shortening, or itself the clearly exceptional phenomenon.
As will also be shown in the following survey of generalizations about
stress presented in chapter five, there tend to be both majority and minority
patterns which appear in the data. The majority patterns are often strong
enough to be classed as tendencies but are rarely so overwhelming as to be
considered “rules”, while the minority patterns are significant enough to
have a status other than simple lexical exception marking. An acceptable
phonology must be able to account for all attested forms, and must have
mechanisms that can account for the weak correlations as well as the strong.
To determine the workings of the prosodic system of English, which
presumably provides the constituent environments in which the “sound
changes” that result in surface alternations reside, items showing individual
lexical idiosyncrasies must be separated from true minority patterns. In an
Optimality Theory framework, these minority patterns will need to be
accounted for by the same constraint hierarchy governing the majority
patterns, and require some consistent variation in their “input” structures to
mark them out from the majority group. It must be then shown how these
variations interact with the constraint hierarchy to produce the attested
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forms. Classifying English words into a number of morphologically and
prosodically grouped sets on the basis of their presumed “input” forms helps
to determine the identity and ranking of the constraints in the hierarchy,
which must account for all identifiable phonological patterns on the basis of
those lexical “input” forms.
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3.

English stress patterns

3.1

The prosodic system and stress
Both Chomsky & Halle (1968) and Myers (1987) noted that vowel
alternation was dependent upon stress. As was discussed above in chapter 1,
this dependency is part of a larger relationship: the dependency of all
phonological processes upon the prosodic (and morphological) constituents
which contain them, in the sense that phonological processes are defined by
the constraints taking these constituents as their arguments. Word stress, a
phenomenon of the prosodic word and its component units the foot, the
syllable and the mora, is just one phonological variable whose presence is
defined via the prosodic hierarchy. Vowel length alternation, which simply
expressed indicates the presence or absence of a prosodic category, the mora, is
also dependent on these structures. Ultimately, all sound change involves the
relationship between “input” morphological categories (including “input”
segments and features) to “output” prosodic constituents. To describe the
constraints which reflect the phonology of a language, one need only describe
the relationships found in its prosodic and morphological systems.
The following chapter will begin to do this by investigating English
word stress, helping to define and identify, on the basis of the surface forms,
the prosodic and morphological constituents which will ultimately supply
explanations for the phonologically predictable surface forms of the language.
At this stage in the presentation of this data, the lexicon will be taken to be the
repository of phonologically idiosyncratic information, in the form of
morphemic “input” strings. Below, it will be proposed that the majority
pattern seen in the English data represents the regular English stress pattern,
and that words showing the minority patterns contrast minimally with the
regular forms. The two principle minority patterns seen in the data owe their
unusual stress either to lexical moraic markings (i.e., underlying segment
length, or moras) and/or a particular kind of suffixation.

3.1.1

Describing English stress patterns
The various stress patterns of English words and the conditions under
which each pattern is encountered have been classified and discussed in
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various works, most notably Chomsky & Halle (1968), Liberman & Prince
(1977), Kiparsky (1979), Hayes (1982), Selkirk (1980, 1984), Halle & Vergnaud
(1987), Burzio (1993). (see chapter 1) An extensive survey of these stress
patterns and derivational accounts of the rules that produce them is found in
Kager (1989), who nicely summarizes the work that precedes him. His outline
will be followed here in presenting the various stress patterns of English
words. While the solution to be offered below in chapter four will be framed
in Optimality Theory, descriptive terminology familiar from derivational
accounts, for example the term “extrametricality”, will be used below, for both
historical reasons and because these terms are essentially descriptive and do
not fundamentally conflict with the forthcoming explanations of their effects.
Thus, while suffix extrametricality can be described and accounted for in OT
as a misalignment of morphological and phonological constituents, rather
than as a lexical marking on a suffix, descriptively we are still dealing with
“extrametrical suffixes,” regardless of the theory used to account for this
phenomenon.
The organization of Kager’s outline dates back, in part, to premetrical
analyses, and is framed descriptively. Kager’s division of the words into
groups, as well as the rules and processes used to describe the phonology, are
based upon expectations concerning foot shape and (primarily morphological
and categorial) extrametricality effects, and hinges ultimately on the position
of the main stress within the word. As will be shown, Kager’s system, like that
of his predecessors, is driven too strongly by assumptions about
morphological structure and underlying representations. Kager crucially
assumes, following many earlier frameworks, that underlying forms should
be maximally identical to their corresponding surface forms. In OT terms, this
is equivalent to assuming that Faithfulness constraints should always be
high-ranking in the hierarchy. Many of his subsequent rules arise as a
consequence of this assumption. The danger of reaching circular conclusions
by basing both the theoretical input (underlying forms) and the process
(phonological rules) on assumptions based heavily on the output (surface
forms) can be seen in his approach. Here, in the description and in the
analysis to follow, broad prosodic patterns across the corpus of English words
are sought before conclusive lexical and morphological information is
brought to bear.
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In the discussion below, a prosodic foot structure will be proposed for
words according to their surface stress patterns. What this essentially
amounts to is designating stressed syllables as foot-heads, and plausibly
constructing feet around them on the basis of the trochaic foot of Hayes
(1995),27 which is assumed to be the correct general foot type for English.
Issues of derivational complexity or underlying representation will be left out
of these descriptions, as the goal is to first arrive at a coherent assessment of
stress patterns and apparent prosodic constituency at the surface level. By
representationally inserting the prosodic structures suggested by these stress
patterns into the examples given below, they may be contrasted with our
expectations about foot-formation, based on assumptions drawn from
prosodic and metrical phonology, and how it should interact with underlying
forms and morphological constituency. Comparing the data with principles
established by prosodic theory, conclusions may be reached concerning the
shape of any proposed underlying representations.
Kager (1989), following typical Lexical Phonological assumptions about
English stress, divides the lexicon into a number of subgroups for ease of
exposition. This tactic will be followed here as well. To determine what the
basic stress patterns found in simplex words are, a large number of other
words can be disregarded, as secondary factors will interfere and cloud the
data. For example, words suffixed with the “stress-neutral” affixes (e.g.,
/-ness/, /-hood/), usually described as “level II” in Lexical Phonology, are not
used to determine stress placement, as the stress of these words falls on the
same syllables stressed in the corresponding unsuffixed forms (e.g., háppy ‹
háppiness, néighbor ‹ néighborhood). Likewise, compounds like áircràft
involve multiple word-level constituents, which behave differently from
simplex forms and will be discussed elsewhere (§ 5.4.2). Monosyllabic content
words can also be removed from consideration, as all maintain stress on their
lone syllable and do not inform us further. Finally, words showing so-called
“level I” affixation, including the type showing vowel alternation discussed
in the preceding chapter, are morphologically complex and will be deferred
for later discussion. The remainder of the lexicon should thus serve to
inform us about the stress patterns of multisyllabic simplex content words.

27Although the issue of the uneven trochee will be minimized.
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3.1.2

Stress patterns for simplex words and "stress retraction"
Kager further subdivides this set of words based upon another
assumption, that English words must first be stressed (assuming a
derivational account) on one of the final three syllables. Any words (e.g.,
artículatòry) unexpectedly showing stress further back in the word are said to
suffer “stress retraction” later in their derivation, a concept that dates back to
Liberman & Prince (1977). The “original” main stress ultimately surfaces as a
secondary stress near the end of the word. While the abandonment of
derivational explanations renders the logic behind this distinction
meaningless, it is descriptively still relevant. The first section of this
classificatory exposition will treat the words regarded by Kager as nonretracted.
Kager also divides this part of the lexicon on the basis of an assumption
concerning final syllables with long vowels. He claims (p. 30) that “we find an
asymmetry between two types of final heavy syllables: those with long vowels
are invariably stressed…while closed syllables with short vowels can be either
stressless…or stressed.” Kager’s claim here is a bit circular: under his approach
the definition of secondary stress is determined by vowel quality, and thus an
unreduced, unshortened long vowel is by definition at least secondarily
stressed. He does not discuss in this context long vowels that appear to reduce
finally, for example, the verb/adjective alternation of the type móderÅte ‹
móder[Ê]te. Following this assumption, he sets forth a principle that all final
long vowels are stressed (although not always main-stressed, via retraction28),
and this effectively leads to a fourth stress group in addition to the three basic
groups he posits.
Kager presents three main groups (pp. 27-30) of multi-syllabic, nonretracted simplex words. This classification is based upon two factors: the
relationship between stress and syllable weight also seen in all previous
accounts, and the degree of extrametricality present in the word. His first two
groups are said to be common and are associated with lexical categories, while
the third is labeled “idiosyncratic” and may contain words from any
grammatical category.
28The distinction of words with long vowels in their final syllables from other words with final

heavy syllables also stems from the fact, discussed below (§3.1.4), that most words said to
undergo retraction end in such syllables. The automatic assignment of “original” stress to final
long-vowel syllables is necessary to account for this retraction process.
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The largest and most prevalent, Kager’s group one, shows
extrametricality of the final syllable as its unifying feature. Members of this
group with antepenultimate stress are said to have, as a rule, light penults.
Those with penultimate stress have heavy penults, containing either a long
vowel or a syllable-closing consonant. This contrast suggests Hayes’ moraic
trochees, and gives these words the stress pattern established for Latin (see
Hayes 1995: 91), where main stress falls, as a rule, on the rightmost nonextrametrical foot in the word. The words used below are drawn from Kager
(1989: 28) and represent structurally distinct subclasses. In presenting them,
for the sake of readability I have inserted the foot-structures suggested by the
stress onto the orthography, and mark stressed syllables and long vowels
(Kager himself does not overtly mark metrical or prosodic structure, although
he discusses stress on the basis of prosodic and metrical assumptions). For the
sake of uniformity, proper names will not be capitalized. As elsewhere,
parentheses indicate where Hayesian feet would be expected, while angle
brackets mark Hayesian extrametricality:
(3.1)

Group I

(3.1a) Light penults
a(méri)<ca>
(cínna)<mon>
(láby)<rinth>

Long vowel penults
a(ro≥)<ma>
ho(r¥)<zon>
massa(chu≥)<setts>

Heavy penults
a(gén)<da>
as(bés)<tos>
ap(pén)<dix>

Kager also includes bisyllabic nouns in this group, many of which show light
initial syllables:
(3.1b) vílla
vénom
hérald

/(ví)<lÊ>/
/(vé)<nÊm>/
/(hé)<rÊld>/

vénice
cábin
éffort

/(vé)<nis>/
/(cá)<bin>/
/(é)<fÊrt>/

If final extrametricality, the mark of this group, is to be maintained, then
these forms violate Hayes’ bimoraic constraint on feet. They would be
understood as stressed according to Hayes’ principle that whatever remains of
the stress domain after the application of extrametricality should receive
stress (§ 1.2.1).
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Kager additionally notes that this pattern is shared by (level I) suffixed
nouns and adjectives (morphological structure is indicated here by hyphens):
(3.1c) Light penults
(pré-si)<d-ent>
mu(níci)<p-al>
le(gál-i)<ty>

Long penults
com-(po≥)<n-ent>
anec(do≥)<t-al>
(po≥)<t-ent>

Heavy penults
de-(tér)<g-ent>
fra(tér)<n-al>
(nér)<v-ous>

Light Bisyll.
(pré)<s-ent>
(jéa)<l-ous>

The relationship of these words to the simplex members of pattern one noted
above will be taken up below, in § 3.3.1.
Kager’s second stress pattern is identical to his first, but the
extrametricality is restricted to the final consonant rather than the final
syllable. Words in this group are, according to Kager, primarily verbs and
underived adjectives, sets described by Hayes (1982) as exempt from final
syllable extrametricality (words from Kager 1989: 29):
(3.2)

Group II

(3.2a) de(vélo)<p>
as(tóni)<sh>
il(líci)<t>

main(tái)<n>
su(pre≥)<m>e
al(lów)

tor(mén)<t>
ex(péc)<t>
o(vér)<t>

Note that verbs and adjectives with final long vowels that conform to this
pattern are also included here. Kager (p. 30) also allows for the inclusion of
certain nouns into this group, as well as derived adjectives in /-ic/, /-id/:
(3.2b) ter(rífi)<c>
ala(báma)

pro(fésso)<r>
va(nílla)

ce(mén)<t>
re(súl)<t>

Not included in this group, however, are verbs and underived
adjectives whose final syllables are stressed regardless of the fact that they are
light (e.g., omít), although these are completely parallel in formation to the
vénom type noted above in the group I, in the sense that they are stressed on
a light, metrically final syllable (since final syllable extrametricality must be
suspended) :
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(3.3)

(vé)<nom> : (bán)<dit>
o(mí)<t> : o(vér)<t>

That is, the relationship of group one words like vénom to words like bándit
(both show a stressed penult, regardless of its weight, because the final syllable
is eliminated by extrametricality) is parallel to that between words like omít
and ovért (both show a stressed final), but only ovért is considered to belong
to group two (since it can be conceived of as showing final consonant
extrametricality, while this does not work for omít). For words like omít,
Kager has devised another group, which he labels idiosyncratic, into which
words of any grammatical category may fall; they share the distinction of
stressing a final short syllable (data from Kager 1989: 30):
(3.4)

Group III
gui(tár)
chif(fón)
ciga(rétte)

ha(ráss)
o(mít)
acqui(ésce)

bi(zárre)
co(quétte)

The motivation for proposing a separate group probably lies in the fact that
their unexpected stress is not explicable via Hayes’ idea of stressing the
reduced domain (applicable to the vénom type because of extrametricality).
Although other syllables are available to take the main stress and produce
typical trochaic feet, these words nevertheless show stress on final light
syllables,29 in contravention to both extrametricality and foot binarity.
Kager suggests (p. 30) that the “final consonant is also taken into
account,” that is, he suspends the usual final consonant extrametricality in
these cases. This avoids the problem of unexpected monomoraic feet. Kager
uses the fact that there are no English multisyllables with a stressed open
short final syllable to extend quantity sensitivity to this group; thus, words of
this group with final light open syllables (that is, with no final consonant) are
said to take stress on the penult, while closed syllables take stress on the final.
This neatly accounts for the distinction between the three groups, which
thereby undergo foot formation identically but differ according to the degree
29Note that some of these words also have regularized forms, e.g., guítar, cígarette.
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of extrametricality each shows. However, while this would potentially bring
vowel-final words like vanílla and vílla into group III, Kager maintains them
in groups II and I, respectively, perhaps wishing to reinforce the marginal
status of group III.
As was mentioned above, Kager’s assumption concerning the intrinsic
stress of final long vowels leads to a de facto fourth group, also showing final
stress. Since the type of extrametricality seen in group two obliges verbs and
adjectives with long finals to also be finally stressed, only finally stressed
nouns are considered to necessarily belong in this group:
(3.5)

Group IV
tìppeca(nóe)
tènne(sée)

kànga(róo)
chìmpan(zée)

màga(zíne)
bùcca(néer)

po(líce)
ca(réer)

Such stress suggests a suspension of extrametricality, although it is not
possible to say to what degree extrametricality is suspended. Apart from
Kager’s claim about final long vowels, these words are prosodically identical
to the nouns which fell into group II, such as cemént. Furthermore, group I
forms like cáthode, sátire, quátrain, cólleague illustrate that nouns with final
long vowels are not all finally stressed; final long syllables can be
extrametrical.30 The price of eliminating group IV, of course, is the further
contamination of group II’s status as a verbal/adjectival category, already
compromised by the presence of forms like vanílla and cemént. Upon final
analysis, all that can be said is that Kager’s system associates nouns with final
syllable extrametricality, and nouns that fall into any other group must
necessarily be lexically marked as exceptional.
3.1.3

The systematic status of Kager’s stress patterns
Kager delineates these four groups using rough generalizations based
partially on grammatical category and extrametricality, and partially on other
issues such as vowel length and lexical distribution. Groups I and II are said to
be large, are identified with syntactic categories (noun and verb/adjective

30 Alternatively, such words can be said to suffer “retraction”, which is Kager’s explanation for

these forms. See § 3.1.4 below.
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respectively), yield feet which conform to Hayes’ trochaic principles, and are
distinguished from each other by the presence or absence of final syllable
extrametricality. Groups III and IV are small, “idiosyncratic”, lack
extrametricality (or, alternatively, fail to meet expectations about foot
structure), and violate generalizations about the syntactic categories covered
in groups I and II. While Kager attempts to distinguish these exceptional
words in a principled way, there is no empirical motivation for two such
groups to account for finally-stressed nouns; all of these words may simply be
seen as exceptions that fail to fit into the two major groupings, apparently
lexically unpredictable in their stress. Likewise, verbs or adjectives that show
apparent extrametricality effects must be regarded as unexpected members of
group I (e.g., the “Late Extrametricality” proposal of Hayes (1982) to account
for words like dífficult). Kager’s system ultimately boils down to two sets of
words (group I nouns and group II verbs/adjectives) in which an
extrametricality contrast supposedly parallels a categorial contrast, plus a set of
unpredictable exceptions.
3.1.4 “Primary Stress Retraction”
One method of dealing, in a derivational account, with the many
forms that fail to conform to the general patterns outlined by Kager, is socalled “stress retraction”. In such cases, the main stress appears further from
the end of the word than predicted, and is said to have been “retracted”
during the process of derivation, usually leaving the former primary stressed
syllable with a secondary stress. All the major derivational accounts of
English stress mentioned above (§ 3.1) have included some form of stress
retraction. Kager regards stress retraction as one of the major subdividing
features of the grammar, and this section will again follow his description of
the various kinds of primary stress retraction (pp. 40-43), although I will
primarily stick to the set of unsuffixed words, as above.
Kager (p. 40) says that “stress retraction in bisyllabic words is regular in
nouns”; since the bisyllabic nouns of group I obligatorily stress the initial
syllable, this can only refer to those nouns with final long vowels that fail to
join his “group IV” (e.g., árchive, mícrobe, sátire, cólleague). The status of this
particular retraction depends entirely on the reality of Kager’s claims
concerning such final long syllables. For trisyllabic and longer words, Kager
claims that retraction “is more common”, and he identifies four types of
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primary stress retraction, all of which tend to retract stress from the final
syllable, that is, in members of groups II, III or IV. Many of the words
described as suffering retraction have a final syllable with a long vowel, hence
Kager’s decision to regard words ending in such syllables as a distinct group, as
well as the need to define all final long vowels as automatically stressed.
The four patterns are “strong retraction”, “weak retraction”, “long
retraction” (terms coined by Liberman and Prince 1977) and “sonorant
retraction” (Kiparsky 1979). The first pattern, called “strong” because it retracts
the stress over two syllables, is regular for suffixed verbs in /-ate, -ize/, and is
seen as well in simplex words of the following type (examples from Kager, p.
40):
(3.6)

ábsolùte
húrricàne
páradìse

mánifèst
tácitùrn
dífficùlt

sátisfy`
cáterwàul31
ánecdòte

Note that if the nouns in the first two columns belonged to group I, rather
than IV (due to their long finals), initial stress would be entirely regular. The
verbal and adjectival forms, however, fail to show the expected stress of
group II; another analysis that satisfies most of the above would be to place
them in group I, via the “Late Extrametricality” of Hayes (1982). The heavy
penults in ánecdote, cáterwaul and sátisfy, however, should then receive
main stress, and this failure indicates that these words do indeed display an
unexpected stress pattern. This pattern is also difficult to explain using Hayes’
metrical theory, as all possible interpretations for the primarily-stressed feet
suggested by this stress violate expectations about properly formed English
feet:
(3.7)

(ánec)dote ‹ (á)necdote
(cáter)waul ‹ (cá)terwaul
(sátis)fy ‹ (sá)tisfy

31Due to the sonorant in the penult, one might wish to regard this word as undergoing “sonorant

retraction”, described below. However, Kager lists it with the strong retracted forms.
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The next pattern, “Weak Retraction”, is so called because retraction
occurs only over one syllable. Most of the words of this type are suffixed (e.g.,
with /-ite, -ide, -oid/), although the morphological status of some of these
suffixes is questionable due to their limited distribution and unclear
meaning. All of the words suffering weak retraction end in syllables with
final long vowels or diphthongs.
(3.8)

e(léc)tròde

sta(lág)mìte

py(rámi)dòid

(cá)thòde

Kager describes this pattern as rare, and notes that it matches his stress group
III; it is better described as constructing a proper trochaic foot to the left of the
final syllable, resulting in the pattern seen in group one. Unlike the “Strong”
pattern seen above, this type of retraction respects syllable weight; only in
forms with light initials like cáthode, parallel to the vénom type from group
I, is an improperly light foot formed. The only thing that distinguishes this
set from group I is, again, that the final syllable contains a long vowel and
should thus, according to Kager’s assumption noted above, hold the main
stress.
Kager describes “Long retraction”, which retracts the stress over three
syllables, as “extremely rare” (p. 42). It can affect suffixed words as well as
simplex ones (data from Kager):
(3.9)

péregrinàte
amélioràte
detérioràte

cátamaràn
húllaballòo
rígamaròle

manípulatòry
hallúcinatòry
artículatòry

The syllables skipped must be light, unlike in strong retraction. These words
cannot be accounted for by any of the stress groups from above, and do not
suggest canonical feet. Explanations utilizing t e r n a r y f e e t have been
suggested for such forms (e.g., Selkirk 1980, Halle & Vergnaud 1987), although
Hayes (1995) claims that ternary feet do not exist (see § 1.2.1 above).
The final retraction pattern is “Sonorant Destressing”, proposed first in
Kiparsky (1979) and referred to by Myers (1987) in his attempt to explain stress
retraction and vowel shortening in certain suffixed forms (see § 2.2.4 above,
§ 6.7 below). This pattern resembles strong retraction, with the additional
proviso that the syllable skipped over (usually the penult) must be closed by a
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sonorant, i.e., /m,n,r, l/, and there must be only one syllable preceding the
skipped syllable. This retraction can apply to words ending in any kind of
finally stressed syllable:
(3.10) hélminthòid
háckensàck

cávalcàde
pálimpsèst

árgentìne
álgernòn

hóttentòt

When the conditions stated above are not met, retraction fails to occur, and
the penult is stressed (following either the pattern of group I, or some other
retraction):
(3.11) No sonorant:
aráchnoid

eléctron

Two syllables preceding:
sàlamándroid
àgamémnon

stalágmite

èlephántine

ojíbway

àdiróndack

As in the other cases of strong retraction over a heavy syllable, the apparent
metrical structures suggested by cases showing sonorant retraction fail to
conform to the norms of foot-formation; that is, the weak syllable of any
proposed bisyllabic trochee is always closed, while the stressed syllable may be
light and thus monomoraic, e.g., (cával)<cade> or (cá)val<cade>.
To summarize primary stress retraction, if one disregards Kager’s claim
of a special status for long final syllables, many cases of strong retraction as
well as all cases of weak retraction fall into group I. However, strong
retraction over heavy syllables, including sonorant destressing, presents an
unusual structure inexplicable in the conventional metrical framework. The
very rare long retraction pattern, which at best leaves one word-internal
syllable unaccounted for, must also be noted as an idiosyncratic stress pattern.
While Kager goes into some detail regarding retraction, his account never
makes it clear how generally it is encountered, and in the end it appears to
simply be yet another source of idiosyncratic deviation from the general stress
pattern.
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3.1.5

Possible configurations for bi- and trisyllables
Kager’s four groups are meant to account for the stress of English
words, but a comparison across all possible permutations of syllable type for
bisyllables does indicate some gaps in coverage. Here and in the following
sections, all possible syllable weight configurations for bi- and trisyllables will
be presented along with Kager’s predictions about what stress pattern they
should show. This will then be compared to the actual stress patterns as
found in the Celex database.
The distribution of all possible weight and stress patterns for twosyllable words can be sketched as follows, using a “CvC” schema to represent
the possible syllable structure types. Prosodic structure in the form of
Hayesian feet will be applied according to Kager’s proposals regarding syntactic
categories and the expected position of main stress for each stress group. Note
that since onsets are not relevant for the calculation of syllable weight, the
onset ‘C’ stands for any onset, regardless of how many consonants it
encompasses (including zero).

(3.12) Initially stressed bisyllables:
Noun
Cv≤Cv
(Cv≤)<Cv>
Group 1
Cv≤CvC
(Cv≤)<CvC>
Group 1
Cv≤CvCC
(Cv≤)<CvCC>
Group 1
Cv≤CCv
(Cv≤C)<Cv>
Group 1
Cv≤CCvC
(Cv≤C)<CvC>
Group 1
Cv≤CCvCC (Cv≤C)<CvCC>
Group 1
(etc.)

Verb/Adjective
(Cv≤Cv)
(Cv≤Cv)<C>
--exceptional-(Cv≤CCv)
(Cv≤CCv)<C>
--exceptional--

Group 2 (?)
Group 2 (?)
(Group 1)
Group 2 (?)
Group 2 (?)
(Group 1)

Kager’s system, which exempts verbs and adjectives from final syllable
extrametricality, suggests that initially stressed bisyllables from these syntactic
categories must end in light syllables (i.e., syllables closed only by the single
extrametrical consonant). Any heavy syllable appearing in final position but
not showing main stress must, following the principles of foot-formation, be
understood as extrametrical and so such words fall out of group II and
exceptionally into group I (e.g., éxile, cúckold, árgue, véto), or else must be
regarded as “retracted”. Conversely, all regular nouns should belong to group
I regardless of final syllable weight.
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Although Kager does not specifically discuss this, bisyllabic verbs with
light finals would presumably be analyzed as having bisyllabic feet, i.e., as
members of group II (e.g., (édi)<t>). On the surface, of course, there is nothing
to distinguish a verb like édit from a noun like vílla, which is presumed, as a
member of group I, to have an extrametrical final syllable. Verbs with heavy
or long initials, e.g., sávor, could, on the other hand, invite an interpretation
that includes extrametricality, parallel to the nominal type ómen , although
other explanations without extrametricality are also available.32
For finally stressed bisyllables, most of the possible structures for verbs
and underived adjectives will correspond to the “regular” group II, while
finally stressed nouns with identical weight patterns must exceptionally
belong to either groups II, III or IV, depending on the shape of the final
syllable. Both nouns and verbs with metrically light final syllables, however,
are banished to group III. The non-extrametrical final consonants suggested by
Kager for this group are underlined.
(3.13) Finally stressed bisyllables:
Noun
CvCv≤C
Cv(CvC)
Group 3
CvCv≤CC
Cv(CvC)<C>
Group 2
CvCv≤ v
Cv(Cvv)
Group 4
CvCv≤v C
Cv(Cvv)<C>
Group 4
CvCCv≤C
CvC(CvC)
Group 3
CvCCv≤CC CvC(CvC)<C>
Group 2
CvCCv≤v
CvC(Cvv)
Group 4
CvCCv≤vC CvC(Cvv)<C>
Group 4
CvvCv≤C
Cvv(CvC)
Group 3
CvvCv≤CC Cvv(CvC)<C>
Group 2
CvvCv≤ v
Cvv(Cvv)
Group 4
CvvCv≤ v C Cvv(Cvv)<C>
Group 4

Verb/Adjective
Cv(CvC)
Cv(CvC)<C>
Cv(Cvv)
Cv(Cvv)<C>
CvC(CvC)
CvC(CvC)<C>
CvC(Cvv)
CvC(Cvv)<C>
Cvv(CvC)
Cvv(CvC)<C>
Cvv(Cvv)
Cvv(Cvv)<C>

Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group
Group

3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2
3
2
2
2

32Hayes (1995) disprefers feet of the shape(HL) and regards such structures as (H)L, where the

light syllable is simply unparsed into foot structure.
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For words of three syllables, the situation is similar (here, for simplicity
of representation,‘H’ stands for metrically heavy syllables, ‘L’ for metrically
light syllables33):
(3.14) Initially stressed trisyllables:
Noun
LLL
(LL)<L>
Group 1
HLL
(HL)<L>
Group 1
LLH
(LL)<H>
Group 1
HLH
(HL)<H>
Group 1

Verb/Adjective
{ All would exceptionally
belong to Group 1 }

Only nouns should, among the trisyllables, ever hold initial stress under this
system. Additionally, no (non-retracted) group exists to account for any
initially stressed trisyllables with heavy penults (i.e., LHL, HHL, LHH, HHH),
following the assumptions of bimoraic foot-formation and the regular
assignment of main stress to the rightmost non-extrametrical foot in the
word. These are in fact the very forms that must be explained by retraction.
(3.15) Penultimate stress:
Noun
LLL
L(LL)
HLL
H(LL)
LHL
L(H)<L>
HHL
H(H)<L>
LLH
L(L)<H>
LHH
L(H)<H>
HLH
H(L)<H>
HHH
H(H)<H>

Group 2
Group 2
Group 1
Group 1
-- no analysis -Group 1
-- no analysis -Group 1

Verb/Adjective
L(LL)
Group 2
H(LL)
Group 2
L(HL)
Group 2
H(HL)
Group 2
-- no analysis --exceptional-(Group 1)
-- no analysis --exceptional-(Group 1)

Verbal/adjectival forms with light finals would fit comfortably into the
“regular” group II, but words with heavy unstressed finals suggest an
extrametricality only acceptable in group I. Feet of the form (LH) or (HH)
would violate both bimoraicity and the regular trochaic form of English feet;
33Heavy syllables would be word internal CvC, Cvv, CvvC and word-final (if final consonant

extrametricality is in force) CvCC, Cvv, CvvC, CvvCC. Light syllables would be word-internal
Cv and word-final CvC.
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more seriously, forms with the pattern HLH or LLH are inexplicable using
any of Kager’s groups, as they violate foot bimoraicity. It is not clear how
Kager would, apart from proposing some sort of unmotivated weak
retraction, handle nouns (e.g., mulátto, Achílles, which are structurally
similar to vanílla, but cannot be handled by loss of extrametricality since the
stressed syllable is light) or verbs (e.g., contínue, contríbute , which should
show final stress) with this pattern. None of Kager’s previous devices for
avoiding monomoraic feet via extrametricality can account for this type.
(3.16) Final Stress:
Noun
LLL
LL(L)
HLL
HL(L)
LHL
LH(L)
HHL
HH(L)
LLCvCC
LL(H)
LLCvvC
LL(H)
LHCvCC
LH(H)
LHCvvC
LH(H)
HLCvCC
HL(H)
HLCvvC
HL(H)
HHCvCC
HH(H)
HHCvvC
LL(H)

Group 3
Group 3
Group 3
Group 3
Group 2
Group 4
Group 2
Group 4
Group 2
Group 4
Group 2
Group 4

Verb/Adjective
LL(L)
Group
HL(L)
Group
LH(L)
Group
HH(L)
Group
LL(H)
Group
LL(H)
Group
LH(H)
Group
LH(H)
Group
HL(H)
Group
HL(H)
Group
HH(H)
Group
HH(H)
Group

3
3
3
3
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2

Here again, membership in group III depends solely on possessing a final
stressed syllable closed by a single consonant, while nouns may find
themselves in the “verbal” group II or in group IV depending on their final
heavy syllable’s vowel length. It must also be noted that retaining stress on
the final means resisting retraction.
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3.2

Pattern frequencies from the corpus
The previous sections suggest that Kager’s categories fail to cover some
potential structures. However, the relevance of such proposed structures
depends upon whether they actually occur in the corpus. For example, Kager’s
account cannot explain multisyllabic words of the type *CvCv≤, and such
words indeed fail to appear in the corpus. His major categories are
generalizations, illustrated by the fact that he requires groups III and IV for
words which violate those generalizations. Indeed, even the “regular” stress
patterns appear to contain members of the “wrong” syntactic category. Further
investigation requires the general patterns suggested by Kager and outlined
above to be compared to the distributions of the actual forms in the corpus of
English. A summary of the findings regarding unsuffixed words will be
presented in the following sections. Separate sections treating bisyllables and
trisyllables will be presented below.
3.2.1

Bisyllables
The first table presented below in (3.17) treats two-syllable unsuffixed
words. Represented here is syllable stress and the distribution of syllable
structure in the stressed syllable; the sub-groupings refer to whether the
stressed syllable contains a long vowel,34 is closed by a non-extrametrical
consonant (“heavy”), or is not closed by a non-extrametrical consonant
(“light”). Vertical columns add up to approximately 100%.
(3.17)
All Bisyllables
Initial Stress:
75%
long (Cvv):
25%
heavy (CvC):
35%
light (Cv):
39%
Final Stress:
25%
long (Cvv):
49%
heavy (CvC):
36%
light (Cv):
15%

Nouns
85%
24%
38%
37%
15%
46%
33%
20%

Verbs
42%
16%
33%
50%
57%
48%
42%
10%

Adjectives
68%
26%
42%
31%
31%
49%
40%
9%

34Long closed syllables (as in compóund), not specifically treated by Kager, compose only about

5% of the syllables in the sample and are treated as “long” in this table.
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Overall, words with initial stress outnumber words with final stress by
about three to one. Kager’s group I, which would fit into the set of initially
stressed words, was specified for nouns, of which 85% belong, leaving 15% to
show exceptional final stress. Of these, nearly half show final stressed long
vowels (“group IV”), while a third end in a closed syllable (group II) and a
fifth show the unusual stressed light final of group III. Although Kager tries
to distinguish nouns with final stressed long vowels from other words of this
form, the distribution of stressed long vowel finals is nearly identical across
the syntactic types.
While the monomoraic initial foot (e.g., (ví)<lla>) seems to appear in
31% of the nouns (where the final syllable would be extrametrical), this
strongly contrasts with the final apparently monomoraic foot (e.g., gui(tár)),
found in only 3% of nouns and 4% of all bisyllables. Half of the initially
stressed verbs take stress on a light syllable (e.g., édit), suggesting the pattern
lacking final syllable extrametricality (group II), i.e., (édi)<t>. However, the
adjectives, which should pattern with the verbs, better resemble the nouns in
the distribution of syllable weight and stress. Although the verbs and
adjectives would ideally all be expected to belong to group II, the distribution
of weight in the final syllables of initially stressed words is as follows:
(3.18) Final syllables of initially stressed bisyllables
All
Nouns
long (Cvv/CvvC):
15%
19%
heavy (CvCC):
14%
17%
light (Cv/CvC):
70%
63%

Verbs
9%
5%
86%

Adj.
18%
23%
58%

Since the second syllable of a bisyllabic trochaic foot must be light, this is
consistent with a general lack of extrametricality in the verbs; only 14% of
them have a form suggesting group one. However, a greater percentage of
adjectives actually require extrametricality (e.g., fécund, prólix, ríbald, hónest)
to eliminate their finals from consideration for stress than do the nouns,
suggesting that more than a quarter of the adjectives must belong to group I
(or are for some reason “retracted”). Additionally, the initially stressed
adjectives with final light syllables are ambiguously interpretable regarding
extrametricality. Again, the distribution of syllable weight over the adjectival
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forms resembles that of the nouns, and is completely dissimilar from the
verbal distribution.
Although most verbs indeed behave as predicted, there are about 5% of
the total that seem to require extrametricality or idiosyncratic retraction as
well (e.g., véto, árgue, éxile, béllow, clímax, cúckold, hérald ), and must be
accounted for somehow. Some of these words also function as nouns, and
such cases force us to ask whether words like véto should be regarded as
nouns or verbs (or both); English word-forms often yield multiple syntactic
interpretations. Among the initially stressed verbs that show light finals, half
also show heavy initials, e.g., sávor, órder, which could suggest either
(sÅ)<vor> or (sÅvo)<r>. While the latter is consistent with the general verbal
pattern (group II), Hayes (1995) actually tries to preclude feet of the form (HL).
68% of initially stressed underived adjectives also present this situation (e.g.,
sécret, sóber, quíet), again suggesting that they belong rather to group I.
Regarding Kager’s claim that final long vowels should always take
main stress, almost half of the bisyllabic nouns with final long syllables are
nevertheless stressed on the initial (e.g., créole, cy≤clone, bóvine, décoy,
prónoun, rélay):35
(3.19)
Initial Stress
vvCC:
26%
vvC:
30%
vv:
66%
All long finals:
46%
vCC:
57%

Final Stress
74%
70%
33%
54%
43%

As can be seen, although Kager groups them together, there is a marked
contrast between the behavior of final long syllables closed by consonants and
those that are open. As a whole, however, there is only a small difference
between the distribution of stress for long vowel finals versus heavy (vCC)
finals in bisyllables. The tendency to stress the final also appears to depend
upon the weight of the initial syllable, as well as the syntactic category of the
35While Kager regards all long vowels as secondarily stressed, the Celex database lists most of

these with the pattern [1,0], i.e., with unstressed (or tertiarily stressed) finals. This distinction
appears to be entirely subjective.
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word, as the following table contrasting syllable structure and stress
illustrates:
(3.20)
CvCv
CvCvC
CvCvv
CvCvCC
CvCvvC
CvCvvCC

All Bisyllables
(1,0) (0,1)
100% 0%
92%
7%
64% 35%
46% 53%
16% 83%
9% 90%

Nouns
(1,0) (0,1)
100% 0%
91%
9%
70% 30%
57% 42%
29% 71%
20% 80%

Verbs
(1,0)
100%
84%
38%
10%
2%
3%

(0,1)
0%
15%
61%
89%
98%
97%

Adjectives
(1,0) (0,1)
100% 0%
86% 13%
66% 33%
40% 60%
12% 87%
0% 100%

CvCCv
CvCCvC
CvCCvv
CvCCvCC
CvCCvvC
CvCCvvCC

100%
90%
69%
61%
43%
32%

0%
9%
30%
38%
56%
67%

100%
96%
82%
83%
62%
73%

0%
3%
17%
16%
37%
26%

100%
79%
27%
13%
10%
4%

0%
20%
71%
87%
90%
96%

100%
82%
70%
55%
38%
46%

CvvCv
CvvCvC
CvvCvv
CvvCvCC
CvvCvvC
CvvCvvCC

100%
88%
63%
72%
41%
28%

0%
11%
36%
27%
58%
71%

100%
93%
84%
82%
71%
57%

0%
6%
15%
17%
28%
42%

100%
77%
83%
15%
6%
0%

0%
21%
17%
84%
94%
100%

100% 0%
100% 0%
91%
8%
75% 23%
50% 50%
---

0%
16%
29%
43%
60%
53%

Of words with a closed final long syllable, e.g., políce , domáin, a large
majority shows final stress; this tendency grows in proportion to the lightness
of the initial syllable.36 However, this preference for final stress is not
displayed by words with final open long vowels (e.g., éssay, bambóo), which
in fact have an even greater preference for initial stress than do words with
final heavy syllables (e.g., álmond, collápse). Nouns do have a tendency to
prefer initial stress, verbs prefer final stress, and adjectives fall somewhere in
36Kager (1989: 40) mentions that “in disyllabic nouns the location of primary stress is correlated

with the strength of the initial cluster”, i.e., the shape of the initial syllable, ascribing this
finding to Oehrle (1972).
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between. Words ending in light syllables are initially stressed 92% of the time,
and final open light syllables are never stressed. In other words, syllable
weight is directly correlated with stress, but the degree of correlation varies
according to syntactic category, and, contrary to expectations, long vowels and
closed syllables, both indicated in prosodic theory by a single representation,
the presence of an additional mora in the syllable, appear to show different
behaviors.
The following table offers a final summary of the distributions
anticipated by Kager’s idealized system compared to the actual data from the
corpus of unsuffixed bisyllables, as seen in (3.20). Percentages which appear to
clash with Kager’s predictions are indicated in boldface:
(3.21)

CvCv
CvCvC
CvCvv
CvCvCC
CvCvvC
CvCvvCC

Nouns
Grouping
(1,0) (0,1)
1(all) ‚
1(most) 3(rare)
1
4(most)
1(most) 2(rare)
1
4(most)
1
4(most)

Verbs & Adjectives
Nouns
Grouping Verbs
(1,0) (0,1) (1,0) (0,1) (1,0) (0,1)
100% 0% 2(all) ‚
100% 0%
91%
9% 2(most) 3(rare) 84% 15%
7 0 % 30% ‚
2(all) 3 8 % 61%
57% 4 2 % ‚
2(all) 1 0 % 89%
29% 71% ‚
2(all)
2% 98%
20% 80% ‚
2(all)
3% 97%

Adjectives
(1,0) (0,1)
100% 0%
86% 13%
6 6 % 33%
4 0 % 60%
1 2 % 87%
0% 100%

CvCCv
CvCCvC
CvCCvv
CvCCvCC
CvCCvvC
CvCCvvCC

1(all)
1(most)
1
1(most)
1
1

‚
3(rare)
4(most)
2(rare)
4(most)
4(most)

100% 0%
96%
3%
8 2 % 17%
83% 16%
6 2 % 37%
7 3 % 26%

2(all)
2(most)
‚
‚
‚
‚

‚
3(rare)
2(all)
2(all)
2(all)
2(all)

100%
79%
27%
13%
10%

100%
82%
70%
55%
38%
46%

CvvCv
CvvCvC
CvvCvv
CvvCvCC
CvvCvvC
CvvCvvCC

1(all)
1(most)
1
1(most)
1
1

‚
3(rare)
4(most)
2(rare)
4(most)
4(most)

100%
96%
84%
82%
71%
57%

2(all)
2(most)
‚
‚
‚
‚

‚
3(rare)
2(all)
2(all)
2(all)
2(all)

100% 0%
77% 2 1 %
8 3 % 17%
1 5 % 84%
6% 94%
0% 100%

0%
3%
15%
17%
28%
42%

4%

0%
20%
71%
87%
90%
96%

0%
16%
29%
43%
60%
53%

100% 0%
100% 0%
9 1 % 8%
7 5 % 23%
5 0 % 50%
---
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The distributions presented above suggest that some of Kager’s claims
do reflect real trends among the bisyllables, yet there are clearly substantial
segments of the lexicon which fail to conform to them. Kager’s alignments of
syntactic categories and stress patterns can only be regarded as generalizations,
rather than rules. There are significant minority groups, often apparently not
distinguishable structurally or syntactically from “regular” forms. Noun and
verb groups roughly correspond to his first two sets, but underived adjectives
do not line up neatly with the verbs as expected. Long finals do prefer stress,
but only in those long finals closed with a consonant. Long finals as a whole
show almost the same distribution between the two stress patterns as do
short-vowel closed finals. The weight of both syllables in the word appears to
interact, affecting stress, but along a gradient. Only the absence of stress on a
final open short vowel (e.g., *commá) is an absolute.37
Although long closed finals thus appear to pattern differently from
long open finals and heavy finals, under Hayes’ system of final consonant
extrametricality we would not expect the presence or absence of a final
extrametrical consonant to cause any such effects. Nor does moraic theory
distinguish between long vowel syllables and closed syllables; each are said to
have two moras.
3.2.2 Trisyllables
Kager primarily uses trisyllables to illustrate his stress groups, as the
presence of a third syllable helps to clarify the contrast between his major
groups I and II. Trisyllables also present the clearest examples of primary
stress retraction. The table below illustrates the distribution of the three
possible stress patterns across the syntactic categories, and the plausible
structure of the stressed foot in each case (the sub-groupings refer to the
stressed syllable and the syllable following, a domain relevant for
determining the structure of the stressed foot). More tables including the
effect of word-final syllable weight will be offered below in (3.23) and (3.24).
Here, ‘H’ and ‘L’ again indicate metrically heavy and light non-final syllables;
only among stressed finals, which presumably compose feet in themselves, is
the internal structure of the syllable noted. The headings on the left edge of
37A handful of borrowed words, e.g., bourgeóis [bÙΩwá], elán [e∆lá] can show final stress on a

qualitatively short vowel /a/. These words are often regularized, by stress shift or the addition
of a perceived final consonant: [bÙ≤Ωwa], [bÙΩwár], [e∆lán].
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the table indicate whether words show antepenultimate, penultimate or final
main stress. As before, these tables refer to unsuffixed words only.
(3.22)
All Trisyllables
Antepenult:
51%
HHs:
8%
LHs:
8%
HLs:
38%
LLs:
45%
Penult:
30%
sHH:
22%
sLH:
6%
sHL:
49%
sLL:
22%
Final:
18%
ssCvv:
19%
ssCvvC:
27%
ssCvvCC:
2%
ssCvCC:
30%
ssCvC:
21%

Nouns
53%
10%
8%
38%
42%
31%
28%
6%
48%
16%
16%
16%
25%
2%
30%
26%

Verbs
22%
6%
8%
36%
49%
37%
5%
5%
49%
40%
38%
9%
33%
2%
35%
19%

Adjectives
41%
11%
9%
40%
39%
26%
26%
10%
41%
22%
29%
6%
43%
1%
43%
6%

For trisyllables, the percentage of words with final stress drops to 18%.
Such words have secondary stress on the initial. A fifth of the words with
final stress end with a metrically light syllable, indicating Kager’s
“idiosyncratic” group III (e.g., cìgarétte). About half of the words with final
stress end in a long vowel syllable.
Across the other two patterns, stress does correlate strongly with the
weight of the penult, although about one quarter of the words with
penultimate stress have light penults (the vanílla type) and some 16% of the
initially stressed words skip heavy penults (e.g., réconcile, círcumspect),
indicating apparent cases of strong retraction. Regarding Kager’s syntactic
distinctions, a fifth of the verbs clearly require extrametricality (or retraction)
to explain their initial stress (e.g., bárbecue, bénefit, cónstitute, cóunterfeit,
jéttison, sácrifice), as do 41% of the adjectives (the dífficult type). For initially
stressed trisyllables, the distribution of weight across the syntactic categories is
nearly identical, suggesting membership in group I for all these cases;
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distributions across the other two stress pattern show a clear contrast between
nouns and verbs. Only 10% of verbs unexpectedly skip a final heavy syllable
(e.g., defórest, unbálance, embárgo), as opposed to higher percentages among
nouns and adjectives (e.g., impérfect, dishónest, misfórtune). Adjectives
again pattern more like nouns than verbs; for words ending in two light
syllables, the expected group II forms (e.g., explícit, decrépit) are outnumbered
by initially stressed words like génuine, ínterim, víolet. About a sixth of
nouns appear to show pattern two, e.g., apóstle, appárel, persímmon,
molásses, as was also true among the bisyllables above.
Examining all combinations of heavy and light syllables in unsuffixed
trisyllables, the following stress pattern distributions can be seen:38
(3.23)
HHH
LHH
HLH
LLH
HHL
LHL
HLL
LLL

All Trisyllables

Nouns

Verbs
201

100

010

Adjectives

100

010

201

100

010

201

100

25%
37%
61%
72%
25%
22%
60%
73%

36%
52%
5%
7%
66%
74%
26%
19%

36%
10%
33%
20%
5%
3%
12%
7%

33%
36%
77%
72%
35%
23%
74%
78%

54% 11% 4% 11% 84% 34%
53% 9% 58% 17% 25% 47%
3% 17% 24% 6% 69% 56%
7% 18% 62% 2% 34% 71%
62% 1% 3% 91% 5% 3%
73% 2% 6% 85% 8% 31%
15% 8% 12% 60% 27% 51%
15% 5% 36% 45% 18% 82%

010

201

35% 30%
52% 0%
3% 40%
8% 19%
97% 0%
67% 0%
42% 6%
17% 0%

Final stressed light syllables (group III) are again a small minority, as
predicted; verbs appear to be most likely to show such a stress. Final heavy
syllables are stressed more often than final light syllables, although main
stress nevertheless appears about twice as often on a preceding syllable in
words ending with a heavy syllable. Failure to stress a heavy final appears to
be correlated with syntactic category, but the interaction is complex and is also
influenced by the structure of the preceding syllables in the word.

38Note that no distinction is made here between the stress patterns [100] and [102], or [010] and

[210]; there was not enough evidence from the corpus to warrant separate categories for these, and
many instances of these stress patterns in the database were simply variant pronunciations of the
same word.
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About a quarter of the verbs with heavy finals stress the initial when it
is heavy (e.g., ínterest, éxecute, múltiply) and more than half show this
pattern when the initial is light (e.g., cátapault, sácrifice, réprimand). This
trend, even more prevalent among the adjectives, has been attributed to the
so-called “Late Extrametricality” of Hayes (1982) or to strong retraction.
However, retraction over a heavy syllable, which indicates true strong
retraction rather than extrametricality, is seen less than a third of the time;
the other cases are better explained by the purely metrical phenomenon of
extrametricality; that is, these forms fall into group I.
The data thus suggest that there is no plausible correlation between the
exemption from final syllable extrametricality (Kager’s second group) and the
trisyllabic adjectives, for only about a third of them must be regarded as
lacking extrametricality. This is only slightly less than the distribution of
nouns in group II, which are regarded as exceptional. Together with the
evidence from the bisyllables, this indicates that it is not possible to correlate
underived adjectives as a category with any general tendency towards the
presence or absence of extrametricality. While verbs show group II
characteristics more regularly, there is a sizable minority of around 20% (e.g.,
jéttison, régister, bénefit, díscipline) which also apparently belong to group I.
Among the nouns, the expected patterns for group I forms appear,
although about 15% appear to belong to group II. Between 30%-40% of nouns
and adjectives with the structure /sHs/ skip over heavy penults to stress
initial syllables, both heavy and light. 20%-30% of nouns and adjectives with
final heavy syllables stress those finals, although, as the following table
illustrates, nouns with final long vowels do not appear any more likely than
those ending with two consonants to take final stress:
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(3.24) Stress according to final syllables:
All Trisyllables
Nouns
100

010

201

100

010

201

Verbs
100

010

Adjectives
201

100

010

201

vv
vvC
vvCC
vCC

31% 38% 28% 42% 38% 17% 32% 19% 47% 25% 61% 12%
65% 3% 30% 73% 2% 22% 38% 2% 57% 64% 7% 27%
40% 0% 59% 47% 0% 52% 0% 0% 100% 100% 0% 0%
45% 20% 31% 48% 26% 22% 28% 9% 62% 52% 12% 32%

vC
v

46% 38% 13% 65% 21%
18% 80% 0% 19% 79%

11% 14% 67% 16% 45% 51%
0% 42% 58% 0% 57% 42%

3%
0%

This table also suggests that the final consonant closing a long syllable has a
significant effect upon stress placement. Significantly, words ending in
/-vvC/ rarely show penultimate stress (e.g., philhéllene, recóndite); stress
appears either on the final or the initial. Words with heavy closed short finals
show penultimate stress about a fifth of the time, and more often in nouns
than in verbs or adjectives. For nouns and adjectives, words ending in a final
open long vowel present similar patterns to those ending in a light closed
syllable; only for verbs does the open long final resemble the closed long final
in distribution.
3.3 The data contrasted with Kager’s stress groups
Among all the types proposed by Kager in his description of English
stress patterns, the most prevalent is certainly group I, the set showing final
syllable extrametricality. This group not only covers most nouns, but seems to
encompass many adjectives as well as some verbs. While a majority of verbs
appear to conform to Kager’s generalization for group II (final consonant
extrametricality only), there are structural patterns in which long syllables,
final and otherwise, are skipped over more often than not. Furthermore, the
data for adjectives simply does not correlate with their supposed description
as members of group II. There are additionally the circa 15% of nouns that fall
unexpectedly into group II and the 4% of words that are stressed on final light
syllables, suggesting group III and its lack of all extrametricality. Added to this
may be the small groups of words whose form is not explicable by any
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permutation of extrametricality effects and must be regarded as somehow
“retracted”. Kager’s claim of a special status for final long syllables (versus
final vCC syllables) has not been significantly supported by the data, although
the composition and weight of the syllables, including that of extrametrical
consonants, appears to have a gradient effect on the distribution of final
versus initial stress.
As a set of broad descriptive generalizations, Kager’s three patterns are
informative. However, even as a blueprint for a rule-based account of English
stress, they are problematic. While the category-based generalizations may be
accurate enough for a majority of nouns and verbs, too many exceptions appear for
them to form the basis for a set of rules, and the situation of the adjectives is
completely unpredictable. Furthermore, although the distinction of the three
categories on the basis of variations in extrametricality is clever and interesting, it
requires an inordinate amount of lexical marking and ultimately this type of
incomplete correlation is likely to prove to be a side effect of some other process
rather than the source of the variation.
In fact, in Optimality Theory, such an explanation is not possible. Unlike a
rule-based system, where extrametricality is a condition that can be imposed on
various forms at will, and whenever necessary to derive the correct result, in OT
the “extrametricality” effect appears only when a misalignment of (traditionally
aligned) constituents produces the optimal, extrametrical form (§ 4.1.1). While in a
derivational rule-based theory allowing different sets of words to be marked for
different kinds of extrametricality effects requires “only” that lexical entries must
carry a diacritical mark, in OT this implies that there are different constraint
hierarchies for each set of data. This goes against one of the principal tenets of OT,
which is that a single constraint hierarchy shall yield the entire grammar.39 The
rigor of Optimality Theory eliminates exactly this kind of explanation from
consideration. The apparent difference in extrametricality between the various

39Cophonologies, suggested by McCarthy & Prince (1993b) and Itô, Mester & Padgett (1994), are

explicitly excluded from the strong version of OT advocated here (§ 1.4.3). Diacritics marking
certain lexical entries as “immune” from certain constraints are also not permitted; only members
of the constituent hierarchies may appear in the constraints or the lexicon. The only thing
which can exempt a candidate from the action of a constraint would be the absence of the
structure governed by the constraint from that candidate, making its application vacuously
satisfied.
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stress groups can only be a side effect resulting from some other condition, brought
about by conflicting constraints in the hierarchy.
This means, in effect, that the stress difference seen between apparently
structurally identical words must be due to a difference in the “input” structures of
these words. In other words, the answer lies in the lexicon, although not in the
form of diacritic markings, which have no status in OT, but rather by using
available grammatical constituents to modify the structure of the “input” lexical
segment string for such words. In the following sections explanations of these
variations will be put forward, and it will be shown that the “group I” pattern,
which contained the most examples and covered all the grammatical categories, is
in fact that basic stress pattern for English, and that the other patterns result from
variations in morphological or prosodic structure in the lexical entries
themselves. The first stage of the solution lies with a set of words that without
exception fall into this group, the suffixed nouns and adjectives usually described
as “level one” in the Lexical Phonological literature.
3.3.1

Suffixed nouns and adjectives
In addition to his classification of unsuffixed words, Kager (1989) pointed
out that certain nouns and adjectives formed with Latinate suffixes (e.g., /-al, -or,
-ous, -ent, -ant/) also exhibit the majority stress pattern, group I, featuring final
syllable extrametricality (§ 3.1.2 above). Hayes (1982) also classifies these suffixes as
extrametrical. Unlike the case of the unsuffixed nouns discussed above, a portion
of which displayed final stress, these words are never stressed on the final syllable,
the suffix syllable. Following the classificatory scheme used in the Appendix, the
Latinate suffixes showing this stress pattern fall into three distinct groups, based
upon stress patterning:
(3.25) The /-al/ group
(/-al, -or, -ous, -ive, -us, -um, -ar, -an, -ary, -ory/)
The /-ent/ group (/-ent, -ant, -ence, -ance, -ency, -ancy/)
The /-ity/ group (/-ity, -ify, -ible, -ion, -ic, -id, -ule/)
The first two of these sets will be discussed here with regard to the stress and
weight patterns they display, while the /-ity/ group, in which vowel alternation is
most often encountered, will be dealt with in § 4.2.2.
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Among the bisyllables showing suffixes from the /-al/ and /-ent/ groups,
stress falls exceptionlessly on the initial and the distribution of weight in the
stressed root syllable is as follows:40
(3.26) Cvv-s

43%

CvC-s

44%

Cv-s

13%

tón-al
ráz-or
fórm-al
nérv-ous
mámm-al
férr-ous

fám-ous
mót-ive
vénd-or
áct-ive
érr-or
páss-ive

cláim-ant
sólv-ent
érr-ant

This distribution stands in contrast to that of weight in the bisyllabic nouns,
in which 37% of the initially stressed forms began with light syllables, and
only 24% showed long vowels in initial syllables. For the trisyllables the
following distributions can be seen:
(3.27)
Initial Stress:
HH-s
LH-s
HL-s
LL-s

45%
1%
2%
41%
56%

Penultimate Stress:
sH-s

55%
84%

sL-s

16%

súbstant-ive
cávern-ous góvern-or
séason-al
órbit-al
pívot-al
pósit-ive

triúmph-al
propós-al
submíss-ive
colóss-al

prótest-ant
méndic-ant
hésit-ance

vindíct-ive
horrénd-ous
rebútt-al
proféss-or

More strongly than in the suffixless words, stress correlates with syllable
weight. Nearly all initially stressed words show light penults, with extremely
few cases for “retraction” in evidence. The preference for stress on a heavy
penult is also strong, although there is a larger minority, about 16%, that
shows stress on a light penult, e.g., proféssor, colóssal. This can be compared
40Below, the dash (‘-’) indicates where the suffix syllable would follow.
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to the distribution of weight in the penultimately stressed unsuffixed nouns,
15% of which were stressed on light penults.
3.3.2

A geminate interpretation
Kager classified words like proféssor as exceptional members of group
II, that is, he claimed that they failed to show final syllable extrametricality.
However, this explanation is more problematic in these cases than it was for
the unsuffixed words, because these suffixes appear otherwise to be always
extrametrical. Since final extrametricality in these cases (in Kager’s
derivational terms) is understood as a morphological feature, lexically
marked on the suffix, suspending it in special cases is problematic for such a
rule-based approach. If these suffixes are to be taken as consistently
extrametrical, however, we are left with apparently monomoraic feet, in
contravention to the assumptions of metrical theory. A solution to this
dilemma can proceed from the observation that stems which take stress in
this manner appear so in nearly all cases, regardless of suffixation:
(3.28) érr
propél
succéss

érr-or
propéll-or
succéss-or

érr-ant
propéll-ant
succéss-ive

This suggests that the phenomenon is marked on the stem rather than as a
property of the suffix. It will be proposed here, as it has been proposed in the
past by Chomsky & Halle (1968: 86) and more recently by Burzio (1993: 365),
that these words have underlying geminates, which reveal themselves on the
surface through a consistently short vowel rather than a long consonant,
which in English does not appear distinctively on the surface below the word
level.41 Halle & Vergnaud (1987) proposed a “lexical grid mark” for such cases
(§ 1.2.1), but moraic theory provides a simpler explanation, a lexical mora
associated with the consonant, parallel to the marking of underlying long
vowels in the lexicon (McCarthy & Prince 1986). Thus, the stressed syllables
are indeed regular bimoraic feet, structurally identical to those closed by a
consonant, and this exceptional minority is accounted for.

41Surface geminates may appear across the word boundary for some speakers, e.g., róommate

[rú∑mme∆t].
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The geminate status of these consonants is clearly suggested not only by
the orthography and the fact that historical geminates existed in these words
in earlier stages of English,42 but more importantly by the synchronic
behavior of these words. Although suggested by Chomsky and Halle (1968),
this geminate interpretation was replaced in later work, for example, Halle &
Vergnaud (1987), by diacritic marking, likely as a result of the ascendancy of
the theoretical maxim, discussed earlier (§ 1.4.1), that surface forms should be
taken as basic whenever possible (see Anderson 1982), codified in Kiparsky’s
(1973) Alternation Condition. Positing geminates where no geminates
surfaced was thus dispreferred theoretically. However, the relationship
between abstract phonological structure and its surface correspondents has
never been one-to-one; the abstract structures are best understood as
capturing the fact that there are distinctions between entities, rather than
specifying what those distinctions are. Multiple examples of such abstraction
can be found in even very conservative generative approaches.43 That
contrasts at the abstract level of phonology often correlate to “different”
features on the surface should not be controversial.
For these proposed geminates, the consistent presence of apparently
monomoraic feet, in violation of an otherwise undominated foot binarity
constraint, is reason enough to propose that the missing mora is in fact
present underlyingly, its surface effect being the pattern of foot-formation
itself. Any other explanation is hard to maintain within OT. While all
constraints are violable in OT, there would need to be clear evidence that the
constraint governing foot binarity is crucially dominated in words like
molásses but not in cámelot or other words with identical /CvCvC/ surface
structure, and such evidence is not apparent. Since these words tend to have
possessed geminates historically, positing them for the synchronic grammar
actually restores to the lexicon a cogent contrast which has evidently been
maintained to the present day, although its surface expression has, as in so
many other cases, shifted. In other words, the inherited lexicon is identical
(with regard to these words); it is the surface realization of these “input”
42These words displayed true geminates in earlier stages of English or in Latin, from which most

were borrowed.
43In English, for example, we discuss “long vowels” that are surface diphthongs and a

voice/voiceless distinction in obstruents that is represented phonetically as a contrast in the
duration of the vowel preceding the consonant in question.
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lexical forms which has changed, due to diachronic changes in the grammar.
Explaining exceptional behavior utilizing a structural constituent such as the
lexical mora, already necessary to account for underlyingly long vowels, is far
preferable to the diacritic marking used by previous accounts, which
furthermore has no status in Optimality Theory.
Chomsky and Halle suggested the geminate interpretation because it
was historically based and had explanatory value. However, it is the factors
suggested above which indicate that such a structurally based marking is the
best way to account for these forms. The regularity of foot-formation across
word-forms for stems ending in a geminate, and the consistent frequency,
around 10-15% across all types, that this kind of structure presents, suggests a
marked lexical structure for the root morphemes of these words as listed in
the lexicon. The geminate can be used to explain the following sets:
(3.29)
Bisyllabic verbs and adjectives
of group three (e.g., bizárre, omít):
Bisyllabic suffixed forms
(e.g., mámmal, érror):
Trisyllabic nouns with light stressed penults
(e.g., vanílla, molásses, Achílles)
Trisyllables of group three
(e.g., rètrogréss, sìlhouétte)

10% of all finally stressed forms
13% of bisyllabics
15% of such words
15% of finally stressed trisylls.

The consistent distribution of this marked structure in different categories
suggests that it is present throughout the lexicon; its frequency, about one in
seven for words with stressed heavy syllables, is too high to be considered
idiosyncratic or “exceptional”, but is rather consistent with the low but stable
frequency expected from a lexically marked structure.
The markedness of the geminate is also evident from the way it may be
lexically simplified over time. For example, the alternate pronunciations of
the adjective cómbative and verb cómbat suggest that an underlying stem
/kom-batt/44 (cf. combátive, combát) is being lexically reanalyzed (in some
44Here the orthographic convention of the double consonant, representing a geminate, indicates a

complex structure where a mora is lexically linked to a consonantal segment, i.e., /batm/. This is
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speakers and dialects) as the less marked /kombat/. This regularization might
stem from a reinterpretation of the regular group one nominal form cómbat
/kóm-batt/, wherein a form with a final geminate would be
indistinguishable a non-geminated form (i.e., /kóm-batt/, /kóm-bat/). The
British version of the stem for hárass (American /haráss/) shows the same
type of treatment (lexical simplification to /haras/), and there are many
examples of lexical “evolution” to which this interpretation could be
extended.
As was noted above, the proposed geminate explanation simplifies
Kager’s system by eliminating group III. Words like vanílla, proféssor,
molásses all become regular members of group I, while rètrogréss, omít, rebél,
bizárre become regular members of group II. Nouns with final stressed
geminates like cìgarétte, guitár still remain exceptional, but move out of
group III into group II, parallel to forms like cemént, resúlt, políce. The
geminates are not realized on the surface melodically or durationally, but
express their weight through stress effects.
3.3.3

Final long vowel syllables, open and closed
The explanation for the contrast in the behavior of final long vowels in
open and closed syllables runs parallel to the geminate explanation outlined
above. It was noted previously that final syllables with the form CvvC were
far more likely to hold final stress (70%) than words ending in Cvv (33%),
although moraic theory does not differentiate between both types (each has
two moras) and the final consonant is traditionally regarded as extrametrical
and thus should have no metrical effect. Kager has indeed noticed this, and
mentions in a footnote (fn. 2, p. 102) that
“in spite of the long (phonetically tense) vowel in their final syllables, many words are

stressed according to stress placement I… The standard analysis is to assume underlying short
(non-tense) vowels which are lengthened (tensed) by a rule affecting word-final non-low vowels
in this position.”

the presentational equivalent of the macron, used herein to represent a similar structure
involving vowel segments.
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Thus, words like búffalo, bróccoli are assumed to end in underlying short
vowels which are lengthened later in the derivation. This is in spite of the
fact that such final vowels are on the surface identical with “true” long
vowels, such as those in chìmpanzée or àpropós. Thus, the distinction drawn
here is entirely parallel to that given in the case of the geminates: a moraic
contrast is proposed over a set of segments that do not phonetically contrast,
to explain a contrast in stress. This explanation will be maintained and serves
to contrast, for example, verbs like véto /ve≥to/ with initial stress from verbs
like obéy /Øba≥/ with final stress, although of course the process will not be
rule-based.45 Thus the 66% of words with final long vowels that are
unexpectedly left unstressed are to be understood as underlyingly ending in
short vowels, parallel to forms with light open finals that universally fail to
show final stress. The remaining 33% can then be seen as true long vowels,
identical to those seen in words with closed long finals.
3.3.4

Accounting for group II
Proposing geminates eliminates group III and moves part of the group
II nouns (e.g., vanílla, molásses) into group I, but the system still retains two
major stress patterns which appear to differ according to degrees of
extrametricality. The solution to the status of group II, which has a much
lower (but still significant) frequency than group I, and which is strongly
correlated with the verbs, can again be found in the distribution of the
suffixed Latinate forms noted above. For example, the distribution of syllable
weight in the suffixed forms of the /-al/ group resembles nothing more than
the distribution across unsuffixed verbs:
(3.30)
Bisyllabic Verbs
Initial Stress:
HH
9%
LH
6%
HL
40%
órbit
LL
43%
édit

Suffixed Forms
HH- 4%
LH2%
HL- 46%
LL- 47%

45An Optimality account will be given below, § 5.3.1.

órbit-al
édit-or
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Final/Penultimate Stress:
HH
45%
advíse
LH
42%
appráise
HL
7%
représs
LL
5%
propél

HHLHHLLL-

41%
44%
7%
8%

advís-or
appráis-al
représs-ive
propéll-or

The verbs in most cases show unsuffixed stems that are identical to those
seen in the forms suffixed with members of the /-al/ group, as if the verbs
were suffixed with a similar light syllable suffix. This is in fact what will be
proposed, again following both the history of the language as well as similar
suggestions by Chomsky & Halle (1968: 45) and Burzio (1993: 371).
Chomsky & Halle propose that for words like ellípse, a lexical
representation /elipse/ should be proposed, with a final vowel. They note
that the phoneme /e/ never occurs word-finally, and that this is a gap in the
system. (p. 147) This exempts the final surface syllable /-lips-/ from their
version of an extrametricality rule which would otherwise apply and yield
the incorrect */élips/. They delete the unwanted final vowel via an “e-elision
rule”. Burzio simply proposes a piece of “phonetically null structure” which
he represents as /‚/. It plays the role of a vowel in regard to syllabification
and stress, yet does not surface. Here, a similar construct will be adopted, but it
will be represented in this descriptive account as /Ê/.46 As in previous
proposals, this segment is never allowed to surface, but will provide a final
syllable responsible for the apparent exception from extrametricality effects.
Such a proposal of a segment that fails to surface might be objected to
on the grounds that it introduces complexity into the grammar which is not
warranted by surface structure. Additionally, a large number of lexical items
are affected; for bisyllabic unsuffixed words alone, 25% show a final stress that
might require this interpretation. However, as with the introduction of
moraic marking discussed above, there are a number of corroborative reasons
to propose such a structure. One is the fact that these forms are marked in any
case: for exemption from final syllable extrametricality. It has been shown
46One advantage of using a segment /Ê/ rather than “phonetically null structure”, among others,

is that /Ê/ will then be present in morphological structure, and prosodic constituents
corresponding to /Ê/ can be understood as distinct from prosodic constituents without segmental
correspondents, which can incur certain faithfulness constraint violations in OT. There is also
evidence for /Ê/ surfacing in other contexts (§ 5.4.3).
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above that the overlap between categorial membership and extrametricality
effects is imperfect at best, and in the case of the adjectives not even general.
This would require diacritical markings on every adjective and noun that fell
into group II, as well as a marking for every verb that belongs to group I.
Additionally, under Optimality Theory, maintaining two extrametricality
patterns based on diacritical markings is far worse than proposing a segment
which was historically present in the surface form and which, like the
geminates, retains its status within the lexicon despite the lack of a direct
surface reflex.
In English, there is a more cogent type of lexical marking that produces
the same effect on stress as the one discussed here, and which affects a greater
part of the English vocabulary than the words affected by this proposal:
suffixation. The suffixes of the /-al/ group produce words which, as seen
above in (3.30), maintain their stress on the presuffixal stem. Proposing that
the elided final schwa offered above is actually a verbal and adjectival suffix
/-Ê/, parallel in structure and function to the other /-al/ group suffixes,
which indeed combine with the same set of stems, adds minimal new
information to the lexicon. The marking thus present on the words in
question then belongs to the morphology and works like any other instance
of suffixation. Morphologically, proposing a suffix /-Ê/ also allows for a
streamlined account of the most productive type of derivational verbal
paradigm in English, which can be exemplified here:
(3.31) Verb
emót-e
posséss [-Ê]
condúct [-Ê]
décor-at-e

Verbal Noun
emót-ion
posséss-ion
condúct-ion
dècor-át-ion

Verbal Adjective
emót-ive
poséss-ive
condúct-ive
décor-at-ive

By regarding the verbal forms as suffixed, the entire paradigm can be seen as
derived, rather than just the noun and adjective. This pattern is regular for
the extremely productive /-ate/ class of verbs, which can be seen as also
extended by this same suffix.
Once the presence of the suffix /-Ê/ is reckoned with, pattern II verbs
regularly join pattern I. Those apparently ending in a heavy or geminate
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syllable maintain final stress, parallel to trisyllabic nouns with heavy penults,
while those ending in a true light syllable take penultimate stress:
(3.32) advíse
eléct
propél
límit
delíver

/adv¥s-Ê/
/elékt-Ê/
/propéll-Ê/

angína
agénda
dilémma

/anÔ¥na/
/aÔénda/
/dilémma/

/límit-Ê/
/delíver-Ê/

álgebra
basílica

/álÔebra/
/basílika/

However, just as not all adjectives or nouns are suffixed, not all verbs are
necessarily formed with the suffix /-Ê/, although it is certainly very common
among verbs. Unsuffixed verbs account for the verbal forms which showed
the first stress pattern on the surface, which amounted to 13% of the bisyllabic
verbs and around 25% of the trisyllables:
(3.33) véto
tríumph
ásterisk

éxile
hárvest
bárbecue

lícense
cúckold
cátapult

múshroom
hérald
jéttison

Not surprisingly, most verbs of this type also function as nouns and can be
thought of as denominative, formed without any further morphology
(Kiparsky 1982a, b). The converse can be seen for nouns formed from verbs.
One variety of deverbative noun is formed from prefixed verbs in /-Ê/; the
nominal form, however, lacks the suffix, yielding a difference in stress:
(3.34)
Verbs:
Nouns:

protést-Ê
prótest

conflíct-Ê
cónflict

addíct-Ê
áddict

rejéct-Ê
réject

Another variety of deverbative noun maintains the same form as the verb,
i.e., retaining the suffix, and thus shows the same stress, e.g., efféct, accóunt,
debáte. As was the case in the verbs noted above, related nouns and verbs
often have the identical form in English. Adjectives can similarly be formed
in both these ways, e.g., perféct[-Ê] ‹ pérfect, exémpt[-Ê].
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The suffix /-Ê/ clearly has an adjectival use as well, although its
presence is not as widespread as among the verbs; it appears to have a
frequency consistent with that of the major adjectival suffixes such as /-al/
and /-ive/. Thus, the large group of adjectives, e.g., dífficult, ríbald, módest,
which showed group I stress patterns need not be explained via “Late
Extrametricality” or retraction, but rather simply lacks suffixation. As with
most of the adjectival suffixes in the /-al/ group, the suffix /-Ê/ can also form
nouns, although less frequently, e.g., caréer[-Ê],cemént[-Ê]. 12% of the
apparently unsuffixed nouns show final stress and thus require such
suffixation. Many of these are deverbals such as resúlt, efféct. Similarly, a final
schwa can also account for the stress of words in /-ic/,47 as has also been
proposed by Burzio (1993), who characterizes this suffix as /-ic‚/. An
underlying form /-icÊ/ for the suffix is historically accurate, and parallel to
the other Latinate forms discussed above.
This accounts for the remainder of Kager’s group II, and unifies all
unsuffixed words under a single stress pattern, the majority group I. The fact
that all syntactic categories could display group I stress is the result of cases in
which no suffixation takes place, infrequent among the verbs but common
among adjectives, thus the difference in the distribution of stress between the
two categories. It can also be seen that the extreme rarity of group III, which
comprises around 4% of the forms, was due to the fact that members of this
group need to show both stem-final geminates and suffixation in /-Ê/ to
create the non-extrametricality effect (e.g., guitár /gitárr-Ê/).
Relying only on a lexical moraic difference necessary to describe long
vowels, and a suffixation process supported by both clear historical evidence
and synchronic surface effects, the principal minority stress patterns seen in
both complex and simplex English bi- and trisyllables can be accounted for
descriptively. No unstructured diacritical exception marking is necessary, and
indeed, is prohibited under a conception of Optimality Theory which restricts
both the lexicon and the constraints from referring to anything but the
constituents of the relevant grammatical hierarchies. It should be clear that,
using this explanation, the stress patterns described above can be accounted
for cleanly in OT, without recourse to multiple constraint hierarchies. The
underlying forms arrived at in the preceding descriptive account will yield
47Stress for the /-ic/ group will be discussed in § 4.3.2, below.
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the proper optimal candidates via the evaluation of a single constraint
hierarchy that demands both bimoraic feet and final syllable extrametricality
for every word. Words that apparently fail to show either on the very surface
nevertheless present the relevant structures to the constraint hierarchy,
satisfying the pertinent constraints at that level, although the structures
themselves fail to surface as anything but stress effects. These effects,
however, and their interaction with the general prosodic and morphological
systems of English are sufficient to declare their presence.
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4. The English constraint hierarchy and stress

4.1

Stress constraints for English
The preceding account of the general stress patterns seen in English bi- and
trisyllables was for the most part descriptive, referring only to the surface structure
of the words in question. The purpose of this exposition was to determine which
stress pattern was the least marked in the data, wherein the surface prosodified
forms could be seen to consistently correspond to the plausible morphemic
structures underlying them. In this way, the prosodic differences necessary to
account for the minority patterns, in this case moraic and segmental differences,
could be determined and underlying forms incorporating both phonemic and
morphemic constituents were proposed for such words. Since a proper Optimality
Theoretic analysis depends on evaluating a candidate set, it is necessary for the
selected “input” morphemes to be able to supply the eventual optimal candidate
in a principled way.
Following the analysis set out in the preceding chapter, most English
words are seen to be composed of clear, discrete morphemes with no lexical
prosodic component, such as a lexical mora marking underlying length.48
Stress is assigned according to what has been described as Kager’s (1987) first
pattern, wherein words appear to display final syllable extrametricality and
show main stress on the rightmost foot. Words belonging to the other major
patterns show either a lexical specification for prosodic constituents,
specifically moras providing consonant length, or the suffix /-Ê/, unusual in
that it fails to be parsed into the surface form, or both. This chapter concerns
itself with expressing these relationships via Optimality Theoretic constraints,
and proceeds to account for other phenomena, such as vowel alternation and
stress retraction, on the basis of these constraints and the evidence from the
English corpus. It is assumed that stems which do not conform to these
generalizations are not mappable to single morphemes, but rather show
allomorphy, or multiple morphemes which yield the forms with contrasting
behavior. However, the constraint hierarchy proposed here should account

48Apart from morphemes with underlying long vowels, of course, which are also associated with

lexical moras.
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for the surface forms of all English words, given some additional
morphological structure.
In this chapter, a general constraint hierarchy will be introduced, which
will capture the generalizations about stress and syllable weight seen in
Kager’s first stress group. Constraints which yield the same effects as familiar
derivational devices like extrametricality and foot-formation will be used.
Principles of syllabification and syllable structure will be discussed, with some
relevant constraint types defined and introduced to reflect certain aspects of
the English data. It will be demonstrated that the additional lexical structure
proposed for words of Kager’s groups two and three will allow the same
constraint hierarchy to be used to account for all unaffixed words.
Subsequently, the role of morphology in the system will be introduced, and
the differences between various suffix subcategorizations demonstrated using
OT. Finally, distributional evidence for the presence of long vowels in the
data will be explained morphologically, and the problem of “vowel
shortening” and its lexical exceptions will be presented in a new light, as the
result of a morphologically conditioned vowel lengthening process.
4.1.1

Expressing the general stress pattern in OT
The general stress pattern identified above shows as one of its defining
features final syllable extrametricality, that is, the word-final syllable is apparently
excluded (whenever possible) from joining a foot. This exclusion is especially
pertinent because words of this pattern also display main stress on the rightmost
foot of the word. Extrametricality allows for the exclusion of the final syllable from
consideration for main stress, although it might be a heavy syllable, and thus a
potential foot itself. For example, in words like básilisk, stress falls on the
antepenult, although the final is a footable heavy syllable. A form *bàsilísk is ruled
out by extrametricality restrictions.
Couching this in terms of Optimality Theory, final syllable extrametricality
of this type can be enforced via a constraint such as N o n - f i n a l i t y , which has been
used by Prince & Smolensky (1993: 57) to stipulate that the head foot of the
prosodic word cannot be word-final:
(4.1)

NonFin:

No prosodic head of PrWd is final in PrWd
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In other words, the final foot in the word cannot be the head (i.e., primary stressed)
foot of the word. The presence of the main-stressed foot at the right edge of the
word (as in Hayes’ (1995) End Rule: Right) can be enforced by using the constrainttype E d g e m o s t , here formalized as an alignment constraint (McCarthy & Prince
1993a: 14, 18):
(4.2)

E d g e m o s t : Align(PrWd, R; Ft(Head), R)

This states that the head foot coincides with the right edge of the prosodic word.
The combination of the preceding two constraints yields the extrametricality effects
seen in English, so long as N o n F i n is ranked above E d g e m o s t (ranking it below
E d g e m o s t would eliminate any trace of its influence). It is also important to recall
that another kind of extrametricality, final consonant extrametricality, is
apparently operative in English (Hayes 1982, § 2.2.3). How to express this in
Optimality Theory will be discussed below (§ 4.1.5); until then, it should be
assumed that word-final consonants are excluded from bearing weight by some
constraint, and candidates violating that constraint will not be considered in the
tableaux given here.
To enforce proper foot-formation for the words showing the general stress
pattern, it is necessary to identify the type of foot used by the grammar. The data
suggest that Hayesian bimoraic trochaic feet, i.e., (s≤m sm) or (s≤mm), are the canonical
foot-type in English. These can be enforced by a constraint F t B i n ( m)) , which
requires the presence of exactly two moras in the foot. The trochaic nature of feet is
universal in English and we can assume an undominated constraint
F t F o r m ( T r o c h a i c ) (McCarthy & Prince 1993a, Prince & Smolensky 1993).
In figure (4.3) below, this preliminary constraint hierarchy is applied to the
possible trisyllabic stem types, defined as combinations of heavy or bimoraic (H)
and light or monomoraic (L) syllables. The main-stressed syllable is underlined in
each example, and feet are indicated by parentheses. Violations of E d g e m o s t are
calculated in a gradient manner, each syllable falling between the head foot and
the word edge incurring a mark:
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(4.3)
/sss/
☞ (LL)L
L(LL)
L(L)L
(LLL)
☞ (LL)H
(LL)(H)
L(L)H

FtBin

Non-Fin

Edgemost
s

*!
*!
*!

s
*
s
*!

*!

s

☞ (H)LL
(H)(LL)
(HL)L

*!

s

(H)(L)L

*!

s

☞ (H)LH
(H)(LH)
(H)L(H)
(HL)H

ss
*!

ss
*!

*
*!

*!

s

☞ L(H)L

s

(LH)L

*!

L(HL)

*!

☞ L(H)H
L(H)(H)
L(HH)
(LH)H

s
*
s

*!
*!

*!
*
s

☞ (H)(H)L

s

(H)HL

!ss

(HH)L

*!

s

☞ (H)(H)H

s

(H)(H)(H)
(H)HH
(HH)H

*!
!ss
*!

s

Here, it is assumed that syllables will be parsed into feet (suggesting perhaps a
constraint P a r s e - s, Prince & Smolensky 1993), except when this causes violations
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of more highly ranked constraints, such as those shown above. Thus, word-final
syllables fail to be footed in the optimal candidates, due to N o n F i n , while other
stray syllables can be left unfooted due to the highly ranked F t B i n , which
demands strict foot binarity.
This constraint hierarchy yields the general stress pattern of English, Kager’s
first group. For each syllable structure type listed above, the optimal candidate
corresponds to the majority stress pattern for unsuffixed nouns of that type, as
seen in table (3.26), although of course there are a minority of nouns which fail to
show the expected stress pattern. The provisional constraint hierarchy illustrated
above raises a number of other questions, such as the status of unfooted syllables,
and further investigation of such issues will be taken up later (§ 5.1.1).
In the case of two-syllable unsuffixed words, Optimality Theory succinctly
captures Hayes’ (1995) “unstressable word syndrome”: in cases where
extrametricality would yield a monomoraic stress domain, it is suspended by the
ranking of F t B i n over N o n F i n :
(4.4)
/ss/
☞ (LL)
(L)L
☞ (H)L
(HL)
☞ L(H)
(L)H
(LH)
☞ (H)H
(HH)
(H)(H)

FtBin

Non-Fin

Edgemost

*
*!

s
s

*!
*
*!
*!

s
*
s

*!

*
*!

While bisyllables ending in a light syllable will always show initial stress, the
effect of F t B i n , which strictly enforces binary feet, is illustrated by words with
final heavies. Due to the ranking of F t B i n above N o n - F i n , the stronger
requirement for binary feet effectively suspends extrametricality in the L(H)
cases, where both (L)H and (LH) would violate F t B i n . This provisional
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constraint hierarchy appears to yield the majority patterns for each weight
configuration as seen in the two-syllable unsuffixed words (cf. figure 3.23).49
4.1.2

Lexical moras and the minority patterns
For bi- and trisyllables, words showing the two largest minority
patterns were ascribed by Kager (1989) to different stress groups, his groups II
and III, as discussed in chapter 3 above. I argue instead that these forms are
also explicable using the same constraint hierarchy that yields the group I
forms, but that words from groups II and III crucially differ from these in their
underlying structures. For example, certain words in groups II and III were
accounted for above by the proposal of “underlying” geminates as part of the
“input” form. That is, for a given stem, a lexically specified mora is associated
to one of the consonantal segments that comprises the “input” form. Gen
must take such underlying moras into account when producing candidates,
even though these moras are not motivated by the segmental structure of the
“input” morpheme, as in the case of morphemes given to coda consonants.
This raises the issue of how moras are linked to phonemes in ordinary
prosodification. In the above examples, the moraicism of the abstract words
was a given, based upon the segmental structure of the underlying forms and
abstractly represented by symbols signifying heavy and light syllables. Zec
(1994: 3) has offered an account of the introduction of moras in the
prosodification process, which she refers to as M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e :
(4.5)

Moraic Prominence:
Segment ri projects a mora iff it is not followed by a more sonorous
segment rj.
m
ri

rj

Condition: Son (ri) ³ Son (rj)

This encapsulates what is likely to be a complex set of constraints governing
the relationships between individual segments (or features) and the subconstituents of the syllable. Every segment in a candidate “input” will

49A revised interpretation of the data (§ 5.3) will demand a modified version of this hierarchy,

accounting for, e.g., attested cases of (LH), as in légend, brígand.
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correspond to either a mora, or to a non-moraic subsyllabic m a r g i n entity
such as the onset, moras being projected from those segments which meet the
sonority condition given in (4.5). This projection of moras should not be
disturbed by “underlying” lexical moras; vowels linked to lexical moras will
nevertheless project a second mora by (4.5), yielding the expected two moras
of a “long” vowel, while consonants linked to lexical moras should
nevertheless be parsed into syllable onsets where the sonority relationships
make this appropriate, producing a geminate structure. This is illustrated
below; subscripts indicate moras which have been projected by Gen into the
structure, and the segments which correspond to them:
(4.6)
m 1 m2 m3
| | |
k a 1 l e2 r a3
/kalera/
‘cholera’

m 1 m m 2 m3
|
|/ |
a 1 m e2 b a3
/ame[m]ba/
‘amoeba’

m 1 m2 m 3 m4
| | | |
v e 1 r a2 n3 d a 4
/veranda/
‘veranda’

m 1 m2 m m 3
| | ||
v a 1 n i2 l a 3
/vanil[m]a/
‘vanilla’

The moras that are part of the lexical entry in these cases are not subscripted,
and are shown in square brackets in the lexical entries given below the
figures.
If the principle summarized by (4.5) did not operate in this way, and if,
for example, vowels linked to underlying moras did not project a second
mora in this way because of their linked status, then such lexical moras
would never distinctively surface. The only alternative way of treating such a
situation would then be to specify all moras, for both short and long vowels,
in the lexicon. However, this would complicate the lexicon and reduce the
role of the grammar in syllabification. Zec’s principle of Moraic Prominence
allows for the simpler approach in which only underlyingly long segments
require the lexical specification of moras, while also accounting for the
projection of moras and the syllabification of segments necessary for any
account of prosodification. If this proposal is accepted, it is simple to treat the
cases described above in §3.3.2 as possessing lexically marked geminates.
When the syllables closed by geminate consonants are treated as heavy, such
words then fit into the tables as given above in (4.3) and (4.4). That is, when
words like vanílla and molásses are understood as having a syllable weight
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pattern LHL, rather than the apparent LLL, due to a lexical geminate in the
penult, then they become interpretable as instances of the optimal candidate
L(H)L, just like veránda or amálgam , rather than as inexplicable suboptimal
candidates which surface despite violating F t B i n (i.e., *L(L)L) or N o n F i n
(i.e., *L(LL)).
Similarly, the words proposed (§ 3.3.4) to be suffixed in /-Ê/ can also be
fit into the set of optimal candidates given above in (4.3) and (4.4), if
understood as underlyingly extended by a final light syllable. The suffix /-Ê/
projects a mora and syllable like any monosyllabic suffix, but its segmental
features are never parsed into the prosodic representation. For the constraint
hierarchy evaluation, however, this final syllable is nevertheless present, and
allows for the apparent lack of extrametricality exhibited by words like
cemént, devóte. The final consonants in these words, regarded by Kager and
others as extrametrical and thus not weight-bearing, can be understood as the
onsets of this otherwise invisible final syllable: [se-(mén)-tÊ], [d´-(vo≥)-tÊ].
(4.7)
/sementÊ/
☞ se(mén)tÊ
(sémen)tÊ
(sé)(men)tÊ
(sé)mentÊ

FtBin

Non-Fin

Edgemost

*!
*!

s
s
ss

*!

ss

This understanding of a word-final syllable whose vowel fails to surface
accounts both for the stress pattern of such suffixed words and the
extrametricality of the final consonants. For the small minority of words
which show both light stressed final syllables, e.g., guitár, the combined
explanation of a final geminate consonant and the schwa suffix yields Kager’s
exceptional third stress group: [gi-(tár)-rÊ].
4.1.3

Syllable structure: moras and syllable margins
This is an appropriate point to discuss the status of final extrametrical
consonants as well as the fate of word-final vowels, such as the non-surfacing
schwa proposed above. This requires a more detailed treatment of
syllabification and syllable structure. In the previous section, Zec’s Moraic
Prominence principle was used to account for the projection of moras in
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syllabification, and in doing so provided a framework for syllabification.
Those segments which projected moras would in most cases be associated
with them,50 forming the nucleus of a syllable, while segments not
projecting moras would become associated with the syllable in other ways, for
example joining the onset.
The syllable is different from other prosodic constituents in that it
directly dominates more than one kind of sub-constituent. One of these subconstituents, the mora, has been extensively described in the literature (Hayes
1989, McCarthy & Prince 1986, see also § 1.2.2) and is used as a unit of quantity,
impacting upon foot-formation through constraints such as F t B i n . However,
the status of other subsyllabic constituents is less well-defined. The O n s e t
constraint (Prince & Smolensky 1993) appears to give the syllable onset some
status as a constituent, while their constraint N o C o d a refers to consonants
following the syllable nucleus. Sherer (1994) introduces constraints such as
* A p p e n d i x , referring to a post-nuclear consonantal constituent. Prince &
Smolensky (1993: 87) use the term m a r g i n as a cover term for onsets and
codas, contrasting with the p e a k or syllable nucleus. Here the term “margin”
will be borrowed and modified to indicate a second subsyllabic constituent
type, present on the same tier as the mora, and dominating the nonmoraic
segments in the syllable. The coda, as defined in Prince & Smolensky (1993),
may or may not belong to the margin, since in some languages (e.g., English)
coda consonants are moraic. Onsets and appendices are always margins,
occurring at the left and right edges of the syllable respectively.
(4.8)

s
/ | \
M m m
|
| |
c
o
n

s
/ | \
M m M
|
| |
d
o r

In English, moras always correspond to (and thus dominate) single
segments; additional segments in moraic positions will add to syllable weight
and affect foot-formation. In this regard, the status of margins is less clear
50One point of Zec (1994) was that segments do not always associate to the moras they project,

but that the constraint governing this association can, like all constraints, be violated. In this
way she accounts for compensatory lengthening processes (see § 5.2.2).
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than that of moras: while English onsets and appendices can contain up to
three segments (e.g., string, sixths), there is no immediate way of telling
whether three individual margin constituents are involved, or if a single
margin constituent can dominate up to three segments, since the margin
count, unlike the mora count, has no effect on other prosodification. There is,
however, evidence from other languages which can help to clarify the status
of both the mora and the margin. While English allows complex onsets, some
languages, like Lardil, only allow a single consonant in the onset (Prince &
Smolensky 1993: 98). Prince & Smolensky use the constraint * C o m p l e x as a
“cover term” expressing this limitation, but this could also be regarded as the
limitation of the margin constituent to a single dominated segment, like the
English mora.
Likewise, it is not necessarily a universal that the mora can only
dominate a single segment. Relaxing this constraint would yield the
“quantity-insensitive” stress system described in Hayes (1995): for example, in
such languages, both the vowels and the coda consonants in a given syllable
could be understood as dominated by a single mora. Following this approach,
foot binarity would always be enforced by a constraint on the number of
moras per foot (and would require two syllables per foot to yield the two
moras in such a language), rather than by viewing quantity insensitivity as
the result of a different binarity constraint, F t B i n ( s)) . Such languages would
also be expected not to have long vowels, as the definition of a long vowel
involves linkage of the same segment to two moras. Multiply linked moras
could also be used to account for phenomena such as short diphthongs.
This proposal does not impede the analysis of other kinds of weight
systems. For example, in languages showing weight distinctions only between
short and long vowels (but ignoring coda consonants), such as St. Lawrence
Island Yupik (Hayes 1995: 51), the M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e constraints would
allow moras to be projected only by vowels, consonants always linking to
margin constituents (and thus being non-moraic). The system outlined here
allows for the various combinations of constraints on the mora and margin
constituents to yield a typology of syllable types with regard to syllable
structure and quantity sensitivity.
For English, it is sufficient to note that while moras may only
dominate single segments, margins may accommodate a number of
segments. For a syllabified candidate to be optimal, its segments must link to
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the correct subsyllabic constituents (as governed by M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e ).
While it would be possible for a moraic segment, such as a vowel, to project a
number of moras rather than one, candidates showing such a structure must
be ruled out by constraints of the * S t r u c family (Smolensky & Prince 1993: 25)
restricting the proliferation of moras and margins. Such constraints might be
formally expressed using N o I n t e r v e n i n g constraints (Ellison 1995, Zoll
1996) which will ensure that the minimal number of each sub-syllabic
category are selected into the representation:
(4.9)

Minimize subsyllabics:
*Margins:
*m :

NI( Margin, PrWd, Margin)
NI( m, PrWd, m)

These constraints state that no subsyllabic of a given type should intervene
between each subsyllabic and the word-edge.51 While all (but one)
subsyllabics in a given word will incur violations, each additional mora or
margin beyond what is absolutely necessary to satisfy M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e
will bring further violations, ensuring that, other things being equal, the
minimum number of necessary constituents will be found in the optimal
candidate.
4.1.4

Alignment and Intervention
The No-Intervening formalism presented above deserves further
explanation. The constraints presented in Smolensky & Prince (1993) were for
the most part binary and stipulative, e.g., N o n F i n , which accounts for final
extrametricality effects, and is either violated or satisfied by any particular
candidate. McCarthy & Prince (1993a) introduced a more formal mechanism
for expressing constraints, G e n e r a l i z e d A l i g n m e n t , which as noted above
in §1.3.4, can be used to capture apparently iterative and cyclical relationships
between constituents. Generalized Alignment introduces a constraint type
which takes two c o n s t i t u e n t e d g e s as its arguments (McCarthy & Prince
1993a: 2):

51 In this case, the particular edge in question is not relevant, as the number of violations across a

candidate will be identical for each edge.
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(4.10) Generalized Alignment:
Align(Cat1, Edge1, Cat2, Edge2) =d e f
" Cat1 $ Cat2 such that Edge1 of Cat1 and Edge2 of Cat2 coincide.
Where
Cat1, Cat2 Î PCat È GCat (i.e., prosodic or “grammatical” categories)
Edge1, Edge2 Î {Right, Left}
The key concept expressed here is the relational one of two constituents
“sharing an edge” (McCarthy & Prince 1993a: 9). The edges of the constituents
are defined by (and can in fact can only be determined in terms of) their
terminal nodes; in practice, this usually means segments. In their later
reformulation of faithfulness as C o r r e s p o n d e n c e (McCarthy & Prince 1995),
Alignment is translated into “Anchoring”, although the concept remains the
same. The grounding of constituents in terminal segmental nodes is
formalized, and each constituent defined in the formulation is defined as a
string of its corresponding segments.
The Alignment framework can productively account for phenomena
which were previously derivable only through the iterative application of
rules. For example, McCarthy & Prince (1993a) and Crowhurst & Hewitt (1995)
have shown that various possible orderings of constraints aligning the foot to
the prosodic word and vice versa can produce the entire typology of stress
patterns described in Hayes (1995) (see §1.3.4). McCarthy & Prince (1993a: 16)
regard the violation of Alignment constraints as “gradient, not Boolean”, and
quantify violations in terms of each constituent in the universal (first)
argument position. Thus, for example, as feet get farther away from the
designated aligned edge, they additively incur more violations of the
constraint. This enforces foot-formation in what appears to be an iterative or
sequential fashion starting at the designated edge, but which can actually be
interpreted as the expression of an alignment constraint within a parallel
framework.
One problem with Alignment as presented by McCarthy & Prince
(1993a) is that there is no explicit method for determining violation. While
exact alignment of constituents is not problematic, misalignment can take
myriad forms. Counting segments is one possibility, but this fails to capture
generalizations concerning other constituents, such as syllables or feet. It was
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customary in analyses like that of Crowhurst & Hewitt (1995) to count
violations in terms of the universal constituent, so if syllables were
misaligned to feet, violations were measured in terms of syllables (rather
than, for example, segments). However, this is an arbitrary generalization
which doesn’t hold in all circumstances, as noted by Zoll (1996: 110). She
adopts the general N o I n t e r v e n i n g constraint of Ellison (1995: 2), qualifying
it with a reference to which intervening constituents incur violations:
(4.11) N O - I N T E R V E N I N G ( f;; E ; D )
There is no material intervening between f and edge E in domain D.
(i)
x(x intervenes between f and edge E)
(ii)
Assess one mark for each value of x
This formalism will be slightly restructured here, and will be presented as
follows:
(4.12) NI-Edges(" Cat1, $ Cat2, I Cat3)
This states that for every constituent of Cat1, no members of constituent Cat3
intervene between an edge of Cat1 and an Edge of some constituent Cat2.
When Cat1 and Cat3 indicate identical categories, the typical Alignment effect
is achieved, and the following formalisms are equivalent:
(4.13)

NI-R(s, Ft, s)
Align(s, R; Ft, R)

In such cases both formalisms may be used interchangeably. The NoIntervening formalism is not identical to Alignment, however, in cases
where the intervention category is not identical to the universal. This can be
necessary, for example, when dealing with subsyllabics, where more than one
type of constituent is present on the same prosodic tier (see § 4.1.5 below), or
where it is relevant to specify which intervening subordinate category incurs
a violation. Thus, it would be possible to reformulate the E d g e m o s t
constraint governing the main stressed foot, expressed above as an
Alignment constraint (4.2):
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(4.14)

E d g e m o s t : NI-R( PrWd, Ft(Head), Ft)

Under the previous formulation, using Generalized Alignment, it was not
clear what would incur a violation of the Alignment constraint: a foot, a
syllable, or perhaps an extrametrical unfooted final consonant? Here, it is
explicitly stated that the offending intervening category must be a foot, rather
than, for example, a syllable or segment.
4.1.5

The margin in word-final position
In English, the margin constituent tends to appear only on the left edge
of a syllable as the “onset”, and all other segments in the syllable beyond the
onset are dominated by moras. There is one very relevant exception to this
statement, the word-final extrametrical consonant, which appears on the
right edge of the final syllable. Above, it was suggested that the word-final
extrametrical consonant in words showing final stress (Kager’s second type)
were the onsets for a final syllable, projected by a suffix /-Ê/ which itself fails
to surface. However, even in words not explicable by schwa-suffixation, the
behavior of word-final consonants is similar. Borowsky (1986: 197) has noted
that “a sequence of consonants may be marked extrametrical if and only if
they would constitute a well-formed onset.” She regards some word-final
syllabic sonorants, such as those seen in anger, crackle and wonder as part of
final extrametrical onset-like clusters (p. 225), and demonstrates that these
clusters do indeed act like onsets in suffixed forms like angry, crackling and
wondrous, suggesting that the proper underlying forms for these words end
in final onset clusters, i.e., /wondr/, /krakl/, /angr/.52 Thus, final
extrametrical consonants of this type should be regarded as dominated by the
margin constituent, rather than the mora.
Word-final position also appears to show interesting effects with regard
to vowels. There is a limited set of word-final vowels in English:

52She also notes (p. 230) the contrast between words of this type, and those that are truly

bisyllabic, such as butter /bÛtÊr/ ‹ buttery /bÛtÊri/.
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(4.15)
[a]
[Ê]
[iy]
[ey]
[ay]
[øy]
[uw]
[ow]
[øw]
[aw]

Unstressed
bóurgeois
umbrélla
háppy
ósprey
álly
álloy
íssue
hálo
árkansas
pówwow

Stressed
spá
--decrée
survéy
supply≤
destróy
shampóo
platéau
guffáw
allów

Apart from final unstressed [Ê] and final [a], all the word-final vowels are
phonetically glide-final diphthongs. As was noted above (§ 3.3.3), the standard
analysis assumes that some of these word-final long vowels are underlyingly
short, but are lengthened or “tensed” by rule in this position. In an OT
account, this can be explained using the margin constituent. As with the
consonant-final words described above, these words can also be understood as
margin-final. Since there is no word-final consonant to fill the margin, the
place features of the vowel segments are spread to the margin, resulting in
final glides:
(4.16)
/
M
|
h

s
s
|\ / | \
mm M m M
|/ | | /
a l
o

Although this final margin constituent is unnecessary in light of M o r a i c
P r o m i n e n c e , and constitutes an extra violation of * M a r g i n s , it is clear from
both these cases and the consonant-final cases above that a word-final margin
is necessary to explain the shape of English words. Word-final margin
constituents can be enforced by a No-Intervening constraint:
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(4.17) F i n a l M a r g i n s :

NI-R( PrWd, Margin, m)

This constraint states that for every prosodic word, no moras intervene
between the right edge of the word and a margin constituent.
This constraint has a further use in that it can explain the failure of the
word-final suffix /-Ê/ to parse. The only word-final short vowels that surface
in English are [Ê] and [a]. This surface schwa, which is represented
orthographically by ‘a’ and usually understood as the word-final reflex of /a/,
presents a violation of the F i n a l M a r g i n s constraint. Assuming that /a/ has
no features which could spread to a margin constituent (e.g., [high]), a
margin-final form of a word like umbrélla would necessarily fail to parse the
/a/:
(4.18)
/umbrela/
umbréla
☞ umbrél<a>

Final Margins
!m

Since a form *umbrél does not surface in English, we can assume that another
constraint enforcing the parsing of this segment, which we can call P a r s e / a / , is ranked more highly than F i n a l M a r g i n s :
(4.19)
☞

/umbrela/
umbréla
umbrél<a>

Parse-/a/

Final Margins
m

*!

None of the English full vowels are deleted in this way (most are rather
lengthened by F i n a l M a r g i n s ), so the high ranking of constraints that parse
vowels into the output is reasonable. However, if P a r s e - / Ê / , the constraint
which governs the parsing of the segment /Ê/ into the output, is ranked
below F i n a l M a r g i n s , the schwa’s features will fail to be parsed into prosodic
structure and will thus fail to surface:
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(4.20)

☞

cement
/sement-Ê/
cemént-<Ê>
cemént-Ê

Final Margins

Parse-/Ê/
*

m!

Non-parsing of the final schwa into prosodic structure leads to a margin-final
prosodic word, satisfying F i n a l M a r g i n s . The low ranking of P a r s e - / Ê / , as
compared to constraints governing the other vowels, allows for the nonparsing of this segment; also assumed in this account is the inability of any
place features in the schwa to spread to a margin constituent. Presumably, the
schwa segment does not possess any place features, only vowel height
features.
4.2

Stress and morphological constituency
The preceding account of the general English stress pattern was based
upon data reflecting stress patterns seen in monomorphemic noun forms. It
should be clear from the preceding chapters, however, that English presents a
great deal of morphological complexity, which can have a considerable
influence on word stress. English affixation has in the standard Lexical
Phonological analysis been divided into two sets, known as “level I” and
“level II” (Kiparsky 1982a, b, Mohanan 1982, Halle & Vergnaud 1986, Kager
1989). Level I affixation is “stress-affecting”, while level II affixation is not.
This description refers to the central assumption of the standard approach
that affixed words are extensions of their unaffixed counterparts, built up via
a derivational process. Words with level II affixation show stress on the root
parallel to that of corresponding unstressed forms, suggesting that the suffix is
added “after” stress has been fixed, e.g., límit ‹ límitless. Conversely, words
affixed at level I can show a “movement” of the “basic” stress, which is said to
apply cyclically, e.g., átom ‹ atómic, ínstrument ‹ ìnstruméntal ‹
ínstrumentálity. The derivational interpretation, and arguments against it,
have been discussed in § 1.4. However, it remains necessary to explain the
observed data in terms of Optimality Theory.
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4.2.1

Level II affixation
For words showing level II affixation, the generalizations concerning
stress and syllable structure noted above apparently do not apply. Although
most of the suffixes in this group (e.g., -less, -ness, -hood, -ship) are
consonant-initial, the closed syllables which result from their addition to the
stem nevertheless fail to attract stress:
(4.21)

cómeradeship
schólarship
apprénticeship

*comerádeship
*scholárship
apprentíceship

Instead, the stress remains parallel to that seen in the unaffixed forms
cómerade, schólar, appréntice. As word-stress is a features of the Prosodic
Word, it is plausible to understand these suffixes as standing outside the
Prosodic Word. This can be expressed using an Alignment constraint,
following the formulation for suffixation used by McCarthy & Prince (1993a:
22-4):
(4.22)

Align( [ship]Af, L; PrWd, R)

This states that level II suffixes such as /-ship/ align to the right edge of a
Prosodic Word. While they may be part of the Morphological Word, their
corresponding prosodic expression lies outside of the Prosodic Word, and
their presence or absence thus has no effect on the position of word-stress.
Outside the prosodic word, there is no stress, and no footing; level II suffixes
are never stressed. Forms like wórdlessness show the following structure,
where braces indicate the edges of the prosodic word:
(4.23)

[(wórd)]-less-ness

While these suffixes are parsed into syllables, the syllables are not parsed into
feet (or the prosodic word). How these syllables outside the prosodic word
might be exempted from footing is discussed below in § 5.2.1. Their position
outside the prosodic word also exempts them from the constraints governing
stress and footing within the prosodic word, discussed in the next section.
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4.2.2

Level I affixation and stress
The differing behaviors of level II and level I affixes suggest that level I
affixes are governed by different constraints than those applying to level II
affixes, exemplified by the constraint seen in (4.22). The investigation of the
English lexicon undertaken here has identified two major groups within the
level I rubric. Words showing the /-ity/ group of suffixes (e.g., /-ic, -ity, -ible,
-ify/) show consistent antepenultimate stress, while words showing the /-al/
and /-ent/ groups (e.g., /-al, -or, -ous, -ive/ and /-ent, -ence, -ant, -ance/) are
stressed according to Kager’s group I, that is, on the basis of the weight of the
penult:
(4.24)
/-ity/ group
(nóti)fy
(dénsi)ty
(mími)c[Ê]
(váni)ty

/-al/ group
ca(thé)dral
ad(ví)sor
de(fén)sive
(áddi)tive
(dánge)rous

/-ent/ group
pro(pó)nent
per(fór)mance
(írri)tant
(árro)gance

The /-ity/ forms will always show antepenultimate stress,53 because the first
syllable of the suffix itself forms the weak, open second syllable of a bisyllabic
foot. That is, the suffix is part of the stressed foot, while in the other sets the
suffix is “extrametrical”, standing to the right of the stressed foot, which
includes the lexical “root” of the word. If the stressed foot is understood as
coterminous in these cases with the morphological category S t e m , the two
types of suffixation seen here can be captured by the following constraints,
which govern the s u b c a t e g o r i z a t i o n s for these families of affixes:54

53Recall that /-ic/ is understood as /-icÊ/, making stress in words like mímic antepenultimate

with regard to the underlying form.
54See also § 4.3.2 below.
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(4.25)

al-Suffixation:55
ity-Suffixation:

Align( Sufal, L; Stem, R)
Align( Sufity, R; Stem, R)

This states that the /-ity/ class of suffixes joins within the stem; the resulting
constituent is a stem itself. The /-al/ and /-ent/ suffixes align to the right
edge of a stem, and stand outside of it. This can be expressed using the
following morphological hierarchy, similar to the prosodic hierarchy:
(4.26)
MWd
|
Stem
|
Root
The structure of words suffixed with the level I suffixes described here would
be as follows:
(4.27)
(MWord)
(Stem )
(Root)
not - ify

(MWord )
(Stem)
(Root)
cathedr - al

Words in the /-ity/ group thus comprise stems in themselves, and are
similar in this respect to monomorphemic words, such as órigin, with which
they share a common stress pattern. Affixes of the /-al/ group, on the other
hand, will always be excluded from the stem when word-final. This situation
is evident from the behavior of the two suffix types: the /-ity/ suffixes are
always part of the stressed foot, which includes the morphological stem,
while the /-al/ suffixes are always outside the stressed foot, and thus
presumably outside the stem. This assumes that there is a direct relationship
55Suffixes in the /-ent/ group have the same subcategorization as the /-al/ group and the

constraint described here as “al-Suffixation” might be more properly characterized as “al/entSuffixation”.
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between the stem and the foot, suggesting an Alignment constraint of the
following type:
(4.28)

Stem-to-Ft

Align( Stem, R; Ft, R)

This constraint must be ranked below the constraints that enforce final
syllable extrametricality (e.g., N o n F i n ), as the foot-edge does not coincide
with the word-edge in monomorphemic words, but is rather one syllable
removed from it.
When regarding the morphological hierarchy and the suffixal
subcategorization constraints given above, it is important to note that
superordinate morphological constituents such as S t e m and M W o r d are not
inherently linked to any individual morpheme (i.e., string of segments) but
are rather projected into candidate morphological structure in the same way
that moras, syllables, feet and PrWd’s can be projected into candidate prosodic
structure by Gen, and are likewise evaluated by the constraint hierarchy.
Thus, it is not just the case that /-al/ “must” align to a pre-existing stem, but
that whatever /-al/ is aligning to should be dominated by a stem constituent.
In the same way, suffixes of the /-ity/ group demand that the structure they
join to becomes part of a stem, whether or not it possessed any “stem-hood”
in its own right. Examples of this phenomenon can be seen in the multiaffixed words mètricálity and ìncidéntal.
(4.29)
(Stem ) (Stem )
(Root)
metr - ic - al -ity

(Stem ) (St.)
(Root)
in - cid - ent - al

The stem-hood of the sequence /-al-ity/ in mètricálity is enforced by the
constraint Align(Sufic, R; Stem, R), which requires the suffix /-ity/ to be at
the right edge of a stem. The suffix /-al/, while not usually part of a stem, will
be incorporated into one to satisfy the constraint. Its own constraint,
Align(Sufal, L; Stem, R), requires it to be aligned to the right edge of another
stem; this is satisfied by the stem /metr-ic/, which itself satisfies the
subcategorization constraint for /-ic/ suffixes by being a stem. In the second
example, ìncidéntal., the suffix /-ent/ appears as a stem in its own right,
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enforced by the “al-Suffixation” subcategorization constraint, which requires
/-al/ to be adjoined to a stem. As the final stem in the word, /-ent/ can be
both footed (due to its intrinsic weight) and given main stress, despite the fact
that it is not the lexical root of the word.
These relationships can of course be expressed using OT tableaux; curly
braces will be used to signify stem constituents:56
(4.30a)
/metr-ic-al-ity/
☞ {metr-ic}{al-ity}
{metr}{ic-al}-ity
{metr-ic-al}-ity
{metr-ic-al-ity}
(4.30b)
/in-cid-ent-al/
☞ {in-cid}-{ent}-al
{in-cid}-ent-al
{in-cid-ent}-al
{in-cid}-{ent-al}

Align( Sufic R; Stem, R)

Align( Sufal , L; Stem, R)

!**
!**
!*

*
*
*

Align( Sufic R; Stem, R)

Align( Sufal , L; Stem, R)

!*
!*
!*

Because /-ent/ is governed by the same kind of subcategorization constraint
as /-al/, candidates like {in-cid-ent}-al are ruled out because /-ent/ must also
align to a stem on its left.
4.3

Long vowels and morphological constituency
Above in § 3.3.4, the suffix /-Ê/ was classed as a member of the /-al/
family of monomoraic vowel-initial suffixes (e.g., /-al, -ive, -or, -ous/). It
would appear from the stress data for this class of words that they also follow
the general pattern described above, and that indeed the prosodic form of a
vast majority of English words can be accounted for by the simple tableaux

56In the following tableaux certain conventions will be used to mark morphological and prosodic

structure within candidates. These are not meant to be interpreted as part of the representation,
but are rather a means to distinguish the different constituents without adding so many
parenthetical markers as to make the forms uninterpretable. Feet will be surrounded by (), stems
by {}, morphological words by [], and segments which fail to surface by <>. Furthermore, ‘-’ may
be used to divide stem syllables from affixes and affixes from each other, for the sake of further
clarification.
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offered in (4.3) and (4.4). However, the account given thus far is still
incomplete. Although the set of words suffixed with so-called level I suffixes
exhibits the same stress pattern (the general pattern described above) as the set
of unsuffixed words, there are other adjustments, involving vowel
alternation and foot placement, which make the English constraint hierarchy
more complex and which, when taken into account, further simplify the
English lexicon.
Conclusions were previously drawn (§ 3.3.2) arguing for a geminate
explanation for forms like propéllor on the basis of the distributions of
syllable weight seen across suffixed and unsuffixed forms. The argument was
that the proportion of penultimately stressed, short vowel syllables in
suffixed words like propéllor was much lower than that of stressed short
vowels in initial syllables of otherwise similar phonological forms. Without a
geminate explanation, the stress on the penult implied either a loss of
extrametricality on the suffix, or an ill-formed monomoraic foot, both
theoretically problematic. The geminate solution proposed above brings these
forms into line with words showing metrically heavy (e.g., projéctor) and
long vowel penults (e.g., arríval). Trisyllabic suffixed words with truly short
penults, like críminal, éditor, show initial stress.
However, there is another facet to this relationship which was not
pointed out in the previous chapter. The distribution seen between words
with antepenultimate stress and penultimate stress is not simply conditioned
by syllable weight in the penult; there is also a significant morphological
component. While the bisyllabic monomorphemic stems which combine
with the /-al/ series of suffixes reveal a very regular stress pattern based on
the weight of the antepenult, prefixed stems show virtually only one kind of
penult, a stressed, bimoraic syllable:
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(4.31)
Breakdown57

88%
5%
2%
98%

Showing Penultimate Stress
11%
triúmph-al
95%
cathédr-al
98%
colóss-al
2%

3%
3%
1%
5%

97%
97%
99%
95%

Showing Initial Stress

Monomorphemic stems:
sCvCC6%
cávern-ous
sCvvC4%
rhómboid-al
sCvC90%
órbit-al
Prefixed stems:
s-CvCC46%
s-CvvC42%
s-CvC12%

súb-stant-ive
có-ev-al (alt.)58
ín-fam-ous

Initial Stress:
Penultimate Stress:

Monomorphemic
95%
16%

re-héars-al
re-tríev-al
re-bútt-al
Prefixed
5%
84%

Ninety percent of the monomorphemic stems exhibit forms with a light
penult, but such a shape is nearly absent among the prefixed cases. Of these,
practically the only words showing surface light penults are the proposed
geminate-final stems, which are nevertheless stressed (these comprise 12% of
penultimately stressed prefixed forms). Only a handful of exceptions59 show
light penults and stress falling on the prefix (e.g., ínfamous), and all these
cases have other peculiar morphological characteristics.60 All other prefixed
stems show heavy stressed penultimate stem syllables.

57The breakdown refers to the percentage of each type of bisyllabic stem (monomorphemic,

prefixed) that shows the given structure, which focuses on the form of the penult when these
stems combine with the /-al/ series of suffixes. The percentages given on the rows indicate what
percentage of words with the structural type given on that row show initial or penultimate
stress.
58This is marked in the lexical database as an alternant to coéval, with expected stress.
59The very small number of cases noted here includes even questionable examples of prefixed
words like pródigal and pósthumous, which begin with phoneme sequences identifiable with
clear prefixes (here, /pro-/ and /post-/), but which are not necessarily morphologically
prefixed.
60The form ínfamous, for example, being from the long-vowelled fame /fÅm/, is, following the
standard view, idiosyncratically shortened.
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Once the minority set of stressed monosyllabic geminate-final stems is
regarded as also showing a bimoraic penult, we find that among monosyllabic
prefixed stem morphemes of this type, practically none (only the circa 3%
similar to ínfamous) consist of a single light syllable. Since the surface form of
these prefixed stems (e.g., eléct, eléctor, arríve, arríval) is assumed to be
identical to their lexical entries, it might appear that this class of suffixes
never combines with light monosyllabic stems. Following standard
assumptions about lexical entries, all stems of this type would be regarded as
underlyingly heavy, featuring long vowels or consonant clusters in their
lexical entries. This, however, stands in stark contrast to the situation of
bisyllabic stems, which overwhelmingly show light syllables. The simple
syllable form CV,61 which makes up 90% of the penults in multisyllabic
stems, and which is generally regarded as the unmarked syllable type across
the world’s languages, is virtually absent from these prefixed stem types.
Turning to monosyllabic roots suffixed by members of the /-al/ group,
the results are similar:
(4.32)
CvCCCvvCCvC-

44%
43%
13%

cánd-or
tón-al
páss-ive

Even if the surface CvC- forms were not regarded as geminates, the contrast
with the 90% figure cited above is striking. Among initially stressed
unsuffixed bisyllables, 40% show light penults, the most prevalent syllable
shape in that position. If the 13% of suffixed monosyllabic stems that do show
light surface forms are understood to contain geminates, it appears that the
light syllable, which forms at least 80% of syllables found in bisyllabic and
longer stems, is present only in traces of less than 3% among monosyllabic
suffixed stems that combine with the /-al/ group (i.e., only in words like
ínfamous ).
Such a distribution is extremely unlikely and suggests that another
explanation must be found, based upon the principles of prosodic

61From CvC- stems, the stem-final consonant acting as the onset to the final syllable, and thus

not included in the penult.
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constituency discussed previously in chapter 1. Taking into account that the
/-al/ group suffixes are always extrametrical, and following the assumption
that all feet must be minimally bimoraic in English, the solution to this
problem can be presented in a prosodic framework. The stems, both
monosyllabic and bisyllabic, are equivalent in shape to bimoraic trochaic feet
of the shape (smm) or (s s). Only in the latter case can light syllables appear in
the stem, e.g., éditor. In the cases of both the unprefixed forms like tónal and
the prefixed forms like reprísal, the heavy stem syllable comprises a foot in
itself. What is notable is that although the prefixed words contain two nonextrametrical syllables, ample material from which to build a proper foot (as
in the exceptional (ínfa)<mous>), words showing these suffixes apparently
“prefer” that their stems alone comprise the head foot of the word. That is,
the grammar prefers the prosodic constituent, the foot, to be congruent with
the morphological constituent, the morphemic stem. Only a bisyllabic stem,
or a heavy monosyllabic stem, can ensure that the morphological stem and
phonological foot will coincide, due to the bimoraic constraint on feet.
At this point, it would be possible to claim that these suffixes are
restricted by the grammar to combine only with stems that contain at least
two moras. However, such a simplistic approach would ignore a number of
significant distributional facts. One is that the /-al/ group of suffixes is one of
the major groups of formatives available to the (primarily Latinate) stems
that participate in level I morphology; the preceding account of verbal
morphology (§ 3.3.4) proposed that the suffix /-Ê/ responsible for the general
verbal stress pattern was also a member of this category. Most verb stems
undergoing level I morphology exhibit suffixation with members of the /-al/
group, and show a similar structural pattern, either bisyllabic with light
finals62 (e.g., límit, édit, súffer, fínish) or monosyllabic and heavy (áct, tóne,
re-síde, ex-plóde, pro-fáne, ex-tráct). Any limitation on combination with the
/-al/ group should thus limit verbs to this description as well, and indeed,
apart from those displaying the proposed geminates (e.g., préss, o-mít, conféss), monosyllabic CVC verbs do not appear to take part in any level one
word-formation processes, although they are plentiful in the vocabulary that
takes part in level II affixation (e.g., kíck, hít, táp, plúg).

62Recall that word-final consonants are parsed by Margin constituents and are thus non-moraic,

i.e., effectively “extrametrical”.
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Thus, while nearly all monosyllabic verbs undergoing level I affixation
do show either heavy monosyllables or long stem vowels, the above proviso
restricting /-al/ suffixation to heavy stems suggests an otherwise obscure
connection between underlying lexical form and affix selection. Or, if the
phenomenon is to be linked to “Latinacy” or level I status, it would follow
that nearly all Latinate (or level I) monosyllabic stems are inexplicably heavy.
The other objection to this proviso is that many of these purportedly
underlyingly heavy monosyllabic stems do not always surface with long
vowels. In fact, it is these very same morphemes that participate in the socalled vowel shortening described above in chapter 2, for example, tónic,
résident, profánity.
4.3.1

Morphologically conditioned vowel alternation
Here a phonological solution to this problem will be proposed rather
than a purely lexical one. The vowel length seen in monosyllabic stems
combining with these various suffixes (e.g., tóne, tónal, profáne, resíde) will
be shown to be the result of a predictable lengthening process conditioned by
the interaction of the prosodic foot and the morphemic stem in the forms
suffixed by members of the /-al/ group. Thus, the lexical stems involved in
this process are actually monosyllabic short syllables of the form /CVC/, a
canonical stem shape (i.e., /ton/, /fan/, /sid/), rather than underlyingly long
forms with the shape /CVVC/, as is usually assumed (i.e., /tØn/, /fÅn/,
/sˆd/).
The traditional approach assumed that the lexical stem was identical to
the unaffixed surface form of the verb, which in derivational terms was the
“basic” word, from which suffixed forms were derived. The interpretation
given above, in which most of these verbs are understood as affixed with a
suffix /-Ê/, means that for most stems, there is no such unaffixed form. The
inexplicable patterning in which more than 90% of bisyllabic stems showed
short vowels but nearly all monosyllabic stems (apart from geminates) with
open syllables showed long vowels is removed by this proposal. Following
the suggestion offered here, most lexical stems of both types are understood as
possessing underlyingly short vowels.
The lengthening process proposed above can be captured utilizing the
constraint F t B i n , which requires feet to have at least two moras, and an
alignment constraint that correlates the morphological stem with the
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prosodic foot. Such a constraint, S t e m - t o - F t (4.28), was suggested above to
help govern ity-suffixation. Under this approach, the underlying stems for
words like tóne, tónal can be seen as light, i.e., /ton/, rather than the
underlyingly long /tØn/ usually assumed for such words. Given a choice
between a monomoraic foot (ton) and a violation of suffix extrametricality,
the grammar instead adds an “additional” (in the sense that it is not required
segmentally, by M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e ) mora to the stem, satisfying the
binary foot constraint. The process by which an additional mora may be added
to the representation will be governed by the constraint * m (4.9).63 This
constraint will be violated by the presence of more moras than required by
Moraic Prominence.
(4.33a)
/ton-al/
☞ (tØ)n-al
(ton-al)
(to)n-al

FtBin

Stem-to-Ft

*m
m

*!
*!

(4.33b)
/ton-Ê/
☞ (tØ)n-Ê
(ton-Ê)
(to)n-Ê

FtBin

Stem-to-Ft

*m
m

*!
*!

Such a lengthening for the satisfaction of prosodic and morphological
constraints is found in other languages and has been described extensively by
McCarthy & Prince (1986, 1990a, b). Note that the alignment constraint S t e m t o - F t as formulated above in (4.28) can be interpreted as demanding strict
alignment at the phone level between the stem and the foot. As the stemfinal consonant will form the onset to vowel-initial suffixes like /-al/, this
63One might also wish to understand this as functioning like a constraint F i l l - m, to use a

formalism from Prince & Smolensky (1993). Moras required by the lexical entry (via M o r a i c
P r o m i n e n c e ), while violating this constraint, will violate it equally for every candidate and
thus do not crucially violate it. Only additional moras without lexical segmental correspondents
will incur further violations. The concept behind F i l l - m conflates * m and M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e
in this way.
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consonant will be always excluded from the foot syllable. This suggests that
the constraint needs to be reformulated more precisely as a No-Intervening
constraint:
(4.34)

Stem-to-Ft-R

NI-R( Stem, Ft, s)

This states that no syllables intervene between the right edge of each stem and
the right edge of a foot. Thus, the fact that stem-final consonants are excluded
from the foot do not incur a violation of the constraint, as no syllables
intervene between the right stem-edge and the right foot-edge, only an onset
does.
In the previous example, the monosyllabic stem was the only item
available for foot-formation, as the suffixal syllable was excluded from
consideration. In trisyllabic prefixed cases like reprísal, however, the grammar
(in the form of Gen ) has the option of choosing between such a lengthening,
and forming a canonical bisyllabic foot which includes the prefix, e.g., a form
*réprisal [(ré-pri)z-Êl]. The actual choice made in English disfavors the
misalignment of constituents that such a form would demand. It is possible
to account for this using a variation of the constraint S t e m - t o - F t , focusing
on the left edge:
(4.35)

Stem-to-Ft-L

NI-L( Stem, Ft, s)

This constraint, together with S t e m - t o - F t - R , will favor a stem that is
aligned on each side to the edge of a foot. For a monosyllabic stem, this means
that the stem will be congruent with the foot. The resulting situation is a
typical case of competing constraints in Optimality Theory:
(4.36)
/re-pris-al/
☞ re-(prˆ)s-al
re-(pri)s-al
(ré-pri)s-al
re(prís-al)

FtBin

Stem-to-Ft-R

Stem-to-Ft-L

*m
m

*!
*!
*!
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The form reprísal, which only violates the lowest-ranked constraint in the
tableau above, surfaces as the most optimal candidate, showing as its mainstressed foot the monosyllabic stem /pris/, its vowel lengthened to satisfy the
bimoraic constraint on feet.
4.3.2

Stress and vowel quantity in the /-ity/ group
Above in § 4.2.2, it was pointed out that for suffixation with members
of the /-ity/ group, one light syllable of the suffix is always available to form
the weak second member of a bisyllabic trochee, due to differing constraints
governing the suffix groups.
(4.37)

al-Suffixation:
ity-Suffixation:

Align( Suf al, L; Stem, R)
Align( Sufity, R; Stem, R)

As noted above, this states that the /-al/ suffixes adjoin to stems while the
/-ity/ suffixes actually comprise stems themselves, adjoining to morphemic
roots (the a-level of Inkelas 1989). Such subcategorization constraints are
analogous to the subcategorization frames offered in Inkelas (1989) and the
specific morphological constraints presented in McCarthy & Prince (1993a)
(see § 1.3.5).
Since /-ity/ suffixes join the root morphemes to form a morphological
stem, there is no need for lengthening of the stem vowel in monosyllabic
roots, and their underlying short vowel quality surfaces, e.g., pro(fáni)<ty>.
The syllable preceding the suffix will always be stressed, and the stressed foot
will always appear to be a bisyllable of the form (HL) or (LL) :
(4.38)

ro(bót-i)c[Ê]
te(mér-i)ty

ve(híc-u)lar
con(vért-i)ble

so(líd-i)fy
e(térn-i)ty

The interpretation of /-ic/ as /-icÊ/, mentioned above (§ 3.3.4), allows this
suffix a representation parallel to those of /-ity/, /-ify/, and the other
members of the group. Since the initial syllable of these suffixes is onsetless
and light, such syllables can always form the weak part of a bisyllabic trochee.
Words in this category show an almost universal adherence to this stress
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pattern, about 99%.64 As words suffixed with the /-ity/ group are, according
to the above subcategorization constraints, structurally identical to bare
monomorphemic stems, this standard stress pattern is expected. What is also
found, similar to bare stems and in contrast with the /-al/ group, is a dearth
of long vowels. As suggested by the form pro(fánit)y offered above, the true
underlying short quality of most English stems is able to surface in these
words, due to the bisyllabic (and thus bimoraic) nature of the stems involved:
(4.39a)
/pro-fan-Ê/

FtBin

☞ pro-(fa≥)n-Ê
(pró-fa)n-Ê
pro-(fán-Ê)

Non-Fin Edgemost Stem-Ft-R Stem-Ft-L
s
s
!*

*m
m

!s
s

(4.39b)
/pro-faniti/

FtBin

Non-Fin Edgemost Stem-Ft-R Stem-Ft-L

☞ pro-(fáni)ti
pro-(fa≥ni)ti

s
s

(pró-fa)(niti)

!ss

s
s

*m
m!

s

There is no need for any lengthening in cases like profánity as the resulting
multisyllabic stem, extended with members of the /-ity/ group, will always
contain at least two moras and thus satisfy F t B i n . Any candidate showing the
lengthened stem vowel will be eliminated by * m. Note also that candidates
which bring the main stress too far forward in the word (e.g., *prófanity) are
excluded by E d g e m o s t , which attempts to keep the main stress as close to the
right of the word as possible.
4.3.3

Vowel shortening resolved
Regarding stems like those seen in tónal and reprísal as /ton/ and
/pris/, as possessing lexical short vowels rather than long ones
revolutionizes the previously intractable problem of “vowel shortening”.
Casting it instead in terms of predictable morphologically conditioned vowel
64The exceptional words are almost all in /-ic/, such as héretic, and suggest stems like

/héretik/, without the final /-Ê/. Some of these forms have irregular morphology (cf. héresy)
and could be interpreted as unitary stems.
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lengthening in other cases (including, in the case of verbs and many
adjectives, the supposed “basic” unsuffixed form), the entire character of the
lexicon is changed. The distribution of lexical long vowels, which should be
regarded as more marked than short vowels, is suddenly reduced and stems
of the form CvC resume their expected frequent position among the lexical
items participating in level one affixation:
(4.40)
CvCCCvCCvG-65
CvvC-

Stems in /-al/
44%
43%
13%
(0%)

Initially Stressed Bisyllables
35%
39%
25%

While the complete elimination of long vowels suggested by the table is
premature (see below), the distribution of short vowels in these stems is
brought closer into line with that seen in initially stressed bisyllables, for
example. By regarding these stems as lexically short, this portion of the set of
morphemes becomes structurally simplified as well, no longer containing a
majority of prosodically marked long vowels, each requiring lexical moras to
be associated with their morphemes.
Under the traditional approach, which assumes (insofar as vowel
length is concerned) that the surface forms of these stems best represent their
underlying forms, the lexicon would have to contain a very high percentage
of phonologically marked monosyllabic long vowel morphemes, starkly
contrasting with the extremely high percentage of short vowel syllables (about
80%) seen in multisyllabic morphemes. Earlier approaches, both in the
structuralist tradition and in Lexical Phonology, contained the default
assumption that the unaffixed forms were equivalent to the “basic” stem
forms, and the special status of unaffixed forms in such theories has already
been discussed (§ 1.4.1). However, it should also be clear that such minimally
affixed morphemes would be the prime candidates for showing the
65‘G’ standing for geminates. As geminates would have no effect on the surface form of

monomorphemic bisyllables in this position, it is not possible to say how many items in the set
of these bisyllables are lexically geminates, without checking morphologically related forms
where the gemination might make itself known. For this table, that proportion is in any case
irrelevant.
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incremental effects necessary to achieve minimality constraints, such as the
cross-linguistically common tactic of minimal word lengthening, which
typically applies in other languages to monomoraic roots for the same reasons
(McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1988, 1990a, b). Only in longer forms, where the
lengthening is no longer required by the bimoraic constraint, is the short
underlying quality of the vowel able to surface.
Although the previous table suggests that a vowel length contrast in
the English lexicon is no longer necessary, this is of course not the case.
However, the indication of true lexical vowel length in a particular
morpheme can now be defined, according to the above analysis, as the
presence of a long vowel in environments where a “shortening” was
expected under approaches such as that of Myers (1987) (§ 2.2.3). In previous
analyses, words such as the following were regarded as “lexical exceptions” to
shortening:
(4.41) obésity
nótify

próbity
glórify

aphásic
phonémic

códify
deféasible

Under the interpretation offered here, they can rather be regarded as showing
true, lexically marked long vowels. As with the lexically marked geminates,
these stems will consistently show the same stem vowel regardless of
morphological combination (e.g., nóte, nótary, nótable, connótative,
nØtátation, nótify). Lexically marked long vowels will not crucially violate the
constraint *m used above, as all candidates will have to contain this lexical
mora.
Another interesting property of such lexically marked stems is their
potential simplification, not in phonological combination, but as a lexical
development in individual or dialectical grammars. For example, the variant
pronunciations of cy≤clic /s¥kl-ik/ ‹ /síkl-ik/, próbity /pro≥b-iti/ ‹ /prób-iti/,
códify /ko≥di-fˆ/ ‹ /kód-ifˆ/ all suggest a lexical simplification from the more
marked stems /sˆkl/, /prØb/ and /kØd/ to the regularized forms /sikl/,
/prob/ and /kod/. Both the marked and unmarked stems will yield the
unsuffixed forms cy≤cle, próbe and códe (due to the bimoraic constraint on
feet), and this move towards lexical simplification is parallel to that seen in
the geminates such as harass and combat (§ 3.3.2). Another place where lexical
long vowels can be noted is in positions where the morphologically
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conditioned vowel lengthening discussed above is not applicable, for example
within bisyllabic stems like those found in cípher, séason, líbel, dánger, sécret.
Long vowels in the initial position of such bisyllabic stems occur only 14% of
the time, a distribution similar to that of the equally marked geminate
consonants. Likewise, the less than 5% of words that show superheavy
syllables, such as dánger, ángel, must also exhibit true long vowels, as there is
no need for lengthening in syllables already heavy by consonant weight.
Recognizing true long vowels as distinct from surface long vowels
which predictably correspond to short underlying representations completes
the syllable inventory, and accounts for a large number of words that were
previously inexplicable exceptions to vowel shortening. Forms like nótify
were especially problematic for all previous explanations. For Myers (1987),
this word inexplicably failed to “resyllabify” but nevertheless flapped its /t/;
for Prince’s (1990) foot-based approach, despite forming an unbalanced foot,
(no≥ti)fy failed to optimize its foot shape by shortening the vowel. Such an
exception is not possible under Optimality Theory,66 as the entire grammar
ought to be the result of a single constraint hierarchy. Using the constraints
outlined above, the contrast between nótify and vílify becomes a prosodic
one, based on lexical vowel length, rather than the result of lexical exception
marking.
Thus, the observation seized upon by Myers (1987: 488) that “within
roots, long vowels appear only in open syllables… [while] a nonfinal closed
syllable must generally have a short vowel” is shown to be indeed relevant to
the problem of vowel alternation. But the solution is not, as Myers proposed,
that this means long vowels shorten before consonant clusters (making a
whole series of words like pint, beast, round , dánger, ángel, thus lexical
exceptions), but rather the simpler realization that no lengthening is needed
in monosyllabic stems that have closed syllables, as these syllables are already
bimoraic. Stems with lexical long vowels can freely display them, whether in
open (e.g., nótify) or closed (e.g., dánger) syllables. The observation is the
same, but the direction of causality in Myers (1987) is completely the opposite
of that presented here, driven as it is by assumptions about underlying forms
traditionally left unquestioned, but shown here to require an otherwise
66At least not under the “strong” variant of OT pursued here, which rejects “co-phonologies” as a

device which weakens the theory and simply imports unwanted strategies from derivational
theory (see § 1.4.3).
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inexplicable and unusually marked lexical distribution of underlying vowel
length.
4.3.4

Vowel reduction and the account of Burzio (1993)
At this point it is relevant to discuss the claims of Burzio (1993) in the
context of the above explanation. Burzio (1993: 364) bases his analysis of
English phonology on the idea that “vowels shorten in word formation.”
This obviously assumes the traditional “long” underlying forms discussed
(and argued against) in the previous section. The solution just offered
clarifies both the apparent phenomenon of “vowel shortening” in word
formation, and the fact that it does not always occur, especially in forms of the
/-al/ group, where long vowels are endemic, despite the operation of word
formation. To support his claims, Burzio (1993: 362-3) discusses a number of
cases of vowel reduction that he groups together with general shortening
processes:
(4.42) blàsphéme ‹ blásph[Ê]mous
aspíre ‹ ásp[Ì]rant
chástìze ‹ chást[Ì]zement
admíre ‹ ádm[Ì]rable
píous ‹ ímp[i]ous
fínite ‹ ínf[Ì]nite
thésis ‹ antíth[Ê]sis

vagína ‹ vág[Ì]nal
excréte ‹ éxcr[Ê]tòry
sátìre ‹ sát[Ì]rist
sémite ‹ sém[Ì]tism
fámous ‹ ínf[Ê]mous ‹ ínf[Ê]my
cy≤cle ‹ bíc[Ì]cle
pótent ‹ omníp[Ê]tent

A few of these forms (e.g., sémitism, áspirant) represent productive types, but
most are rather examples of exceptional behavior for the affixes in question
(e.g., ínfamous, ádmirable). The difference between vowel shortening and
vowel reduction was discussed above in § 2.3.2. The stressing environments
shown here are either inconsistent ones discussed previously in § 2.3 (e.g.,
/-able/, /-ist/, /-ism/, /-ment/), or represent the /-al/class of suffixes
(§ 3.3.1), which overwhelmingly do not show shortening effects. In the
bottom six examples listed in (4.42), a shift in stress is brought on by
prefixation, a phenomenon primarily seen rather in the /-ent/ suffix group
(e.g., áspirant, omnípotent noted here).
The distributional data from the corpus suggests that these examples
put forth by Burzio are extremely marginal; in terms of the /-al/ type words
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with apparent prefix shortening, relatively simple lexical, rather than
transformational, explanations are available. Such words can be seen as
having historically undergone a morphological reanalysis of the stem. This
type of effect is rare but telling when it occurs; it appears usually to be the
result of a misparse based on structural or semantic confusion. Typically,
prefixed monosyllables suffixed with the /-al/ set retain the stress on their
roots. However, the form of the word ímpious, with its unusually short root
/pi/, allows for a false parse as /imp-ious/, a stem with the complex suffix
/-i-ous/, e.g., precarious, spurious, copious. In the case of ínfamous, the lack
of a clear semantic connection between this word, meaning “badly famous”
rather than “not famous” and fámous has allowed for a reanalyzed stem
/infÊm/ or /infm/, lacking a clearly analyzable vowel in the root position.
This stem was accessible for reanalysis from the form ínfamy, a type in the
suffix /-y/ which generally shows antepenultimate stress in trisyllables, e.g.,
cálumny, álchemy, áutopsy.67
Burzio maintains, however, that this type of reduction is identical to
the shortening discussed above in § 2.2, except that what he refers to as “stress
preservation” is not maintained. He bases the (shifted) stress of these words
on regular patterns of words with short vowels in penultimate position, for
example, américa, bárbarous. This follows from his general principle that
“vowels shorten in word formation” (p. 364), which joins with a principle,
which is sometimes violated, that stress is preserved in word-formation. This
kind of suggestion is akin to the Strict Cyclicity Principle of Lexical Phonology
(§ 1.4.1) taken to an extreme: lexical structure is not just only preserved in
underived words, it can be dispensed with entirely (at least in terms of length
marking) in derived words. The fact that many complex words with surface
long vowels do not show any shortening does not appear to hinder Burzio’s
proposal of this “rule”, to which there are of course numerous exceptions in
which “the choice of which contending principle is satisfied in each case [is]
idiosyncratic, although further study may turn up additional principles” (p.
366). For the overwhelmingly frequent cases with long vowels exemplified by
the extremely common /-al/ suffixes, Burzio has decided that forms like
/tón-al/ do not surface with short vowels, as his theory predicts, because foot

67See § 7.1.1 for ways of treating such exceptions to otherwise general subcategorization patterns

in the context of OT.
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structures with the pattern (LL), that is, two light syllables, are comparatively
ill-formed at the edge of the word (p. 412). This unfortunately disregards the
thousands of words, forming the largest group among unsuffixed bisyllables,
as well as the hundreds more forms in /-ic/, which show this pattern,68 not
to mention the fact that cross-linguistically this foot type is the most common
and has been described as the least marked and most optimal (McCarthy &
Prince 1993a, Prince 1990).
While Burzio’s work is full of both interesting observations about the
English lexicon and interesting proposals to account for the forms, it should
be now clear that the generalizations he cites are simply epiphenomena of the
very different processes discussed and explained here, on the basis of patterns
seen in an exhaustively researched corpus of English data. Such a small
percentage of stems actually engage in vowel shortening in English that it is
implausible to introduce “General Shortening” as a general word-formation
principle. The generalization that apparently drives Burzio’s approach, that
affixed words (in fact most multisyllabic words) tend to show a lot of short
vowels, is valid and important, but is rooted in a system completely at odds
with Burzio’s proposed explanation, a system arrived at by applying crosslinguistic universal concepts of markedness to patterns of data in a large
corpus, using a constrained and explicit linguistic theory.
4.4

Summary of stress and vowel alternation
In this chapter, most English words have been shown to follow a basic
stress pattern characterized by final syllable extrametricality and quantitysensitive trochaic feet. The minority of words apparently not conforming to
this generalization can be accounted for by structural adjustments in their
lexical form, such as the recognition of geminates in positions where light
monosyllables seem to comprise feet, or the understanding of a suffix /-Ê/
which fails to surface but whose syllable affects stress placement. The
reinterpretation of vowel length as a constituency-enforced marker in certain
suffixed forms, enforced by alignment and minimality constraints, allows for
the overall simplification of the lexical entries, vastly reducing the number of
underlying long vowels which need to proposed, explaining the

68Burzio evidently posits for these an empty final syllable, characterized as /‚/; thus the (LL)

foot is no longer word-final.
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phenomenon of “vowel shortening” and accounting for exceptions to this
“shortening” in a principled way, through true lexical vowel length. By
delinking issues of structure and meaning, the form of the morphemes in
question could be focused upon, and unmotivated assumptions concerning
the underlying forms could be disregarded in the face of the distributional
prosodic evidence.
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5. Lengthening and constituency

5.0

Refining the constraint hierarchy
The OT account of English stress and vowel alternation presented in
the previous chapter, while consistently reflecting the theory of the English
lexicon offered in this study, was somewhat simplified in terms of the
constraint hierarchy offered. There are a number of further interactions
between stress and structure in English which call for a fuller analysis, using a
more detailed constraint hierarchy. The principal insight from the last
chapter, that many long vowels seen in English words are predictably
morphologically lengthened, will be maintained in this chapter, as will the
general principle that only variations in lexical structure, rather than
exception marking, can and should be used to explain forms which display
minority patterns on the surface.
Below, the supposed stress retraction seen in /-ent/ words such as
résident, is discussed, leading to a refinement of the constraint hierarchy and
the redefinition of some constraints used in the last chapter (§ 5.1). The
environments for morphological lengthening will be further explored, and
lengthening is restricted to the small set of constituents in which evidence for
it can be seen from the data (§ 5.2). All other environments are prevented
from displaying lengthening in optimal candidates by various constraints, to
prevent the grammar from overgenerating (§ 5.2.1). This is followed by an
account treating other types of lengthening found in the English data (§ 5.2.2).
Refinements to the existing constraint hierarchy are proposed and further
constraints are introduced to fully account for extrametricality effects and
stress clash (§ 5.3). Following this, the bare bisyllables and trisyllables will be
re-evaluated with the updated constraint hierarchy (§ 5.3.1), and the role of
prefixes will be explored (§ 5.4).
5.1

Constituency and the /-ent/ suffixes
The third major suffix group introduced in chapter 2 was the /-ent/
group, which displays a series of vowel-initial heavy monosyllabic suffixes.
The stress pattern seen in this group again follows the general pattern for
English (Kager’s group I), but like the /-al/ forms, the prosodification of stems
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in combination with /-ent/ suffixes is not completely straightforward. Myers
tried to ascribe a type of “shortening” seen in these words (e.g., résident) to
“sonorant destressing” (§ 2.2.3), a tactic that has been dismissed by Halle &
Vergnaud (1987), Kager (1989) and others. Taking into account the
explanation of monosyllabic stems given above, the resolution of this type of
shortening is now possible:
(5.1)

re(s¥d)e
re(spónd)

(rési)dent
re(spón)dent

The underlying form of resíde can now be understood as /re-sid-Ê/, with a
light stem syllable, while the stem /-spond-/ seen in respónd and respóndent
is intrinsically heavy due to its segmental structure. Thus, the difference in
stress between these forms is directly linked to the underlying weight of the
root syllables. In terms of the current constraint hierarchy, the violation of
S t e m - t o - F t - L (§ 4.3.1), crucial for the resolution of forms like reprísal, seems
to be insufficient to prohibit *re(s¥)dent as opposed to the attested (rési)dent.
It might simply be suggested, as was the case for the /-ic/ group, that
the /-ent/ suffixes form part of the stem, whereby {(rési)dent}Stem would be the
expected output, similar to {(sáni)ty}Stem. However, this is contradicted by
contrasts such as sónant ‹ sónic. The former evidently shows a lengthened
stem syllable, which would not be the case if this was a bisyllabic stem of the
shape /LH/; a lengthened monomoraic stem {son} is more likely:
(5.2)
/son-ant/

FtBin

☞ {(sØ)n}-ant
{(son}-ant)

*!

{(so)n}-ant

*!

Non-Fin
*

Stem-to-Ft-R

s

*m
mmmm
mmm
mmm

A stem of the form /LH/ would have resulted in *so˘nant, parallel to sónic or
brígand.69 Only when more syllables precede the stem syllable does
lengthening fail to take place, e.g., résonant.
69Note that the current hierarchy cannot account for words like brígand, which will be dealt

with below, § 5.3.
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The correct optimal form for trisyllabic /-ent/ words like résonant ,
résident, contrasting with heavy stems words like respóndent and /-al/ forms
like reprísal, will not be arrived at with the current set of constraints used in
(5.2), but as was mentioned above, these constraint tableaus are preliminary.
Additional issues need to be addressed, such as how unfooted syllables are
regarded, and how foot binarity is to be interpreted. In the preceding analysis,
the high-ranking descriptive constraint F t B i n was used to enforce strict
binarity of feet, a tactic which is too powerful as it would exclude many
attested forms. Below, the constraint hierarchy will be further refined to
address such issues. Some of the constraints introduced above, although
capturing clear linguistic insights, are too general in their coverage. A notable
case is F t B i n , which captures a number of generalizations in one constraint.
A reformulation of F t B i n , splitting it into a number of component
constraints, provides some of the framework needed to account for the
retraction seen in the /-ent/ forms.
5.1.1

Foot binarity and the Lapse constraint
Green & Kenstowicz (1995) have suggested that the constraint F t B i n
can be separated into two independent constraints, L a p s e and M i n - 2 . M i n - 2
ensures that every foot contains at least two moras, and is violated only by
feet containing a single mora. Green & Kenstowicz define the L a p s e
constraint as follows (p. 1):
(5.3)

L a p s e - m,, L a p s e - s:

adjacent unstressed moras or syllables must
be separated by a foot boundary.

This constraint is used to handle syllable sequences (for quantity-insensitive
systems) of the following type (Green & Kenstowicz 1995: 1):
(5.4)

Lapse
i. too large:

ii. too far apart:

('ss)s
('sss)

Ö

('ss)('ss)
('ss)s('ss)
('ss)ss('ss)

Ö
Ö

*

*
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iii. too far from edge: ...s('ss)s# Ö
...('ss)ss# *
The L a p s e constraint so defined, as with many constraints used in OT, is
descriptive and stipulative. Such constraints are typically evaluated by simply
observing whether a particular condition has been met or not. However, in
an explicit linguistic theory, it is preferable to offer formal mechanisms
wherever possible. In this case, such a mechanism can be found in the
framework of the Alignment and No-Intervening constraints (§ 4.1.4). The
L a p s e - s constraint as defined above can be formalized as the following set of
alignment constraints, or as a single No-Intervening constraint:
(5.5)

Lapse-s:

Align( s, L; Ft, L)
Align( s, R; Ft, R)

or:

NI-LR( s, Ft, s)70

This states that all syllables should coincide with a foot, on both edges. For
each syllable, each additional syllable intervening between that syllable and
some foot edge will incur a violation. L a p s e - s potentially conflicts with
M i n - 2 ( s)) , because M i n - 2 ( s)) demands bisyllabic feet whose component
syllables will each incur a violation of one of the above constraints. Within a
quantity-insensitive system, given a sequence of syllables, and assuming that
a high-ranking M i n - 2 constraint eliminates candidates with monosyllabic
feet of the form (s), these L a p s e constraints (which are not crucially ranked
in relation to each other in the following tableaus) will always prevent
adjacent weak syllables:
(5.6)
/sss/

Min-2

☞ (s≤s)s
(s≤ss)
s(s≤s)
(s≤)ss

*!

A( s, L; Ft L)

A( s, R; Ft, R)

Non-Fin

sss
! sss

ss
sss

*

ss

sss

!*

sss

sss

70The formalism of the No-Intervening constraint family, which can express references to both

constituent edges, allows for the two Alignment constraints given here to be collapsed into one.
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While each well-formed foot will incur at least two violations (the syllable at
the right edge of the foot is not at the left edge and vice versa), any adjacent
weak syllables that are not separated by a foot edge will incur at least one extra
violation. These constraints, like other alignment constraints, are gradient
rather than Boolean, so a trisyllabic foot (sss) will always set the edge
syllables too far from the opposite edge to ever be more optimal than a
bisyllabic structure. When only trisyllabic output candidates are available, one
syllable must be excluded from the foot in the optimal candidate. Excluding
two syllables from footing (even if permitted by M i n - 2 ) would still produce a
sub-optimal candidate according to L a p s e . In the example above (5.6), the
choice between the two candidates that equally minimally violate the L a p s e
constraint is decided by another constraint, in this case N o n - F i n .
Below, other general consequences of this interpretation of the L a p s e
constraint will be presented. The various L a p s e environments given by
Green & Kenstowicz can similarly be produced, the constraint again being
expressed using the alignment formalism:
(5.7)
/sssss/

A( s, L; Ft L)

A( s, R; Ft, R)

☞ (s≤s)s(s≤s)
(s≤s)(s≤ss)

sss
! ssss

sss
sss

(s≤ss)(s≤s)

! ssss

sss

(s≤s)(s≤s)s

! ssss

sss

For the five-syllable candidate, the favored candidate (other things being
equal) is the so-called “initial dactyl”. Again, ternary feet are impossible due to
this constraint, and for the unfooted syllable, the position in the middle of the
word brings it closest to the relevant foot-edges.71 Of course, other constraints,
such as a higher-ranking N o n - F i n , could eliminate the dactyl candidate.
Candidates with an even number of syllables would be optimally fully parsed
according to the L a p s e constraint.
71In example (5.7) the difference between the optimal candidate and the ternary foot candidate

is of course purely theoretical, as both would surface identically. Differences can be seen in
longer words, e.g., (5.8).
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(5.8)
/ssssss/

A( s, L; Ft L)

A( s, R; Ft, R)

☞ (s≤s)(s≤s)(s≤s)
(s≤s)s(s≤ss)

sss
! sssss

sss
sssss

(s≤ss)s(s≤s)

! sssss

sssss

(s≤s)ss(s≤s)

! sssss

sssss

s(s≤s)s(s≤s)

! ssss

sssss

But again, a higher-ranking constraint like N o n - F i n can eliminate otherwise
optimal candidates; even then, bisyllabic feet are preferred and ternary feet
will never occur:
(5.9)
/ssss/
(s≤s)(s≤s)
☞ s(s≤s)s

Non-Fin

A( s, R; Ft, R)

ss
ssss

ss
ssss

(s≤ss)s

!ssssss

ssss

(s≤s)ss

!ssssss

ssss

ssss

ssssss

s(s≤ss)

!*

A( s, L; Ft L)

!*

In this final example (5.9), the fully parsed candidate (s≤s)(s≤s) is clearly
optimal solely on the basis of the L a p s e constraints. However, the candidate
s(s≤s)s, which Green & Kenstowicz use as an example of an acceptable
candidate, is the most optimal of those that show unparsed syllables. A
superordinate constraint, such as N o n - F i n , preventing the final syllable
from belonging to a foot, could eliminate the fully parsed candidate and yield
the selected form as optimal.
Breaking F t B i n into M i n - 2 and L a p s e - s allows for two of the insights
conflated into F t B i n , minimal foot binarity and maximal foot binarity, to be
treated independently. This is necessary because while feet in English never
have less than two moras, they may have more, and while they never have
more than two syllables, they may consist of less, i.e., one multimoraic
syllable. Restructuring the hierarchy to account for this, the tableau for
résident might appear as follows:
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(5.10)
/re-sid-ent/

Min-2

re-(s¥)-(dent)
re-(sid-ent)

Non-Fin Stem-Ft-R
!*

*

☞ (ré-si)-(dent)

Lapse-s

Stem-Ft-L

! sss
sss

*m
mmmmm
mmmm

*

mmmm

The L a p s e - s constraint enforces the correct choice of résident , which foots
all available syllables, from among these candidates. Since the suffix /-ent/ is
a heavy syllable, it can be regarded as forming a foot in itself;72 not footing the
suffix syllable would yield more L a p s e violations.
Note however that these two constraints are insufficient to perform all
the work that F t B i n did previously; this hierarchy produces a similar (and
incorrect) result in the case of respóndent, namely *(ré-spon)-(dent). What is
needed is a further constraint, F t F o r m , which dictates the possible moraic
shapes for the bisyllabic foot and will penalize trimoraic feet of the form (LH),
as in (ré-spon):
(5.11)

FtForm:

NI-R(s, Ft, smm)73

This restricts the right-hand member of a multisyllabic foot to a monomoraic
syllable; a bimoraic syllable in this position would intervene between the lefthand syllable and the right edge of the foot, incurring a violation. This
constraint treats the possible feet of English in the following ways: 74

72This final syllable can receive a secondary stress in some pronunciations; however it is

normally unstressed. For the issue of footed yet stressless syllables, see § 5.4.1, § 6.5.
73While I would prefer a formulation of this constraint which would not include a complex

argument like smm, I was unable to arrive at any other correct formulation. In any case this
complex structure has been used as a constraint argument in other studies such as Sherer (1994),
Rosenthall (1994).
74This constraint addresses the same issues as Prince’s (1990: 361) concept of H arm on y within
the foot, but differs in the more limited range of evaluation results offered here.
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(5.12)

FtForm
(sm)
(smm)
(sm sm)
(smm sm)
(sm smm)
(smm smm)

Ö
Ö
Ö
Ö
*
*

What this constraint penalizes is not trimoraic feet, as did the * s mmm of Sherer
(1994), because as will be seen below (§ 5.2), the foot (smm sm), here equal in
status to (sm sm), is acceptable and necessary to account for a number of attested
forms. Adding this constraint to the hierarchy yields the correct result for
words like respóndent:
(5.13)
/re-spond-ent/

Min-2

Non-Fin Stem-Ft-R FtForm

☞ re-(spón)-(dent)
(ré-spon)-(dent)

Lapse-s

Stem-Ft-L

sss
!*

*

The replacement of a monolithic F t B i n by three constraints, each
representing an aspect of foot structure conflated into F t B i n , allows for the
separate ranking of each component constraint and a more fine-tuned
approach, retaining the insights behind F t B i n while allowing for the attested
data to be properly accounted for under OT.
5.1.2

Vowel lengthening as compensatory lengthening
At this point, F t B i n has been adequately replaced by the three
constraints M i n - 2 , L a p s e - s and F t F o r m . However, much more needs to be
said about the nature of the lengthening process constrained above (§ 4.3.1) by
* m, for if this new constraint hierarchy is applied as is to the case of reprísal,
the following, incorrect, tableau results:
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(5.14)
/re-pris-al/ Min-2
re-(pr¥)-sal
re-(prís-al)
☞ *(ré-pri)-sal

Non-Fin

StemFtR

FtForm

Lapse-s StemFtL
!ssssss

!*

*

mmmm
mmm

sss
sss

*m

s

mmm

The extra mora inserted into the stem syllable of reprísal results in two other
unstressed, unfooted syllables, incurring many more L a p s e violations than
the competing forms. Yet promoting S t e m - F t - L in the hierarchy to
eliminate *(ré-pri)-sal would then yield an incorrect optimal candidate for
résident, i.e., *res¥dent. The difference between the two types still cannot be
represented in the current constraint hierarchy; the principal contrast thus far
between this hierarchy and the one presented in § 4.3.1 is that it yields the
correct surface form for the /-ent/ type rather than the /-al/ type of suffixed
word.
The two types of suffixation being discussed here differ structurally
only in the weight of the suffix syllable. Words ending in /-ent/ have a heavy
final syllable, which can be footed in itself, while those ending in /-al/ and its
allied suffixes have an unfootable (by itself) final monomoraic syllable. The
constraints N o n F i n and S t e m - F t - R both prevent the final light syllable
from being footed with the main-stressed stem in the /-al/ cases, while the
heavy /-ent/ can be safely footed without violating either. This difference
provides the basis of the solution to the contrast in behavior of the two types.
Part of this solution is based on the idea of compensatory lengthening as seen
in Zec (1994), McCarthy & Prince (1990a, b), Hayes (1989). Here, it will be
proposed that the lengthenings seen in words like reprísal, tóne, sónant can
actually be separated into two different classes, one representing true mora
addition into the candidate, while the other is an instance of compensatory
lengthening.
Historically, it is clear that English words of the type tóne owe their
long vowels to compensatory lengthening following the loss of a final surface
[-Ê], which has been proposed above to still be present underlyingly in the
grammar. Rather than conceiving of this lengthening as resulting from a
mora being inserted into the representation, it will instead be proposed here
that the mora in question is “borrowed” from the suffix:
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(5.15)

s s
| \
m
m
| /
to n<Ê>

That is, the number of moras in the optimal candidate /to≥n/ is identical to
that seen in the faithful (but suboptimal) candidate */tónÊ/. No additional
violation of * m is incurred by this structure; put another way, the number of
moras in this representation is the number dictated by the M o r a i c
P r o m i n e n c e constraint. The two competing candidates differ crucially in
that the stem, limited to the morpheme /ton/ by suffixation constraints, is
bimoraic only in /to≥n/:
(5.16)
/ton-Ê/ Min-2
(tómn-Êm)
(to≥mm)n-Êm
☞ (to≥mm)n-<Ê>
(tóm)n-Êm

!*

Non-Fin

StemFtR

!*

s

FtForm

Lapse-s StemFtL

*m

sss
sss

mm
!mmm
mm

sss

mm

The monomoraic stem of *(tó)nÊ is fatally light, while *(tónÊ) violates
N o n F i n and S t e m - F t - R .75 The suffix /-Ê/ is eliminated from the
morphological stem (and thus the foot, by S t e m - F t - R ) by the high-ranking
suffix subcategorization constraint Align( Sufal, L; Stem, R), /-Ê/ being classed
as an al-type suffix; that is, /-Ê/ must align to a stem and so cannot be part of
that stem (§ 4.3.2). Thus, the stem, which will coincide with the word’s single
foot, can only consist of the morphological root {ton}. The onsetless nature of
the suffix ensures that the stem syllable must be open, its final consonant
acting as onset to the suffix syllable, so only a candidate with a long root
syllable can yield the bimoraic foot demanded by M i n - 2 . The structure with
mora augmentation, *(to≥mm)n-Êm, which would have been the optimal form

75Note that a candidate *(tó n )Ê would violate the highly ranked F i n a l M a r g i n s constraint
m m

(4.17); this is one factor preventing the mora from linking to the root-final consonant.
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under the constraint hierarchy suggested above in (4.33), is less optimal than
the winning (to≥mm)n-Ê due to its added mora, violating * m.
The optimal candidate (to≥mm)n-Ê does violate a number of faithfulness
constraints, which consequently must be ranked lower than those in the
hierarchy shown above. However, it is relevant to discuss these constraints in
the context of the grammar as a whole. They include both M a x - S e g m e n t (or
some similar faithfulness constraint ensuring that segments are parsed into
prosodic structure) and what Zec (1994: 4) calls S t r u c t u r a l C o h e r e n c e ,
which requires moras to be filled locally. Since well-documented
compensatory lengthening processes (see McCarthy & Prince 1986, 1988,
1990a,b) display shifts like those seen above in (5.15), such processes must be
representable in an OT framework. Zec’s (1994) M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e
constraint (§ 4.1.2) allows for moras to be projected by, yet not parsed to, their
sponsoring segments. In terms of the formal expression of such constraints
using the No-Intervening framework, this is analogous to the alignment of
segment to mora, with violations:
(5.17)

m-- C o h e r e n c e :

NI-RL(Seg, m, Seg)

This effectively states that every segment not aligned with a mora will incur a
violation. Taken in conjunction with M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e , which enforces
the number and configuration of moras and margins projected into the
representation, and a necessary parallel constraint governing syllable margins
M a r g i n C o h e r e n c e ),76 the effect of these constraints
rather than moras (M
will be the familiar alternation of onsets and rimes seen in syllables, the
common alternating pattern generally being the most optimal:

76Due to the slightly different nature of the Margin, which can encompass more than one

segment, the formulation of M a r g i n C o h e r e n c e would differ from M o r a i c C o h e r e n c e . A
plausible formulation would be NI-RL(Seg, M, m).
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(5.18)
/CvCvC/ MorPrm
☞ MmMmM
C vC v C
MmmM M
C vC vC
MmmmM
C vCvC
MmMMM
CvCvC

!C
!v

m-Coh
CCC

M-Coh
vv

!CCCv

vv

CC

vCv
v

Moving a mora’s alignment out of sequence with its projecting segment will
incur violations of m-- C o h e r e n c e , as some segments will then intervene
between the deprived segment and the nearest mora:
(5.19)
/ton-Ê/

m-Coh
(tómn-Êm)
tn
tn
(to≥mm)n-Êm
!tnÊ
(to≥mm)n-Ê
However, since m-- C o h e r e n c e is low-ranked in English, this violation does
not prevent the form with the shifted mora from surfacing as the optimal
candidate when appropriate.
In the case of a suffix like /-Ê/, the segment involved, the final schwa,
never surfaces anyway, due to the general deletion of final /-Ê/ (§ 4.14).
However, for words suffixed in /-al/, such as reprísal, this analysis requires
that the suffix vowel /a/ likewise fails to align to a mora:
(5.20)

s s
| \ \
m
m \
| /
|
to n<a>l
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Again, the stem (restricted morphologically to {ton}) becomes bimoraic by
associating the mora correspondent to the suffix vowel into the stem. The
number of total moras in the candidate remains minimal at two, avoiding
further violations of * m. The suffix syllable, deprived of its mora in this
representation, displays on the surface either an epenthetic [Ê] or a syllabic
sonorant, the result of /l/ remaining linked to the vestigial final syllable. All
of the members of the /-al/ group display a reduced, unstressed suffix
syllable. It is difficult to say whether this indicates an unparsed vowel
segment, or a vowel segment parsed to a margin (or perhaps without direct
association to a subsyllabic), because in English there is little difference
between weak footed moras (e.g., (pála)tal) and unparsed moras (e.g.,
ma(líg)nant); both show reduced vowels. Since reduced vowels are defined as
those which show no vowel quality, there is not much to suggest whether the
surface [Ê] one may posit in such instances is a reflex of the vowel (since its
crucial identifying features are not parsed) or of a mora-less syllable nucleus.
For the contrast between forms like reprísal and résident, the
understanding of the former as showing compensatory lengthening by
incorporating the stranded final mora rightfully belonging to the suffix
provides a solution to the problem. A constraint N o O r p h a n s , which
prohibits unfooted word-final moras, would favor a candidate incorporating
the suffix mora into the stem foot, which requires two moras in any case:
(5.21)

NoOrphans:

NI-R(MWd, Ft, m)

This states that no moras intervene between the right word edge and the right
foot edge. Placed ahead of L a p s e - s, this is sufficient to optimize the correct
candidate for reprísal:
(5.22)
/re-pris-al/ Min-2
☞ rem-(pr¥mm)-sal
rem-(pr¥mm)-saml
rem (príms-aml)
(rém-prim)-saml

NonFin

StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s

StemFtL

ssssss

*!

!m

ssssss

!m

sss
sss

s

s

*m

m-Coh

mmm rprsal
mmmm rpral
mmm rprsl
mmm rprsl
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This constraint eliminates both the initially stressed form *réprisal and the
variant of reprísal with an additional, rather than “borrowed”, mora. This
constraint, however, has the opposite effect for potential compensatory
lengthening in cases like résident:
(5.23)
/re-sid-ent/

NonFin

StemFtR NoOrph

rem-(s¥mm)-(demnmt)

StemFtL

!sss

rem-(s¥mm)-denmt
rem-(sim-demnmt)

Lapse-s

!m
*!

s

ssssss

sss

☞ (rém-sim)-(demnmt)

s

*m

m-Coh

mmmmmrsdt
mmmm rsdet
mmmm rsdt
mmmm rsdt

The intrinsic weight of the bimoraic suffix /-ent/ means that if a mora is
“borrowed” from it, the suffix can no longer be footed, and a mora still
remains outside the stem foot (as in *rem-(s¥mm)-denmt). This results in a
violation of N o O r p h a n s which eliminates this candidate. Simply
lengthening the stem vowel, without borrowing, isolates the prefix and
causes fatal L a p s e violations.
Thus, it is the greater weight (and hence footability) of the /-ent/
suffixes, rather than some destressing rule, which is directly responsible for
the contrast seen between words like résident and reprísal. This new
interpretation of the lengthening seen in reprísal as compensatory rather
than inserted has no effect on forms like respóndent, inférnal, or sónant For
cases with intrinsically heavy penults, such as respóndent and inférnal, their
optimally coherent moraic structure is also the most optimal with reference
to L a p s e . For cases like sónant , the restriction of the stem to the intrinsically
light sequence /son/demands that mora insertion take place to satisfy the
M i n - 2 constraint:
(5.24)
/son-ant/

Min-2

NonFin

StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s

☞ (so≥mm)-(namnmt)
(so≥mm)-nanmt

!m
*!

(sóm-namnmt)
(sóm)-(namnmt)

!*

s

sss

StemFtL

*m

m-Coh

mmmm snt
mmm snat
mmm snt
mmm snt
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Borrowing the necessary mora from the suffix again would defoot it and
incur more N o O r p h a n s and L a p s e violations. For cases such as this, the
addition of an extra mora not required by M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e to satisfy
foot binarity in the stem foot results in the optimal candidate.
5.2

Mora augmentation and the stem
The constraint hierarchy just developed needs to be further extended to
account for a number of other structural types found among the /-ent/ and
/-al/ forms. For example, while forms with heavy prefixes of the type
(com)(pr¥)sal are correctly predicted by the above constraint hierarchy, attested
outputs like cónfident would incorrectly be rejected in favor of
*(con)(f¥)(dent), and the unconstrained ability to add moras to the
representation (thus far constrained only by the low-ranking * m) could yield
many unattested successful forms. However, for cases like so≥nant, where the
stem is monomoraic with no other means of expansion, the possibility of
moraic augmentation in the optimal candidate is necessary. In fact, it is only
in such cases, when the footable domain is a discrete monomoraic
morpheme, that any unusual moraic adjustment (of either type,
compensatory or augmented) occurs. To eliminate incorrectly predicted forms
like *con(f¥d)ent, and to rule out mora addition in most cases, the constraint
* m (§ 4.1.3) will be promoted within the existing hierarchy:77
(5.25)
/con-fid-ent/

NonFin

StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s

(comnm)-(f¥mm)-(demnmt)

*m

StemFtL

mmmmm

s

cfdt
cfdet
cfdt

mmmmm

s

cfdt

!mmmmmm

(comnm)-(f¥mm)-denmt

!m

sss

☞ (cómnm-fim)-

m-Coh

mmmmm

(demnmt)
(cómnm)-fim-(demnmt)

!s

ss

The crucial constraint here is * m, which eliminates the lengthened *conf¥dent
due to its extra mora. The optimal form, cónfident, is an example of a word in
which the foot type (smm sm) is acceptable (§ 5.1.1), indeed preferable within the
context of this approach to (smm)sm, which would both incur L a p s e - s
77Note that in this position, the * m constraint will not be able to eliminate desirable augmented

forms such as so≥nant (5.24).
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violations and leave the stem syllable outside the main-stressed foot,
violating S t e m - F t - R .78 At this point, the constraint S t e m - F t - L , which was
useful in the simplified constraint hierarchy offered in the preceding chapter,
is no longer significant and will be dropped from the discussion of relevant
constraints.79
As was suggested above, the unconstrained addition of moras to feet,
whether by augmentation or compensatory “borrowing”, would produce
many incorrect forms. For example, bisyllabic monomorphemic forms such
as dígital and órbital show no lengthenings, although forms like *dˆg¥tal and
*orb¥tal would avoid a violation of N o O r p h a n s , unlike the attested forms; a
similar lengthening might be expected for the same reasons in heavy stems
like that seen inférnal , i.e., *infe≥rnal. Furthermore, no lengthening is ever
seen in any stems of two syllables or greater, even when they present
unfooted syllables. Thus ma(líg)nant surfaces with an initial unfooted syllable
rather than the less Lapsed *mÅlígnant, and we see co(lós)sal (with geminate
penult) rather than *cØlóssal. Turning to other types, the same situation is
seen in calámity and in unsuffixed words like aráchnid, appéndix. In fact,
even when relatively high-ranking constraints such as N o n F i n are violated,
bare stems still fail to show lengthening as an alternative way of satisfying
those constraints, e.g., we see (cómet), (brígand) instead of alternatives like
*(co≥)met or *(brˆ)gand. The only cases where lengthening does appear (apart
from those discussed above, i.e., monomoraic stems like so≥nant) is in forms
like (re¯)(bútt)al, (de¯)(fénd)ant, (e¯)(vápo)rate, where the lengthened item is a
monomoraic affix, and the lengthening is optional.80
This suggests a high-ranking constraint which maintains the moraic
coherence of stems with two or more moras supplied by M o r a i c
P r o m i n e n c e . Such a constraint could be formalized as follows:
(5.26)

Stem-Coherence:

NI(m, Stem, m)

78This is of course a theory-internal argument about abstract structure, as the surface forms for

both types would be identical.
79While this constraint remains in the hierarchy, it is understood as ranked so low as to have no
significant effect on the choice of optimal candidate. Thus it need not be included in the
subsequent discussion, as is the case with most constraints.
80Similarly, we have words like (vàlor)(ˆz)(a≥t)ion, where the lengthened item is a monomoraic
suffix (in this case /-iz-/) and the lengthening is also optional. This will be discussed in § 6.2.
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This states that every mora is aligned to either edge of the stem. For each
intervening mora, a violation will be incurred. Under this definition (which
allows for alignment to either edge, rather than both), monomoraic and
bimoraic stems will both satisfy this constraint (since there are two edges),
while any further moras will incur violations:
(5.27)

Stem
/m/
/mm/
/mmm/
/mmmm/
(etc.)

Stem-Coh

Ö
Ö
*m
*mm

Ranking this constraint below M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e will force each stem to
contain only the moras projected by M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e . Any further
moras, such as those added in violation of * m, or “borrowed” in violation of
m-- C o h , will fatally violate S t e m - C o h . The only case where this will not be
true is where the stem is monomoraic, as a bimoraic augmented stem will
not violate S t e m - C o h , and will incidentally satisfy M i n - 2 , yielding the
effects seen in the English data. It is assumed hereon that the constraint
S t e m - C o h is an undominated (except by M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e ) member of
the English constraint hierarchy, and candidates which violate it, such as
*infe≥rnal, *co≥met, *orb¥tal, will not be presented in the following tableaus, as
no English words of this type, exhibiting vowel alternation that would
suggest an underlying short vowel, ever surface. Multimoraic
monomorphemic stems showing long vowels (e.g., páint, dánger, líbel) never
exhibit vowel alternation, but rather always show the lexically long stem
vowel in all forms.
If surface long vowels were all regarded as underlyingly long, we’d
expect to find long vowels anywhere in the word, and see alternations in
various positions. Instead, what the data shows is long vowels predominantly
appearing in monosyllabic morphemes of the shape /CVC/, and being
especially prevalent at the right edge of the word, preceding affixes. Vowel
alternation involving long vowels also occurs in stems that appear in these
contexts. This, combined with the rarity of long vowels in multimoraic roots
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and the similar distribution of long vowels at the right edge of finally-stressed
unsuffixed verbs and adjectives, suggests that the majority of these long
vowels are not present in the lexical entry, but are rather the result of the
morphologically conditioned lengthening process discussed above, enforced
by the position of the root within the stem constituent, and the presence of
the suffix /-Ê/, which appears on the right edge of many stems of this type.
5.2.1

Constraint domains
To derive the correct results from the S t e m - C o h constraint proposed
above, it needs to be slightly reformulated, and a new concept and notation
introduced for the Alignment/No-Intervening constraint family, that of the
constraint domain:
(5.28)

Stem-Coh:

NI(Stem: m, Stem, m)

This states that for every mora i n t h e d o m a i n o f a s t e m , no mora
intervenes between that mora and the stem. This limitation is important,
because otherwise moras outside the stem (such as suffixal moras) would
incorrectly incur violations of this constraint. With the domain now specified
in the constraint, such moras will not be evaluated with regard to this
constraint.
Constraint domains offer a further refinement of the notation for
expressing formal constraints, but adding them to the notation does not add
further complexity to OT, because domains were in fact implicit (but
ambiguously so, as was the case with alignment violation) in the theory
already. For example, when an alignment constraint was presented, e.g.,
Align(Ft, R; PrWd, R) or Align(s, R; Ft, R), it was only evaluated in terms of
the feet or syllables in a particular word. However, in an utterance, there
could be other syllables or feet, for example in the following word, or in
following clitics, inflectional endings, or “level II” suffixes, which could incur
unwanted violations of such constraints.81 By limiting the OT tableau to the
81The failure of “level II” suffixes to foot, proposed in § 4.2.1, can be explained by limiting

L a p s e - s to the prosodic word. Thus, syllables outside the prosodic word do not incur violations
of this constraint and do not need to be footed. Requiring feet to align with the right edge of the
prosodic word, for example with some kind of E d g e m o s t constraint, would actually prevent
these syllables from being footed, as footing them would incur violations.
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word, the domain for these constraints was being implicitly limited to the
Morphological or Prosodic Word.82
Likewise, when a constraint is relevant for cross-word effects, such as
the cross-word rhythmic effects seen in English (e.g., the well-known case of
rhythmic stress adjustment, for example thírteen mén), the domain of the
constraint would be a supra-word phrasal constituent. It should be clear that it
is not appropriate for constraints to apply outside their domains in some
cases. Expressing the domain explicitly in the formalization specifies precisely
how the constraint will operate. Certain correspondence constraints
(McCarthy & Prince 1995) also implicitly refer to domains, as the
correspondence governed by such constraints is evaluated only over a certain
constituent type (e.g., the reduplicant), and not others (e.g., the base or stem).
For the previous constraints offered herein, the constraint domain happens
to be the next higher morphological category, the Morphological Word, rather
than the Morphological Stem as in this case. Promoting S t e m - C o h into the
hierarchy of significant constraints as a undominated (except by M o r a i c
P r o m i n e n c e ) constraint restricts the possibilities for intrusive lengthening
in the stem to footable monomoraic morphemes.83
There is one further restriction on lengthening in words, which is a
stronger restriction than on the lengthening within stems. In English, suffixes
are never augmented outside of stem constituents, even when they are
monomoraic. For example, a candidate *(in)(fér)(nÅl) would be more optimal
than the correct (in)(fér)nal on the basis of the current constraint hierarchy
(since L a p s e - s is then not violated at all), but such forms never surface.
Suffix morphemes show lengthening rarely, and only when they become
“stem-ized” due to subcategorization constraints, e.g., ({vic}){(to≥ri)}ous
(lengthened by CiV lengthening, § 5.2.2), where the suffix becomes part of
stem constituent as a result of the addition of /-ous/, which requires a stem
on the immediate left.84 Thus, it is necessary to propose a faithfulness
82It should be clear that members of any constituent hierarchy can act as constraint domains; that

is, both morphological and prosodic constituents can be constraint domains.
83Note however that neither S t e m - C o h nor m-- C o h will prevent true compensatory
lengthening within the stem resulting from either segment deletion or shift (see § 5.2.2).
84Another example might be àdject¥val, with /-iv/ forming a foot of its own due to
subcategorization constraints imposed by /-al/. This form, along with the similar sùbstant¥val,
are however problematic due to the irregular stress seen in their unsuffixed counterparts (see
§ 6.6).
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constraint S u f f i x M o r a s , which prevents material to the right of the stem
(i.e., suffixes) from acquiring any more moras than those projected by M o r a i c
Prominence:
(5.29)

SuffixMoras:

NI-R(PrWd: PrWd, Stem, m)

This states that no moras intervene between the right edge of each prosodic
word and the right edge of some stem. By ranking this constraint below
M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e , the number of moras appearing to the right of the
rightmost stem constituent will be restricted to the number projected by
M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e . This constraint will also encourage all “borrowable”
moras to shift into the stem (reducing the number to the right of the stem),
hence this constraint must also be ranked below S t e m - C o h , or moras will
shift into the stem even when the stem is already bimoraic:
(5.30)
/re-pris-al/ MorPrm
☞ rem-(pr¥mm)-sal
rem(pr¥mm)-(samml)
rem-(pr¥mm)-saml
(rémprim)-(samml)
rem (príms-aml)
(rém-prim)-saml

StemCoh

Suf-m

NonFin

StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s
ssssss

!m
!m

ssssss

!m

sss
sss

!m
*!

s

*m

mmm
mmmmm
mmmm
mmmm
mmm
mmm

In the rest of the work, candidates which violate S u f f i x M o r a s will
ordinarily not be presented in the tableaux.
5.2.2

Compensatory lengthening within the stem
One well-known lengthening process in English is so-called CiV
lengthening (Chomsky & Halle 1968: 47). In such words, a light open syllable
is lengthened when followed by a sequence of /i/ and a non-high vowel.
(5.31) cana≥dian
sta≥tion

manage≥rial
pala≥tial

adviso≥rial
ara≥bia

colo≥nial
come≥dian
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The vowel /i/ itself in such a position, however, is not lengthened, e.g.,
offícial, milítia. Furthermore, if the syllable in question is closed, lengthening
does not occur, e.g., províncial, advérbial. The appearance of a long vowel
under the stated conditions, however, is nearly universal throughout the
data.
These facts suggest an adjustment inside the stem, that is, a mora
internal to the stem is shifted to the lengthened syllable. The most likely
source of the shifted mora is the vowel /i/ itself, which appears before a
vowel of higher sonority and so can be conceived of as linking to the
otherwise empty onset position of the following syllable. This is clear enough
when the consonant preceding the /i/ is palatalized, as in pala≥tial. The palatal
place features of the /i/ can be understood as linking to the onset, the result
surfacing as [∞]. The syllable belonging to the /i/ has no surface instantiation;
its mora has shifted to the preceding syllable. In derivational terms, this could
be understood as a process:
(5.32)

s s s s
| | | |
Mm Mm Mm Mm ➾
/ | /| /| |
pa la ti
al

s s s s
| | \ /|
Mm Mm m MMm
/ | | |/ | / |
pa la
ti al

The “underlying” third syllable loses its mora to the second, and its onset
constituent to the last syllable. Even for words in which palatalization does
not occur, and the /i/ appears to retain its syllabic character (e.g., memo≥rial),
there is no reason why the structural analysis on the right of figure (5.32)
should not be valid, i.e., the surface syllable structure of memo≥rial would be
s(mem)-s(momm)-s(riaml), /ri/ forming the onset of the third surface syllable.
Under such an explanation, the number of moras within the stem does not
change (continuing to satisfy S t e m - C o h ), only the arrangement of moras
within the stem is different.
Of course, in an OT account, a serial explanation is not possible.
Instead, the same insight can be captured by proposing a contrast between the
way moras are projected by M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e , and the way they are
associated to segments by other constraints. This contrast is implicit in Zec’s
(1994) approach to compensatory lengthening in various languages. Here,
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although the /i/ projects a mora, it fails to link to that mora.85 The
constraint governing this process is likely to be O n s e t (Smolensky & Prince
1993), which demands that all syllables have an onset. It is the demand for an
onset segment which takes the /i/ away from its syllable and mora:
(5.33)
/palati-al/

MorPrm StemCoh

Onset

NonFin

StemFtR NoOrph

☞ pam (la≥mm )-tiam l
pa m (la≥mm )(tim -a m l)
pa m (la≥mm tim )-a m l
pa m (lá m ti m )-a m l
(pá m la m )(ti m -a m l)
(pà m la m )(tí m -a m l)

!*
!*

*
*
!*
!*
!*

*

ssssss

*
*

ssssss

*

*
*

*
*

Lapse-s

sss
ssssss

*m

mmmm
mmmmm
mmmmm
mmmm
mmmm
mmmm

When /i/ joins the onset of the final syllable, the O n s e t constraint is
satisfied. Additionally, the fact that the stem segments /t/ and /i/ are now
outside the head foot is not relevant, as constraints like S t e m - F t - R refer to
whether a syllable intervenes between the stem edge and the foot edge. So
long as the misaligned constituent is only an onset, no violations of such
constraints will occur. For candidates where /i/ remains in the stem foot,
O n s e t will always be violated.86
For words like advérbial, we might expect a similar structure, namely
ad(vémrmm)bial, where the extra mora links to the consonant /r/ and thus no
detectable surface effect occurs. However, it appears that something besides
the need for an onset is interacting with the constraints given thus far;
otherwise, words like milítia cannot be explained. The vowel /i/ itself is
never lengthened in the CiV environment, although the O n s e t constraint in
the hierarchy given above would demand lengthening. Thus, the O n s e t
85It will be proposed in § 7.5.2 that what are typically referred to as segments should actually

be accounted for with two different constituents, morphological segments (or phonemes), which
are part of the morphological hierarchy, and prosodic segments, which are part of the prosodic
hierarchy. These roughly correspond to the items comprising “input” and “output” strings in
Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995). Following this, the behavior of /i/ here
could be explained via the projection of a mora by the morphological segment /i/, but its failure
to associate to the corresponding prosodic segment /i/, which instead links to the syllable onset.
86Note that this account also assumes that multiply linking /i/ to both the onset and mora
constituents is dispreferred; see (5.35) below.
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constraint is not sufficient to trigger the mora shift, and it appears that there is
a further requirement that the shifted mora move to a more sonorous
segment than /i/ itself, that is, only to the vowels /a,e,o/. Also, the mora will
always shift to the left, never to the right. These further conditions suggest
that more constraints are relevant to the behavior of moras in this context.
The most obvious reason for the mora to apparently shift to the left is
the need for the foot to remain bimoraic, enforced by the high-ranking
M i n - 2 . A form *(pàla)(t∆a≥l) would not only violate N o n - F i n a l i t y , but
would place the head foot outside the stem. In most words that display CiV
lengthening, the /i/ in question is on the right edge of the stem, often as part
of an /-ity/ class suffix like /-ion/ or the /-i-/ extension extending many
stems further suffixed by /-al/ suffixes (i.e., forms in /-ial/, /-ious/, /-ian/,
/-ior/, etc.). Thus, the mora projected by the /i/ optimally aligns within the
stem, and within the foot (which will align to the stem by S t e m - F t - R ), even
in candidates whose /i/ segment itself leaves the foot to form an onset.
Likewise, in CiV lengthening cases when the /i/ is not stem-final, it is in
foot-final position in what is often the only plausible foot in the word, e.g.,
(ma≥ni)ac, which can be understood as {(ma≥)n∆ac}.
However, when /i/ occurs in a CiV position, but is not foot-final, a
very different effect is seen, similar to that seen when other vowels become
adjacent, e.g., man¥acal. The structure of such forms can be understood as
follows:
(5.34)

s ( s s) s
| | | |
Mm Mm Mm Mm
/ | /| / | / |
ma ni a c al

The stressed foot (n¥a) is understood as containing only two moras; the
apparent lengthening of the stressed syllable reflects the linking of the /i/
vowel to both the mora of the head syllable and the onset position of the
succeeding weak syllable. Whatever causes diphthongization in long vowels,
where a vowel segment linked to two subsyllabic constituents (in the case of
long vowels, moras) surfaces as a diphthong, the same effect can be seen
when such segments are likewise doubly linked to a mora and following
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onset, at least when the vowel is stressed. A similar structure was suggested
previously (§ 4.1.5) to explain final vowel lengthening. The segmental
constraints behind the diphthongization will not be explored in this work,
but will be left to future research.
Forms like man¥acal offer one example where it is more optimal to
multiply link /i/ to two subsyllabics than to delink its mora. Multiply linking
the segment still satisfies the high-ranking O n s e t , and indeed all words
where vowels are contiguous in this way show this apparent lengthening
which indicates onset-filling, e.g., the≥ater, Bo≥as, cr´a≥te, pa≥ean. Thus, the
constraint against multiple linking of a segment to two subsyllabic
constituents must be fairly low-ranked. Such a constraint might be
formulated as follows:
(5.35)

NoMultiLink

NI-R(Seg, m, M)

This states that the right edge of a segment should align to the right edge of a
mora, with no margin constituent intervening. A segment multiply linked to
a mora and a margin constituent (but not one linked to two mora
constituents, as in a long vowel) would incur a violation.
Another instance where this constraint appears to be violated is in
words like milítia, where the structure is best understood as mi(líti)∆a, the /i/
being linked to both the final mora in the foot and the onset of the last
syllable. A likely explanation for the failure of the preceding /i/ to lengthen is
that the mora, to escape the segment that projected it, requires any segment it
associates to to have higher sonority than the projecting segment. This might
be understood as a constraint aligning moras to the feature [+low] when
possible:87
(5.36)

m->[+low]

NI(Foot: m, [+low], Seg)

Preventing a mass migration of moras to segments like /a/ at the expense of
all other moraic segments would be faithfulness constraints ensuring that
each segment has a subsyllabic constituent to correspond to, for example the
87The interaction of such a constraint and parallel ones taking other features (such as [+high] ,

[+son] and [+obs]) as arguments might form the formal basis of the sonority-based system of mora
association.
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constraint M o r a i c C o h e r e n c e (5.17). The vowel /i/, however, cannot draw
off the mora, since it is of the same sonority as the foot-final /i/ offering the
additional mora. The same would be true of any moraic consonant found in a
closed syllable preceding the /i/. Thus, only vowels containing the feature
[+low], in open syllables within the same foot can undergo this type of
compensatory lengthening:88
(5.37a)
/palati-al/

Onset

NonFin

StemFtR NoOrph

*
*

☞ pam (la≥mm )-t∆am l
pa m (lá m ti m )-∆a m l
(pá m la m )(ti m -∆a m l)

!*

(pà m la m )(tí m -∆a m l)

(5.37b)
/militi-a/

Onset

NonFin

StemFtR NoOrph

*
*
*

!*

mi m (l¥mm )-t∆am
(mí m li m )(ti m -∆a m )

!*

(mì m li m )(tí m -∆a m )

m/low

m-Coh

* M ultiLink

pltil

ssssss
!m

pltl

m

pltl

m

pltl

m/low

m-Coh

* M ultiLink

ssssss

mmm

*

ssssss

mmm

ssssss

mmm

mlt
mlt
!mlti
mlt
mlt

ssssss

!*
*

☞ mim (lím tim )-∆a m
mi m (lím tim )-a m

Lapse-s

Lapse-s

!*
*

mmm
mmm

*
*
*

*
*

For cases where the /i/ is not foot-final, the superordinate constraints
governing foot placement override these constraints:
(5.38)
/maniac-al/

Onset

NonFin

StemFtR NoOrph

☞ mam(ním∆am)c-aml

!*

(má m nim )(∆am c-am l)
(mà m ni m )(∆ám c-a m l)

m/low

m-Coh

* M ultiLink

mncl
mnicl
mncl
mncl
mncl

*

*

ssssss

m

*

ssssss

m

!*

(ma≥mm)(n∆amc-aml)
mam(nímam)c-aml

Lapse-s

!*

!*
*

m
m

*
*

88For English, this means /a, e, o/, e.g., pala≥tial, amne≥sia, emo≥tion. Words with orthographic

/u/ in this position always surface with the triphthong [∆u∑] (e.g., confu≥sion), which shows the
same quality regardless of the following environment (e.g., confu≥se, refu≥sal).
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Thus the only instance in which CiV lengthening can take place is when a
stressed open syllable with a low or mid vowel is followed by the weak
member of the foot, a syllable with the nucleus /i/. If the head syllable of the
foot is closed, no candidate expanded with the /i/’s mora will succeed. The
phenomenon of CiV lengthening also gives further evidence for the
gemination proposed in § 3.3.2, as words with such geminates, e.g., remíssion,
potássium, fail to show CiV lengthening, which is best explained by regarding
the head syllable as closed and already bimoraic due to the geminate, i.e.,
(mís),(tás).
It might be asked why /u/ does not cause a similar lengthening, for
example in words like grádual, cásual, contínual. However, the segment /u/
in such cases is not simply the vocalic correspondent of the glide /∑/, but
rather shows a complex features set which includes palatal and velar
elements. The palatal element often surfaces in the onset of /u/’s syllable, as
in the words above. Both the palatal and velar features are evidently not able
to align to a given subsyllabic at the same time, hence this /u/ cannot simply
join to an onset and give up its mora in the way the simpler /i/ can. For such
cases, the round and velar features of /u/, on the right edge of the segment,
can act as the onset of the following syllable, while the palatal features on the
left edge can act as the onset of the /u/ syllable itself, the mora still remaining
within the foot. In this sense, /u/ is always multiply linked to mora and
margin constituents.
5.3

Extrametricality and word-final syllable effects
It is relevant at this stage to return to the unaffixed words and to
reexamine them under the expanded constraint hierarchy arrived at above.
While extrametricality effects had previously been handled by N o n F i n and
E d g e m o s t , it will be necessary to further explain why certain unusual foot
shapes can occur at the right edge of the word. For example, the simplified
tableau offered above in (4.4) suggested that words of the shape /LH/ should
appear with final stress, and indeed a small majority of all bisyllables (53% as
in table 3.20) do. However, most of these words are verbs and adjectives
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which are to be understood as suffixed in /-Ê/,89 and the percentage of nouns
showing this pattern is smaller (42%). Of these, again a majority are deverbals
of the type revérse, accláim, and so are actually suffixed deverbal forms of the
shape /L(H)-Ê/. The prevalent outcome for unaffixed words of this kind, once
the schwa-affixed forms are removed from consideration, is actually /(LH)/,
as in légend, brígand (which would need to be accounted for in any case).
Such a violation of N o n F i n is expected in bisyllables with light initials, such
as (cómet), because it is not possible to build a stressable foot from such stems
without including the final. However, the candidates /(LH)/ and /L(H)/ both
equally violate N o n F i n , which states that the head foot in the word does not
appear finally in the word. Yet, the form /(LH)/, with initial stress, is clearly
preferred to /L(H)/, although it violates F t F o r m (a candidate /(L)H/ would
be precluded by M i n - 2 ).
The solution to this problem lies in refining the constraint hierarchy
with regard to word-final effects. The evidence suggests that there is actually a
strong restriction on main stress occurring on the word-final syllable, and that
a word-final weak (unstressed) syllable (in some cases dominating a deleted
schwa) must always appear, except of course in monosyllables. This is not the
same as restricting the final foot from coinciding with the word edge, the
current definition of N o n F i n , since feet can be mono- or bisyllabic. This
distinction can be addressed by proposing a constraint N o n F i n ( s≤≤) , which
may be formalized as follows:
(5.39)

N o n F i n ( s≤≤) :

Align(MWd: s≤, R; s, L)

This states that every stressed syllable in the Morphological Word must have
another syllable following on its right, and precludes the final syllable from
ever being main-stressed (although it might be footed, e.g., the suffix /-ent/,
which is always footed but stressless). Building on this, it is also possible to
formalize the old N o n F i n as N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) :
(5.40)

NonFin(Ft’):

Align(PrWd: Ft’, R; s, L)

89For the words in question with final long syllables, e.g., detáin, repéal, profáne, sublíme, the

final heavy syllable has the structure -VVC, suggesting a lengthened vowel, i.e., de(ta≥n) from
/de-tan-Ê/.
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This states that the head foot should misalign with the Prosodic Word by at
least one syllable on its right edge. If no syllable intervenes between the head
foot and the Prosodic Word, a violation of this constraint is incurred.
The preceding constraint, however, would be satisfied by any number
of syllables which intervene between the head foot and the right edge of the
word, so long as it is at least one. However, it is clear from the data that the
head foot in English tends to be as close to the right side of the word as
allowed for by the N o n F i n constraints. Above, the number of syllables
which could intervene between the head foot and the right edge of the word
was normally limited to one by E d g e m o s t , which was presented above as an
Alignment constraint (§ 4.1.1). This can also be re-formalized as a NoIntervening constraint, which penalizes syllables that intervene between the
head foot and the edge of the word:
(5.41)

Edgemost:

NI-R(MWd: Ft’, MWd, s)

Note that this new formulation of the E d g e m o s t constraint refers to the
Morphological Word rather than the Prosodic Word (see § 5.2.1). Applying
this expanded constraint hierarchy to /brigand/ proceeds as follows:
(5.42)
/brigand/

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

*
*

☞(brímgamnmd)
brim(gámnmd)

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost FtForm

Lapse-s

*
!*

sss

(brím)(gamnmd)

!*

s

(brím)gamnmd

!*

s

sss

This revised constraint hierarchy does not affect previous conclusions about
other types, but does account for trochaic feet of the sub-optimal shape (LH)
occurring at the right edge of the word.
This non-canonical foot can also occur elsewhere in the word. Again,
the source of this situation appears to be the presence of a heavy syllable in an
unstressable position. For example, when such a syllable appears before the
main-stressed syllable, and a preceding light syllable is available, an (LH) foot
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appears in the optimal candidate, e.g., àlexándrine, vòluntéer, ànalgésia,
sàturnália, tàrantélla. This can be enforced by modifying the N o n F i n ( s≤≤)
constraint presented above in (5.39) to specify that the syllable following the
stressed syllable should be stressless:
(5.43)

Align(MWd: s≤, R; s°, L)

N o n F i n ( s≤≤) :

where the notation s ° indicates a weak syllable.90 This constraint will have
the following effect on words long enough to show adjacent potential stresses:
(5.44)
/aleksandrine/

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

☞ (àm lem k m )(sám n m )-

Edgemost FtForm

s

*

s
s

*

Lapse-s

(dr´mm n)
a m (lém k m sa m n m )-(dr´ mm n)
a m (lè m k m )(sá m n m )-

!*

!sss
sss

(dr´mm n)
a m (lé m k m )(sa m n m )-

!ss

sss

(dr´mm n)

The adjacency of the two stressable syllables (e.g., *alèxándrine) results in one
giving up its potential stress. Since main stress cannot move off the penult
without violating E d g e m o s t , it is the antepenult that is restricted from
becoming the head of a foot. The same effect can be seen for prefixes, e.g.,
(rècon)(c¥l)e. For trisyllables in this situation (e.g., (at)(lán)ta ), the antepenult
remains footed, as there are no other syllables to join this foot. Due to its
proximity to the head foot, such a foot can appear unstressed, showing an
optionally reduced vowel (see § 5.2), but it is nevertheless a foot. Regarding
such a monosyllabic foot as stressless prevents the optimal candidate
(at)(lán)ta, with no secondary stress on the initial, from fatally violating the
N o n F i n ( s≤≤) constraint. Such stressless feet are further discussed in § 5.4.1.

90Since constituent heads (i.e., strong members) can be referred to in constraints (e.g., McCarthy

& Prince 1993a: 14), there is no cogent reason not to also allow reference to weak members. The
binary relationship strong/weak can be considered parallel to right/left, both being
oppositional features of prosodic constituents. The constraint given here is akin to Hung’s (1994)
R h y t h m constraint, which implicitly refers to weak members through a grid notation.
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Another word-edge phenomenon governed by the extrametricality
constraints is seen in the treatment of some four-syllable stems, such as those
seen in américa, parámeter. The most optimal candidate with regards to the
L a p s e - s constraint would be the unattested *(áme)(rica), which foots all
syllables yet does not treat the word-final foot as the primary stressed foot,
which would violate the principle of non-finality. However, the gap between
the head foot and the word edge is two syllables, incurring two violations of
E d g e m o s t . The attested type a(méri)ca thus succeeds despite its L a p s e - s
violations:
(5.45)
/america/
☞

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

am(mémrim)cam

5.3.1

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

s
!ss

(á m me m )(ri m ca m )
(à m me m )(rím ca m )

NonFin(s≤ )

s

*

Lapse-s
ssssss

!*

Monomoraic words revisited
At this point the revised hierarchy may be applied to the bisyllabic and
trisyllabic unaffixed words discussed in chapters three and four. The expected
stress patterns based upon underlying syllable weight will be laid out, and the
minority patterns resulting from gemination and /-Ê/ suffixation will also be
presented. Note that the issue of prefixation will be deferred until the next
section. The set of bisyllables which are expected to surface in true
monomoraic stems is as follows:
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(5.46)
/ss/
☞

(LL)
(L)L

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

NoOrph

Lapse-s

*
!*

☞

(H)L
(HL)
L(H)
(L)H
☞ (LH)
☞ (H)(H)
(HH)
(H)(H)

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

!*
*

s

s

sss

s

s

s

sss

s

**

sss
sss

!*

!*

s
*

*
s

!*
!*

*
*

Note that gemination in true bisyllables will not be detectable, as the penult
will be stressed regardless. Cases in which apparent final stress appears will
always be examples of suffixation in /-Ê/; where a stressed apparently light
final is involved, both suffixation and gemination are to be understood, e.g.,
baguétte. Such words are suffixed and so possess internal morphology; in the
table below, the symbol ‘H’ is used to cover both ordinary heavy syllables and
proposed geminates:
(5.47)
{ss}-Ê
☞

(LL)-Ê
L(L-Ê)

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

!*

(H)(L-Ê)
☞ (HL)-Ê
☞

L(H)-Ê
L(H-Ê)
(LH)-Ê
(H)(H)-Ê
(HH)-Ê

☞ (H)(H)-Ê

!*

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

s

s

!s

s

s

NoOrph

Lapse-s

*

sss
sss

*

sss

*

ssssss

!*

*

sss
sss

!*

*
*

sss
sss

*

sss

s

!s
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These account for all finally stressed bisyllables, which must show a heavy
penult, geminate or not. Due to the fact that the suffix in question is a single
light syllable, the patterns which appear in schwa-suffixed bisyllables are quite
similar to those seen in trisyllables. The optimal trisyllables are similar to
those yielded by the earlier, primitive hierarchy explored in (4.3):
(5.48a)
{sss}

Min-2

☞ (LL)L
L(LL)
L(L)L

NonFin(F’)

NoOrph

Lapse-s

*

!*

sss
sss

!*

ss

!*
!*

(H)(LL)
(H)(LL)

!*

(H)L(H)
☞ (HL)(H)

s

!*

☞ (LL)(H)
(LL)(H)
L(LH)

(H)(LH)
(H)(LH)

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

s

(LLL)

☞ (HL)L
(H)(L)L

NonFin(s≤ )

s
*

sss

!ss
s
s

!*

!ss
!*
!ss
s

*
*

s
s

sss
sss

*
*
ss

Trisyllables with intrinsically light penults will always take initial stress, regardless
of the weight of the initial or final syllables. Likewise, those with heavy penults
will always take penultimate stress:
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(5.48b)
{sss}
☞

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

L(H)L

s

s

(LH)L
L(HL)

s

s

☞ L(H)(H)
L(H)(H)
L(HH)
(LH)(H)

ssssss

*

sss
sss

s
!*

Lapse-s

*

!*

sss
sss

s

!*

sss
!*

s

☞ (H)(H)L

s

(H)(HL)
(H)(HL)

!ss

☞ (H)(H)(H)
(H)(H)(H)
(H)(H)(H)
(HH)(H)

!*

NoOrph

*

s

sss

!*
s
!*

*
!ss
s

!*

Trisyllables with any other pattern (for example, with final stress, or a stressed
light penult) are understood as being suffixed in /-Ê/. The optimal forms for
these suffixed cases accord with the minority patterns seen for surface
trisyllables. Again, the symbol ‘H’ refers to both typical heavy syllables and the
proposed geminates:
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(5.49a)
{sss}-Ê
☞

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

(LL)(H)-Ê
(LL)(H)-Ê

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

(H)(LH)-Ê
(H)(LH)-Ê

☞

☞

!ss

(HL)(H)-Ê
(HL)(H)-Ê
L(H)(H)-Ê
L(H)(H)-Ê
(LH)(H)-Ê
(LH)(H)-Ê

Lapse-s

*
*

sss
sss

!*

*

ssssss

*
!*

*
*

sss
sss

*
*

sss
sss

*
*
*
*

ssssss

!s

L(LH)-Ê

☞

NoOrph

!s
!s
!*
!s

*
*

ssssss

sss
sss

(H)(H)(H)-Ê
(H)(H)(H)-Ê

!s

*
*

sss
sss

(H)(H)(H)-Ê
(HH)(H)-Ê

!ss
!s

*
*

sss
sss

*

Suffixed forms with heavy stem-final syllables will display final stress on the
surface; underlyingly, these heavy stressed syllables are penults, as in the
unsuffixed forms above in (5.48b). Suffixed forms with light stem-final syllables
will show surface penultimate stress:
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(5.49b)
{sss}-Ê

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

(LL)(L-Ê)
☞ L(LL)-Ê

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

!s

(LL)(L-Ê)

!*

s

!ss

(HL)(L-Ê)
(H)L(L-Ê)

!s
!s

Lapse-s

*

sss

*

!sssss

*
*

sss
sss

s
s

(LLL)-Ê
(H)(LL)-Ê
☞ (H)(LL)-Ê

NoOrph

s
s

ss

When the penultimate syllable in the stem is light, as in (5.49b) this results in a
form which shows a stressed light surface penult, in contrast to the corresponding
unstressed forms. When the penult is heavy, the surface stress pattern is identical
to that seen in unsuffixed forms with the same stem type:
(5.49c)
{sss}-Ê

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

L(H)(L-Ê)

!s

s

(LH)(L-Ê)
☞ L(HL)-Ê

!s

s

(H)(H)(L-Ê)

!s

(H)(HL)-Ê
☞ (H)(HL)-Ê

!ss

NoOrph

Lapse-s

sss
*
*

ssssss

*
*

sss
sss

s

As the crucial constraints for determining prosodic structure involve
interactions between the final three syllables, monomoraic words of greater
length should be expected to show the same head feet, with secondary stresses
feet iteratively projecting from the left side of the head foot. Heavy syllables
adjacent to stressed syllables should surface either as weak members of feet
(LH), or as unstressed monosyllabic feet (H), as was outlined above in § 5.3.
The investigation into the relative frequencies of these stress patterns,
presented in § 3.2, was relevant for determining both the proposed constraint
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hierarchy and the lexically determined morphological structures which are
provided to it as “input”. Presumably, the acquisition of the grammar works
in the same way. OT constraint hierarchies usually yield up a single optimal
candidate for a given structural type. Thus, if a language presents to the
learner what appear to be different realizations for an apparently unitary type,
the grammar must choose one as the unmarked case, the case in which the
general constraint hierarchy applies and the “input” structure is transparent.
It is sensible for the grammar to choose the most frequent pattern as its basic
one, and this is what has been done here as well. Kager’s first pattern (that
showing final syllable extrametricality) has been chosen as the basis for the
development of the constraint hierarchy.
Using that constraint hierarchy, which addresses the majority of forms,
as the strict foundation for the grammar, the remaining forms are able to be
understood as containing further structures (geminates, morphological
structure) which allow them to also be accounted for using the same
constraint hierarchy. The assumption behind the trends seen in § 3.2 is that
the high percentages are indications of 100% mixed with structurally marked
cases, while the low percentages are indications of 0% likewise mixed. The
degree of mixture depends greatly on the unusualness of the structural
marking, which ranged from low frequency structures, such as gemination
plus suffixation of /-Ê/ (Kager’s “idiosyncratic” third type), to relatively high
frequency things such as the suffix /-Ê/ itself (present in Kager’s second type,
which he ascribed to verbs and adjectives generally and characterized by loss
of final syllable extrametricality).
However, if some other pattern had been most frequent, or if such a
pattern becomes the most frequent stress pattern of English, it would be
expected that a reanalysis would take place of both the constraint hierarchy
and the lexical forms which are fed into it. It is likely that this has happened
numerous times during the development of English, and as can be seen from
various alternant forms (§ 6.3, § 6.4, § 7.4.1), regularization and adjustment of
lexical forms according to the current hierarchy are still taking place in the
present-day dialects of English.
The preceding tableaux are applicable to stems consisting of a single
morpheme. Some bisyllabic and trisyllabic words are however prefixed, and
this internal morphological structure can have an effect on how words
surface, especially with regard to mora augmentation, which is prohibited in
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all the above forms by S t e m - C o h , since they are stems with two moras or
greater. Some of the effects which can be seen in prefixed words are discussed
in the next sections.
5.4

The treatment of prefixes
From the preceding sections it should be clear that prefixes such as
/re-/, /de-/, /pro-/ can surface in three different ways. For example, the
suffix /re-/ can appear as [re≥-], [ré-] or [rÊ-]. This is interpreted here (following
the arguments presented above) as due to the underlyingly monomoraic
structure of the prefix. The lexical form of such prefixes is of the type /re-/,
with a short vowel. When such a prefix is part of a foot, in the head position,
as in (rési)dent, the short vowel is stressed and surfaces with its full quality.
When such prefixes are alone in the foot, they are lengthened as is permitted
by S t e m - C o h , and surface as long vowels, e.g., the noun (re≥)ject. Finally, as
was noted above in § 5.2, when such prefixes appear alone in a footable nonmain-stressed position, they may optionally appear with long or reduced
vowels, but never with short full vowel quality, as in (re¯)(prˆs)al ‹ (rÊ)(prˆs)al.
The behavior of such prefixes depends entirely upon how it is footed and the
status of its foot.
5.4.1

Prefixes in suffixed words
The treatment of prefixes in words suffixed in /-ent/ has been detailed
above (§ 5.1.2), but the treatment of words in /-al/ needs to be slightly revised.
Under the current constraint hierarchy (shown with relevant constraints
only), the optimal candidate for the structure /re-pris-al/ is actually
(r´)(prˆs)al , a candidate that was not offered in previous tableaus (cf. 5.22):
(5.50)
/re-pris-al/

Min-2

NonFin(F’)

StemFtR NoOrph

☞ (r´mm)-(pr¥mm)-sal

rem-(pr¥mm)-sal
rem-(pr¥mm)-saml
rem-(príms-aml)
(rém-prim)-saml

Lapse-s

sss
!ssssss

*!

!m

ssssss

!m

sss
sss

s

*m

m-Coh

mmmmrprsal
mmm rprsal
mmmm
mmm rprsl
mmm rprsl
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Adding an intrusive mora to the prefix in the optimal candidate does not
violate S t e m - C o h , and produces the best candidate in terms of L a p s e - s
violations. However, there is an alternation between the prefix surfacing with
a full long vowel, and with an unstressed schwa, e.g., (rÊ)-(prˆs)al, which
appears to be optional, perhaps related to rate of speech. Such optional
alternations in vowel quality are seen in other unstressed feet, like the /-ent/
suffix (e.g., (prési)(dÊnt) ‹ (prési)(dent)) and in forms like (cóm)(pÊn)(sÅ)te ‹
(cóm)(pen)(sÅ)te. Heavy monosyllabic prefixes in these positions can also
exhibit an alternation between full short quality and reduced quality, e.g.,
(con)(grés)sional ‹ (cÊn)(grés)sional. Long vowels in such positions appear
either in full or reduced forms, but never with full short vowel quality, e.g.,
(còn)(nØt)(ta≥)tion ‹ (còn)(nÊ)(ta≥)tion. The behavior of monosyllabic prefixes
in this manner is consistent across a variety of word types, the underlined
vowels all appearing optionally long or reduced:
(5.51)

(pro)(cés)sion
(pre)(dómi)(nant)

(de)(lìbe)(ra≥)tion
(pro)(híbit)ive

(de)(te≥ri)o(ra≥)te

In positions where the prefix is not adjacent to the stressed stem, it will
always show full stress, e.g., (pre¯)(con)(ce≥i)ve, where the vowel in the prefix
/con-/ is reduced but the vowel in the initial syllable (pre≥-) is footed and
stressed, as it is not adjacent to a stressed syllable.
This again suggests the “stressless” foot, seen above (§ 5.3) in (at)(lán)ta,
which optionally fails to display vowel quality in its single syllable. These feet
would be predicted to appear at the word-edge, or between two other foot
heads, as a result of N o n F i n ( s≤≤) . That is, the reduction in quality in a syllable
is related to the adjacency to other stresses. For example, while the suffixes in
président, résident may optionally appear with the full vowel [É], those in
propónent, respóndent, where the suffix follows the main stressed syllable,
are always reduced. The prefixes which reduce always precede stressed
syllables, and the reduced syllables in the other cases noted above are also
adjacent to stressed syllables. These reduced feet should not be regarded as
defooted but only as unstressed, and the optional reduction is in line with
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that of other unstressed syllables.91 A further constraint is required to restrict
the proliferation of these unstressed feet; otherwise, forms such as
*a(lek)(sán)(drine) would surface as optimal candidates:
(5.52)`

L a p s e - s°:

NI(MWd: s°, s≤, s°)

This states that all unstressed syllables are adjacent to stressed syllables, and
will be violated by *a(lek)(sán)(drine) but not (at)(lán)ta or the other examples
given above. Stressless feet should only appear when enforced by the various
N o n - F i n a l i t y constraints.
(5.53)
/aleksandrine/

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

☞ (àm lem k m )(sám n m )-

Edgemost StemFtR

Lapses°

FtForm

Lapse-s

*

s

(dr´mm n)
a m (le m k m )(sá m n m )-

s

!*

sss

(dr´mm n)
a m (lém k m sa m n m )-(dre¯mm n)
a m (lè m k m )(sá m n m )-

!*

s
s

*

!sss
sss

(dr´mm n)
a m (lé m k m )(sa m n m )-

!ss

sss

(dre¯mm n)

In words where multiple unstressed syllables do appear adjacently, e.g.,
órigin, higher ranking constraints such as N o n - F i n ( F ’ ) enforce these
optimal forms despite the violation of the lower ranked L a p s e - s°.
5.4.2

Multisyllabic prefixes and constituency
There are a number of multisyllabic prefixes, and although they are not
as common as the monosyllabic ones mentioned above, many behave in a
similar way. For example, prefixes like /omni-/, /ambi-/, appear to
subcategorize for a stem on their right; they align their right edges to the left
of the stem, and can become part of the stressed foot under the appropriate
conditions:
91This can be accounted for by an optional constraint which enforces faithfulness for vowel

quality features in unstressed syllables. A stronger constraint requiring quality features in
stressed syllables is mandatory at all times.
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(5.54) (àmbi)({déx)tr}ous (àm)(bí{va)(l}ence)

(òm)(ní{po)(t}ent)

When the root is able to form a foot on its own, as in àmbidéxtrous, the prefix
stands in its own secondary foot. But when the root is light, it requires the
light final of the prefix to comprise the necessary bimoraic foot, as in
ambívalence and omnípotent. Due to the presence of further syllabic material
supplied by the prefix, the lengthening seen in the shorter form po≥tent is
unnecessary in omnípotent .
(5.55)
/omni-pot-ent/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

(om m m )(ním po m )-

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

Lapse-s

*m

s

mmmmmm

s

!mmmmmm
m

!ss

mmmmmmm

(te m n m t)]
(òmm mnim)(po≥mm)(te m n m t)]
(óm m m nim )(po¯mm )(te m n m t)]

More common among multisyllabic prefixes is the behavior seen by /inter-/,
/super-/ and /hyper-/. These prefixes appear to behave as if they were
morphological words in themselves, and indeed súper and hy≤per can appear
as independent words. For example, in nouns like ínterview, íntercom,
súperman, súperstar the main stress falls on the antepenult, rather than the
penult, which should be heavy, since it is a closed syllable. By regarding the
prefix as a morphological word, this behavior can be explained using the
current constraint hierarchy:
(5.56)
/inter+view/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

(ím n m )(te m r m )]

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

s

(vìew mm )]

!*

(i m n m )(té m r m )]
(view mm )]
(ì m n m )(te m r m )]
(víew mm )]

!*

*

s

NoOrph

Lapse-s
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The constraint N o n - F i n ( s≤≤) prevents the main stress from falling on the
final syllable in the given morphological word constituent; another syllable
in the same morphological word must follow. Since [(in)(ter)] forms a
morphological word constituent, its main stress cannot fall on its second
syllable, which is morphologically word-final, despite its weight in that
position. The final syllable of the prosodic word, which itself forms a second
morphological word constituent, fails to take main stress because of the
stronger restriction imposed by N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) , whose domain is the prosodic
word. The final syllable in the prosodic word may not take main stress. Of the
possible candidates, ínterview causes the least violations of the various nonfinality constraints.
In most words, the second syllable of /inter-/ fails to be stressed, even
when followed by a light, unfooted syllable, e.g., ìnterdepéndent,
ìntercollégiate . The restriction on stress in that position remains, even when
the stress in question is not the main stress in the word; it will always be the
main stress within the morphological word constituent /inter-/, and that is
the domain addressed by the constraint N o n - F i n ( s≤≤) . There are a minority of
words, however, in which prefixes of this kind are in fact not behaving like
morphological words, e.g., intércalary, intérpolate, intérpret, supérfluous,
supérlative. For words in /inter-/, it is easy to parse an alternate structure
prefixed in /in-/, i.e., /in-tércal-ary/, /in-térpol-ate/, /in-térpret/. In other
cases, if the sequences in question were interpreted as prefixes, the stems
would be defective, e.g., */super-l-ative/. In other cases, the prefix is clearly
behaving as a stem, and is further suffixed, e.g., supérior, intérior, intérnal,
supérnal. Thus, the sequences in question do not necessarily subcategorize as
morphological words, although in most cases they do; the process is lexical.
Similarly, in a few cases prefixes like /ambi-/ appear to subcategorize as
morphological words, e.g., àmbisyllábic. The question of how this
subcategorization should be handled in an OT grammar will be addressed in
§ 7.1.1.
Words with multiple morphological word constituents provide
further information for fleshing out the constraint hierarchy. In previous
examples, words contained only one morphological word constituent, and so
there was no issue regarding which morphological word would contain the
main stress. In forms like ínterview , the rightmost morphological word,
although it contains the “root” rather than the prefix, is restricted from taking
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main stress by N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) , which applied over the domain of the prosodic
word. But in other words where the rightmost morphological word consists
of more syllables, there is no mechanism by which this choice can be made:
(5.57)
/inter-act-ive/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

(ìm n m )(te m r m )]

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

NoOrph

Lapse-s

ss

*

sss

s

*

sss

ss

*

sss

(á m c m )-ti m v ]
(i m n m )(té m r m )]

!*

(a m c m )-ti m v ]

☞

(ím n m )(te m r m )]
(à m c m )-ti m v ]

Clearly, in such cases the rightmost morphological word accepts the main
stress. This implies a second E d g e m o s t constraint, this one applicable to the
domain of the prosodic word, rather than the morphological word:92
P-Edgemost:

(5.58)

NI(PrWd: Ft’, PrWd, s)

This constraint is ranked below the other relevant constraints; in previous
cases it would have had no effect, as the E d g e m o s t constraint, effective in
the domain of the morphological word, would have always superseded it in
words with a single morphological word constituent.
(5.59)
/inter-act-ive/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

(ìm n m )(te m r m )]

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s

P-Edge

ss

*

sss

s

s

*

sss

ss

ss

*

sss

!sss

(á m c m )-ti m v ]
(i m n m )(té m r m )]

!*

(a m c m )-ti m v ]
(í m n m )(te m r m )]
(à m c m )-ti m v ]
92Many adjectives of this type show alternative forms which take stress on the initial in

phrases, e.g., ínteràctive télevìsion. This is likely due to a constraint governing the adjacency of
Ft’ constituents in the domain of the prosodic phrase (e.g., Align(PrPhrase: Ft’, R; Ft°, L) ),
which is ranked higher than the P - E d g e m o s t constraint. In isolation such a constraint would be
inapplicable, as only one Ft’ constituent would be present in the phrase. Constraints governing
supra-word constituents will not be discussed in this work apart from for reasons of clarification.
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There is one further effect seen due to the presence of two
morphological word constituents in such words. Bisyllabic stems, when
surfacing alone in the prosodic word, are forced to eliminate their final
syllable from the main foot whenever possible, in order to avoid violating
N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) . However, when such stems make up the second
morphological word component in a word, it is possible for the first
morphological word, the prefix, to take the main stress, leaving the second
stem free to be footed entirely. As a result, such words are stressed on the
prefix; example include súpermàrket, hy≤permàrket, súpersònic:
(5.60)
/super-market/

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

☞ (súmpemrm)]

Lapse-s

*

P-Edge

sss

(mà m rm ke m t)]
(sùmpemrm)]
(má m rm )kem t]
(sùmpemrm)]
(má m rm ke m t)]
(summ )(pém rm )]

!s
!*

s

*

sss

*
!*

s

s
s

sss

ss

sss

sss

(mà m rm )kem t]
(súmpemrm)]

!s

*

(mà m rm )kem t]

While (már)ket is the most optimal simplex form, with a prefix that forms a
morphological word it can appear as a secondarily stressed -(márket). When
stems are suffixed, as in ìnterpérsonal, this effect, which is due to
N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) , is removed since the stem is no longer word-final, and such
suffixed forms show main stress on the final, root morphological word
constituent, enforced by P - E d g e m o s t . This series of constraints will also
affect stress in compound words, and compounds where the final member
forms a stem that would violate N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) are stressed on the first
member, e.g., vídeotape, políceman, élderbèrry. Suffixed compounds take
stress on the second member, e.g., nymphomániac.
Monosyllabic prefixes can also form morphological words, although
again subcategorization for this appears to be lexical. Examples of this include
d´-contáminate and r´-crea≥te (cf. récrea¯te; this is a minimal pair,
subcategorization of the prefix being the only difference). Such suffixes tend to
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have a specific meaning, rather than being virtually meaningless (i.e., /re-/
‘repeat’, /de-/ ‘undo’, /pro-/ ‘in favor’). This can be understood as a lexical
subcategorization, and these meaningful prefixes might even be viewed as
separate lexical entries, subcategorizing for the morphological word, simply
homophonous with their meaningless counterparts.
5.4.3

Prefixes in unsuffixed words
Prefixes are also involved in effects involving the right edge of the
word, motivated by N o n F i n a l i t y constraints. As was discussed in § 3.3.4,
there are some classes of nouns and adjectives which correspond to prefixed
verbal stems of the type con-dúct. Some show the same stress pattern as the
verb, e.g., resúlt, efféct, while others show stress on the prefix, e.g., íncrease,
rébound, récess, défect, préfix. The former group clearly shares the same
structure as the corresponding verb forms, the suffix /-Ê/ being retained and
accounting for final stress. The latter group differs in that the suffix /-Ê/ is
apparently not included in the nominal form, and such words show initial
stress on the prefix due to N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) . However, unlike the case in
bisyllables formed from unitary stems, mora augmentation is possible because
the prefix is not part of the morphological stem. Thus, lengthened forms are
expected in both monomoraic prefixes and stems in such cases, without
incurring violations of S t e m - C o h :
(5.61)
increase /in-kres/ Min2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

☞ (ím n m )-(kr´ mm s)

s
s

(ím n m )-kre m s

(im n m )-(kre≥ mm s)

!*
!*

*

im n m -(kre≥mm s)

!*

*

(ím n m -kre m s)

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

!s

*

Lapse-s

sss

sss

*m

mmmm
mmm
mmm
mmmm
mmmm
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(5.62)
decrease /de-kres/ Min2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

☞ (de≥mm )-(kr´mm s)

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

s
s
*

!*
!*

*

mmm
mmm

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

!*
!*

(d´ mm )-(kre≥mm s)
(dé m -kr´ mm s)
dem-(kre≥mms)

*m

mmmm
mmm
mm
mmmm

(de≥mm)-krems
(dém -kre m s)

Lapse-s

!s

*

sss

sss

(5.63)
defect /de-fekt/ Min2
☞ (de≥mm )-(fe m k m t)

s
s

(de≥mm )-fem k m t

(d´ mm )-(fé m k m t)

!*
!*

*

de m -(fé m k m t)

!*

*

(dém -fe m k m t)

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

!s

**

Lapse-s

sss

sss

*m

mmmm
mmmm
mmm
mmmm
mmm

The optimal candidates in these cases would have been eliminated by S t e m C o h if they had formed in themselves complete stems, e.g., brígand. For
longer stems, e.g., dé-ficit, ré-primand, and for multiply prefixed forms such
as dé-re-lict, the larger foot domains preclude lengthening:
(5.64)
derelict /de-re-likt/ Min2

NonFin(F’)

☞ (dém -re m )-(li m k m t)

(de≥ mm -re m )-(li m k m t)

(d´ mm )-(re≥ mm )-

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

s
!ss
s

(de≥mm )-re m -(li m k m t)

dem -(ré m -li m k m t)

NonFin(s≤ )

!*

Lapse-s

ss

*m

mmmm
mmmm
!mmmmm

sss

mmmm
!mmmmmm

s

(li m k m t )
de m -(re≥ mm )-(li m k m t)

s

!sss

mmmmm
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(5.65)
deficit /de-fisit/ Min2

NonFin(F’)

☞ (dém -fi m )si m t

(de≥ mm )-(fi m si m t)

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

s
s

(de≥ mm -fi m )si m t
de m -(fí m si m t )

NonFin(s≤ )

!*
!ss

s
s

*
*

Lapse-s

*m

sss
sss

mmm
!mmmm

sss

mmm
mmmm

In both cases, the adoption of the prefix into the head foot, combining with
the initial light syllable of the stem, is the most optimal choice available.
There is another type of prefixed word which does not show these
effects, but rather shows a short vowel in the prefix, e.g., récord, próduct,
próject. It will be proposed that this type, which is much more restricted in
distribution than the type of word described above, is treated as if both prefix
and root formed a single stem, i.e., such forms are treated like brígand. How
this different treatment of subcategorization and constituency in these forms
can be lexically handled using OT will be discussed in § 7.1.1. Finally, there are
word-initial sequences which are apparently monomoraic prefixes, but which
never show lengthened or stressed alternants, e.g., appráisal, avówal,
aséssment. These stand in contrast to forms like appróve ‹ àpproba≥tion, attést
‹ àttesta≥tion, where the prefix may appear with vowel quality when stressed
and can be given an underlying form /ad-/, assimilation taking place in the
adjacent obstruents. While forms like appraísal could be given the same
interpretation, it is simpler for the grammar to rather regard such forms as
prefixed in /Ê-/. The segment /Ê/ is never lengthened regardless of
moraicism, and also cannot be stressed.93 Since such syllables never appear
with any vowel quality, it is difficult to say how the grammar would be able to
assign any other segment to their nuclei. This is further evidence for an
underlying segment /Ê/ within the grammar, beyond its role in the verbal
and adjectival suffix /-Ê/.
5.5

Summary of lengthening effects
Most of the lengthening effects described in this chapter are the direct
result of morphological constituency. Feet which are restricted, for a variety of
93The best explanation for this would involve head syllables demanding an association to place

features, which /Ê/ lacks.
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reasons, to align with open, light syllables, are forced to become bimoraic due
to the M i n - 2 constraint. There are a variety of strategies for achieving this
bimoraicity, but all produce the similar effect of a lengthened vowel in an
otherwise monomoraic morpheme. The overgeneration of forms with
lengthened vowels is prevented by S t e m - C o h e r e n c e and S u f f i x M o r a s ,
which ensure that such lengthening is licit only within monomoraic stems
and prefixes (§ 5.2). This results in the attested distribution of arguably
lengthened vowels, which are never seen in multimoraic stems or in
unstemmed suffixes.
Vowel lengthening as seen in forms affixed with the /-al/ group of
suffixes (e.g., to≥nal, repr¥sal) is enforced by both S t e m - F t - R , which aligns the
foot to the right edge of the stem, and N o O r p h a n s , which favors the
association of the mora projected by the suffix to the stem, where it can be
footed. Among the /-ent/ group, which subcategorize similarly to the /-al/
forms but are intrinsically bimoraic, lengthening occurs only when
insufficient moras are present in the stem, e.g., so≥nant. When more material,
such as a prefix, is present in the word, it can be incorporated into the stem
foot, e.g., résident. The contrast between the segmentally similar forms
repr¥sal and résident is due to the effect of N o O r p h a n s , which does not
apply to the latter as its suffix is footable (§ 5.1.2).
Monomoraic prefixes such as /re-/, /pro-/ can also be lengthened
when they occur alone in a foot. In some cases, constraints enforcing
extrametricality effects such as N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) prevent stems from appearing
within the primary stressed foot, and the prefix alone appears as the main
stressed foot, e.g., the noun de≥fect. In other cases, the prefix stands in a stem
and morphological word constituent of its own due to its subcategorization,
e.g., re¯-cr´a≥te ‘create again’, which can be contrasted with récr´a≥te ‘refresh’,
where the prefix is part of a single morphological word constituent and fails
to undergo lengthening since it forms a bimoraic foot with the stem syllable
/cre/ (§ 5.4.2). The prefix can also lengthen where it forms a secondarily
stressed foot, appearing to the left of the main stress, e.g., r´vólt, d´ba≥te,
prØv¥de. However, such feet are understood as stressless, and may appear
optionally with reduced vowels, e.g., rÊvólt, dÊba≥te, prÊv¥de (§ 5.4). This is due
to the proximity of the main stress and the restriction of adjacent stresses
enforced by N o n F i n ( s≤≤) (§ 5.3).
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These lengthenings can be contrasted with another, well-known type of
lengthening, so-called “CiV lengthening”. This takes place within the stem,
and is the result of a mis-correspondence between moras projected by
segments and moras which associate to segments. An unassociated mora is
projected (for an /i/) by M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e , and associates to the vowel of
the preceding syllable in the optimal candidates, because the /i/ links to the
onset of the following syllable due to the O n s e t constraint. This shift does
not violate S t e m - C o h e r e n c e , as the mora count within the stem remains
constant. This lengthening is different from the lengthenings described above
as it is the result of interactions between prosodic, rather than morphological,
constituents. Another purely prosodic lengthening effect is seen when two
vowels appear in hiatus, and is also enforced by the O n s e t constraint (§ 5.2.2).
The morphologically conditioned lengthenings identified herein went
previously undetected due to theoretical assumptions about the underlying
lexical forms of these words, which were thought to contain long vowels.
This assumption has led to the various proposals of shortening discussed in
chapter 2, and the subsequent difficulties this approach posed for accounts of
English stress. The distribution of long and short vowels in the English data,
as presented in chapter 3, demands a new understanding of the underlying
forms seen in “level I” words, and the OT accounted presented in chapters 4
and 5 provide an analysis which successfully treats both stress and vowel
alternation. The next chapter applies the OT hierarchy arrived at here, as well
as the conclusions drawn about underlying forms, to further cases of “level I”
affixation and “stress retraction” in English.
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6.

Stress retraction and constituency

6.0

Retraction and OT
In the preceding chapter, most of the forms discussed took their main
stress on one of the final three syllables, in accordance with Hayes’ principle of
extrametricality, now captured in an OT context by using various constraints.
However, there are various suffixed types which can show their main stress
further back in the word, or further back than expected purely on segmental
grounds. These are the forms which have been described as showing “stress
retraction” by Kager (1989) and others, as described in chapter three. As with
previous cases of suffixation, these will be accounted for using
subcategorization constraints and the constraint hierarchy arrived at in
chapter five. In this chapter, a number of the retraction effects noted by Myers
(1987), Kager (1989) and others are discussed and accounted for structurally,
most prominently the retraction seen in the /-ate/ and /-ize/ series of
suffixes (§ 6.1). The constraint hierarchy under discussion will be augmented
to account for new phenomena, and further insight will be given into the
role of morphological subcategorization in the prosodification of English
words, as a number of affix types are treated in detail (§§ 6.2-6.6). Some
contrasts between British and American pronunciations are accounted for by
proposing slightly different constraint hierarchies for these two major
dialects. Following the treatment of various affixes, some of the notable
retraction effects discussed in the literature are addressed (§ 6.7), and finally
the role of the non-Latinate vocabulary will be touched upon (§ 6.8).
6.1

Words in /-ate/ and /-ize/
Two sets of very common verbal affixes which show a consistently
“retracted” stress pattern are /-ate/ and /-ize/. About 95% of such forms
trisyllabic and longer show antepenultimate stress, regardless of the weight of
the penult:
(6.1)

(hési)tate
(cándi)date
(désig)nate (éx)(pur)gate
(déle)gate
(cón)(cen)trate

(hy≥phe)nate
(po≥)(ten)tate
(démon)strate
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This effect is in direct contrast to the treatment of both unsuffixed words and
words in the /-ent/, /-al/ or /-ic/ suffix groups. This type of footing is instead
identical to that seen at word edges in unsuffixed words, and it will be
proposed here that these suffixes in fact subcategorize for morphological
words rather than morphological stems:
(6.2)

a l - S u f f i x a t i o n : Align( Sufal, L; Stem, R)
a t e - S u f f i x a t i o n : Align( Sufate, L; MWord, R)

The constraint N o n F i n ( s≤≤) , proposed above (5.39) to account for stress in
words like brígand, will prevent the morphological word-final syllable (in
this case the penult) from taking the main stress in the prosodic word. Thus,
for cases like désignate, the following tableau will result:94
(6.3)
/de-sign+at-Ê/
☞

Min2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

*

(dé m -sim g m )]
+(nÅ mm t)e
(de≥mm )-(sim g m )]

!s

+(nÅ mm t)e
de m -(sí m g m )]

!*

+(nÅ mm t)e
(dè m -sim g m )]

!s

*

+(na≥mmt)e

Since the E d g e m o s t constraint as formulated above in (5.41) aligns the head
foot to the right edge of the morphological word (rather than the prosodic
word), placing the head away from its edge (which in this case corresponds to
the stem edge, the right edge of /-sign-/) will incur violations; however, the
more highly ranked constraint N o n F i n ( s≤≤) prevents the penult (which is

94As in preceding chapters, certain conventions will be used to mark morphological and prosodic

structure in candidates. Feet will be surrounded by (), stems by {}, morphological words by [],
prosodic words by (). Furthermore, ‘-’ may be used to divide stem syllables from affixes, while
‘+’ indicates a division between morphological words and affixes. The latter conventions are
meant to further clarify notationally complex representations, as in (6.3).
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final in the morphological word) from ever taking main stress.95 Thus, the
unusual presence of (LH) stems within the word, and the general
antepenultimate stress seen in these forms, is explicable via suffix
subcategorization, the morphological word boundary appearing before, rather
than after, the level I suffixes in question.
For monosyllabic stems suffixed in /-ate/, some British pronunciations
fail to show stress on the final stem syllable, e.g., rotáte, castráte, vacáte,
migráte, as predicted by the current constraint hierarchy:
(6.4)
/migr+at-Ê/

Min2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

☞ (mˆmm)] +(gra≥mmt)e

NoOrph

s

(m³ mm )]+(grÅ mm t)e
(mí m )]+(grÅ mm t)e

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

!*

!*
*

mím]+(gra≥mmt)e
(mí m ]+gra m )tem

!*

s

!s

s

s

*

Lapse-s

sss
sss
sss

mmmm

ssssss

mmm

sss

mmm

Setting the main stress on the suffix violates only the E d g e m o s t constraint,
while stressing the stem would violate the more highly ranked N o n F i n ( s≤≤) .
Some dialects, however, including most American dialects, do not permit the
main stress to fall outside the Morphological Word, and the stress is retained
on the stem (i.e., m³grÅte). This suggests a constraint restricting the main
stress to fall within the morphological word, F t ’ t o M W d , which outranks
N o n F i n ( s≤≤) in those dialects. This constraint can be formally defined as
follows:
(6.5)

Ft’ to MWd:

*m

NI(PrWd: PrWd, MWd, Ft’)

This states that for each prosodic word, no head foot intervenes between the
prosodic word and the morphological word. This will be satisfied only if the
head foot is inside of some morphological word. In a position outside the

95In the handful of words which show penultimate stress, e.g., imprégnate, the morphological

structure of such words is evidently different, and is parallel to that of the /-al/ words, i.e., the
suffix subcategorized for the stem rather than the word. See § 7.1.1 for how such cases would be
handled lexically within OT.

mmmm
mmm
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morphological word, it will intervene between a prosodic word edge and a
morphological word edge, incurring a violation. Adding this constraint to the
hierarchy does not affect previous results, as all optimal candidates among
word types dealt with above would satisfy it. Monomoraic stems of the type
seen in mˆgra≥te would be typically lengthened as in the previous cases
discussed, explaining the dearth of light stems of this kind (e.g., nárrate, a
geminate stem). Note that as with the sónant type, the lengthening is no
longer seen when the stem is extended by a prefix, e.g., ìmmigráte.
The subcategorization of /-ate/ and /-ize/ for the morphological word
rather than for the stem, as with the /-al/ and /-ent/ suffixes, suggests that
the stress pattern seen in words with these suffixes should resemble that seen
in their unsuffixed forms, and that suffixed words that are further extended
with /-ate/ or /-ize/ would retain their stress patterns. For example, we find
pairs such as órient ‹ órientate, nátional ‹ nátionalize, èditórial ‹
èditórialize, ìndivídual ‹ ìndivídualize. This is expected, because the role of
the stem remains the same within both forms, the main-stressed foot unable
to encompass the suffix /-al/, which must follow the stem due to
subcategorization. However, to yield the correct forms, it must be recognized
that the definition given to E d g e m o s t above (5.41), which was based on
previous derivational conceptions of extrametricality, is in fact insufficient to
account for this (although this has no effect on the validity of previous
tableaus). Previously, E d g e m o s t stated that the head foot of a given
morphological word preferred to align to the right edge of that word, and was
only thwarted in classic extrametricality cases like (óri)gin, re(vér)sal, by the
higher-ranking constraint N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) . However, when the morphological
word is not congruent with the prosodic word, as in the /-ate/ and /-ize/
forms, N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) will not apply to morphological word-final syllables
which are not word-final in the prosodic word. Thus, nothing would prevent
the incorrect form *[vi(sú-al)]ize. Instead, a new definition for the E d g e m o s t
constraint should be introduced, formulated as follows:96
(6.6)

Edgemost:

NI-R(MWd: Ft’, Stem, s)

96The old formulation of the E d g e m o s t constraint, which may be renamed W d E d g e m o s t , is of

course retained in the hierarchy, but must be ranked below the new E d g e m o s t . W d E d g e m o s t
is relevant where more than one stem is present in a given morphological word; in such cases, the
rightmost stem will be expected to hold the main stressed foot (see § 6.5).
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This replaces the morphological word with the morphological stem as the
second argument of the constraint. Thus, the head foot attempts to align to
the right edge of the stem (rather than the morphological word). This
correctly penalizes the misaligned stem in the morphological word
constituent *[vi(sú-al)], and enforces the correct [(vísu)-al]. It is the consistent
form of the stem throughout such complex words in English that produces,
for most stems, the apparent uniformity of stress under affixation which
inspired derivational theory (§ 1.4). Only when the stem itself is altered, for
example by the addition of an /-ity/ suffix, which subcategorizes within the
stem, is the apparently “basic” stress pattern of a given morpheme altered.
Changing the formulation of E d g e m o s t , which had referred to the
morphological word as both the domain and the second argument of the
constraint, does not affect the results of the preceding tableaux. In most cases,
the words being treated were unsuffixed and the right edges of the
morphological word and stem were identical. For the suffixed cases discussed
previously, e.g., résident, reprísal, the suffixes were both monosyllabic and
standing at the right edge of the word; thus, any candidate *re(prísal) which
satisfied the old E d g e m o s t constraint by aligning to the right edge of the
morphological word would have been eliminated by the higher-ranking
N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) . Even in the /-ize/ and /-ate/ cases discussed above, e.g.,
désignate, the right edge of the stem was congruent to that of the
morphological word. It is only in cases where more than one syllable
intervenes between the stem and the prosodic word edge that the new
formulation becomes necessary. Applying this new definition of E d g e m o s t ,
the complex multiply suffixed forms in /-ate/ and /-ize/ can be accounted
for:
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(6.7)
/visu-al+iz-Ê/

Min2

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR Lapse-s

☞ (vím su m )-am ]

*m

sssss

mmmmm

sssss
s

mmmmm

+(lˆ mm z)-<Ê>
vi m (sú m -a m )]

!s

s

+(lˆ mm z)-<Ê>
(vìm su m )-(a≥mm )]

!*

s

sss

mmmmmm

+(lˆ mm z)-<Ê>
vi m (sù m -a m )]
+(l³ mm z)-<Ê>

!s

s

sssss
s

mmmmm

Both E d g e m o s t and S t e m - F t - R t , which restrict the head foot to the right
stem edge, enforce its position within the morphological word. Thus, words
like vísualize will have morphological words stressed identically to those
seen in unaffixed forms such as vísual. The fact that most of the given
constraints, such as N o O r p h , govern the morphological word means that
the constituent relationships seen within morphological words will remain
constant despite suffixation, e.g., rev³talize, mo≥torize, as long as that
suffixation subcategorizes outside the stem.
6.2

Extended forms of -ate
As was mentioned above in § 3.3.4, the suffix /-ate/ can be understood
as consisting of an affix /-at/ extended by /-Ê/, and other extended forms of
this suffix are also attested, for example /-at-ion/, /-at-ive/, /-at-or/, /-atory/. Unextended /-at/ is seen in a small group of words such as álternate,
désignate, íntricate, immédiate, all ending in [-Êt] rather than [-e∆t]. These
words are all nouns or adjectives, and many, but not all, have corresponding
verbs in [-e∆t]. Most words of this type show the same subcategorization as
verbal forms in /-at-Ê/,97 but the subcategorization seen in the other
extended forms is less obviously straightforward.
The subcategorization of nominal abstracts in /-ation/ is identical to
that seen in the verbs in /-ate/. As with other cases of /-ion/ suffixation, the
stress in these forms is universally on the penult, e.g., cèlebrátion,

97A small minority, e.g., apóstate, insénsate, and some variant forms such as intrícate show a

different subcategorization, similar to that for /-al/ suffixes. See § 7.1.1 for treatment of this
kind of problem.
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rècommendátion , dèsignátion . This stress results from the stem-forming
behavior if the suffix /-ion/, which like other suffixes of the /-ity/ group
aligns its right edge, rather than its left edge, to the right edge of the stem
(4.25). Thus, the /-ation/ suffix itself is the rightmost footed stem syllable in
the word:
(6.8)

(cèle)(bra≥ti)on

(rèco)(men)(da≥ti)on

(désig)(na≥ti)on

On the basis of these forms, it is not immediately clear whether the suffix
/-at/ subcategorizes for the morphological word (i.e., [{celebr}][{ation}], with
two stems and two morphological words in a single prosodic word) or
whether the subcategorization for /-ion/ overrides that, yielding either one
morphological word and two stems (i.e., [{celebr}{ation}]) or one
morphological word with one long stem (i.e., [{celebration}]). The primary
indicator of such constituency, stress retraction, is not solely attributable, as in
the verbal forms, to the antepenult’s final position in a morphological word
constituent. Since the penult syllable (a≥t-) takes main stress as the head of the
rightmost stem foot, the antepenult can never be stressed, due to N o n F i n ( s≤≤) ,
regardless of morphological constituency. However, other constituencyinfluenced features apparent in certain words indicate that /-ation/ is indeed
subcategorizing for a separate morphological word:
(6.9)
/de-sign+at-ion/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

*

(dè m -sim g m )]

NoOrph

Lapse-s

*m

*

sss

mmmmmm

*

sss

mmmmmmm

*

sssss
s

+(na≥mmti)omn]
(de¯ mm )-(si m g m )]

!s

+(na≥mmti)omn]
de m -(sì m g m )]
+(na≥mmti)omn]

!*

mmmmmm

The sub-optimal candidate *(de¯)(sig)(na≥ti)on would surface if not for an
E d g e m o s t violation, incurred by the stressed prefixal foot (de¯) standing two
syllables from the edge of its stem; this foot is the head foot of its
morphological word. Since the domain of the constrain E d g e m o s t is the
morphological word, the fact that the suffix forms the head foot to the entire
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prosodic word is irrelevant to the local E d g e m o s t violation in the leftmost
morphological word /de-sign/.
More evidence for the presence of multiple morphological words in
these forms is found in multiply suffixed forms. Words like vìsualiza≥tion,
còdifica≥tion, òrganiza≥tion suggest the following morphological structures:
(6.10) [{visu}al] iz [{ati}on]

[{codi}fic][{ati}on]

[{organ}] iz [{ati}on]

The initial secondary stress seen in each of these words is expected only if
constraints are acting locally in the domain of an immediate morphological
word, rather than if the morphological word was parallel to the entire
prosodic word (otherwise *vìsuàliza≥tion, *codìfica≥tion, *orgàniza≥tion would
be expected). The behavior of /-iz/ in such forms is also notable; it perhaps
forms a third morphological word constituent (demanded by /-at/) and is at
least a stem in itself. The two optional behaviors of the suffix, as a long vowel
/-ˆz-/ or a reduced /-Êz-/, result from its positioning directly before the main
stress of the word, making it an unstressed foot. As a monomoraic
morpheme, /-iz/ would need to be lengthened to form a foot in itself, but as
an unstressed foot, it may optionally surface with a reduced vowel (§ 5.3).
Subcategorization constraints prevent it from becoming part of another stem
or word constituent.
Forms in /-ator/ also show subcategorization for the morphological
word, and furthermore illustrate that the suffix /-at/ becomes part of a
morphological stem that however stands outside the morphological word in
these forms, i.e.,/[{moder}]{at}or/. This is the identical structure that would be
expected for verbs like móderate, i.e., /[{moder}]{at}Ê/. However, in the
tableau given previously for such forms (6.3), E d g e m o s t was used to
eliminate candidates with stress on the suffix. Since E d g e m o s t as
reformulated applies only within the morphological word, elimination of
such candidates via E d g e m o s t is not possible; instead, the constraint F t ’ t o
M W d , introduced above in (6.5), plays a crucial role:
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(6.11)
/moder+at-or/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

(mómdem)]

Lapse-s

sss

+(ra¯ mm )t-or

*!

mom(dém]+ram)

*

s

s

*

t-o m r
(mómdem)]
+(rà m to m r)

sssss
s

!s
!*

(mòmdem)]

sss

+(ra≥mm )t-or

The form *mòdera≥tor, with stress outside the morphological word
constituent, violates this constraint; otherwise, both this form and the
attested móderÅtor would be equally optimal. For completeness, it is
appropriate for the tableau for désignate be reformulated:
(6.12)
/de-sign+at-Ê/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR FtForm

*

(dé m -sim g m )]

Lapse-s

sss

+(nÅ mm t)e
(de≥mm )-(sim g m )]

!s

sss

+(nÅ mm t)e
de m -(sí m g m )]

!*

sssss
s

+(nÅ mm t)e
(dè m -sim g m )]

!*

*

sss

+(na≥mmt)e

As was the case with the /-at-Ê/ forms, monosyllabic stems in /-at-or/ pattern
differently in American and British English. This can be accounted for by
proposing a different ranking of this F t ’ t o M W d constraint in each of these
major dialects. In British, the constraint is ranked higher than N o n F i n ( s≤≤) ,
thus we see forms like dicta≥tor, similar to dicta≥te:
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(6.13)
UK: /dict+at-or/

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

!*

(dí m c m )]

Lapse-s

sss

+(ta¯ mm )t-or

!*

(dím cm ]+ta m )

*

s

s

*

sss

t-o m r

!*

(dí m c m )]
+(tà m to m r)

s
*

☞ (dim c m )]

sss

+(ta≥ mm )t-or

In American English, the ranking is reversed, and we find díctÅte, díctÅtor:98
(6.14)
US: /dict+at-or/

NonFin(F’)

Ft’ to
MWd

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

*

☞ (dím c m )]

Lapse-s

sss

+(ta¯ mm )t-or
(dím cm ]+ta m )

!*

*

s

s

*

sss

t-o m r

*

(dí m c m )]
+(tà m to m r)
(di m c m )]

!*

!s
sss

+(ta≥ mm )t-or

Nearly all words in /-ator/ of more than three syllables show main stress on
the preantepenult,99 e.g., móderÅtor, ínnovÅtor, cómmentÅtor, extérminÅtor,
as expected for a suffix that subcategorizes for a morphological word
constituent.
6.3

The suffixes -ary, -ory and -atory
The extended suffix /-atory/ presents a complex picture, primarily due
to the nature of the suffix /-ory/, which extends /-at/ in these cases. In
British English, words with stems two syllables and longer present four

98The apparent exceptions cr´a≥te, cr´a≥tor behave as if analyzed as coming from a stem /creÅt/,

rather than being a suffixed defective stem /*cre/.
99Exceptions which show different stress, e.g., conspírator, prédator, each of which have no

corresponding verbal form in /-ate/, apparently show a different lexical subcategorization,
perhaps that of the variant of /-at/ proposed in § 6.3.
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different stress patterns; in American English, this is reduced to two, but there
is on the surface little apparent reason for the distinction:
(6.15) British
[1,0,2,0,0]:
[2,0,1,0,0]:
[1,0,0,0,0]:
[0,1,0,0,0]:

American
ádula¯tÊry
òbliga≥tÊry
círculÊtÊry
defámÊtÊry

[1,0,0,2,0]:
[0,1,0,2,0]:

círculÊtòry
defámÊtòry

American forms fail to display a long suffix vowel /-Åt/, while British forms
never stress the suffix /-ory/. Words showing the first two patterns, which
are simply inversions of each other, are stressed like círculatòry in American
(e.g., ádulatòry). Most British words which stress the /-Åt/ suffix may display
both of these patterns, suggesting that these are actually a single pattern and,
since these are adjectives, main stress can swap to the secondarily stressed foot
under certain phrasal conditions, as in other kinds of adjectives (§ 5.4.2, fn.
24).
In American English, there is a correspondence between morphological
structure and the stress type; most words showing initial stress are similar to
defámatòry, consisting of prefix plus monosyllabic stem, while most words
showing initial stress consist of single bisyllabic stems, as in láboratòry. This
generalization can be extended to longer words, e.g., hallúcinatòry,
ìnterrógatòry. However, there are exceptions, such as réspiratòry, and some
words may show both types of stress, e.g., obligatory. In British, there is less of
a pattern, and some words may show as many as three types, e.g., cónfisca¯tory,
cònfisca≥tory, confíscatory. If /-ory/ was similar in behavior to one of the /-al/
suffixes, such as /-or/, we would expect the optimal candidates in all cases to
show forms similar to [(cón)(fis)](ca¯t)Êry in all cases regardless of the length of
the stem. We would also expect monosyllabic stems to never be stressed if
prefixed (cf. réspirÅtor, éstimÅte), and to be heavy if stressed (cf. gy≥rÅte, do≥nÅte,
díctÅte). However, many words like exclámatory, decláratory contradict this
expectation, while only a minority (e.g., m³gratòry, conso≥latòry) do not.
Looking on to the suffix /-ory/ itself, while on the surface it resembles an
/-al/, neither the data nor the current constraint hierarchy supports this
supposition. To determine what the morphological structure of /-atory/
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words might be, it is first necessary to investigate the /-ory/ words, as well as
the similar forms in /-ary/.
The first difficulty in treating the words in /-ary/ and /-ory/ is that
identifying them is not completely straightforward. It is not clear whether
words like víctory, for example, are /-ory/ words, or /-or/ words extended by
the suffix /-y/. Another problem is the surface realization of the suffixes. In
British English these always surface as [-Êri], and in American this is also
often the surface reflex. This makes these suffixes homophonous with the
level two suffix /-ery/, which is usually not stressed (e.g., bríbery, distíllery);
when it is, it is identical (in American) to the stressed output of /-ary/, e.g.,
mónastèry. However, despite the suffixes’ stresslessness in British, it is still
possible to see that underlyingly the British grammar still recognizes their
different vowel qualities, in extended forms of certain words, e.g., victórious,
àntiquárian, àuditórium. When looking at words suffixed with /-ary/ and
/-ory/, a majority do look as though they follow the typical /-al/ suffix
pattern, wherein stems are parsed into Hayesian feet, excluding the prefix:
(6.16)

(ro≥)tary
(sén)sory
(búr)glary

ad(v³)sory
in(fír)mary
di(réc)tory

(áudi)tòry
(líte)ràry
(cáte)gòry

However, there are a large number of words which fail to exhibit this pattern,
failing to stress heavy stem-final syllables, even when such syllables are the
only ones in the stem:
(6.17)

désultòry
ádversàry
vóluntàry
prébendàry

prómontòry
mómentàry
légendàry
frágmentàry

répertòry
óffertòry
cómmentàry
sécondàry
sédentàry

While forms like adv³sory, infírmary have been offered as evidence for the
cycle by Kiparsky (1982a, b), other equally relevant forms like ádversàry and
sálivàry provide contradictory evidence.100 The surface forms of words in
/-ary/ and /-ory/ are not completely dependent either on their
100There are also UK variants sal¥vary and advérsary, but that is beside the point.
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morphological structure, their syllable weight, or their relationship with any
unsuffixed “base” form.
It is not possible, however, for /-ary/ or /-ory/ to subcategorize for
morphological stems, as do the /-al/ and /-ent/ suffixes. If they did, we
would expect prefixation to occur as with the /-ent/ suffixes, since /-ary/ and
/-ory/ are also bimoraic. But apart from the single initially stressed form
éxcretòry, prefixed forms like adv³sory rather resemble /-al/ suffixes in
retaining stress on the lengthened monosyllabic stem. Furthermore, heavy
stems that should retain stress, such as those of ádversàry, prómontòry, fail to
do so. The behavior of such forms becomes comprehensible, however, if
/-ary/ and /-ory/ are understood as subcategorizing for the morphological
word, just like /-ate/ and /-ize/:
(6.18)
/ad-vers+ary/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

(ámdm)(vemrm)]+

Edgemost StemFtR Lapse-s

*m
mmmmmm

s

(sà m ry m )

!*

(am d m )(vém rm )]+
(sa m ry m )
(àm d m )(vem rm )]+

mmmmmm

!*

s

*

s

sss

mmmmmm

(sa≥mm)ry
(àmdm)(vemrm)]+

!*

mmmmmm

(sá m ry m )

The fact that the stem coincides with the morphological word means that the
stem-final syllable cannot be stressed, even if it is heavy, as was the case with
the /-ate/ forms. This accounts for the words in (6.17); however, there are
also forms with antepenultimate stress to be accounted for, e.g., infírmary.
The solution to this problem is in fact similar to Kiparsky’s, although for
different reasons. Since /-ary/ and /-ory/ align themselves to morphological
words, the morphological word constituents in question may be identical to
forms which occur as independent words, i.e., [in{firm}Ê], the morphological
word constituent of infírm, with final suffixal schwa. If the definition of the
constraint F i n a l M a r g i n s (4.17) is altered to take the morphological, rather
than the prosodic word as its initial argument, then schwa can be understood
as unparsed in morphological word-final position, and forms like adv¥sory
may be accounted for:
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(6.19)
/ad-vis-Ê+ory/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

(am d m )(v¥mm )sÊ]

Lapse-s

sss

*m
mmmmmm

(o m ry m )
(am d m )(vím sÊ m )]

!s

mmmmmm

s

(o m ry m )
(ámdmvim)sÊm]

!*

sss

mmmmmm

(o m ry m )

The mora belonging to the unparsed schwa joins the stem foot; failure to do
so would incur a violation of N o O r p h a n s , whose domain is also the
morphological word. Under this analysis, the primary difference between
words like infírmary and ádversàry is the presence of a morphological wordfinal schwa in the former, which prevents the root syllable from standing in
the unstressable final position. While it is straightforward to say that words
like légend and móment aren’t extended with schwa, while words like adv¥se
and diréct are, no generalizations of this kind about paradigms hold
completely; advérse may also appear with (or without, i.e., ádverse) a schwa.
The morphological structure of complex words such as these /-ory/ and
/-ary/ cases is ultimately lexically determined, and is not strictly dependent
upon the presence of similar morphological structures appearing elsewhere
in a “paradigm” (see § 7.4.1).
One final thing should be said about the difference between the British
and American realizations of /-ary/ and /-ory/. The American forms of the
suffix are stressed when following an unstressed syllable,101 which indicates
that they are part of the prosodic word. However, these suffixes are never
stressed in British, and this suggests that in British they stand outside the
prosodic word, i.e., that they subcategorize for the prosodic word on the left of
the suffix. This also explains why stress remains on the stem even when it is
monosyllabic, e.g., ro≥tary, and never moves to the suffix as in rØta≥te.
Having understood /-ory/ as subcategorizing for the morphological or
prosodic word, it becomes easier to interpret the /-atory/ forms. British-only
forms with lengthened suffix vowel, such as mˆgra≥tory, have the structure
101This is likely to be enforced by a R h y t h m constraint of some kind, although not

N o n F i n ( s≤≤) , which only applies within the morphological word.
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([(mˆ)](gra≥)tÊ)ory, the suffix subcategorizing for the prosodic word mˆgra≥tÊ.
Alternate forms like m¥gratory fail to show the morphological schwa suffix;
having a structure ([(m¥)]grat)ory, the suffix vowel /a/ can no longer be
main-stressed, as it is final in the prosodic word and main stress would
violate N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) . Due to its position, it is not even footed, and thus
surfaces as one in a succession of unstressed syllables. However, since none
are part of the morphological word, the constraint L a p s e - s° (5.52) would not
be violated:
(6.20a)
UK: Non/migr+at-Ê+ory/ Fin(F’)
☞ [(mˆmm )](gra≥mm )t<Ê>)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

*

Lapse-s

sss

-omrym

!*

[(m¥ mm )](grÅ mm )t<Ê>)

sss

-omrym

!*

[(mí m ] gram )tÊm )

s

s

*

sss

-omrym

!*

[(m¥ mm )](gra m t<Ê> m ) )

s

-omrym

(6.20b)
UK:
/migr+at+ory/

NonFin(F’)

[(mˆ mm )](gra≥mm )t)-o m ry m

☞

NonFin(s≤ )

!*
*

[(m¥ mm )]grat)-o m ry m

*
!*

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s

*

[(m¥ mm )]gra m t)-o m ry m

[(mí m ] gram )t)-o m ry m

Ft’ to
MWd

*

!*

sss
sss

s

The optimal candidate in the second case lengthens its stem by borrowing the
orphaned mora from the suffix /-at/. Note that an otherwise optimal
candidate *[(m¥mm)](grÅmmt)-omrym would be eliminated by the high-ranking
constraint S u f f i x M o r a s , which prevents syllables outside the stem from
undergoing mora augmentation.
British forms with longer stems would be expected to show initial
stress as well as a long /-Åt/ when suffixed with schwa (e.g., círculÅtory), as in
the unextended forms (e.g., círculÅte), which share the same prosodic word
structure, and indeed such forms do surface:
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(6.21a)
UK:
/circul+atÊ+ory/

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

!*

[(cìm rm cu m )]

Lapse-s

*m

sss

mmmmm

sss

mmmmm

sss

mmmmm

(la≥ mm )t<Ê>)
omrym
[(címrmcum)]

☞

(lÅ mm )t<Ê>)
omrym
[(cim rm )(cú m ]

!*

*

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

s

s

*

la m )t<Ê> m )
omrym

(6.21b)
UK:
/circul+at+ory/

NonFin(F’)

[(cì m r m cu m )] (la≥mm )t)

!*

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s

*

*m
mmmmm

omrym

☞

*

[(címrmcum)]

sss

mmmm

la m t) o m ry m
[(ci m r m )(cú m ] lam )t)

!*

*

*

s

s

mmmm

omrym

The variant form of such words lacking the schwa shows the completely
stressless suffix complex, i.e., círculatory. Words consisting of prefixed stems,
e.g., óbligÅtory, would also be expected to show this form, since the position of
the stem as morphologically word-final prevents it from taking the main
stress.
As was indicated above, the American forms in /-atory/ show only
two stress patterns, neither of which allow for a long vowel in the /-Åt/
suffix. The best explanation for this is that the schwa-extended /-atory/ forms
are not present in American; otherwise we would expect forms like
*m¥grÅtory.102 In American, all /-atory/ forms are of the type /+at+ory/, as in
/migr+at+ory/:

102A form *mˆgra≥tory would be prohibited by the different ranking in American English of F t ’

t o M W d , see § 6.1.
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(6.22)
US:
/migr+at+ory/
[(mˆmm)](gra≥mm)

Suf-m

Ft’ to
MWd

!*

*

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR Lapse-s

*m
mmmmmm

(to m ry m )
[(m¥ mm )](grÅ mm )

!*

*

mmmmmm

(tò m ry m )

*

[(m¥mm )]

!sss

mmmmm

(grà m to m )ry m

!*

[(mím ] gram)

*

s

mmmm

s

(tò m ry m )

☞

*

[(m¥mm)]gra

ss

mmmm

(tò m ry m )

Since /-ory/ does not subcategorize for the stem constituent, as did /-Ê/, the
syllable /-at/ is not a stem and cannot be lengthened (§ 5.2.1). Monosyllabic
stems will borrow the mora belonging to the suffix to achieve bimoraicism in
the stem. Longer stems will produce results similar to the British forms:
(6.23)
US:
/circul+at+ory/
[(cìmrm cum )]

Suf-m

Ft’ to
MWd

!*

*

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR Lapse-s

*m
mmmmmmm

(la≥mm )(tò m ry m )

☞

[(címrmcum)]
la m (tòm ry m )
[(címrmcum)]

ss

mmmmmm

!sss

mmmmmm

(là m tom )ry m
[(ci m r m )(cú m ] lam )

!*

s

s

mmmmmm

!s

s

mmmmmm

(tò m ry m )
[(cí m r m )(cu m ] lam )
(tò m ry m )

The same should be true of all forms with multisyllabic morphological
words, and indeed there are such initially stressed forms based on prefixed
monosyllabic stems, e.g., óbligatòry, réspiratòry, déprecatòry.
However, the most frequent stress pattern for prefixed monosyllabic
stem cases, in both American and British English, is actually that seen in
oblígatòry, explánatòry, decláratòry. The presence of a short, stressed root
vowel in these cases led Myers (1987) to propose that /-atory/ was a
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“shortening” suffix, despite some exceptions seen in monomoraic unprefixed
stems, such as m¥gratòry (§ 2.2.1). Under the analysis proposed here, it is clear
that the monomoraic stems of these words are being extended to include the
affix /-at/, i.e., that the morphological structure of these words is e.g.,
[ex{plan-at}]ory, [de{clar-at}]ory, the stem containing two morphemes. The
suffix /-at/, which in previous examples subcategorized for the
morphological word, is in these cases subcategorizing within the stem, like an
/-ity/ class suffix. This second type of subcategorization will be referred to as
/-at2/:
(6.24)

i t y - S u f f i x a t i o n ( - a t 2 ) : Align( Sufity, R; Stem, R)

The fact that words like obligatory can appear with both stress patterns
indiscriminately suggests that this is a case of two possible subcategorizations
for the “same” affix. There is no structural reason why one variant or the
other appears in a given word. It might be proposed that there is a second
homophonous affix /-at2/ which subcategorizes differently from the /-at/
seen in the /-ate/ verbs. Some conjecture about the distribution of this /-at2/
can also be made; it appears primarily in extended forms of stems which do
not have a corresponding /-ate/ verb, but rather make verbs or adjectives in
/-Ê/:103
(6.25)

excíte
consérve
obsérve
comménd
refórm
excláim
expláin
infláme
decláre

excítatory104
consérvatòry
obsérvatòry
comméndatòry
refórmatòry
exclámatòry
explánatòry
inflámmatòry
decláratòry

103There are of course exceptions, e.g., confíscatòry, compénsatòry, derógatòry, on the one hand,

indicating that the distribution is lexical.
104This word is an example of the behavior of an underlyingly long monosyllabic stem, i.e., a

stem with a lexically long vowel (/cˆt/) rather than a lengthened one. The long vowel always
surfaces, e.g., èxcˆta≥tion and the /-atory/ form given here.
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defáme
prepáre
oblíge

defámatòry
prepáratòry
oblígatòry

This suggests that for stems with corresponding verbs in /-ate/, the same
subcategorization constraint is used to construct the extended form in
/-atory/, while for other stems a different constraint, referring to /-at2/, is
used. That stems with both types of verbs (e.g., oblíge, óbligate, respíre,
réspirate) can show both stress patterns is perhaps not accidental. Most longer
stems do not show /-at2/, but these also regularly show verbs in /-ate/. One
interesting exception is the British pair lábor ‹ labóratory, where the addition
of /-at2/ has made a stem of the /-or/ suffix. In terms of further extensions to
/-at2/, nominal abstracts in /-ion/ formed from such stems will be
indistinguishable from those in /-ation/, since the /-ion/ suffix will
construct the same type of stem in the optimal candidate:
(6.26)
/ex-plan-at2-ion/
☞

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

(è m x m pla m )

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s

*m

*

sss

mmmmmm

*

sss

!mmmmmmm

*

sss

mmmmmmm

+(na≥mmti)omn]
(è m x m )(plÅ mm )
+(na≥mmti)omn]
(e m x m )(pla¯ mm )

!*

+(na≥mmti)omn]

Thus, the variant /-atory/ forms can be accounted for through alternate
suffixation and morphological structure. A similar solution will be offered
below for forms in /-ative/. The key factor in the optional stress contrast seen
among these forms is selectional rather than morphological or prosodic; one
set of stems combines with an affix which, although homophonous with
/-at/, subcategorizes differently. The question of how such affixes are lexically
selected will be explored in § 7.3.1; since the relationships outlined here are
not strictly predictable and some words show multiple possible
pronunciations, it is clear that this is a lexical process, and the optimal
candidate for a given word will depend upon which “input” morphological
form is used.
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One final pattern among British /-atory/ forms still needs to be
accounted for. These are alternate forms with longer stems nevertheless
showing main stress on the suffix /-Åt/, e.g., cìrcula≥tory. The clearest
explanation of these forms involves the subcategorization of /-ory/. This
suffix demands the morphological word, as was seen in words like
prómontòry. However, the suffix /-at/ also demands the morphological
word, and in the American examples given above, only the subcategorization
for /-at/ was satisfied, e.g., [{circul}]atory. Proposing two morphological word
constituents for such forms, i.e., [{circul}][at]ory, is problematic; such a
morphological word constituent [at] would have no stem, and it is unclear
whether it should be required to have one. Another approach would be to
limit the number of morphological word components allowed in a given
prosodic word, and rank the subcategorization constraint for /-at/ above that
for /-ory/ to yield the morphological structures given above.105 If the tables
were turned, and /-ory/ successfully subcategorized for the morphological
word, the following tableau would result:
(6.27)
UK: Non/circul+at- Fin(F’)
Ê+ory/
☞ [(cìmrmcum)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s

*m

sss

mmmmm

sss

mmmmm

sss

mmmmm

(la≥ mm )t<Ê>] )
omrym
[(cím rm cu m )

!s

(lÅ mm )t<Ê>] )
omrym
[(cim r m )(cú m

!s

*

la m )t<Ê> m ])
omrym

This yields the alternate form cìrcula≥tory. For other types, such as mˆgra≥tory
or the schwa-less versions of /-atory/ (which includes all American cases of

105For words that seem to require two morphological words, like compounds or /-ation/ forms

(§ 6.2), the ranking of subcategorization for morphological words by roots or affixes like /-ion/
would simply be higher than the constraint which restricts the number of MWords in the
PrWord. The subcategorization for /-ory/ would be ranked below the same constraint.
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this kind), the different subcategorization would make no difference in the
optimal surface form.
(6.28)
UK:
/circul+at+ory/

NonFin(F’)

[(cì m r m cu m )(la≥mm )t] )

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

Lapse-s

!*

*m
mmmmm

omrym

☞

*

[(cí m r m cu m )la m t])

sss

mmmm

omrym
[(ci m r m )(cú m lam )t] )

!*

s

s

mmmm

omrym

Since most words with schwa-augmented forms of /-atory/ in British English
can show either pronunciation, this suggests that the two subcategorization
constraints for /-ory/ and /-at/ are not crucially ranked with respect to each
other, and that one or the other may equally be enforced. Another possibility
is that the subcategorization of /-ory/ for the morphological word is optional
in British (the British /-ory/ also subcategorizes for the prosodic word), but
when this constraint does appear, it takes precedence over the /-at/
subcategorization.106 The presence of this constraint would also account for
another optional type seen among the cases with stress on a long stem
syllable, of which explo≥ratory,107 resp¥ratory may be examples. Morphological
structures like [re{spir}at]ory would yield this result, i.e., [re({sp¥mm)r}at]ory
with mora borrowed from the /-at/ suffix. Since the stem is no longer final in
the morphological word, it can be stressed; the resulting word structure is
effectively that of the /-al/ forms.
6.4

Extended forms in /-at-iv/
The forms in /-ative/ present a complex situation similar to that seen
with /-atory/. While words with monosyllabic stems all show initial stress,
longer stems display three types of stress pattern, seen in both American and
British English. Again, many words display more than one type, and the same

106This depends largely on whether the alternate forms are dialectally different, or equally

optional for a given speech community. The Celex database does not contain this information.
107Unless this stem is underlyingly long in some individual’s grammars, and short in others, as in

the variants cy≥clic ‹ cy≤clic seen between some speakers (§ 4.3.3).
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words can show differing but overlapping stress patterns between the two
dialects. The first pattern illustrated below shows a long /-Åt/ syllable, while
in the other two types that syllable is unstressed:
(6.29) [1,0,2,0]:
[1,0,0,0]:
[0,1,0,0]:

législa¯tive
nóminative
provócative

The second pattern presents three consecutive unstressed syllables, while the
third puts stress on the stem syllable. In the case of monomoraic roots, this
allows the underlying short vowel quality to surface. Myers (1987) also cited
/-ative/ as a “shortening” suffix for this reason.
As was the case with /-atory/, the various forms in /-ative/ will be
accounted for via alternate morphological structures. Many words show
variant pronunciations, e.g., cómmuta¯tive ‹ commútative, législa≥tive ‹
législative, quántita≥tive ‹ quántitative, cóntempla≥tive ‹ contémplative,
cónnota¯tive ‹ conno≥tative, and the distinction between contrasting
morphological structures in such words must be lexical. Most words with the
first pattern, for example, show variants with the second. The first pattern is
what would be expected if /-at-ive/ subcategorized like its individual parts,
i.e., [{quantit}]{at}iv:
(6.30)
/quantit+at-iv/

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

☞ (quá m n m tim ) ]

Lapse-s

sss

(ta¯ m m )-tiv
(quá m n m tim ) ]

!s

(tà m -ti m v )
(quà m n m tim ) ]

!*

sss

(ta≥ mm )-tiv
(quámnm)

!s

s

sss

(ti m ] tam )-ti m v

However, the majority of forms do not exhibit this structure, and of those
that do, most also present alternate forms with the second stress pattern given
above in (6.29), i.e., quántitative, with stress three syllables from the right
edge. Such words have been cited as evidence of ternary feet in English
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(Selkirk 1982b). They require an alternate structure, which is slightly different
than that given above, and is not at all transparent with regard to the internal
elements of the suffix, i.e., [{quantit}{at}]iv:
(6.31)
/quantit-at+iv/

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

(quá m n m tim )-

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

!s

*

Lapse-s

sssss

ta m ] tim v
(quá m n m tim )-

☞

!*

*

s

(tà m ] tim v )
(quá m n m tim )-

sss

(tÅ mm ) ] tiv
(quà m n m tim )-

!*

sss

(ta≥ mm )] tiv
(quamnm)

!s

sss

(tí m -tam ) ] tim v

The optimal candidate [(quánti)(tÅ)]tive is expected to show two possible
surface forms. Since the second foot (tÅ) is in an unstressable position (due to
N o n F i n ( s≤≤) ), it must be an unstressed foot and can surface either with or
without vowel quality, as in other unstressed feet seen in prefixes and suffixes
(§ 5.4). In other words, forms showing the first two alternating types of stress
can both be derived from such a structure; both surface forms are equally
optimal. It is harder to explain the structure itself; nothing in the
subcategorization of the elements /at/ and /iv/ seem to require a
morphological structure [_{at}]iv, yet this structure yields the correct results
under the current constraint hierarchy. Another subcategorization constraint
specifically referring to /-ative/ would be necessary to impose this structure
on the candidates.
The final stress pattern, that seen in provócative, is restricted almost
entirely to stems made from prefixed monosyllabic roots. These form a stem
with the /-at/ element of the suffix, suggesting the /-at2/ proposed above for
similar stems in /-atory/. The same distributional patterns apply to these
roots. Such a subcategorization means that the root syllables will never
lengthen, and thus /-ative/ gave the appearance of being a “shortening”
suffix (§ 2.2.1). The structure of such forms would then be like [com{par-at2}iv]
(or [com{par-at2}]iv):
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(6.32)
/com-par-at2-iv/

NonFin(F’)

Ft’ to
MWd

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

☞ (com m m )-(pám -

*

Lapse-s

sss

ra m )t-i m v ]
(cómm m-pam)-

!s

s

s

s

(rà m t-iv)]
(còmm m-pam)-

!*

(rá m t-iv)]

No forms with lengthened stem vowels could surface, due to the highranking constraint S t e m - C o h (§ 5.2). Of course, underlyingly long vowels
remain long here as elsewhere, e.g., conno≥tative, and underlyingly long roots
can show both patterns (e.g., cónnØta¯tive, cóntempla¯tive ‹ contémplative)
while true monomoraic roots cannot (e.g., compárative ‹ *cómpara¯tive ‹
*cómparative). All monosyllabic roots show stress on the root syllable, e.g.,
lu≥crative, fórmative, vócative.
All this suggests that the distribution of /-at2/ might be not be purely
lexical, as suggested above, but rather enforced by constraints interacting with
the root type. It could be possible to propose that a number of ranked
subcategorization constraints govern the suffix /-at/:
(6.33)

Word subcategorization: Align( at, L; MWd, R) = [_ ]at
Stem subcategorization: Align( at, R; Stem, R) = {_ at}

These constraints conflict; as long as /-at/ remains outside the morphological
word, it is not likely to form part of any successful stem constituent, as feet
which cross the morphological word boundary will be dispreferred by a
variety of the constraints in the current hierarchy, and perhaps others. But if
/-at/ is forced into the morphological word by other constraints, it can then
display its stem subcategorization. The interaction between root length and
stem-formation would need to be explained: only monosyllabic roots join in
this way with /-at/, while longer roots appear to remain in their own stems.
Relatively low-ranking subcategorization constraints which interact with
some prosodic constraints might be able to account for this; in any case, the
relationships involved are complex and this is left to future investigation. A
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more conservative account of these facts would rely on an allophonic /-at2/,
which has a clear if lexically enforced distribution among monosyllabic roots.
6.5

Other suffixes with word subcategorization
A number of other English suffixes also show the subcategorization for
the morphological word seen in the cases reviewed above. This section will
round out the discussion of such suffixes, highlighting the differences
between them and true “level two” suffixes, which subcategorize for the
prosodic word. One affix showing subcategorization for the morphological
word is the nominal suffix /-ment/. Stems taking /-ment/ surface identically
in words unextended by the suffix. The initial /m/ of the suffix fails to close
preceding syllables, as it would if the suffix subcategorized for the stem:
(6.34)

bánishment
góvernment

méasurement
wónderment

mánagement
séttlement

In other words, the presence of successive consonants which cannot form an
onset (e.g., /rm/, /Ôm/, /lm/), due to the initial /m/ of the suffix, would be
expected to lead to the projection of a mora (by M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e ) and a
heavy penult. However, the penult in these forms does not receive the
primary stress.
Furthermore, monomoraic stems which show compensatory
lengthening due to /-Ê/ suffixation in their verbal forms continue to show
this lengthening despite that fact that the /m/ in /-ment/ should close the
stem syllable (as above), making these syllables bimoraic, without any need
for further lengthening:
(6.35)

conce≥alment

ref¥nement

aba≥sement

Note that under the derivational approach proposed by Myers (1987) (see
§ 2.2.3), which assumed underlying long vowels for such forms, these long
vowels should have been shortened by “closed syllable shortening”, which
was the central rule of the shortening theory. Here, subcategorization for the
morphological word constituent will instead account for these surface forms:
(6.36) [{bani∞}]ment

[{govern}]ment

[{setel}ment]
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[con{cel}Ê]ment

[re{fin}Ê]ment

[Ê{bas}Ê]ment

Under the current constraint hierarchy, in such cases the penult can never be
stressed, due to N o n F i n ( s≤≤) . Thus *govérnment will never be optimal. For
words in /-Ê/, the root syllable is not in this constituent-final position,
because the /Ê/ syllable is. Schwa fails to be parsed into prosodic structure in
morphological word-final position, as was laid out in § 6.3. Stems which
never appear unsuffixed nevertheless adhere to the principles of wordformation enforced by the constraint hierarchy, e.g., dócument , showing the
structure [{docu}]ment.
Some interesting effects occur when /-ment/ interacts with other
suffixes. A few words in /-ize/, such as chástisement, form nouns in
/-ment/. The suffix /-ize/ also subcategorizes for the morphological word,
and there appear to be alternate structures which can both appear optimally,
[{chast}]izment and [{chast}{iz}Ê]ment, resulting in the alternants chástisement
and chast¥sement. The lexically optional presence of /Ê/ in the structure
appears to account for the difference. In a few other words, an element /a/
appears on the right of the stem, producing an unusual stress pattern, e.g.,
témperament, médicament, with structures like [{temper}a]ment, which
would produce the attested forms. When extended with further suffixes, such
as /-al/, /-ment/ can form a stem in itself, e.g., [(ex)(pèri)(mént)al]. The suffix
/-al/, in addition to requiring a stem, also must be inside a morphological
word constituent, and the constraint requiring this evidently outranks the
subcategorization of /-ment/ for the morphological word. A similar effect is
seen verbs extended in /-ary/, which also compete with /-ment/ for the
morphological word, e.g., còmpliméntary, with the structure
[com{pli}{ment}Ê]ary. Alternate forms like cómplimentàry suggest that
/-ment/ can also win this competition in some grammars. Verbs in /-Ê/ can
be formed from /-ment/ words, although any constraint which might
subcategorize /-Ê/ for the morphological word is evidently not ranked so
high as that for /-al/, since the morphological word boundary apparently
remains to the left of /-ment/:108

108Note that this implies that /-Ê/ also fails to parse at the prosodic word boundary, as was

originally proposed in § 4.1.5.
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(6.37)
/com-pli+ment-Ê/

NonFin(F’)

Ft’ to
MWd

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

☞ (cóm m m plim )]

Lapse-s

sss

(me m n m )t-Êm

!*

(com m m plim )]

sss

(mé m n m )t-Êm

!*

(co m m m )(pl¥mm )]

sss

(me m n m )t-Êm

However, the presence of /Ê/ requires that /-ment/ be stemmed, and the
resultant vowel that surfaces is usually full (cómpliment , verb) rather than
reduced (cómplimÊnt, noun). In the data in general vowels in stems appear
less likely to reduce than those in affixes, outside the stem.109
For noun/verb pairs like ségment ‹ segmént , frágment ‹ fragmént, it
is not clear whether these words are being interpreted as forms in /-ment/, or
as stems {fragment}, {segment}. In the latter case, /-Ê/ suffixation in the verbal
cases would yield the attested finally stressed verbal forms. In British dialects,
the ranking of F t ’ t o M W d below N o n F i n ( s≤≤) would correctly yield
[(seg)](mént)Ê beside [(cómpli)](ment)Ê, suggesting that the monosyllabic stem
forms can be interpreted as suffixed in /-ment/.
(6.38)
/seg+ment-Ê/
(sé m g m )]
(me m n m )t-Êm

☞ (sem g m )]
(mé m n m )t-Êm

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Ft’ to
MWd

Edgemost StemFtR NoOrph

!*

Lapse-s

sss
*

sss

The corresponding American forms, which should show initial stress (§ 6.1),
usually do, and forms with final stress, such as augmént, tormént, can be
understood as not suffixed in /-ment/, but as unitary stems (i.e., /augment/).
Another suffix which subcategorizes for the morphological word is
/-able/. This suffix is similar in form and meaning to the /-ity/ class suffix

109This kind of effect could of course be attributed to a constraint which enforces the surfacing of

full vowels in strong syllables within the domain of the stem.
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/-ible/, and the segmental structure of the latter element in these suffixes is
apparently /bil/, as becomes clear in forms that are further suffixed:
(6.39) lègibílity

àlterabílity

vìsibílity

mèasurabílity

Since the initial syllable of the suffix is never stressed, it would difficult to
determine when a word is showing /-ible/ or /-able/ apart from the
orthography. The best measure of this should be the subcategorization shown
by the word in question. While /-ible/ forms part of the stem, as in all /-ity/
class suffixes, /-able/ seems to subcategorize for the morphological word:
(6.40)

quo≥table
cháritable

ca≥pable
ame≥nable

rede≥emable
inévitable

As with the other affixes of this kind noted in this chapter, /-able/ can
combine with word constituents ending in /-Ê/, e.g., [re{dem}Ê]able, as well as
unextended stems, e.g., [{çarit}]able. Forms which show apparent shortening
appear to be regarded by the grammar as suffixed in the homophonous
/-ibil/, e.g., flámmable, implácable, formídable (which can alternate with
fórmidable), ìnapplícable (also inápplicable). Confusion in the grammar is
further exacerbated by the many words which could well be suffixed in either
/-able/ or /-ible/, e.g., comméndable, deléctable. A further type occurs, as
with the suffixes /-ary/, /-ory/, /-ment/ above, when the suffix /-Ê/ is
lexically not included in the suffixed morphological word constituent:
(6.41)

[cóm{par}]able

[irré{voc}]able

[irré{fut}]able

Alternants such as ìrrevo≥cable, ìrrefu≥table show that the grammar may also
construct “input” forms like [irre{voc}Ê]able. Reasons for this kind of
alternation in the lexical forms will be further discussed in § 7.4.2. As with the
other suffixes of this kind, the combination of two suffixes subcategorizing for
the morphological word results in alternate surface forms, e.g.,
[ré{cogn}]{iz}Êable ‹ [rè{cogn}{¥z}Ê]able. It might be asked why words in /-able/
do not surface with secondary stress on the suffix, i.e., *cháritàble, similar to
nécessàry. The best explanation of this is that the suffix is segmentally /-Êbil/,
with initial schwa, and thus cannot be stressed.
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Similar situations exist among the suffixes /-ist/, /-ism/, some cases of
/-y/, and a number of other, less frequent suffixes. The distinction between
suffixes subcategorizing for the morphological word, and those which
subcategorize for the prosodic word (the level two suffixes), appears in stems
which would interact with N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) , a high-ranking constraint which
takes the prosodic word as its domain. An example is the alternation seen in
télephone ‹ teléphonist . The form télephone, consisting of two stems, the
stemmed prefix {tele} and the stem {fon}, is unable to be stressed on the
rightmost stem due to N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) :
(6.42)
/tele-fon/
☞

NonFin(F’)

Ft’ to
MWd

NonFin(s≤ )

(té m le m )-

Edgemost WdEdge StemFtR NoOrph
most

s

s

s

s

Lapse-s

(fØ mm )n]
(té m le m ) -

!s

*

sss

fomn]

!*

(tè m le m ) -

*

(fo≥mm)n]

!*

te m (lé m -fo m )n]

s

sss

Any form stressed on the final two syllables will violate the non-finality
constraints. However, the final stem shows a lengthened vowel due to the
requirement for stems to be footed, and feet to be bimoraic. Adding a suffix to
the right of the morphological word, but still within the prosodic word, shifts
all syllables in the word one syllable further from the right edge of the
prosodic word, the area affected by N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) . Thus, the prosodic structure
given to the identical morphological word will be different:
(6.43)
/tele-fon-ist/

NonFin(F’)

Ft’ to
MWd

NonFin(s≤ )

(té m le m ) -

Edgemost WdEdge StemFtR Lapse-s
most

!s

(fØ mm )]-(ni m s m t)
(tè m le m ) -

!*

(fo≥ mm )]-(ni m s m t)

☞ te m (lé m -fo mm )]
(ni m s m t)

s

sss
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The constraint W d E d g e m o s t , which is the former E d g e m o s t constraint
from § 5.3, replaced above in § 6.1 in a refinement of the working constraint
hierarchy, governs cases such as this, where two stems are present in the
morphological word. Although a head foot on the right edge of both {tele}
and {fon} would satisfy E d g e m o s t (which only specifies that the head foot is
aligned to the edge of some stem), W d E d g e m o s t tries to align the head foot
to the right edge of the morphological word. Although {fon} itself cannot take
main stress due to N o n F i n ( s≤≤) , the foot (léfon) satisfies the various wordedge constraints even though it divides a stem. Apart from cases like this
however, suffixes of this kind which subcategorize for the morphological
word will appear to have little effect on the prosodic structure assigned to the
morphological word constituents in question, maintaining the consistent
“look” of suffixed stems in these cases.
6.6

Multiply suffixed words
This section looks briefly at how multiply suffixed words illustrate the
interaction of the various subcategorization constraints presented above.
Different suffixes present constraints which are differently ranked, with the
result that the signature effect of various affixes fail to appear in some cases. A
number of such cases were discussed above regarding the affixes
subcategorizing for the morphological word, but similar effects are seen for
affixes in the /-al/, /-ent/ and /-ity/ classes.
The /-al/ class suffixes subcategorize for stems, which means that other
suffixes can themselves be “stem-ized” when suffixed by this type.
(6.44)

ìncreméntal
tèrritórial

coìncidéntal
àctuárial

moméntous
sensátional

Words like moméntous and coìncidéntal illustrate how /-ent/ can become
stem-ized when followed by /-al/ class suffixes. Note that the /-ent/ suffix
itself still requires a stem, so that the structures involved are [{mom}{ent}ous],
[coin{cid}{ent}al]. The root stems behave as expected, augmenting when
necessary to satisfy stem constraints (i.e., mØméntous), but remaining
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unstressed due to their position before the main stress.110 The behavior of
the suffixes /-ary/ and /-ory/ when suffixed with /-al/ indicates that the
ranking of the subcategorization constraint of /-al/ for the morphological
word on its right is higher than that of /-ory/ and /-ary/ for the
morphological word on its left:
(6.45)

/-al/
/-ory, -ary/

Align( /-al/, R; MWd, R)
Align( /-ary/, L; MWd, R)

The structures that come out of this conflict appear to be ones like
[{territ}{ori}al], [{actu}{ari}al]. Cases where word-subcategorizing suffixes like
/-ary/ are added to stem-categorizing suffixes show the same prosodic
structures as in unaffixed instances, as expected, e.g., sédentàry with a
plausible structure [{sedd}ent]ary.
Words in /-ion-al/ are also of interest, as the suffix /-ion/ retains its
position in the main-stressed foot, despite the addition of /-al/ (where we
might expect *sènsatio≥nal). However, the suffix /-ion/ is an /-ity/ class suffix
and therefore part of the stem; the structure of such words is likely to be
similar to [{sens}{at∆on}al], the bisyllabic suffix /-ation/ not showing any
prosodic changes when suffixed by /-al/, since it is already a stem. As was
noted above (§ 2.2.5), the contrast between na≥tion and nátional is idiosyncratic
and purely lexical, as most words in /-ation-al/ do not show any vowel
alternation.
Cases of sequences of /-al/ class suffixes are difficult to identify;
possibilities include àdject¥val, sùbstant¥val, which would show the
monomoraic suffix /-ive/ being augmented as a stem in itself. The difficulty
with these forms is that the simplex forms ádjective, súbstantive
unexpectedly fail to show stress on heavy penults, and thus have an
idiosyncratic structure. At odds with these forms is féstive, which itself is
problematic and appears to be a single stem {festiv}. Words which show
apparently incorrect subcategorization such as these will be handled lexically,
and are discussed in § 7.1.1.

110The lack of a long initial seen in paréntal, as well as the alternation in the unsuffixed form

párent ‹ pa≥rent suggests that this may not be a true /-ent/ form but a stem {pÅrent} with a
simpler lexical alternant {parent}.
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Cases where /-al/ and /-ent/ suffixes are extended by /-ity/ class
suffixes are more commonplace. In all cases, the subcategorization for the
/-ity/ class suffixes to take a morphological word on their right and to form
part of a stem with the morpheme on their left overrides all other
subcategorization constraints, and the constraints governing these affixes
must be the most highly ranked of the types discussed here:
(6.46)

rèceptívity

àbnormálity

vocálic

Again, the /-al/ class take stems on their left; the /-ity/ class suffixes force
them to become part of stem that includes the suffix. The morphological
word boundary, however, is at the right edge of the word, enforced by the
subcategorization of the /-ity/ class. Thus the structures created are
[re{cept}{ivity}], [{voc}{alic}Ê] rather than *[re{cept}{iv]ity}, which would
produce the incorrect result. The subcategorization of /-ity/ for a
morphological word on the right outranks that of /-al/, and other constraints
evidently enforce the restriction of a single morphological word constituent
to the candidates. Only in certain situations, such as in compounds (§ 5.4.2),
do constraints enforcing the presence of multiple word constituents allow
such structures to surface.
Similar to the multiply suffixed words taking the /-al/ series are the
stressed suffixes, such as /-ese/, /-ee/, /-eer/, as in chˆne≥se, còmmande≥er,
dìvorce≥e. Such suffixes will be understood as forming stems and lying within
the morphological word. The simplest way to account for such structures is to
regard these affixes as themselves suffixed in /-Ê/. Thus, the structure of such
words would be as follows:
(6.47) [{chin}{es}Ê]

[com{mand}{er}Ê]

[di{vorc}{e}Ê]

The suffix /-Ê/ subcategorizes for a stem constituent, as do the other /-al/
class suffixes. The stressed suffixes would also subcategorize for stem
constituents, but would be suffixed themselves, producing a situation in
which they were stressed. The stem syllables immediately preceding them
would be unable to take stress by N o n F i n ( s≤≤) , and could appear either as
unstressed feet or the unstressed members of bisyllabic feet, as in the
examples above. Stems requiring feet would be augmented although not
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stressed, as in chˆne≥se. As with most unstressed feet that are nevertheless part
of a stem, these stressless feet are not reduced, but display their long vowel.
One interesting word in /-ese/ is jápanese, whose stress pattern conflicts with
that of the simplex japán. The latter shows a stress pattern which would be
ascribed to Kager’s third, idiosyncratic group (§ 3.1.2). This suggests a
morphological structure [{japann}Ê], with both geminate and final suffixal
schwa. Suffixing the stem {japann} with /-ese/ will produce the attested form,
as the geminate syllable would fail to take stress due to N o n F i n ( s≤≤) , and the
usually dispreferred foot type (jápann) would nevertheless be the most
optimal. Another interesting form is appointe≥e, which must have the
prosodic structure [Ê(poin)(te≥)Ê]. The prefix /Ê-/, proposed above in § 5.4.3 to
account for prefix syllables that are never stressed, fails to form a foot
*(Ê≤point), even when this would be otherwise favored by the constraint
hierarchy. Instead, the stem syllable {point} remains a monosyllabic foot, even
though it is adjacent to the main stress.
6.7

Retraction
Kager (1989) and others have described a series of phenomena referred
to as stress retraction, which was presented in § 3.1.4. Many words ascribed to
this category are completely regular according to the general stress pattern as
analyzed here, and were only described as retracted due to theoretical
assumptions within the derivational framework. For example, words of the
following kind, showing so-called Strong Retraction, were thought to warrant
a final stress because of the weight or length of their final syllables. The main
stress in such words, which actually appears on the antepenult, was thought
to be retracted via a serial derivational process:
(6.48) ábsolùte
tácitùrn

mánifèst
páradìse

húrricàne
dífficùlt

Preventing the final syllable from receiving main stress, due to the
extrametricality effect (enforced by N o n F i n ( F t ’ ) ) yields the regular pattern
[(s≤m(m)sm)(smm)] for most of these forms. The final feet in question, belonging to
the stem constituent, may not take the main stress but are nevertheless
footed, satisfying various constraints such as E d g e m o s t , S t e m - F t - R and
L a p s e - s.
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(6.49)
difficult /dificult/

NonFin(F’)

NonFin(s≤ )

Edgemost StemFtR Lapse-s ° FtForm

☞ (dí m fi m )(cu m l m )t

Lapse-s

s
!*

(dí m fi m )(cù m l m )t
(dí m fi m )cu m l m t

!s

di m (fí m cu m l m )t

!*

(dì m fi m )(cú m l m )t

!*

s

sss
*

sss

*

The theories cited by Kager (1989) in his analysis did not have a mechanism
by which a syllable could be footed and yet not automatically receive the
promotion to head foot given by End Rule: Right (apart from retraction,
which was applied afterwards to undo the effects of the End Rule). While the
(potentially) full vowels of the final syllables in these forms prompted earlier
theorists to posit secondary stresses, here these syllables are considered to be
stressless feet (§ 5.3, § 5.4.1). The characteristic sign of stressless feet is the
optional reduction of short vowels in closed stem syllables (e.g., díffic[Ê]lt);
long vowels in the same position can also reduce in some dialects (e.g.,
húrricane [hÛ≤r ÌkÊn]).
So-called Weak Retraction similarly follows the usual group I stress
pattern:
(6.50)

e(léc)tròde

sta(lág)mìte

py(rámi)dòid

Again, the final heavy syllables seem to form a monosyllabic foot. Words
belonging to this group show an set of infrequent suffixes such as /-oid, -ite,
-ide/. A few word pairs, like sphe≥roid ‹ sphérical, suggest that these words
have a similar structure to those in /-ent/, enforcing the bimoraic stem in
such cases via stem augmentation (i.e., [({sfe≥)(r}oid)] ). However, there are too
few examples to determine the further behavior of these suffixes, and while
/-oid/ is quite clearly a suffix, other endings like /-ite/ or /-ode/ which can
be grouped into this category are morphologically less clear. Monomorphemic
words ending in long vowels show similar stress patterns.
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The words described as undergoing Sonorant Retraction are numerous,
and this retraction mode appears to contradict the regular stress pattern, as an
apparently heavy, closed syllable is not footed but is rather skipped over:
(6.51) hélminthòid
Háckensàck

cávalcàde
pálimpsèst

árgentìne
álgernòn

hóttentòt

These can be contrasted with words whose penults are closed by nonsonorants, as in (3.11). However, the fact that sonorants figure in the
relationship recalls the solution to a different problem. There are a number of
words like álabàster, cátaclysm, régister which appear to show unusual stress,
disregarding a stressable penult and rather displaying main stress on the
antepenult. All of these forms end in surface syllabic sonorants, and the best
explanation of this type involves regarding this final “syllable” as a final
margin constituent, structurally similar to an onset cluster (§ 4.1.3):
(6.52)

[(ála)(bastr)]

[(káta)(klizm)]

[(régistr)]

A similar explanation has been used to account for the apparent
monosyllabicity (in the context of derivational theory, cf. § 6.3) of the suffixes
/-ary, -ory/ by Chomsky & Halle (1968), Liberman & Prince (1977), Kager
(1989), among others, who suggest an underlying structure like /-or∆/, /-ar∆/
for these affixes. In phonological terms, syllabic resonants of the kind
proposed in (6.52) are more plausible than such word-final syllabic glides.
And if resonants in final position can be regarded as syllabic, there is no
reason not to regard the resonants seen word internally in the same way:
(6.53) [(hélmn)(Joid)]
[(hákn)sak]

[(kávl)(kÅd)]
[(pálmp)(sest)]

[(árÔn)(tˆn)]
[(álÔr)(non)]

[(hótn)tot]

Almost all of these words have no internal morphological structure, and the
internal “vowel” proposed for the penult in the traditional analysis of these
forms has no distinctive vowel quality, but closely resembles the syllabic
resonant in most cases. The reasons for proposing a syllable in this position in
previous analyses were evidently due to orthography and the assumption
that clusters of the form -CRC- could not appear word internally, although
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-CR# could be proposed word-finally. The postulation of such lexical forms
would help explain the contrast seen between words like hóttentot or
cávalcade and recóndite or appéndix, which show the expected stress patterns
for words with closed penultimate syllables. The latter two would thus have
full vowels in their penults (e.g., /rekondˆt/, /apendiks/), while the former
are really bisyllabics (e.g., /kavlkÅd/, /hotntot/) with internal -CRC- clusters
which surface as word-internal syllabic nasals.111 There is no a priori reason
to restrict lexical entries containing such internal consonant sequences, and
this proposal provides an explanation of how such lexical entries could
surface while at the same time accounting for the phenomenon of “sonorant
retraction”. The idea that lexical entries must consist of nicely alternating and
easily syllabifiable CV sequences, which mirror their surface forms, is just
another assumption of derivational theory.112
Kager’s examples of so-called “long retraction” included words of the
following type, cited above in (3.9):
(6.54)

péregrinàte
amélioràte
detérioràte

cátamaràn
húllaballòo
rígamaròle

manípulatòry
hallúcinatòry
artículatòry

The types in /-ate/ and /-atory/ have been discussed above in (6.7) and (6.21).
The /-ate/ forms are multiply suffixed, and the stem-subcategorizing suffixes
(here /-or/ and /-ine/113) are unable to take the main stress due to their
111There are a number of alternative ways to understand these forms. They could be seen as

containing an underlying stem-internal /Ê/, i.e., /kavÊlkÅd/, /hotÊntot/. This vowel is unable to
take a position as the stressed syllable in the foot (§ 5.4.3), and so will always be the weak
member of a foot when footed. Another possible interpretation would involve projecting a mora
from the syllabic sonorants (by M o r a i c P r o m i n e n c e , as they appear between two less sonorant
segments), which acts the nucleus of a weak foot syllable, i.e., (cámvlm)(cammde).
112On the other hand, any proposed lexical form which is not the best antecedent of the optimal

surface candidate, but was rather expanded by default strategies like epenthesis (e.g., if /ktmrn/
was a plausible lexical entry for cátamaran), would be replaced in the lexicon by a more optimal
underlying form which yields the same surface form (e.g., /katÊmÊran/). This process is known
as L e x i c o n O p t i m i z a t i o n (§ 7.1). The only reason unusual forms like /kavlkÅd/ would remain
in the lexicon is that such a form best yields the surface form cávalcade, given the English
constraint hierarchy.
113This is not a common suffix, but a suffixal identification is useful to explain similar words
such as díscipline ‹ dísciplinary.
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position at the end of the morphological word. In such forms, the stress
remains on the stem foot, which is thus one syllable further to the left than
had there been no internal suffixation. The morphological word boundary is
inside the prosodic word, and so the sequence of stressless syllables does not
incur any fatal violations. The situation is similar in the /-atory/ words.
The remaining few words, which are monomoraic, are best explained
through the presence of underlying /Ê/ within the stem, i.e., /katÊmÊran/,
/hulÊbÊlu/, /rigÊmÊrØl/ (§ 5.4.3). These vowels surface with no quality and
are plausibly not otherwise interpretable to learners. The unstressability of
/Ê/ will force the attested foot structures. The limited distribution of schwas
in lexical entries means that there are not so many of these marginal forms.
However, in OT all forms, including these, need to be accounted for, and the
proposal of /Ê/ by the grammar is the most effective way of dealing with
these forms, as there is then no need to rework the entire complex grammar
of foot-formation on the basis of a few infrequent and lexically unanalyzable
forms.
6.8

The non-Latinate grammar
The primary focus of this work concerns the Latinate vocabulary of
English, a set of words borrowed into English via French and Latin, and
possessing many of the morphological and grammatical features of Romance
languages. In many ways, the Latinate grammar can be regarded as a foreign
sub-grammar grafted onto English. In this section, the “native” English
grammar will be briefly discussed, as its words also need to be accounted for
via the same constraint hierarchy. However, this is not the main focus of this
study, and a detailed investigation into the native lexicon will be left for
future investigation.
“Native” English words are quite different from Latinate ones; there is
far less morphology, and most words are only one or two syllables long. There
are certainly some vowel alternations to be seen, for example w¥ld ‹
wílderness, or ke≥ep ‹ képt, w¥de ‹ wídth. However, most such words or
affixes show morphological idiosyncrasies, and do not display regular
patterns. For example, the suffix /-th/ is also seen with the irregular
alternation lóng ‹ léngth, with stem allomorphy, while e≥ight ‹ e≥ighth fails to
present the shortening seen in f¥ve ‹ fífth. The extension to w¥ld seen in
wílderness is likewise unique to that word. On the other hand, the
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alternation seen in ke≥ep ‹ képt appears regularly in a limited set of verbs
which form their past tense in /-t/. Following the principles outlined above,
most of these cases can be explained in the same way as the “shortening” cases
from the Latinate vocabulary (§ 4.3.1). If the suffix /-t/ is understood as
subcategorizing within the stem, then morphologically conditioned
lengthening will not take place, since the addition of the suffix into the stem
makes it bimoraic, rendering lengthening unnecessary, i.e., [{kep}Ê] ‹ [{kept}Ê],
[{wid}Ê] ‹ [{wid-J}Ê].
However, this does not explain the mass of monosyllabic words of the
form hít, which show what in the Latinate grammar would be considered a
single light syllable. According to the current constraint hierarchy, we would
expect such a syllable to be lengthened, but in reality about 28% of
monosyllabic words show this structure. One solution to this problem would
be to label all these stems as geminate-final (that is, they have lexical moras
linked to the stem-final consonant). This might appear to be problematic,
since geminates appear only in about 13% of the Latinate words, not 28%.
Such a solution also appears to introduce complexity into the lexical entries
involved. However, there are a number of arguments in favor of the
geminate analysis. One is that many of these forms are historically geminate,
such as hít (Old English hittan), líck (Old English liccian), and the underlying
geminate structure (i.e., a lexical consonantal mora) can be understood as
surviving into the synchronic grammar.
Another point is that arguments on the basis of lexical complexity fall
down when regarding monosyllables with surface long vowels, such as re≥ad,
e≥at, co≥al. These account for about 29% of monosyllabic roots, and if regarded as
underlyingly long, would themselves need to be marked with a mora in the
lexicon. Marking the geminates rather than the surface long vowel cases
(which would then be regarded as /red/, /et/, /col/) with moras involves
almost exactly the same number of stems, a bit fewer in fact. This latter
interpretation also accounts for alternations like ke≥ep ‹ képt, sle≥ep ‹ slépt,
without making forms like e≥ighth exceptions. Such words would be regarded
rather as underlyingly long (i.e., {´t}‹ {´t-J} vs. {fiv}‹ {fiv-J}), as in the
Latinate examples given above.
A second explanation, which seems less promising, would be to regard
non-Latinate stems as subcategorizing directly for the prosodic word, avoiding
the constraints which enforce final consonant extrametricality on the
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morphological word. In such a situation, final consonants would be syllableclosing and moraic, hence words like hít would be bimoraic, and lengthening
would only be seen in open syllables, e.g., be≥, go≥.114 It is likely that this second
explanation poses a number of further difficulties, which will not be further
explored here. The issue of how the non-Latinate vocabulary of English
further behaves will have to be left to future research.
6.9

Conclusions about English stress patterns
In chapters 3-6, structures have been proposed to account for the
various stress patterns seen in both complex and simplex words in English.
The various alternations seen between related words, and the differing stress
patterns seen across the vocabulary, have largely been accounted for by
proposing various morphological structures for different word types,
enforcing this primarily through affix subcategorization. Taking the “Latin”
stress pattern showing final syllable extrametricality (Kager’s group I) as the
basic stress pattern (§ 3.3), the general verbal pattern (group II) can be
accounted for by the presence of a suffix /-Ê/ (§ 3.3.4), while idiosyncratic
examples of apparently light monosyllabic feet (group III) can be understood
through the proposal of lexical moras linked to consonants, i.e., geminates (§
3.3.2). Differing patterns seen among the various affixed forms have been
connected to the different morphological subcategorizations demanded by
these affixes (§ 4.2), and the resultant edge effects seen in these constituents (as
seen in chapters 4-6).
Vowel alternation has been accounted for by reassessing the status of
long vowels in morphologically predictable positions (§ 4.3). By analyzing the
relative frequencies of syllable types throughout the lexicon, rather than
concentrating upon a few unusual forms, the unexpectedly infrequent
distribution of light syllables in monosyllabic roots as compared to
multisyllabic roots could be identified and accounted for through the proposal
of morphologically conditioned lengthening (§ 4.3.1). Vowels which failed to
undergo “shortening” can now be understood as underlyingly long, while
short vowel quantity can be seen as the unmarked case for most vowels in the
lexicon (§ 4.3.3). This reassessment of the underlying forms for Latinate roots

114It is true that almost no words of the form *bé appear in English, but this would also be the

case under the explanation offered previously.
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led to further clarifications, such as the otherwise inexplicable “retraction”
and “shortening” seen in forms like résident (§ 5.1).
The preceding account of the general stress patterns of English has the
advantage of being expressible via a single constraint hierarchy, which is
necessary for a constrained Optimality Theory account. No previous
treatment of English stress has been able to account for the variety of stress
patterns in a uniform manner, or for contrasts in the treatment of
segmentally identical forms without resorting to unstructured exception
marking and extra-theoretical provisos, excluded from this approach. Here,
idiosyncratic patterns have been accounted for by linking prosodic and
morphological constituents, necessary for the overall analysis, to lexical items
themselves. These tactics require no further complexity than traditional
lexical entries and affixation rules, but allow for a coherent OT account of
English stress and vowel alternation.
The above account relies on the lexicon as the storehouse of
idiosyncratic information, both segmental and constituent-based. In other
words, it is “underlying” morphological and prosodic structures which are
responsible for the varying surface realizations afforded to segmentally
similar candidates. These different arrangements of lexically specified
constituents are necessary for the grammar to account for the many different
stress patterns that the language learner is confronted with when acquiring
the grammar of English. Each and every word must be an acceptable output,
or put another way, a lexical form which can fit into the existing context of
the grammar must be found for every word.
For most words, the correspondences between the structures required
by the grammar and the logical structure of the word are consistent, and it is
this regularity which allows for the correct grammar to be generated as it
stands. However, not all correspondences between the prosodic structure and
logical morphological structure of words will be regular. In some cases, an
unusual word demands a structure which puts it at odds with other parts of
the grammar, perhaps with related forms in the “paradigm”, or with general
assumptions about word structure. Such words are commonly regarded as
“exceptions”, and must be accounted for as well in the grammar. The next
chapter treats the concept of exceptionality, and how it may be dealt with in
Optimality Theory. In doing so, it also reassesses the role of the lexicon in
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assigning morphological structures, and the relation of the lexicon to the rest
of the grammar.
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7. The Architecture of the Lexicon

7.0

Treating lexical exceptions
In the previous chapters, constraint hierarchies were proposed which
accounted for the most general patterns seen in the relationship between
word structure and word stress. The most common type, corresponding to
Kager’s (1989) first stress pattern, was accounted for by the application of the
constraint hierarchy to simple strings of “input” morphemes. Other less
common types, such as Kager’s second and third groups, were accounted for
by the introduction of further structure into the underlying representation,
for example prosodic material (moras which accounted for syllable weight) or
morphological material (the suffix /-Ê/). For complex affixed words,
subcategorizations were offered to enforce domains within which the
“regular” patterns could then be seen. These proposals were able to account
for a large majority of the attested forms, covering a variety of patterns.
However, there remains a residue of attested forms which, without further
explanation, would not appear to represent optimal candidates. These would
be described in a traditional derivational system as “lexical exceptions”, words
whose unusual structure can only be accounted for special lexical entries
which exempt them from otherwise general processes.
In this chapter, ways of accounting for such forms within the context of
Optimality Theory will be explored, and conclusions will be drawn about the
role of the lexicon in OT. Following a proposal by Russell (1995), it will be
argued that the most theoretically sound way to approach the lexicon is to
incorporate it into the constraint hierarchy itself, resulting in a unified system
of representation for the entire grammar. Morphological selection will be reexamined in the context of Optimality Theory, whose general principles will
be used to explicitly formalize the way in which “input” morphological
structures are selected into the evaluation process, bringing this into line with
the more familiar selection of prosodic constituents. The two major
theoretical perspectives on morphological selection, the modern version of
the generative model typified by Pinker (1991), and the network model of
Bybee (1985, 1995) will be discussed and the assumptions behind traditional
underlying forms clarified in terms of Optimality Theory.
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The view to be developed herein follows a proposal of Russell (1995)
that morphological selection can be represented using constraints within the
hierarchy, just as McCarthy & Prince (1993a, b) have represented other
traditionally lexical properties, such as affix subcategorization, with
constraints (as was done in the preceding chapters). Proposing that not just
the assignment of morphological structure, but that morphological selection
itself is the result of high-ranking constraints, leaves open the possibility that
in some languages these constraints may be low-ranked and may thus interact
with prosodic constraints, as has been proposed by Russell (1995) to explain
certain underspecification effects in Hua. Carrying through this proposal
unifies the grammatical system, dispenses with an autonomous lexicon (but
not its benefits) and represents the entire grammar through the common
formalism of the constraint hierarchy.
In the following sections, this view of the lexicon is developed. The
status of lexical exceptions is first examined (§ 7.1), and an OT solution
accounting for structurally exceptional forms is proposed (§ 7.1.1), which leads
to questions about the status of the “input” string within OT (§ 7.1.2). Issues of
complexity and economy in representation, and a discussion of the major
current perspectives on morphology and the lexicon follow (§ 7.2), as well as a
re-evaluation of the assumptions underlying them (§ 7.3). A third, semantic
constituent hierarchy is proposed, for use with lexical selection constraints
within OT (§ 7.3.1), an idea which is further developed using Russell’s concept
of constraints as the lexicon (§ 7.3.2, § 7.3.3). This proposal is shown to retain
the power and expressiveness of previous approaches to morphology and the
lexicon, while avoiding their pitfalls (§ 7.4). It further allows for the formal
determination of complexity and economy in the grammar (§ 7.4.2), and an
evaluation metric (§ 7.4.3). After the OT principle of the universality of
constraints is reassessed in the context of this approach (§ 7.4.4), some
proposals for future research are put forth, regarding the formalization of
constraints and the treatment of segmental and post-lexical effects.
7.1

Exceptional forms
There are various reasons why forms may be regarded as exceptional,
but they all revolve around assumptions about the word’s lexical entry. For
example, the form vanílla is exceptional only in the sense that an assumption
exists regarding the relationship of its surface segmental form to its
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underlying form. Since on the surface, with regard to segmental quality and
duration, vanílla consists of three light syllables, a correspondingly light
underlying lexical entry /vanila/ is proposed. This is a reasonable
assumption, because it holds for many other words, such as pámela, órigin.
Being such a word, it should also show the stress pattern of pámela, yet it does
not. However, it is the surface stress of vanílla itself that is indicative of the
intrinsic weight of the penult, even if that weight is not also expressed by
segmental quality or duration (as it is in the “long” vowels). Because the
correspondence between the extra mora and its surface realization is not
transparent, the surface form vanílla can be regarded as “exceptional”.
Nevertheless, proposing a lexical form /vanilma/, using structures (in this
case, lexical moras) necessary for other words (like those with lexically long
vowels), allows for the proper evaluation of candidates against the constraint
hierarchy, rather than simply marking the word as exceptional within the
grammar of English. The lexical form is p r e s p e c i f i e d with prosodic
structure which allows the correct optimal form to be arrived at by the
grammar (Inkelas, Orgun & Zoll 1994).
The proposal (by the grammar) of a structure like /vanilma/ to account
for the attested spoken form vanílla would be an example of L e x i c o n
O p t i m i z a t i o n , the calculation of the simplest plausible lexicon from the
language as it is learned, a process which each speaker must undergo. Lexicon
Optimization, introduced by Prince & Smolensky (1993: 192) demonstrates
that the relationship between surface and lexical forms as defined by
Optimality Theory is bi-directional, i.e., OT principles can be used to
determine the lexical entries from the surface forms as well as vice versa.
Such a mechanism is necessary to explain language acquisition. Inkelas (1994:
6) explains Lexicon Optimization as follows:
“Of all possible underlying representations that could generate the attested phonetic form of
a given morpheme, that particular underlying representation is chosen whose mapping to
phonetic form incurs the fewest violations of highly ranked grammatical constraints.”

In other words, the lexical entry which incurs the least violations in
producing the known surface form, given a known constraint hierarchy, will
be stored in the lexicon. Lexicon Optimization can be conceived of as a specific
instance of g r a m m a r o p t i m i z a t i o n , the process by which a particular
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grammar is acquired and fine-tuned to best account for all utterances in a
particular language.
Given a system showing a variety of patterns, the best way to
prosodically account for the stress of vanílla is to propose an underlying
geminate, a strategy which also accounts for a sizable class of such words.
Other alternatives, such as changing the general constraints governing stress,
would have a greater impact on the lexicon, demanding unusual lexical
forms for a larger number of words, for example, words of the type órigin.
More radical changes, such as weakening OT to allow multiple constraint
hierarchies in a single grammar (so-called “cophonologies”; see § 1.4) is an
even more problematic move, because it damages one of the central insights
of OT, that a single ranked constraint hierarchy can be used to model the
entire grammar of a language (rather than just selected tractable data, as in
Lexical Phonology). The approach taken here is that it is theoretically
preferable, when dealing with exceptional forms, to propose lexical structures
containing elements which are already part of the grammar (such as prosodic
or morphological constituents) than to weaken a central tenet of the theory
itself. Under the concept of Lexicon Optimization, the grammar will construct
the most plausible lexical “input” forms for unusual words, utilizing the
structures available to the grammar. Such lexical items will, when evaluated
by the constraint hierarchy, yield the attested form, just as is the case with all
“regular” words.
Besides proposing lexical prosodic structure for exceptions, it has also
been shown how specifying morphological structure in an input form can be
used to yield the correct candidate. A sizable set of words showing apparently
final main stress can be accounted for by proposing a suffix, /-Ê/, which
shares many characteristics of suffixes in the /-al/ group. By proposing this
structure, the grammar allows for a large class of words to be handled by a
single constraint hierarchy, where otherwise some kind of “cophonology”
divided vaguely according to syntactic category would have had to be
proposed (and this correspondence between stress and category was not very
strong, as was shown in § 3.3). Words described here as possessing this suffix
are “exceptional” in the sense that, again, the suffix does not manifest itself
segmentally, but only through its effect on stress, and in some cases, vowel
length.
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Other stress patterns have also been explained by morphological
subcategorization in the input form. The behavior of words in the /-ic/, /-al/
/-ate/, and “Level II” suffix groups differs due to the different
subcategorization frames of those suffixes. Since the behavior of such suffixed
words is quite consistent across each category, these have not been generally
regarded by theorists as “exceptions” but rather as different word types. In fact,
one of the foundations of Lexical Phonology is the division of the grammar
into “strata” or “levels” based primarily upon generalizing over a series of
affixal subcategorization types. For such suffixed words, it is generally
acknowledged that their “input” candidates do not simply consist of
segments, but that their morphological structure is also relevant, since their
behavior is predictable according to their suffixation rather than their
segmental structures alone. Yet, when such morphologically complex words
do not behave as expected (as is the case for a small minority), they also need
to be reasonably accounted for in the grammar.
Above in § 5.4.3, it was noted that although most nouns formed from a
prefixed monosyllabic stem show surface forms like défect, préfix, íncrease,
there is a residue of forms similar to récord, próduct, réfuse. Structurally, they
are entirely predictable with regard to their segmental form, and show the
normal stress pattern seen in stems like brígand. What is exceptional about
them is their interpretation as unitary stems, when they are clearly prefixed
and prefixed stems usually show a different behavior. Another example of
this kind of exception is imprégnate. Its penultimate stress is perfectly regular
for a monomorphemic stem or /-al/ suffixed word. It is only the fact that
words in /-ate/ generally show antepenultimate stress, due to the
subcategorization of /-ate/ for Morphological Words rather than stems,
which makes imprégnate an exception.
7.1.1

Lexical exceptions and the constraint hierarchy
Here, it will be proposed that words like récord and imprégnate have
lexical inputs like [{re-cord}Stem]MWd and [im-{pregn}Stem-ate]MWd, despite the
usual behaviors of these morphemes (which lead us to expect [re-{cord}Stem]MWd
and [im-{pregn}Stem]MWd-ate). How this will be achieved under OT will follow
directly from the expression of subcategorization in general within OT.
Examples of subcategorization constraints were seen in § 4.2.2:
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(7.1)

al-Suffixation:
ic-Suffixation:

Align( Suf al, L; Stem, R)
Align( Suf ic, R; Stem, R)

Here, the notation ‘Sufal’ generalizes the first argument of the constraint over
the /-al/ set of suffixes, but in a strict OT constraint hierarchy, each suffix in
the group would require its own individual constraint (although not
necessarily crucially ranked in relation to each other), stating its relationship
to the category Stem:
(7.2)

Align( [al], L; Stem, R)
Align( [or], L; Stem, R)
Align( [ous], L; Stem, R) (etc.)

That is, part of the “input” form evaluated by the constraint hierarchy is
prespecified by these subcategorization constraints, of which at least one is
present for each affix.
In the accounts offered in chapters 4-6, it was never made explicit how
lexical items were mapped to the Stem constituent; it was clear from the
usual assumptions of phonology that forms like /ton/, /limit/, /malign/,
/sign/ were stems, just as it was clear that /pre-/, /de-/, /re-/ were prefixes
and /-ent/, /-ize/, /-ic/ were suffixes. Following the logic behind
subcategorization constraints such as (7.1) above, it is not unreasonable to
propose that each root morpheme also requires a constraint mapping it to a
superordinate Stem constituent:
(7.3)

Align( /ton/, R; Stem, R)
Align( /limit/, R; Stem, R)
Align( /malign/, R; Stem, R) (etc.)

If this is accepted, it becomes clear that the entire inventory of morphemes in
the language is present in the constraint hierarchy itself. Any other way of
regarding this leads to a situation in which affixes are listed explicitly in the
constraint hierarchy, while root morphemes are rather automatically mapped
from the lexicon into Stems. Although maintaining a distinction between
affixes and roots in this way may seem in some ways to be appealing, in
logical terms a “magic pipe” between the lexicon and the Stem category
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amounts to the same thing as a set of constraints like those in (7.3), and in fact
such a set is a better explanation of the situation in languages where all roots
do not simply map to a single category.115 Having individual constraints
allows for the accounting of unusual behavior in a way consistent with the
principles of OT.
Taking this further, it can be seen that the entire “input” structure can
have its morphological structure specified in the constraint hierarchy. Thus,
given an “input” structure /de-fect/, the subcategorization for /fect/ will
align it to a morphological stem, while the prefix /de-/ will subcategorize for
such a stem on its right. The constraints enforcing this higher morphological
structure, ranked higher than the constraints which add prosodic structure to
the representation, will ensure that only candidates with the correct
morphological structure [de-{fect}Stem]MWd will survive:
(7.4)
/de-fect/
☞ [de≥-{fect}]
[{dé-fect}]
[{de≥}fect]

A([fect], R;
Stem, R)

A([de], R;
Stem, L)

Non-Fin(F) Non-Fin(s≤)

Edgemost

!*
!*

The violation of the prefix subcategorization constraint by *[{dé-fect}] removes
the possibility of a structure resembling the brígand type of monomorphemic
stem. However, in OT all constraints, even subcategorization constraints, are
violable. For the few “exceptional” words of the type récord, there must be a
superordinate constraint of the following kind dominating the general
subcategorization constraint for /re-/:
(7.5)

Align( [re-cord], L/R; Stem, L/R)

Applying only to the morphemes underlying the noun récord, this constraint
overrides any subordinate constraints which might favor a different structure
(e.g., *[re{cord}]). There is nothing exceptional about the structure of words
like récord, apart from their interpretation as simplex rather than prefixed
115For example, there are languages with several declensions or conjugations for each syntactic

type, each showing particular morphology, stem extensions or vocalisms.
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stems. By introducing a constraint like (7.5) into the grammar, a lexical
idiosyncrasy can be captured using the same methods adopted for general
subcategorization.
However, there is an unanswered question left in this solution, which
is more clearly seen in another type of exception found in the lexicon. These
involve words which, although clearly related, cannot be accounted for by a
single unitary morphemic “root”, and so cannot be as easily explained away.
For example, the pair zéal ‹ zéalous shows a vowel alternation which is not
regular for words in /-ous/; there should not be any “shortening” effect seen
with this suffix. Since the great majority of words in /-ous/ do not show such
an alternation (e.g., fámous , griévous, vénous ), it is difficult to link the stem
of zéalous directly to the /zel/ or /z´l/ underlying zéal, without unusually
including the suffix in the stem. An alternative explanation is to posit a
prosodically distinct stem /zell/, with a geminate final consonant, which
combines with the suffix in this case. Further cases for allomorphy are seen in
pairs like retáin ‹ reténtive, where the alternating vowels /Å‹e/ are not
simply prosodic variants, or destróy ‹ destrúction, where the allomorphs
have considerably different segmentism. Finally, there are pairs like knífe ‹
kníves, wífe ‹ wíves where the corresponding segments differ only by a
distinctive feature, a variation apparently conditioned by the morphological
context. Notably, other sets of words exist where this alternation is not seen in
the same context, e.g., óafs, chíefs, bríefs.
For such forms, it is necessary not only to propose an unusual
morphological structure for the “input” form, but to propose different root
morphemes for the various connected forms. This is not representable in the
same way as the constraint offered above for récord, because it is the very
selection of the relevant morphemes which is involved. While there is again
nothing prosodically unusual about structures like /de-struk-tion/ or
/wˆv-z/, it is the imperfect relationship between these forms and related ones
like /de-stroy/ and /wˆf/ which complicate the grammar and make these
words “exceptional”. In the absence of a prosodic or morphological constraint
explanation, only idiosyncratic lexical selection can account for these words,
whose underlying semantic roots must then be understood as connected to
multiple parallel morphemes. Any action of constraints governing the
morphological or prosodic structure of these forms is pre-empted by the
selection of an idiosyncratic “input” form. While the constraints that have
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been offered up to now in this analysis of English allowed for a variety of
relationships between the “input” string and various morphological and
prosodic constituents, there has been no mechanism offered which governs
or modifies the choice of the “input” string itself, which has been taken as a
given, supplied in an unspecified way by an autonomous lexicon.
7.1.2

Underlying forms and “input” forms
Such cases, wherein semantically and segmentally related words
require multiple underlying forms, raises questions about just what the
“input” string in the OT paradigm is meant to represent and how it should be
understood, and calls for a brief discussion of the concept of lexical forms
within derivational phonology and morphology. Inherent to all the
theoretical approaches to phonology and morphology discussed above,
including Optimality Theory as described by Smolensky & Prince (1993), is the
concept of g e n e r a t i o n . In traditional generative terms, underlying forms
consisting of segmental strings undergo rules that change them into phonetic
output. This theoretical perspective is continued in Optimality Theory by the
characterization of the morphological constituents as “input”, and the
representation of those morphological constituents harmonically aligned to
prosodic constituents as “output”. The formalization of the relationship
between input and output forms is the focus of the grammar, whether it be
rule- or constraint-based. Such a grammar thus depends fundamentally on
the input forms, which can be determined only in the context of the
interdependent relationships between phonology, morphology and the
lexicon described in § 1.2. This dependence on the input form has been
codified even more strongly in more recent developments in OT such as
Correspondence Theory (McCarthy & Prince 1995).
These input forms, once arrived at on the basis of the data, are
understood in all these theories as residing in a lexicon. This lexicon, usually
conceptualized as a list, effectively links structural morphemes with semantic
lexemes. Within an OT framework, this presents a heterogeneous view of the
grammar, where the lexicon supplies the desired “input string” to Gen on the
basis of unspecified semantic processes, Gen expands this representation by
superimposing upon it various combinations of prosodic constituents, and
the constraint hierarchy evaluates these candidates, yielding up the correct
optimal surface form. Thus, while the evaluation process in Optimality
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Theory is novel, the process of lexical selection is regarded as similar to that
seen in derivational theories. This allows for the apparent plausibility of
serial derivation in OT, which was argued against in § 1.5.
The presence in the data of exceptions to otherwise phonologically
regular correspondences between stems, such as the récord or retáin case
noted above in § 7.1.1, suggests that certain lexemes correspond
idiosyncratically to a series of morphemic forms, against the “regular” pattern
wherein each individual lexemic item is associated with a single morpheme
in a predictable combinatory manner. Such exceptional cases illustrate how
the choice of “input” form can impact on the evaluation process and thus on
the role of the constraint hierarchy itself, which is fed by the result of the
lexical selection process. In the strong form of OT advocated here, all surface
forms must be produced using the constraint hierarchy, putting a great deal of
the explanatory power for exceptional forms into what is under current OT
(as well as in derivational theories) an autonomous, relatively unstructured
lexicon.
Thus, it is relevant to further investigate the process of morphological
selection, i.e., the selection of the “input” form from the lexicon and its
“delivery” to Gen. In most OT analyses, Gen has been used to introduce
various combinations of prosodic constituents, members of the prosodic
hierarchy, onto the “input” morphological structure, and has had little role in
choosing different morphemic parses of the input forms, although the
morphological hierarchy seems to otherwise parallel the prosodic hierarchy
in structure. Subcategorization constraints have been used to account for the
behavior of certain affixes, as shown above (§ 4.2.2, § 6.1), and the proposal for
subcategorizing all morphemes above in § 7.1.1 formalizes every
morphological subcategorization in terms of the constraint hierarchy, and
allows it to govern the choice of the “input” morphemic structures of
candidates as well as their prosodic structures. In other words, Gen can
produce candidates which vary in morphemic structures as well as prosodic
structure, and it is high-ranking subcategorization constraints in the
hierarchy which eliminate the “incorrect” structures, whether they be
descriptively irregular (e.g., *[{défer}], *[{ínject}]), or, as in the case of
exceptions, the expected regular forms (e.g., *[re≥{cord}], *[in{fa≥m}ous],
*[ím{pregn}]ate).
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Going one step further, such constraints could be used to choose not
only the morphological subcategorization of the morphemes (as in récord,
imprégnate or ínfamous), but also the selection of the “input” morphemes
themselves, on the basis of the desired semantic constituents or l e x e m e s ,
accounting for the variant root morphemes seen in words like zéalous,
reténtion, destrúction, or the alternant lexical structures which can appear for
certain /-atory/ words (§ 6.3). That is, the “input” should be understood as
purely semantic, and constraints linking semantic lexemes to morphological
constituents are used to select the morphemes composing candidates as well
as to morphologically subcategorize and prosodify them. It is such constraints
whose high ranking would enforce the elimination of otherwise regular
candidates such as *ze≥lous, *retántive, *destróytion.
7.2

Complexity and economy in generative theory
Accepting such a proposal requires getting past the traditional model of
the autonomous lexicon, seen as the repository for all idiosyncratic material
in the language, and the unitary morpheme, naturally linked to its semantic
content or lexeme. To do so, it is necessary to further examine the theoretical
motivation for the notion of the “input” lexical form, modified by
grammatical processes to yield varying surface forms across a range of words.
The traditional motivation for proposing generative phonological effects
derives from the presence of surface contrasts in such “related” words. The
role of the generative process in all generative theories, including Optimality
Theory, is to change a unitary, “basic” morpheme into all of its surface
manifestations, on the basis of regular and predictable environmental
conditioning, whether these be expressed as rules or constraints.
This need for generating multiple instantiations from a single
prototype is motivated by a principle of e c o n o m y , or the striving for l e a s t
c o m p l e x i t y . One major problem with this approach, however, is that no
principled way to measure economy and complexity within generative theory
has ever been generally accepted. The principle of economy in early
generative work was focused upon generalizing the rules as far as possible,
with the result that the complexity found in real linguistic data was removed
from the grammar proper and encapsulated in the lexical entry. By adding
complexity to the lexical entries, such as additional non-surfacing phonemes
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or diacritic markings, the rules themselves could be made more general,
elegant and economical.
However, this economy in the formulation of rules is n o t identical to
a general principle of economy, which might be called the economy of
expression. In other words, the economy of rules is not equivalent to the
economy of the grammar as a whole, which would minimize complexity
throughout the system, rather than in just one of its subcomponents. The
lack of a formalization for the lexicon, which tended to simply consist of a list
of all “unpredictable” elements, allowed for its concomitant increased
complexity to pass unregarded. The lack of an evaluation metric, and the
association of the principle of economy only with streamlined rules (without
regard to the resulting over-complex lexical entries) has been a consistently
problematic feature of traditional generative analyses. One example of this is
the case of níghtengale and míghtily noted above (§ 1.4.1). Chomsky & Halle
(1968) preferred to postulate underlying forms with a velar fricative /x/,
rather than marking them as exceptional to one of their shortening rules.
Lexical Phonology, on the other hand, preferred to emphasize what was
regarded as a fundamental distinction between affixed (“derived”) and nonaffixed (“basic”) words, again to avoid similar exception marking. That there
is no formal way to judge the costs and benefits of either interpretation
highlights the fact that there is no accepted evaluation metric in the field,
only impressions and intuitions.
Lexical Phonology attempted to limit rule-based economy by
introducing the counter-assumption that one should avoid “complicating”
the lexicon. Instead, the rules were complicated by being made to apply less
generally (§ 1.4.2). Indeed, there are no concrete methods in derivational
theories for measuring the complexity of either rules or the lexical
representations. For example, one measure of lexical complexity might
involve adding up the number of morphemes in the lexicon. Natural
languages, however, present very large lexicons containing many different
lexical items, many of which share the same meaning. In terms of its social
function the existence of large lexicons appears to be encouraged rather than
restricted. New words are constantly being coined, some from entirely new
morphemes, and many for concepts which already have names. The lexicon
does not seem to have an upper size limit, nor does possessing a large mental
lexicon appear to degrade the performance of one’s language ability.
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Chomsky & Halle (1968) suggest in their use of the principle of
economy that the crucial element is not the number of morphemes, but the
number of morphemes needed to characterize “related” words. Single
morphemes are used to generate as many related forms as possible, regardless
of the complexity of the rules or lexical items required. In a language ideally
conforming to this pure generative model, all word-structure would be
predictable, each word ultimately linked to a single identifiable morpheme.
Yet all natural languages show a robust subset of “irregular” forms which
specifically do not conform to this ideal, the mastery of which is essential for
acceptance into the native speaking community. Sometimes, regular words
can be adopted into these irregular categories, for example the dialectal verb
paradigm drag ‹ drug. It has also been shown, for example in the case of
Maori, that grammars do not always take the most abstract, generative route
available when presented with related, alternating words (Hale 1973, Kiparsky
1982d: 62-3). While the regularization of irregular forms shows that this kind
of economy plays a role in natural language, it appears to be only one of many
competing influences on the grammar.
Bybee (1995) criticizes the generative model, which she refers to as the
“dual-processing model”, for deriving regular forms by rule from base
morphemes while irregular forms are simply listed in the lexicon, suggesting
“two highly distinct types of processing”, which she claims is inconsistent
with the psychological evidence. In the generative model, this concept of a
“base” form arose from the intuitively appealing idea that longer words are
composed of shorter units, which are enlarged via affixation. For cases like
instrument ‹ instrumental ‹ instrumentality or walk ‹ walked ‹ walking
the concatenative derivational explanation happens to appear to be
straightforward. However, this approach breaks down for sets like strategy ‹
strategic ‹ strategian ‹ stratagem, imperi-ous ‹ imperi-al, experi-ence ‹
experi-ment, which present no clear unaffixed “base” form.116
The source of this apparent problem is the conflation of the “base”
morpheme with the unaffixed prosodic word, which implies that the
prosodic word is likewise a category of basic semantic meaning and
morphological constituency. Delinking the structural, segmental morpheme
116For example, the compilers of the Celex wordlist (Baayen, Piepenbrock & van Rijn 1993),

always chose one such suffixed form as “basic”, listing it, suffix included, as a unitary base
morpheme.
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from its prosodic manifestations essentially removes this problem. In other
words, both the problem of overgeneralizing rules at the expense of lexical
entries for the sake of “economy”, and the problems of quantifying lexical
complexity in order to alleviate it, are epiphenomena of the rule-based
generative conception of phonology and morphology. The common element
shared between the words above is a morpheme or string of segments (e.g.,
/strateg/), which should be regarded as a root-level constituent regardless of
the fact that the morpheme itself never appears in an unsuffixed prosodic
word. The subcategorizations for this morpheme in each prosodic word are,
as in all words, idiosyncratic and recorded in the lexicon, i.e., in the “lexical
part” of the constraint hierarchy.
7.2.1

Bybee’s network model of morphology
In the OT analysis of English stress and vowel alternation presented
previously, the prosodic differences seen between “base” and “derived” words
have been linked to a contrast in morphological structure, governed by the
subcategorization behavior of affixes (§ 4.2.2, § 6.1, § 7.1.1). This provides a
conception of the lexical or “input” item as arranged into morphemic units
which may be combined with each other and map to morphological and
prosodic constituents. Yet the very concept of discrete, recombinable
morphemes has by no means been accepted by all theoretical frameworks.
Bybee (1995: 1) points out that linguists have argued every conceivable point
of view between the spectrum of Chomsky & Halle’s (1968) completely
concatenative rule-based system, wherein all words are reduced to sets of
unitary morphemes, to Vennemann’s (1974) completely lexical system, in
which all words, regular or not, are recorded “whole” in the lexicon. Bybee
(1995) argues in favor of her own network-style system (Bybee 1985) in
contrast to the “dual-processing” generative model of Pinker (1991). It will be
argued here that while these approaches emphasize supposedly competing
viewpoints, each represents a facet of a complex, interconnected process that
necessarily contains elements of both perspectives.
Bybee claims that the lexicon does not contain so-called “base”
morphemes strung together by rules, but rather has access to all surface forms,
whose internal interrelations are available to the entire system. Words are
thus listed as whole units, with connections characterized by l e x i c a l
s t r e n g t h linking the phonemes common to different forms of the “same”
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word. This concept of lexical strength is tied to notions of frequency and the
observations that “regular” patterns are common throughout the lexicon,
while irregular words tend to be idiosyncratic in form but show high
individual word frequencies. High frequency phoneme strings, such as
affixes, will have high lexical strengths, and can thus extend their links to
further words in cases of innovation or regularization. Particular paradigms,
e.g., that of the verb walk, are indicated in Bybee’s network representations by
links between the phonemes seen in the stem walk in all its various forms.
The links between the stem phonemes will also highlight the contrast
between themselves and the links between affixal phonemes in forms like
walks, walked, walking, walker:
(7.6)

a l k s
/ / / /
w a l k
\ \ \ \
w a l k i n g
/ / / /
w a l k e d
w

This method of linking also allows Bybee to model non-concatenative
relations, such as that seen in sing ‹ sang ‹ sung ‹ song . The phonemes
/s,n,g/ can be linked together in the paradigm, signifying the stem, while the
vowels will connect to similar alternating vowels in ring ‹ rang ‹ rung and
other sets. Thus, minority patterns will also be represented by lexical links,
although these links will not be as strong as those connecting majority
patterns. Bybee represents the strength of lexical links via the thickness of the
lines used in diagrams like (7.6).
The dialectal tendency for structurally similar words to “regularize” to
one of these minority patterns, such as in bring ‹ brang ‹ brung or drag ‹
drug, can also be accounted for in this model. These patterns of regularity
across the lexicon are referred to as t y p e f r e q u e n c y . In many languages,
there are competing groups of sub-regular patterns such as these, which
sometimes increase in number and in any case remain robust. Bybee claims
that the generative model is not well-equipped to account for these kinds of
relationships.
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There is also another sort of frequency, known as t o k e n f r e q u e n c y ,
which refers to the frequency of individual words in a language. Bybee notes
that “irregular” forms tend to have a high token frequency, making up for the
small number of lexical links between such forms with the strong lexical
presence of the forms that do occur. High token frequency can maintain very
irregular morphological relationships, such as the suppletion seen in go ‹
went. Bybee suggests that the high token frequency of the past tense form
went (as opposed to the present form wend) allowed it to break the weak links
of its old paradigm and instead act as part of the paradigm of go, with which it
has no phonemic correspondences. Both type and token frequency contribute
to the lexical strengths of the connections between the forms in the lexicon
and influence the construction of new entries.
7.2.2

Form over content
There is some striking evidence to illustrate that the generative
principle of economy of stems is, as Bybee maintains, simply one competing
tendency in the lexicon. There is a set of high-frequency English words which
are evidently identified and incorporated into the grammar on the basis of
their surface melodic (phonemic) form, rather than according to obvious
semantic and morphological links assumed to form the basis of paradigmatic
organization in both generative theory and Bybee’s system. For these words,
the shape of their surface realizations requires that their corresponding
morphological constituents are subcategorizing differently from the
morphemes found in other words of their semantically related paradigms,
although it would be more “economical” in generative terms to produce all
the words in question from the same morpheme.
For example, most trisyllabic prefixed verbs whose lexical stems
happen to end in phonetic [-e∆t] or [-a∆z] take on the stress pattern of proper
verbs in /-ate/ and /-ize/ (e.g., cónfiscàte, mésmerìze), regardless of the fact
that many of these words are neither morphologically nor historically
members of those categories:
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(7.7)

súpervìse
círcumcìse
récognìse
télevìse
ímprovìse

sùpervísion (not *sùpervisátion, etc.)
cìrcumcísion
rècognítion
tèlevísion
(impròvisátion)

The shape of the semantically connected nouns to these verbs indicate that
these words are based on morphologically (and historically) prefixed
monosyllabic roots which simply happen to have the morphological
structure /Ciz/ and /Cat/, i.e., súpervìse is morphologically /super-vise/,
círcumcìse is /circum-cise/, ímprovìse117 is /im-pro-vise/. Most of these
forms show a morphological paradigm parallel to prefixed stems like explóde
‹ explósion. However, for the verbal forms, the presence of a rime/-ˆz/at the
end of the word has been enough to suggest to the grammar that these forms
are suffixed in /-ize/, despite the fact that this interpretation complicates
these paradigms (in generative terms) and introduces stem allomorphy. For
example, a stem /circumc/ as abstracted from círcumcise forms no other
words, and if regular would have an abstract noun *cìrcumcizátion.
Historically a prefixed form of the root /cis/, also seen in excíse, círcumcise
would be stressed like cìrcumvént if it were not incorrectly interpreted as
suffixed in /-ize/.
Further data suggests that surface similarity is not the only criterion for
such an interpretation. Simply the presence of a segment sequence /-at-/ at
the end of an analyzable morpheme is apparently enough to warrant the
classification of these words as suffixed in /-ate/:
(7.8)

supérlative
rélative
tránslator, tránslate

These words are, historically, prefixed forms of a Latinate stem /lat/ (compare
emo≥tive, divˆsive, ìndecˆsive, sùpernórmal). In these cases, the grammar has,

117 The derived form impròvisátion indicates the regular nominal structure expected in true

/-ize/ words, e.g., stàndardizátion, gèneralizátion.
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at some point, added morphological complexity to the lexicon by introducing
a novel stem which is irreconcilable with the other members of its paradigm
(we expect rela≥te ‹ *rela≥tive like emo≥≥te ‹ emo≥tive).118
That this interpretation is ahistorical suggests that a morphologically
regular paradigm has in each case been changed (in generative terms) to a
morphologically irregular one simply because the words in question were
melodically interpretable as being part of a productive pattern of suffixation.
This type of reinterpretation is not at all predicted by the generative system of
constructing the lexicon according to the economy of stems principle, and
although Bybee’s system can better represent the links between the phonetic
realizations, it is awkward to denote the paradigmatic links in these cases,
because each sequence /iz/ in forms like súpervise would then be multiply
linked (to both stems and suffixes) in the network. Only a logical separation
between structural morphemes and underlying semantic constituents, and
the means of gracefully accounting for such complexity through
superordinate selection and subcategorization constraints, can model these
interesting forms cleanly and consistently.
7.3

Morphology and the lexicon
Although in Bybee’s system there are no morphemes per se, “even
though words entered in the lexicon are not broken up into their constituent
morphemes, their morphological structure emerges from the connections
they make with other words in the lexicon,” (Bybee 1995: 5-6) and Bybee
speaks of “parallel sets of phonological and semantic connections.” Bybee’s
model is not incompatible with that offered thus far in the OT analysis
presented here, but differs in that it seems to require an overt listing of each
(prosodically defined) word in the lexicon. This is the result of a theoretical
conflation similar to that seen in generative theory, where the prosodic and
morphological words were conflated. Bybee is instead conflating the semantic
denotation of a given word with its morphological correspondent, through
the medium of the prosodic word as the minimal lexical unit.

118On the other hand, forms like órator may be analyzed as based upon a single stem {orat},

despite the forms oráte, ora≥tion. Alternatively, this can be another case of the stemsubcategorizing form of /-at/ (§ 6.3). Either explanation demonstrates the potential idiosyncrasy
of lexical selection and subcategorization.
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It is possible to propose, within the context of OT, a third, semantic
hierarchy, which maps to the prosodic and morphological constituent
hierarchies, and which would be subject to constraints governing the lexical
selection of morphemes, the correspondence between morphemes and
semantic structures.119 Bybee’s approach lists each (prosodically defined)
word as a single entry with both morphological and prosodic components,
linked to other such words according to prosodic, morphophonemic and
semantic criteria. While this system is capable of modeling many of the
morphological patterns and regularities seen in natural language, it fails to
capture all the relationships expressible via configuring three separate
hierarchies, prosodic, morphological and semantic, using Optimality Theory.
By formally delinking the independent concepts contained in these
hierarchies from representations that typically conflate them, a more
comprehensive, expressive system can be arrived at.
A similar conflation of structures is found at the basis of the criticisms
of the traditional lexicon offered by Golston (1995, 1996). Golston claims that
OT and its generative ancestor theories make a fundamental claim about
prosodification, referred to as the “Theorem of Impossibility” (Golston 1995:
1):
(7.9)

Every underlying form is an impossible surface form and vice
versa.

What Golston means is that since “underlying” or “input” forms are
prosodified during evaluation (or derivation), they must not be prosodified
in the lexicon and are thus in themselves impossible surface forms. Golston
(1996: 1) then takes this a step further to claim that this means “speakers
cannot store things that they can say and vice versa.” Golston’s assumption
here expresses a misconception about underlying representations arising
from the “input/output” model inherited from generative theory. When
regarding the underlying form as the closest possible copy of the surface form
(following the usual conceptions of Lexical Phonology and reflected in OT by
the concept of Faithfulness), it is simple to regard the “stored” underlying

119A rough outline of how this might work is presented in § 7.3.1; a detailed examination of

such a semantic hierarchy is however beyond the scope of this work.
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representation as simply a (pronounceable) variant of the surface word. The
problem of conceptualizing an underlying form lacking prosody lies behind
theories, such as those of Vennemann (1974) or Bybee (1985, 1995), which
demand that the lexicon store fully prosodified words.
Rather than being viewed as the stored form of a word, the traditional
“input” form is understood here as a set of morphemic constituents lexically
selected by their corresponding semantic constituents, which comprise the
“true” input form. Prosodification of these morphemes involves the
selection of various prosodic constituents from a set of prosodic structures,
which interact with the morphological constituents and allow for the
expression of the features in the morphemic constituents into acoustic
output, or speech. As spoken natural language is the apparently unitary
product of this triple linking, it is difficult to conceptualize or represent the
separate elements of this process outside the realm of abstract theorizing.
When Golston claims that the existence of a completely independent,
unprosodified morphological constituent requires that “speakers cannot store
things they say”, he is crucially assuming that this “storage” is equivalent in
full to the morphological component, and that the form the stored item
should take must be “pronounceable”. Under the approach set out here, every
word is understood as having associated with it a set of prosodic,
morphological and semantic constituents, representing a decomposition of
the associated surface form into three types of structures. None of the
individual constituents in the three hierarchies are independently utterable;
requiring them to be so is similar to asking someone to utter a mora, a foot or
a stem. It is only in the context of all three hierarchies that an utterance is
possible.120 The constraint hierarchy, and thus the grammar, is the formal
description of the interaction of these three hierarchies, yielding the attested
language (and thus its surface forms).
The approach to morphological selection taken here continues this line
of reasoning: the lexicon, which may be conceptualized (following Bybee) as a
network relating semantic, morphological and prosodic constituents, is
argued to contain all information necessary to describe the correspondences
between sound and meaning in the language. However, while Bybee’s
120The necessity for semantic, morphological and prosodic constituents is of course applicable

only to verbal communication. In a signed language, a gestural hierarchy might be understood to
replace the prosodic hierarchy.
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approach attempted the same thing by overtly listing every word in the
language as an independent quasi-prosodic/semantic/morphological unit,
this is not necessary here, although the same desired effect, the recording of
all relevant relationships in the lexicon, results. Instead, every component of
the language, i.e., the different constituent members of the three hierarchies,
appear as arguments to constraints in the hierarchy. Correspondences
between constituents play a similar role as links in Bybee’s networks, but the
ranking and violability of constraints allows for constituents to be understood
as discrete while surfacing in a variety of ways (e.g., coalescence, templatic
morphemes, alternations). Instead of simply representing links between
segmentally similar prosodified surface words, the constraints in question
represent not only the connections between semantic constituents and their
selected morphemes, but also the subcategorization relationships seen
between morphemes, and the relationship between morphemes and prosodic
constituents.
In Bybee’s system, the strength of the links between words
corresponded to issues of frequency. Here, frequency also plays a similar role,
but this is represented in terms of constraint ranking rather than simply
indicating which relationships are more frequent. Very common prosodic
patterns, for example, will be governed by a series of prosodic constraints. The
crucial ranking of such constraints above others, which would yield a
different result under another ranking, is determined by the patterns most
frequently encountered in the language. The advantage of the OT approach
proposed here is that such a constraint hierarchy covers the entire language,
and affects every form, while Bybee’s links are purely local and describe only
the properties of some group of words, apparently unrelated to others. The
constraint hierarchy accounts for the entire range of constraints, from those
which affect all words to those which affect only a few, by ranking and
violability. Conversely, words with idiosyncratic behaviors may require (for
example) selectional constraints that are more highly ranked than the general
constraint which would normally disallow the form. The high ranking of
such a constraint is again linked to frequency, and it is precisely such
idiosyncratic forms which are expected to have high token frequencies,
represented here by a high-ranking selectional constraint.
Both Bybee’s network approach and the OT solution offered here are
able to represent the fact that within a language, while there are large sets of
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data which conform to broad, regular patterns, there are also smaller sets that
conform to minor patterns, and other sets or items that directly contravene
the general trend. In a suitably explanatory linguistic theory, the grammar
(and its associated lexicon) must be able to robustly account for all these types.
Bybee’s system arbitrarily uses the (prosodically defined) linguistic word as the
primitive category and only allows indirect access to morphemes; semantic
content is linked to segmental identity and it is difficult to see how
meaningful prosodic constituents would be represented, divorced from their
segmental contexts. The OT solution allows for the theoretical separation of
the linguistic word into three constituent hierarchies, whose members’
relationships define the entire grammar, and which expresses, through the
constraint hierarchy, simultaneous relationships between every constituent
in the language rather than just local relationships between small groups of
forms. Bybee’s networks are a useful way of visualizing some of the
relationships between words which must be captured by an explanatory
grammatical theory, but the OT constraint hierarchy can capture both the
various morphological relationships modeled in Bybee’s networks and the
complete range of inter-constituent relationships, from the very general (e.g.,
stress and syllabification) to the very particular (e.g., allomorphy, idiosyncratic
subcategorization), which cannot be modeled simply by connections between
structurally “related” words in a network.
7.3.1

Morphological selection using the constraint hierarchy
While a full account of the semantic hierarchy is beyond the scope of
this work, the section presents a brief outline of how the semantic hierarchy
might interact with the morphological hierarchy to model lexical selection.
This semantic hierarchy can be imagined as roughly parallel in form to the
morphological system; using this, it is possible to illustrate how the
theoretical confusion regarding “base” and “derived” words, so central to the
disagreement between generative theory and the network model, could arise.
The contrast between “base” and “derived” words, as well as the difference
between regular and irregular morphology, are shown to simply be the result
of differing constituent structures. Morphological selection as an interaction
between semantic and morphological constituent hierarchies will be
illustrated in the following rough sketch of English past tense alternation,
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exemplified here by the regular forms walk ‹ walked and the irregular
suppletive paradigm go ‹ went.
Involved in the simplified discussion of these relations are four
lexemes, which will be represented in curly braces: {go}, {walk}, {Present} and
{Past}, and four morphemes, /go/, /went/, /walk/ and /-ed/. These lexemes
are not identical with the English words used here to represent them, but
rather represent the semantic content underlying the corresponding labels.121
The four morphemes are purely structural entities made of segments, and as
can be seen, are not isometric with the four lexemes. A simplified model of
the lexicon would contain the following links (represented by a colon)
between the lexemic and morphemic constituents:122
(7.10)

{walk} : /walk/
{Past} : /-ed/
{{go} {Present}} : /go/
{{go} {Past}} : /went/

The lexeme for the concept “walk” happens to be isomorphic (in that it is
unitary) with the corresponding morpheme /walk/, as is the case with the
regular past tense marker /-ed/ and the semantic concept of past tense. The
{Present} lexeme, however, is not singly linked to any morpheme. Neither is
the lexeme for “go”, as the morpheme /go/ is linked only to a complex locus
referring to two lexemes: both the concept {go} and the present tense lexeme
in combination. A similar situation exists for the past tense morpheme
/went/. When a speaker wishes to express the complex concept “go + Past”, a
compositional correspondence of individual lexeme to individual
morpheme is not available, because there is no morpheme linked to {go} on
its own. This could be expressed as the violation of a constraint which might
be formulated in the following manner:
(7.11)

Link( Lexeme, Morpheme)

121No further decomposition of such lexemes, while plausible, will be entertained in this work.
122In the diagrams found in this section, the braces ({{ } ) represent semantic constituents, rather

than stem constituents as in previous chapters.
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The functor L i n k simply indicates some type of correspondence between the
two constituent types used as arguments in the constraint. Such a constraint
is enforced by lexical selection; when the lexeme in question completely
corresponds to a morpheme selected as part of a candidate utterance, the
constraint is satisfied for that candidate. The principle, however, is the same
as that seen for the prosodic and morphological constraints discussed
previously (§ 7.1.1): the structure of material in one hierarchy enforces the
selection of material in another.
For a regular form, such as walked, the optimal morphemic candidate
/walk-ed/ satisfies the constraint, each lexeme showing a one-to-one
correspondence with a morpheme. For the semantic input {{go} {Past}},
however, the optimal morphemic candidate /went/ will incur a violation of
this constraint, because this one-to-one correspondence fails to hold. By
contrast, a candidate /go-ed/ could satisfy this constraint. That /went/ is the
correct form is seen in the lexicon:
(7.12)

{{go} {Past}} : /went/
{{go} {Present}} : /go/

According to this lexicon, the match of /go-ed/ to {{go} {Past}} should not be
possible; while the lexeme {Past} could successfully correspond to the
morpheme /-ed/, the failure of {go} to correspond to any single morpheme
should ensure a violation. The optimal candidate /went/, however, would
be selected by the network. Just like a bound morpheme (e.g., [_ ceive]) in the
framework of Inkelas (1989), the lexeme {go} appears to be subcategorized for
combination with a tense lexeme, and can never correspond by itself to a
single morpheme.
Rather than evaluating these constraints via comparison to an
autonomous lexicon, as was just done, it is instead possible to use
mechanisms already present in Optimality Theory, parallel to the treatment
of morphological subcategorization (§ 1.3.5, § 4.2.2, § 6.1), to integrate the
lexical network presented above into the constraint hierarchy itself. This has
the advantage of unifying all grammatical relationships under a single
framework, rather than handling completely parallel processes in entirely
different ways (with little logical motivation for such a split). Just as specific
morphemes could be given as arguments to constraints (McCarthy & Prince
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1993a), the lexical network can be represented as a series of constraints taking
lexemes as their universal arguments:
(7.13)

Link( {{go} {Past}}, /went/)

Ranked above the more general constraint Link(Lexeme, Morpheme), this
constraint ensures that /went/ surfaces, in spite of its violation of the latter
constraint. The candidate /go-ed/, while satisfying Link(Lexeme, Morpheme),
violates the higher-ranked constraint (7.13) and thus is less optimal than
/went/. For regular forms, no high-ranking constraint prevents the
compositionality of, e.g., {walk} and {Past}. Following the more general
version of the lexemic correspondence constraint (7.11), the lexemes seen in
{{walk}{Past}} can correspond to the morphemes /walk-ed/. The
morphological ordering and subsequent prosodic expression of the combined
form result from the morphological subcategorization and other constraints
contained in the remainder of the constraint hierarchy. This constraint-based
view of the lexical selection of irregular forms via high-ranking selection
constraints is akin to the Elsewhere condition of Kiparsky (1982a, b), which
was presented in the context of a derivational, rule-based approach.
7.3.2

Specific and general constraints
The type of constraint seen in (7.13) will be referred to herein as a
s p e c i f i c c o n s t r a i n t , and takes as its argument a specific complex constituent
rather than a general category of constituents. The usual type of constraint
(e.g., 7.11) which takes a non-specified constituent as an argument will be
referred to as a g e n e r a l c o n s t r a i n t . Specific constraints capture what would
traditionally be termed lexical information. The suffixal subcategorization
constraints given previously (e.g., 6.2) are also examples of specific
constraints. This concept of using both specific and general constraints in the
hierarchy has the added advantage of capturing Bybee’s notion of token
frequency, and expressing it not as a separate notion of lexical strength,
represented as a thick line or boldface type, but by the relative ranking of
specific constraints in the constraint hierarchy. Conversely, type frequency
would be represented by the relative ranking of general constraints. In this
way, all these relationships can represented via the same mechanism, the
constraint hierarchy.
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Frequent irregular forms would require high-ranking specific
constraints which maintain their irregularity in spite of (lower-ranked)
general constraints which the successful candidate violates. Once an irregular
form becomes infrequent enough that the status of its corresponding
constraint is not recognized during language acquisition, and it falls below the
general constraint that would otherwise govern it, the form would become
“regularized”. For example, the mechanism for forming a regularized
compositional form *goed exists in the grammar, as it parallels walked in
every way but one. Only the relatively high ranking of the specific constraint
Link( {{go}{Past}}, /went/) prevents the candidate *goed from surfacing, and it
is the wrong relative ranking of this very specific constraint, or its absence,
that allows children at some point in their development to produce such
forms. The various arguments (developmental, psycholinguistic) in favor of
the network model proposed by Bybee (1995) are equally applicable to the OT
system proposed here, because in fact the network model of the lexicon
described above, with its nodes and links, is logically equivalent to the
constraint hierarchy, which can equally represent all the relations present in
such a network.
Thus the case of “irregular” patterns can be accounted for, as Bybee
suggests, by a unified rather than a “dual” process. Constraints linking
particular lexemic structures to specific sets of morphemic constituents must
necessarily be more highly ranked than the corresponding general constraints
in order to yield the “irregular” forms. For regular cases, no such highranking constraints are present in the grammar, and the compositional
linking of the two constituents succeeds. The relative rankings of these
constraints directly reflects Bybee’s notion of lexical strength, but in a formal,
unified way. The general constraints capture the most general regularities,
those exemplified by high type frequency in Bybee’s terms, while the more
specific constraints’ high ranking corresponds to and derives from their high
token frequency.123 Across the range of regular to irregular, there are many
sub-regularities which will be governed by degrees of less general constraints,

123In the case of irregular sets of words, such as the strong verbs in English, coequal constraints

governing such a set will be reinforced by the frequency of some members of the set (e.g., drive ‹
drove), rather than by all members, as some may have low frequencies but maintain themselves
on the strength of the group (e.g., strive ‹ strove).
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which will prevent some or all of the smooth alignments found in the
general cases from surfacing.
7.3.3

Constraints as the lexicon
Using the complex lexeme {{go} {Past}} as an argument to a constraint
specifying its morphemic analog is wholly parallel to constraints used in OT
to account for subcategorization effects (e.g., McCarthy & Prince 1993a). This
type of constraint may at first appear to be very powerful; most of the
constraints usually seen in the OT literature are of the type referred to here as
“general” constraints. However, such specific constraints are formally and
functionally identical to more general constraints, and they consist, like the
others, solely of relationships between linguistic constituents, members of the
three hierarchies. Furthermore, specific constraints are no more powerful
than traditional lexical entries, and they are more constrained than lexical
entries because they must conform to the general principles for OT
constraints.
Indeed, the type of specific, complex information captured by specific
constraints is usually confined to the lexicon, whether it be represented as a
list or a networked structure. Following suggestions of Russell (1995) and
Hammond (1995),124 however, it is possible to understand these specific
constraints as equivalent to the lexicon, the network of relationships between
constituents seen in approaches like that of Bybee (1995) being precisely
representable as a hierarchical set of constraints. This allows the lexicon to be
represented with the same formalism as the constraints themselves. Since the
lexemes, their corresponding morphemes, and their subcategorization frames
are all represented in constraints present in the hierarchy, there is no need for
an autonomous lexicon. Furthermore, as part of the constraint hierarchy, the
lexical information is subject to ranking, while the information in the
traditional lexicon of derivational theory is has generally not been
constrained by any strong theoretical principles.
Conceptually, this idea is akin to Kiparsky’s (1982a) proposal that lexical
entries are specific identity rules. In other words, each distinct semantic entry
is governed by at least one constraint (and in some cases, more than one)

124Golston (1995) has also proposed representing lexical entries as specialized bundles of

constraints, although in a slightly different context than that presented here.
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associating it with morphological and prosodic constituents such as segments,
moras, and morphological categories. Besides removing an independent,
unstructured lexicon and its separate process of morphological selection from
the theory, Russell’s approach allows a more flexible treatment of issues such
as underspecification. Rather than proposing lexical stems with defective
phonemes when underspecification or allomorphy appears to occur, these
phenomena can be accounted for by the ranking of certain constraints. Russell
(1995) applies this approach to an account of grammatically conditioned
ablaut in the Papuan language Hua.
In Hua, complex ablaut patterns appear to require different lexical
forms for a series of person markers in the verbal system. However, Russell
resolves this problem by representing the lexical entries of these person
markers as constraints that rank low enough to participate in featurechanging phonology. As a result, these forms can be accounted for with
unitary morphemes whose canonical segmental forms are sometimes
overridden by superordinate constraints demanding the appearance of certain
features in certain contexts. In such cases, a competing candidate which
violates the lexical constraint and thus shows a somewhat different
segmentism than the canonical morpheme can nevertheless surface as the
most optimal candidate, because the candidate possessing the canonical
morpheme has violated a higher-ranking prosodic constraint. This view of
the lexicon allows for underspecification while still respecting the status of
both the segment and the morpheme. As Inkelas (1994: 5) has argued,
“Underlying representation has to matter, underspecification is necessary to
capture three-way contrasts, and grammar-blind principles of
underspecification cannot be right.”
For English, unlike Hua, the very specific “lexical” constraints
governing morphological selection for specific lexemic constituents will
generally be found near the top of the constraint hierarchies, and will provide
the morphemes usually presented as the “input” to the function Gen in the
Optimality Theory framework. For a language without much underspecification, these may continue to be informally conceived of as part of a
“given” lexicon. However, in a complete linguistic theory, only the semantic
intentions of the speaker can be the true input to Gen. As long as typical OT
constraint tableaus are understood as omitting the top levels which select the
morphemes used as input to the lower section of the hierarchy, they remain
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accurate (only) as descriptions of the relationships between the morphological
and prosodic hierarchies. However, it must be kept in mind that, as Russell
(1995) has shown, it is possible for “lexical” constraints selecting morphemes
to be relevant at a low enough level in the constraint hierarchy that they
must compete with the more usual prosodic and morphological constraints.
In English, there are a number of cases where this low ranking of
selection constraints can be used to account for otherwise irregular
correspondences. For example, the contrast between plurals like wíves, líves,
léaves and óafs, bríefs, chíefs was noted above in § 7.1.1. The voicing of the
stem-final spirants might be the result of a constraint requiring voicing in
this position, which we can call V o i c e d S p i r .125 Opposing that constraint
would be the specification for the segment (or phoneme) /f/, which would
involve a constraint specifying that /f/ is voiceless:
(7.14)

Voiceless-f:

NI( /f/, [-voice], [voice])

This states that for every /f/, there are no other [voice] features intervening
between [-voice] and the boundaries of the segment, i.e., the segment is filled
with the feature [-voice]. This would be just one of the constraints defining
the segment or phoneme /f/, and /f/ as a morphological constituent is
defined by its relationship to such features. Ranking this specification for /f/
above V o i c e d S p i r will prevent the /f/ in a selected input string from ever
voicing in this position. Such is the case for the regular óafs, which is selected,
as usual, by a lexical selection constraint located relatively high in the
constraint hierarchy.
(7.15a)
oafs
☞ /Øf/-s
/Øf[+voice]/-z
/Øv/-z

Link({oaf},
/Øf/}

Voiceless-f

VoicedSpir

Link({wife},
/wˆf/)

*
!*
![-voice]

125The formal details of this and other constraints at the level of segmental phonology will not

be delved into here, but will be left for the sake of brevity to further research.
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The tableau presented in (7.15a) is different from others presented previously
in this work, because it shows candidates which do not conform segmentally
to the “underlying form”, which is selected by the lexical selection constraint
L i n k ({oaf}, /Øf/), which connects a morpheme /Øf/ to the concept ‘oaf’. The
candidate */Øv/-z represents a substitution of the segment /v/ for the
segment /f/; such candidates will be eliminated by the appropriate
specification (with /f/) found in the L i n k constraint.126
The candidate /Øf[+voice]/-z, however, represents something slightly
different. This candidate contains the segment /f/, so it is morphologically
sound and does not violate the L i n k constraint. However, the /voice/
feature of this /f/ is in this candidate /+voice/, rather than the expected
/-voice/. Such an aberration should be regarded as parallel to other
permissible mis-alignments such as the unstressed heavy syllable seen in
brígand; there are constraints which try to restrict such structures, but they are
violable and can be overridden by higher-ranking constraints. In this case, the
constraint which eliminates such faulty /f/ segments is V o i c e l e s s - f , which
is part of the definition of the segment itself. Since this constraint outranks
V o i c e d S p i r , the segment /f/ as enforced by superordinate selection
constraints will always occur with the expected features, even in voicing
environments. However, one can propose that at an earlier stage of English,
V o i c e d S p i r outranked V o i c e l e s s - f . In such a situation, /f/ would always
become voiced in the environments defined by V o i c e d S p i r (as was once the
case), and would only surface with the correct voicelessness as defined by
V o i c e l e s s - f in positions where V o i c e d S p i r did not apply.
Since in Modern English V o i c e d S p i r is ranked below V o i c e l e s s - f ,
and oafs selects an /f/ in its stem, the candidate /Øf/-s succeeds. While this
candidate violates V o i c e d S p i r , the competing candidates are eliminated by
more highly ranked constraints. However, for words like wíves, the situation
is different. Here, proposing that these words have selection constraints
which are ranked below V o i c e d S p i r allows for the voicing alternation seen
in wífe ‹ wíves. In such a case, the candidate /wˆf/-s, with an input string
containing /f/, would be rejected in favor due to a violation of V o i c e d S p i r .
126It is possible to propose a whole series of candidates with incorrect segmentism (perhaps

with every possible combination of segments), and this is one way to conceptualize how the
segments found in candidates are produced by Gen. All of these candidates, apart from the ones
with the “correct” segmentism, will be eliminated by high-ranking lexical selection constraints.
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For the semantic unit {wife}, the L i n k constraint which associates it with an
/f/ is ranked lower than V o i c e d S p i r , and so fails to maintain the /f/ in the
optimal candidate. While the segment definition constraint V o i c e l e s s - f
eliminates candidates which contain irregular /f/ segments, the segmentally
different /wˆv/-z succeeds, as the /v/ segment satisfies V o i c e d S p i r (and has
nothing to do with V o i c e l e s s - f ).
(7.15b)
wives
/wˆf/-s
/wˆf[+voice]/-z
☞ /wˆv/-z

Link({oaf},
/Øf/}

Voiceless-f

VoicedSpir

Link({wife},
/wˆf/)

!*
!*
[-voice]

The presence of the /v/ segment does violate the lexical selection constraint,
but does so minimally (the difference between the candidate and the
canonical morpheme is a single feature, [voice]). Other segmentally different
potential candidates (e.g., */wˆg/-z, */wˆb/-z, */wˆp/-s, etc.) would all incur
more (or more highly ranked) violations.127 V o i c e d S p i r is presumably not
applicable to the environments found in the singular /wˆf/ .
To summarize, the low ranking of the selection constraint for the root
/wˆf/ allows for the normal selection of the phoneme /f/ in this root to be
overridden, and a variant root morpheme /wˆv/ to be selected as the “input
string” for the stem of the plural wíves. A similar approach might be used to
account for past-tense vocalism in the strong verbs,128 and other cases in
which underspecification provides an effective explanation.
In such cases, the frequency of the irregular forms (and thus the “lexical
strength” of the irregular class) is reflected in the high ranking of the
constraint governing the defining feature of the irregular class (in the
example above, V o i c e d S p i r ) relative to the ranking of the lexical selection
constraints for the words involved. Here, the lower ranking of the
127The details of how this would work are left to further research.
128For example, the alternations seen in run ‹ ran, shine ‹ shone, could be accounted for via a

subcategorization constraint aligning such verbal roots to a preterite morpheme consisting of a
vowel subcategorized to appear within the stem. Being ranked higher selectionally than the
stem vowel, it replaces it in the input candidate. Regular preterites in /-ed/ would not
subcategorize for this morpheme.
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morphemic selection constraints for the underspecified words is as significant
an indicator of their token frequencies as the high rankings of exceptional
words which override general prosodic constraints. It is the deviance of these
constraints from the “general” center which reflects their irregularity as well
as their token frequencies.
7.3.4

Prosodic links to semantic structures
Just as morphemic selection can be expressed as a constraint-governed
relationship between morphological structure and semantic structure,
prosodic structure can also be directly selected into a representation by the
semantic structure. The most obvious example of this type of selection
involves lexically long segments, i.e., geminate consonants and vowels. Such
long segments are traditionally represented with an additional mora in their
underlying representation. However, in the system described here, there is no
single underlying representation, but only constituents belonging to the three
hierarchies. The morphological hierarchy, which in most cases is sufficient to
provide the underlying or “input” segmental form, cannot include this mora
because the mora is a member of the prosodic hierarchy. Such a situation can
be conceptualized by regarding the lexemes which select such forms as
multiply linked, this time to both morphological and prosodic constituents:
(7.16)

‘paint’ {paint} : /pant/
: m

or

L i n k ({paint}, /pant/, m)

The specific constraint which selects these forms would indicate the precise
association between the three constituents, specifically associating the mora
with the morpheme’s vowel. A long consonant could be similarly specified by
the addition of a mora which associates to the consonant.
Another more striking use of prosodic selection constraints involves
the selection of a specific prosodic category by the semantic structure exclusive
of any specific morphological structure. An example of this kind of selection
is reduplicative prefixation, which is seen for example in one kind of past
tense morpheme in Ancient Greek. Here, a purely prosodic category such as a
syllable is selected by a lexeme:
(7.17)

Link( {Past Tense}, s)
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Further lexical alignment constraints define the reduplicant’s prosodic
configuration (in this case prefixal) and ensure that it properly corresponds
with morphological material found in the stem:
(7.18)

Align( s[Past Tense], L; PrWd, L )
Align( s[Past Tense], L; Stem, L)

This set of constraints, in combination with others expected in such a
grammar, will yield a word with a reduplicant prefix syllable.
7.4

Economy and morphological selection
The two supposedly competing morphological models discussed in
Bybee (1995), the “dual-process” generative model and Bybee’s network
model, simply emphasize different aspects of the morphological system.
Generative theory focuses upon the abstraction of regular and predictable
relationships which help to organize the huge amount of data inherent in
natural language, localizing much of that explanatory power in the
individual morphemic units and the rules that would allow them to
regularly concatenate. However, its explanatory power is not suited to account
for another aspect of language, which not only tolerates but seems to value
what would typically be termed “complexity”. In every grammar, there will be
a number of words for which more than one morphological stem needs to be
proposed, in direct contravention to the generative principle of economy, and
forms like these require a principled representation in any theory, rather than
being simply labeled as “exceptions” and “irregularities”.
Bybee’s network approach better accounts for the many sub-regularities
and irregularities seen in natural language, but her representations, in which
morphemes appear only in the context of networked units composed of
mixed prosodic/semantic/morphological elements (“words”), fail to express
the complete range of relationships available to the grammar as described
above and exploited using the mechanisms of Optimality Theory. Bybee’s
theory models the links between morphological and semantic constituents
postulated here, but in conflating morphemes, prosodic words and lexemes,
restricts the possibilities for the possible range of interhierarchical interactions
(for example at the phrasal level) and fails to account for the potential
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misalignment of constituents which produce so many of the prosodic effects
explicable via Optimality Theory.
Once the notion that words or morphemes must correspond to “basic”
meaningful units can be dispensed with, the generative and network
paradigms can be seen as each better representing one of two competing but
coexisting tendencies in natural language. Both systems attempt to describe a
series of relationships between surface form and meaning, while organizing
those sets of relationships in quite formally different ways. Using the sets of
hierarchies and the Optimality Theoretic approach adopted here, all logical
distinctions between generative theory and Bybee’s network theory fall away.
Once the lexicon and the rule-based system of traditional generative
derivational theory are fully replaced by Optimality Theory, all surface forms
can be represented in an identical manner: through the constraint hierarchy.
Representing the lexical network by a set of ordered constraints has the added
advantage of retaining the explanatory power of the prosodic and
morphological hierarchies, absent from Bybee’s system, and providing for the
unification of a series of previously disconnected notions, like lexical strength
and lexical connections, in a single schema, the constraint hierarchy.
Furthermore, the system of violable constraints allows for the explanation of
effects which only surface in certain situations, that is, the minority patterns.
These are enforced by what neither previous theory could account for, the
lower-ranking constraints, which only apply in cases where more than one
candidate survives to the point where that constraint can have an effect.
Returning to the exceptional types discussed in § 7.1, how they can be
accounted for in the constraint hierarchy should now be clearer. General
patterns of high frequency (Bybee’s “type frequency”) result from the
application of general constraints upon “input” morphemes of a “general”
form, i.e., those chosen by general selection constraints. Exceptional types
such as vanílla, with additional lexical prosodic structure in the “input” form,
also conform to the general prosodic constraints but require an additional (or
expanded) high-ranking specific selection constraint enforcing the association
of a “lexical” mora to particular morphemes. Words with irregular
morphological subcategorization in the “input” form, such as récord, also
satisfy general prosodic constraints, but violate the general morphological
constraints governing the behavior of prefix morphemes. Such cases also
require a high-ranking specific constraint, this time a subcategorization
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constraint referring to both the prefix and root, to enforce the attested surface
form. In other words, forms like récord require a specific constraint selecting a
stem {record} to link with the nominal form, which must outrank the usual
selection of the morphemes /re{_}/ and {cord} for this lexeme.129
Because morphemes are simply subcategorized, ordered groups of
segments, there is no intrinsic difference between prefixes and roots under
this approach. It is the association of semantic content to morphemes, and the
subcategorizations given to them, which determine the grammatical contrast
between affixes and roots in a given language. In some contexts stem or affix
morphemes might not be associated with any discrete semantic denotation,
e.g., the morphemes seen in recéive, a word whose meaning would be
enforced by the lexical selection constraint L i n k ({receive}, /re-ceive/) rather
than through an analysis of its constituent parts (as could post-war, where
meanings are plausibly associated with the individual morphemes). The
association of /re-/ (which can in some cases be associated with a meaning)
and /ceive/ (which is by itself meaningless) obtains the meaning ‘receive’
solely due to the preceding L i n k constraint. In principle all morphemes are
meaningless in themselves, and only the contrast between morphemes
which appear in a single lexical selection constraint (and thus appear to
maintain a consistent denotation in all cases, such as /post-/ or /war/) and
those which can appear in many such selection constraints (e.g., /-ceive/,
/re-/, /ob-/, etc.) creates the impression of meaningful versus meaningless
morphemes.
Since morphemes are introduced into the representation by selection
constraints, the same model can be extended to the question of allomorphy.
The default case for related words showing a consistently identifiable root is
to link that word’s lexeme to a single root morpheme. However, for
semantically related words whose root morphemes cannot be structurally
identical under any possible ordering of the prosodic and morphological
constraints in the hierarchy (e.g., destróy ‹ destrúction), the attested forms
can be arrived at by proposing distinct specific selection and subcategorization
constraints for each contrasting lexemic instance, similar to the way
synonyms must be regarded. Thus, there would be two lexical selection
129Whether this specific constraint overrides the usual subcategorization for /re-/ or simply

presents a different root /record/ (and whether these alternatives actually differ) is best left for
future research.
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constraints for the lexeme {destroy}, one appearing in conjunction with a
verbalizing lexeme, the other with a nominalizing lexeme. Likewise,
multiple alternate realizations for the same word, as was seen in /-atory/
words which presented two possible “input” structures (§ 6.3), imply two
selection constraints referring to the same lexemes, which are not crucially
ranked. This would yield two equally optimal outcomes for the words in
question.
For all these cases of specific lexical constraints, it is the relative
frequencies of such words (Bybee’s “token frequency”) which allow these
additional, non-general constraints to be maintained by the language learner
in their personal constraint hierarchies. When these constraints drop down
below the corresponding general constraints in the hierarchy and lose their
effect, historical regularization occurs. Such cases can be seen across the lexical
types, for example, cómbative (loss of extra consonantal mora enforced by
specific selection constraint), cy≤clic [sÌklÌk] (loss of vocalic mora), pro≥duce (loss
of exceptional subcategorization needed for variant próduce), mélted (loss of
exceptional selection and subcategorization constraints which yielded mólten
as the past participle of mélt), and élongate, which can also be pronounced
elóngate with stem-level subcategorization like [im{prégn}ate]. A number of
other /-ate/ forms once regularly surfaced showing such a subcategorization
(e.g., demónstrate), but the number has dwindled in the past century as the
specific constraints enforcing this are evidently dropping out of speakers’
constraint hierarchies, and the usual subcategorization of /-at/ for the
morphological word is enforced.
Strong variant minority patterns, such as those seen in the strong verbs
or in plural like wíves, also show strong token frequencies for members of
their types. When words showing such patterns are considered frozen, the
variant “input strings” could be considered to also be listed for each member
of individual paradigms by high-ranking selection constraints. However, if
the various forms can still be modeled by the interaction of active constraints,
this can be achieved by positing prosodic constraints which outrank the (lowranking) lexical selectional constraints, effectively governing the selection of
the input string (or some of its constituent parts) by the prosodic constraints,
rather than the usual, opposite directionality which selects prosodic
constituents on the basis of the morphemic “input”.
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Above, as well as in § 1.5, it was suggested that “input” strings should
be considered simply as subcategorized morphemes, members of the
morphological hierarchy, consisting of segments.130 Above in this chapter, it
was proposed that all of these morphemes are linked arbitrarily (i.e., lexically
in the traditional sense) to semantic lexemes by specific selection constraints.
If morphemes are defined only as subcategorized segment sequences, then
morphemes of similar shape are comparable from a purely structural point of
view. Thus, “input/output correspondence”, a central concept of
Correspondence Theory, can be understood as correspondence between
members of the prosodic and morphological hierarchies, while
“output/output correspondence” involves correspondence among members
of the prosodic hierarchy, and “input/input correspondence” refers to
correspondence between members of the morphological hierarchy. The
introduction of a third, semantic hierarchy, which is the true “input”
hierarchy, reduces the “basic” status of the morphological constituents as
found in Correspondence Theory, but allows for influences in both directions
and subjects morphological constituents to the same limitations which
prosodic constituents suffer in OT. This balances the theory, rather than
emphasizing the role of the “input” string and maintaining the lexicon as a
separate, vague, yet instrumental component of the grammar.
7.4.1

Identifying English morphemes
The preceding account of English grammar in Optimality terms
depends heavily upon the more limited definition of morphemes as purely
structural entities, lexically selected and subcategorized by selectional
constraints. The identification of such morphemes by the language learner
constructing a constraint hierarchy would then be straightforward. When
morphemic correspondence (the identification of similar or identical
segmental sequences between words) coincides with a semantic or
130One way to conceptualize this is to imagine a series of Alignment constraints, aligning a

segment to the edge of a lexeme. Ranking these constraints would produce an ordered series of
segments (e.g., /cat/ is formed by Align({cat}, R;/t/, R), Align({cat}, R;/a/, R), Align({cat},
R;/k/, R), ranked in that order). A general constraint mapping lexemes to morphological root
constituents would then provide the reference point between the edges of abstract lexemic
categories and concrete morphological and prosodic constituents. The traditional lexicon is in
effect the same thing; this simply defines such a list of ordered and classified segments in terms
of OT mechanisms.
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grammatical correspondence, as in traditional paradigms, the combined
entity, corresponding to the traditional meaningful morpheme, may be
further compared to its prosodic realization.
Nevertheless, two structurally similar forms which are not
semantically or grammatically related can still be expected to show similar
relationships in regard to their prosodic behavior, insofar as that prosodic
behavior is not conditioned by other, semantic or grammatical, factors. Thus,
when discussing morphemes in structural terms, we only need to regard their
phonological instantiations. For words with virtually meaningless prefixes,
like /ab-/, or prefixes that only carry identifiable meaningful content in some
cases, like /re-/ or /de-/, each instance of the prefix can be regarded either as
“the same” prefix morphologically, or as a series of structurally identical
prefixes with different semantic denotations. The results, in terms of their
prosodic behavior, will be identical, so long as all the instantiations of the
affix in question subcategorize to form the same type of morphological
constituent.
Similarly, less than meaningful roots like /-ceive/, appearing across
words like receive, conceive, deceive, can be understood to either be unitary
morphemes or sets of structurally identical morphemes. Since these identical
morphemes undergo the same unusual stem change in the nominal abstract
(i.e., recéption, decéption, concéption), it is quite possible (and simpler) for the
system to regard the link as belonging to the structural morpheme rather
than to the set of links holding the meanings and structures together. The
separation of structure and meaning in this model allows for all possible
patterns of combinations to be considered by the system. Thus, an
investigation of the phonology of English requires searching for examples of
two kinds of correspondences, purely structural ones relating the
morphological forms to their prosodic structure, and paradigmatic ones,
which help to suggest what single morphemes with multiple links (i.e., those
found in “related” words) should look like, if they are intended to yield the
attested forms through purely general constraints. In a theory where
morphemes are purely structural, every case of a discrete131 structure /re/ can
131Here “discrete” does not necessarily mean concatenative, but rather an instance in which a

morphological constituent /re/ presented to the constraint hierarchy could account for the
prosodified surface form, regardless of whether a correspondent phonetic sequence [re] is
identifiable in that surface form.
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be associated with a “prefix” morpheme /re/, and additional constraints will
only be necessary for the different subcategorizations (e.g., récord vs. re≥ject)
that /re/ can undergo. The subcategorization of highest type frequency will be
modeled in the general constraint governing this prefix, while any other cases
will need specific subcategorization constraints to be represented. As was seen
in § 7.2.2, general subcategorization constraints for affixes can be so strong that
during Lexicon Optimization they override normal selectional constraints
and demand new, ahistorical, unparadigmatic lexical forms.
That morphemes can be regarded in purely structural terms, divorced
from their meanings, should be apparent from the attested set of English
words. In most complex Latinate words, the combination of morphemes is
not semantically or grammatically predictable, and there is a need for overt
subcategorization to account for the construction of such words. Affixes like
/-al/, /-ous/, /-ary/, /-ive/ all form adjectives, for example, but the
particular meanings which result, although relatable across words sharing a
particular structural stem, can be idiosyncratic. The most consistent
grammatical or semantic relationship between forms, the closest thing to a
“paradigm” among the Latinate words, is that of verbs in /-at-e/ with
nominal abstracts in /-at-ion/ and adjectival abstracts in /-at-ive/. For most
Latinate words, the choice of affix needed to form a particular semantic
modification to the root is completely arbitrary, the result of Latin (or IndoEuropean) word-construction processes no longer semantically transparent to
the grammar.
The same arbitrariness sometimes extends to the choice of multiple
stems. For example, the verb compóse is semantically relatable to the nouns
compónent and còmposítion, which have related but different and
structurally unpredictable meanings. Both forms also show irregular
allomorphy, the former in the root, that latter in a stem extension preceding
the suffix /-ion/. We similarly find the verb propóse, with related nouns
propónent, pròposítion and propósal. The difference in shades of meaning
seen in such cases is clearly not a function of the suffix, but is completely
lexical, that is, linked to particular lexemes. The presence of the root /pos/
supplies little content to the meanings of the words, and the suffixes,
although carrying some semantic content, cannot yield a consistent semantic
denotation that could provide a compositionally predictable meaning. The
common meaning seen in each of the two sets of words is apparently
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determined by the prefixes, although these have no meaning in themselves
and only present the meanings in question in combination with the
meaningless root. All these cases would be conceived of herein as governed
by superordinate lexemic constraints, which link lexemes to combinations or
morphemes, and illustrate the clear need for separation of morphemic
structure from meaning.
7.4.2

Economy in the constraint hierarchy
It has been assumed here that representing the greatest number of
forms with a single general selection or subcategorization constraint, rather
than with individual but virtually identical constraints, is more economical.
In this sense, selection constraints choosing a unitary root to underlie
multiple words are more general than selection constraints introducing
idiosyncratic roots accounting for only one member of a paradigm. Of course,
English contains a number of paradigms whose member forms fail to
accommodate a single underlying morpheme. That some stem allomorphy
should be found is not surprising in a language like English, which has
borrowed not only words but entire morphological systems from a number of
other languages. For example, some forms in /-ive/ and /-ion/ show
irregular stem allomorphy that cannot be accounted for in prosodic terms. An
example such as the pair jóin ‹ júnction, which could be regarded as
semantically and grammatically parallel to inscríbe ‹ inscríption, cannot be
precisely related in the same manner, the latter pair being distinguished only
prosodically, by a moraic contrast. There is a principled historical reason for
this: jóin is a borrowing from Old French, joindre, while júnction is purely
Latin, from junctiØ, junctionis. Both forms originate in Latin jungere, ‘join’,
which is why both their phonological forms and meanings are similar. But
jóin could not be consistently “generated” by any “base” form /jung-/ that
one might to posit for júnction, and it is likewise counterproductive to posit a
new vowel which produces the alternation [o∆] ‹ [Û] to account for this word,
for example, although this has been proposed (by Halle 1977). Other irregular
cases, such as retáin ‹ reténtive, decéive ‹ decéptive have a similar history,
while in propél ‹ propúlsive, the culprit is a synchronically irregular
example of Latin morphology (infinitive pellere, participle pulsus) which has
been taken over in its entirety into English.
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As proposed here, the appropriate way of treating these irregular forms
would be through specific selection constraints introducing these
idiosyncratic morphemes as “input” forms. Attempts to account for
exceptional words purely through prosodic constraints would result in some
words (e.g., vanílla) requiring prosodic constraints incompatible with more
sizable sets of words. Such constraints would be impossible to propose
without suggesting multiple constraint hierarchies or “cophonologies”, a
tactic which would greatly weaken OT (although this has been proposed by
McCarthy & Prince 1993a, Itô, Mester & Padgett 1994). The modification of
lexical entries with further structure in this way may be understood as
prespecification (Inkelas, Orgun & Zoll 1994). However, this term implies that
other entries are not pre-specified; this is not the case, since the selection of all
morphemes is prespecified in the lexical part of the grammar, and the
subcategorization for “default” morphemes will be prespecified by general
constraints associating a given morpheme’s segments to morphological and
prosodic constituents. It is only those minority forms which fail to conform to
the majority generalization that require specific constraints enforcing
prespecification of prosodic and morphological structure, idiosyncratically
associated to a particular lexeme.
Under Lexicon Optimization (§ 7.1), the proposed lexical entry which
incurs the least violations in producing the surface form, given a known
constraint hierarchy, will be stored in the lexicon. While the usual
interpretation of Lexicon Optimization assumes that the morpheme in
question will have a single abstract underlying form that will yield all attested
surface phonetic forms (under the usual generative assumption), the
representation of lexical entries as selection constraints rather than as items
in a list allows for a change in the definition of Lexicon Optimization that
will also admit cases of multiple stems and allomorphy. Instead of choosing a
particular underlying representation, Lexicon Optimization is defined by the
insertion of specific (lexical) constraints into the constraint hierarchy which
account for the surface forms while incurring the fewest violations over the
particular evaluation, and all evaluations in the language. Lexicon
Optimization will only propose specific constraints when there is no more
efficient way of accounting for a given word under the general constraint
hierarchy.
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At this point it is relevant to ask how this efficiency can be measured,
and what the cost to the grammar would be of introducing, for example, a
new vowel /Ÿ/ which surfaced as [Û] and alternated prosodically with [o∆]?
And could one then posit alternate forms of [É] which alternated with /´/
rather than /ˆ/? Adding additional structures must add additional complexity
in the form of additional constraints. On the other hand, each irregular word
adds another constraint to the hierarchy as well. To assess what mechanisms
the grammar will choose to bring least complication to the constraint
hierarchy, it is necessary to have an evaluation metric with which to judge
complexity and economy.
7.4.3

Evaluation metrics and OT
If the lexical listing approach of Vennemann (1974) were the only
theory of morphology available, the description of the grammar of English
would look very much like the descriptive classification of English words
seen in the Appendix. However, as in Bybee’s (1985, 1995) method of listing
networks of forms, while some generalizations can be captured in this way,
others are missed. Approaches like Bybee’s or Vennemann’s focus too
strongly on the semantic/morphological side of the system, while the
generative approach overly focuses upon the morphological/prosodic side. In
the version of OT presented here, the phenomena of “irregular” allomorphy
and suppletion were accounted for by specific “lexical” constraints, constraints
which are in any case necessary both for linking lexemic constituents to the
morphemes which project their featural content into the prosody (Russell
1995), and for specifying the subcategorization of affixes and stems (Inkelas
1989, McCarthy & Prince 1993a).
The traditional concept of “regular” patterns would be here applied to
cases in which general constraints outrank any corresponding specific, lexical
constraints; such specific constraints would then have no effect, and would
not need to be specifically recorded in the hierarchy. Looked at from the
perspective of language acquisition (as “Lexicon Optimization”), the general
constraints are defined by the most frequent plausible constrained
relationships seen in the language. Under this approach, “regular”
morphology involves those surface words whose prosodically optimal
candidates do not violate general selection constraints, while irregular
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morphology denotes the set of optimal candidates whose success was ensured
only by superordinate specific selection constraints.
To explain an alternation of limited distribution by positing an
additional general constraint, not necessary to account for most forms, will
require evidence of a pattern in the data, rather than simple stem
allomorphy. Since there does not seem to be, contrary to the usual generative
assumption, a strong restriction against multiple stems, proposing a general
constraint to account for only a few forms requires both positive evidence of a
pattern and the lack of numerous counterexamples. The rigorous theoretical
framework defined by the OT constraint hierarchy means that new general
constraints inserted into the hierarchy by the grammar (or equally, by the
theorist trying to formalize the grammar) may very well have a greater effect
than simply accounting for the desired idiosyncratic forms. Because general
OT constraints apply to every utterance in the language, the promotion of
additional general constraints for the sake of handling a few unusual forms
might inadvertently spoil previously valid evaluations for hundreds more,
eliminating as sub-optimal the attested surface forms. Unlike rules that can be
added to the grammar, marked to apply only to certain words, general
constraints cannot be added just to fill in some gaps. Each applies over the
entire set of all candidates, and its effects must be taken into account.
Utilizing the notion of general and specific constraints, it is possible to
define an evaluation metric, and to explain why optimization of the
grammar will produce general and specific constraints based on type
frequency patterns. Specialized constraints applying only to a small, arbitrarily
defined set of words will have to be expressed as a series of specific
constraints, while true general constraints governing constituents will appear
only once in the hierarchy (per constituent relationship). Representing an
alternation seen across many words by specific constraints would be quite
costly with regard to the number of individual constraints, but generalizing
produces a single constraint which accounts for the same data. However, if an
alternation cannot be properly represented by the introduction of a new
general constraint into the hierarchy without incorrectly changing the
evaluation of many other words, then it is far less costly, again in terms of the
overall number of constraints, to provide specific constraints for the
minority.
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Such an evaluation metric formalizes the treatment of generalizations
seen across languages and expressed in diachronic processes such as
regularization. An explanation suggested above for regularization is the loss
of a specific superordinate selection constraint from the hierarchy, the
particular constraint being reranked below its corresponding general version
and losing all independent force. This effective loss of a specific constraint
from the hierarchy simplifies the grammar in a quantifiable way, by one
constraint. Beyond the question of generating all the correct forms, a proposed
grammar formulated entirely as a constraint hierarchy can thus be evaluated
for economy according to how many relevant constraints (constraints whose
violations affect the selection of any optimal candidates) are necessary. The
degree of irregularity is directly represented in such a grammar by the
presence of superordinate specific constraints, and the means for its
regularization can be seen as the descendance (and thus effective elimination)
of those specific constraints when they fall below their corresponding general
constraints in ranking.
However, it is not being proposed here that the goal of the grammar is
to reduce the absolute number of constraints in a language; this would lead to
the same paradox as the traditional generative model, since we would expect
wholescale regularization on that basis. Rather, the grammar selects the
minimal constraint hierarchy which will account for the attested forms of the
language . The goal of the language learner is to join the communicative
community, not simplify its way of communicating. Specific constraints will
be enforced by the lexical strength of the words which require them; only
when the words in question are no longer part of the target set of attested
words (due to changes in word usage and other social factors) will the
constraints required to maintain them be dropped, simplifying the grammar.
In the same way, for sociolinguistic reasons, new specific constraints can enter
the grammar with foreign or innovated words, further complicating the
grammar. From competing models of the target language, the simplest is
striven towards which will accurately model the language. All such
competing models must include ways of representing lexically strong
irregular forms, and grammars which fail to capture such forms would be
rejected due to coverage failure.
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7.4.4

The universality of constraints
The issue of representing traditional lexical properties using specific
constraints brings up the issue of the universality of constraints, one of the
principles of Optimality Theory offered by McCarthy & Prince (1994: 3). They
propose that all constraints are found in every language, and it is simply the
rankings of constraints which differentiate languages. This is likely to be true
in regard to the general constraints. However, very specific constraints, such
as F r e e - V (Smolensky & Prince 1993: 101) or subcategorization constraints
referring to particular morphemes, like A l i g n - u m (McCarthy & Prince 1993a:
22-4) need not be understood as appearing in every language, and proposing
that they do weakens the universal claim itself, as it suggests that every
possible morpheme in every possible language is overtly present in the
constraint hierarchies of all languages.
Since every specific constraint is an instantiation of the corresponding
general constraint, the existence of specific constraints does not contravene
the universality of constraints. Specific constraints ranked below their
corresponding general constraint would never have any effect and thus can
be regarded as being absent from the particular language. Only those specific
constraints which are more highly ranked than their general counterparts
will impact upon the grammar, and will be overtly recorded in the constraint
hierarchy of a given language. The constituent arguments for specific
constraints are found elsewhere in the grammar and these constraints are
simply the encoding of complex, lexical information required anyway by all
linguistic theories, put into a form that allows them to be ranked within the
constraint hierarchy and evaluated uniformly in the same manner as the
general constraints. The grammar can be understood as consisting of a
“vocabulary” of all the constituents found in the three hierarchies, prosodic,
morphological and semantic. Relations between all members of these
hierarchies can be represented in constraints, covering varying degrees of
complexity, but only those relevant to producing output need to be overtly
expressed in the constraint hierarchy for a given language. Of course, all
constituents used in a given language will be represented in the constraint
hierarchy in at least some general constraints.
The identification of specific and general constraints put forward here
can be related to a proposal by Kiparsky (1994) that “each constraint (PARSE,
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FILL, SPREAD ,

etc.) has at least two versions: one holding generally over
structure of a particular type (segments, vowels, place feature, etc.) and one (or
more) holding specifically of the marked structure of that type” (Inkelas 1994:
10). This effectively states that every constraint type can appear in general or
specific form. Kiparsky claims further that no constraint can refer to
unmarked feature values, a claim which has ramifications for his theory of
markedness. Here, no such generalizations are required. OT allows for any
structure which is part of the three linguistic hierarchies to appear as an
argument to constraints; however, constraints which would restrict what
linguists interpret to be the most “unmarked” structures are likely to be those
ranked lowest in the constraint hierarchy, thus the apparent universal
absence of such constraints (if this is truly the case).132
This interpretation of the universality of constraints means that the
universal content of any grammar will consist of the general constraint types
available. Following the evaluation metric proposed above, the complexity of
a given grammar can then be measured in terms of how many specific
constraints are overtly listed in the constraint hierarchy. The simplest
grammar for a given language will be the one which uses the least number of
specific constraints to produce the correct output; the tendency to reduce the
number of specific constraints will always be in conflict with the need to
produce output that meets the standards of the linguistic community, and
these specific constraints will be reinforced by the token frequency of the
words they support. While the task of deciding precisely how to count the
number of distinct specific constraints will be left to future research, it is likely
that identical constraints covering a set of words, e.g., the subcategorization
constraints for the /-al/ prefixes, can be grouped (as they would be in the
hierarchy, in a single column, since they are not crucially ranked) as one
constraint. To do otherwise would run counter to the insight that the
generality of application for constraints should be maximized, which accounts
for the choice of general constraints in Lexicon Optimization.

132While OT allows for any configuration of constituents in its constraints, this does not predict

that all configurations will be common or that they will occur at random. There are certainly
tendencies for certain configurations of constraints to be very common cross-linguistically.
However, OT does allow a mechanism by which very “marked” structures which nevertheless
surface can be accounted form.
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7.5

Some proposals for future research
It is not possible to explore here all the ramifications of the modified
OT offered in this study. For example, discussion of segmental phonology has
been largely avoided, not because it cannot be handled within this
framework, but because it is outside the scope of this work and would
demand an equivalent amount of text to do it justice. One goal of the
preceding chapters was to illustrate that many long-standing assumptions
about the English lexicon were incorrect, and that through a thorough
comparative analysis of the data over a number of parameters, a simpler
paradigm for English lexical forms could be arrived at. These forms could
then be used as “input” for an Optimality analysis which would yield the
correct surface forms. Another goal was to show that the OT framework could
be expanded in order to robustly handle lexical exceptions through the
constraint hierarchy, rather than reverting to concepts such as serial
derivation, cyclic effects, cophonologies, exception marking or other devices
of derivational theory, to yield a streamlined, logically coherent model of the
grammar of natural languages. This final section offers some further
proposals for refining OT, without carrying them out to their logical
conclusions. That will be left to future work.
7.5.1

The formulation of constraints
The concept of the universality of constraints offered above provides
the framework for a very constrained linguistic theory. However, the
question of whether an OT system is constrained and explicit then lies in the
choice of constraints. Most constraints appearing in current OT studies, like
the rules, conditions and parameters which preceded them in derivational
theories, are descriptive stipulations rather than formal expressions. They
refer to hierarchical constituents in a number of ways, have numerous
manners of incurring violations, and in some cases possess inordinate power,
yet all are represented similarly, through a “nickname” and a column in a
constraint hierarchy. One extremely powerful type of constraint is the
negative formulation, usually symbolized by ‘*’. This deceptively simple
representation could be used to restrict any constituent or combination of
constituents, potentially producing linguistically impossible structures.
In this work, an attempt has been made to introduce formalized
constraints where possible, using more explicit versions of McCarthy &
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Prince’s (1993a) Generalized Alignment, and the No-Intervening formalism
of Ellison (1995) and Zoll (1996). Constraints such as L a p s e - s and * m,
although given short nicknames for the sake of brevity, were presented
formally as well, and their violation conditions were made explicit. These
formalizations refer to constituent edges, and present a template within
which any constituent category could be inserted into the domain, universal
or existential argument positions. It will be briefly argued here that one goal
of OT should be to limit all constraints to those which may be formalized
using these and similar templates, and that unstructured constraints which
do not have clear violation conditions, which may result in impossible
forms, or which are allotted inordinate powers, should be removed from the
theory.
It is a corollary of the above argument that all relevant constraints then
can be represented using formal descriptions. Alignment constraints have
been used to represent iterative footing (with the arguments Foot and PrWd),
extrametricality (PrWd and Syllable), cyclic effects (Foot and Morpheme
categories), morphological subcategorization (Stem and Affix) and
syllabification (Foot and Syllable) in studies such as McCarthy & Prince
(1993ab), Cohn & McCarthy (1994). Yet, it is not possible to represent some
relevant constraints with the Alignment formalism. One example of a such a
necessary constraint is F t B i n , or M i n - 2 under the interpretation of Green &
Kenstowicz (1995). As a stipulative, constraint, it is easy to describe what
F t B i n does, but it cannot be formalized using Generalized Alignment as
presented in McCarthy & Prince (1993a), because the alignment of foot to
syllable or mora using edges can always be satisfied with a single syllable or
mora rather than the required two (i.e., Align( Ft, L, s, L) & Align( Ft, R, s, R)
or vice versa). The definition of F t B i n seems to require counting, a
theoretical mechanism which is otherwise avoided in OT (cf. McCarthy &
Prince 1993a: 8).
However, M i n - 2 can be represented by using the concept of constraint
domains, introduced in § 5.2.1. By limiting a No-Intervening constraint to
apply across the foot alone, the situation behind M i n - 2 can be not only
captured, but it becomes clear why two is a significant number in this context,
but there is no language which requires (for example) three moras per foot:
(7.19)

Min-2:

NI(Foot: m, m, Ft)
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This states that in across a foot, no foot edge intervenes between the edge of a
mora and another mora. Note that the lack of a specified edge indicates that
this constraint can be satisfied by success on either edge.133 This constraint
requires every mora to be adjacent to one (but not necessarily more than one)
mora to be satisfied, thus enforcing foot-binarity. The reason why two is the
“magic” number is due to the two-dimensional nature of prosodic
constituents - they only have two relevant edges. Changing the constraint by
using either edge (or both edges) as arguments would have the effect of
producing what Hayes (1995) calls the “unbounded foot”:
(7.20)

Unbounded Foot:

NI-L( Foot: m, m, Ft)
NI-R( Foot: m, m, Ft)
NI-LR( Foot: m, m, Ft)

All these constraints state that every mora in the foot must be adjacent to
another mora within the foot on one or both edges. To minimize violations
of this kind of constraint, all moras in the word will be incorporated into the
foot; only the edgemost moras in the word will incur violations. (Note that
the same relations could be expressed using the syllable instead of the mora,
yielding bisyllabic or unbounded feet.) Formally expressing the M i n - 2
constraint in this manner not only accounts for the binarity effect in an
explicit way, but also accounts for the limited range of foot types (binary or
unbounded) seen across natural languages. It is to be hoped that formally
defining all constraints in this way will both lead to further insights of this
type and eliminate analyses which weaken the theoretical robustness and
credibility of OT.
7.5.2

Feature-changing and post-lexical effects
One final issue to be addressed here involves the interface between
phonology and phonetics, as understood in an OT framework. The surface
output used to crucially assess the identity of optimal candidates during
Lexicon Optimization is the phonetic form taken by structures expressed

133Alternatively, the constraint can be understood as having an edge argument (L

than the (L AND R) seen in constraints like L a p s e - s.

OR

R), rather
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through the prosodic hierarchy. All the constituent boundaries and
subconstituent members are, following McCarthy & Prince’s (1995) concept of
Correspondence, determined by the segmental tier, which acts as the
grounding level of phonological structure. However, if the segments (or
p h o n e m e s ) which make up morphemes are regarded as morphological
units, rather than at the bottom end of the prosodic hierarchy, the relation of
the terminal boundaries of the prosodic and morphological hierarchies must
be clarified. It will be proposed here that morphological phonemes are not
identical to the constituents on the segmental tier, with which they are often
conflated in the usual representations of the prosodic hierarchy. “Output”
segments are to be understood as the prosodic correspondents of “input”
phonemes (a morphological category), and as in usual interpretations of OT
these correspondences need not be perfect.
If the prosodic hierarchy is defined as governing all speech sound
output and providing, via the various levels of constituents, all of its
characteristics, then the true terminal elements of the prosodic hierarchy
must be phonetic features.134 Features also terminate the morphological
hierarchy, traditionally being the subconstituents of phonemes. However, it
would again be a mistake to regard these features as identical in both
hierarchies, and two types of feature, prosodic (phonetic) and morphological
(phonological) should be understood. While the correspondences between
prosodic and morphological features will be clear in many cases,
morphological features will always be more abstract than their phonetic
realizations, which can vary widely. Allowing again for violable faithfulness
relationships between correspondents in the two hierarchies, so-called “postlexical” effects should be accountable using a single constraint hierarchy, with
no need for any “post-lexical level”. Such effects would involve constraints
which take prosodic constituents (such as feet, syllables, moras, margins,
segments or features), and not morphological phonemes or features, as their
arguments. Thus their effects will depend only upon the position of (for
example) segments relative to other prosodic structures (e.g., syllables, feet),
and will not take the morphological affiliations of the segment into account.

134These can be understood as abstract elements for notational purposes, but they would directly

correspond to measurable acoustic phenomena.
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The account of English phonology and morphology presented above in
this study illustrated how the various “level-ordering” effects suggested by
derivational theories could be accounted for by subcategorization constraints
and the correspondence and alignment of morphological categories with
prosodic ones. The familiar distinction between levels I and II rested on
differing subcategorizations between the affix and the Prosodic Word. But
post-lexical effects in derivational theory are different, in that they are defined
as applying to all segments, regardless of constituency. This phenomenon
does not require any kind of ordering in OT, as a post-lexical level would
imply, but involves recognizing what constituents are being referred to as the
“output” string. The output is usually represented in terms of surface
segments, but these tend to be idealized phonological segments, rather than
real phonetic realizations.
While such output segments are typically treated as unitary items
which can be counted and used to delineate constituent boundaries, the
reality is less clear-cut, as can be seen from the word compatible:
(7.21) Surface:
Phonemes:

k˙Êmp˙æ≤ D ÊbÊl
kom-pat-ibil

The correspondence between the segments and surface sounds listed is
certainly one-to-one (satisfying alignment constraints), and one could state
which phonemes would belong to a prefix /kom-/ or a suffix /-ibil/, but the
surface phones themselves do not map exactly to their underlying idealized
phonemic forms. The feature [aspiration] is part of the morphological (or
phonemic) structure of voiceless stops in English, but the /t/ in compátible
has lost this feature, as well as much of its voicelessness and stop qualities,
being reduced to the flap [D]. The vowels /o/ and /i/ are quite distinct
phonemically, but here both surface as [Ê], a neutral central vowel. The issue
of featural faithfulness arises in such contexts, and becomes more acute with a
word like edition. The related form edit suggests this verb ends in a /t/, but
neither that nor the first segment of the suffix /-ion/ is in evidence:
(7.22) Surface:
Segments:

Êdí∞Ên
edit-ion
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Instead, a segment /∞/ not appearing in the “input” has replaced both /t/ and
/i/, creating a contrast between the number of segmental units in the “input”
and “output” forms. These kinds of discrepancies have usually been regarded
as resulting from phonological and post-lexical sound changes. While they
can be accounted for by the selected parsing of certain segmental features due
to various OT constraints, the issue of how this might affect the delineation
of super-segmental constituents remains.
Reinterpreting the OT “output” string as an ordered set of prosodic
segments containing phonetic features allows for a more flexible
understanding of surface sound patterns. The prosodic segments may
correspond to the morphological phonemes, but can dominate prosodic
feature matrices which may not possess correspondents for all morphological
features. In this way, the output form of prosodic segments may differ
dramatically in terms of which phonetic features are present as
correspondents to the morphological features, and what those correspondents
are, but it may still be completely faithful on the segmental level. Conversely,
segments may be unfaithful in correspondence, but all of their features might
be faithful.
A diagram of the type of hierarchical structure which can account for
both “feature-changing” and “postlexical” phonological effects proposed here
could appear as follows, the example below being the noun fly:
(7.23)

Ft
|
s
| \
Ons m m
/|
| |
X X X X
[ ][ ] [ ] [ ]
{ }{ } {
}
f l
i
/
/
{
}

Prosodic Foot
Prosodic Syllable
Prosodic Nodes
Prosodic Segments
Prosodic Features
Morphological Features
Morphological Phonemes
Morphological Root
Morphological Stem
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The role of the prosodic features can be exemplified by the case of vowel
quality in the various English dialects. Surface vowels in all dialects are
always different from the underlying forms proposed, e.g., morphological
/e‹´/ surfaces in American English as [É‹i∆]. In other dialects, such as British,
Australian or South African English, the realization of vowel quality (and
thus the precise phonetic correspondents) for these phonemes differs widely,
but all dialects show faithful correspondence between segments and some set
of features. It is simply the identity of the prosodic features which varies. The
uniformity of morphological features (in most cases) across these dialects can
be proposed as the reason why speakers of these different dialects can for the
most part understand each other, once the corresponding prosodic and
morphological features and segments are identified.
The two-dimensional, unitary nature of segment-level constituents
allow single phoneme or segment edges to be defined, while the multiple,
unordered nature of features allows for the incomplete parsing of some or all
features into the prosodic hierarchy. Thus, postlexical effects like flapping,
vowel reduction and the like can be represented on the prosodic hierarchy in
the same parallel prosodic representation without affecting constraint
arguments referring to the unitary segments or phonemes themselves. For
example, the prosodic segment flap [D] can correspond to a morphological
phoneme /t/. For constraints with morphological arguments this segment
will act like a /t/, while for those governing prosodic arguments, it would be
a flap. Flap will appear when some constraint associates the prosodic segment
flap with morphological /t/, while the aspirated stop segment [t˙] and the
glottal stop segment [÷] will be associated with /t/ by different constraints
which reference different constituent environments. Under this
interpretation neither flap, glottal stop nor aspirates are phonemes of English,
present in lexical selection constraints, but they are segments, associations of
prosodic features, which may correspond to the phoneme /t/.135
In this model, the only difference between lexical and post-lexical
sound changes would be that the former will be governed by constraints
135Similar to morphemes, phonemes would be defined by a series of constraints which place the

relevant morphological features within phonemes. One such constraint has been illustrated
above, as V o i c e l e s s - f (7.14). Phonemes themselves are just labeled morphological constituents;
it is the feature content of the phonemes which influences their segmental and prosodic
behavior.
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using higher morphological categories than the phoneme as arguments. The
entire relationship between the “underlying” morphological structure and
the phonetic surface form can thus be represented in a single representation
arrived at via a single parallel process, the optimal evaluation of the
constraint hierarchy.
7.5.3

Conclusion
The representation of the lexicon via the constraint hierarchy allows
for a completely unified system based on a single mechanism, constraint
evaluation. This mechanism provides an evaluation metric for proposed
grammars and a uniform framework for representing all kinds of linguistic
relationships. It can model diachronic relationships of regularization
(through constraint shift up and down the ranked hierarchy), irregularity,
regularity, type and token frequency, majority and minority patterning, and
language acquisition. The proposed limitation of constraints to formally
defined expressions further limits the mechanisms available to the grammar
to constituent members of the three constraint hierarchies. The model of
language offered here is maximally constrained in that only prosodic,
morphological and semantic constituents, formally expressed in the
constraint hierarchy, may participate in the formal description of the
grammar. Using such a constrained system, the strengths and weaknesses of a
grammar proposed to account for a particular language may be accurately
measured according to its success in producing all the attested output forms
using the least number of relevant specific constraints. It is hoped that these
proposals will be of interest to those doing further work in this field.
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Appendix - Stress patterns in suffixed words

A.1

The computational study and data
This appendix presents some of the results of the computational study
which underlies this research, focusing on so-called level one suffixation in
English. The goal of the study was to correlate the relationship between stress and
syllable weight across various morphologically-defined word types. The
undertaking of an extensive new study of the corpus of English was a conscious
decision not to use the data sets which have appeared in works on English
phonology since Chomsky & Halle (1968), but to investigate anew the status of
those words, and look at the general patterns seen across the entire lexicon. The
data used in the study derives primarily from a specific machine-readable corpus,
the Celex Lexical Database of English developed at the Max Planck Institute in
Nijmigen (Baayen, Piepenbrock & van Rijn 1993). This list contains 52,446 lemmas
(words regarded as basic forms, subsuming inflectional and other variants) derived
from 160,594 word-forms drawn from the COBUILD corpus of the University of
Birmingham. This database should be considered large enough to serve as a
reasonable model of the mental database of the native speaker, and includes all
words that occur with any frequency in Modern English. This database contains
pronunciation, syntactic and morphological and word frequency information. The
pronunciations are British; most of these correspond phonologically to American
pronunciations; when they clearly do not, as in the case of words in /-atory/ and a
few other sets, distributions for American English pronunciations have been
calculated separately, based on the Pronlex dictionary distributed by the Linguistic
Data Consortium (Comlex 1995).
To process these databases, I designed and programmed a number of tools
written in Prolog and implemented on a Macintosh PowerBook. The first tool was
designed to convert wordlists of any shape, in any language, into a Prolog database
consisting of structured objects. This flexible design was especially important as
various corpora were used at different stages of the research, until the Celex corpus
was settled upon. The second tool allowed for complex searches of such converted
databases according to morphological and phonological criteria including stress
and syllable weight patterns, and the generation of contrastive tables organized
around the various patterns that were encountered. Thus, using the front-end
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application, I could collect the set of all words suffixed in e.g., /-al/ or /-ent/, the
set of all words with three syllables, or words with certain orthographic sequences.
For such subsets, I could then create tables outlining the various stress or weight
patterns presented, or the morphological structures, complete with information
about the percentages encountered and the frequencies of the words. The program
also allowed me to view the words in the chosen subsets, create new subsets based
on that information, and combine or and contrast various subsets. Information
drawn from those tables will be presented below.
In terms of numerical details, homonymous words with different syntactic
categories are counted as different words; variant pronunciations of a word have
been counted individually only when the contrast is relevant to the feature being
compared. Thus the variant pronunciations combátive and cómbative will only
count as two entries when stress pattern is being compared; when syllable weight
patterns are being compared both will be regarded as part of the same entry. Most
of the percentages cited below are calculated on the basis of part to the whole, and
indicate what percentage of a certain subset of the lexicon contains a certain
feature, regardless of the frequencies of individual lexemes. The pronunciation
data from the corpus was normalized, since the Celex database presented a mixture
of phonetic (post-lexical) and phonological detail. The phonetic detail was
abstracted to arrive at a purely phonological interpretation for the entries.
Morphological information was also normalized, as the morphological theory
evidently used by the Celex compilers reflected only one of the many possible
approaches to English morphology. The data presented in these tables is meant to
be theory-neutral as far as possible, and is based solely on the segmental and stress
information from the corpus. None of the theoretical conclusions reached in the
main body of this study have been impressed upon the data here; this data rather
informed those conclusions.
A.2

Presentation of the data
The transcriptional conventions used here are designed to simplify the
presentation of the data. Data appearing in brackets represents the phonetic
representation found in the Celex corpus. This representation, similar to
traditional dictionary pronunciations, will be replaced in the tables by a quasiphonemic representation for a number of reasons. One is the contrast between
what are certainly corresponding phonemes (e.g., /Êr/: [º:]‹[®]) found in British
and American pronunciations. Another is the presentational simplification of
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presenting vowels and diphthongs that participate in the vowel quantity
alternations that this investigation focuses upon with the same symbols,
distinguished solely by length markings. The system used is as follows :
(A.1)
/a/
/e/
/i/
/o/
/u/
/Ù/
/Ê/
/or/
/Êr/
/ar/

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

Br. [æ, a], Am. [æ]
[É]
[Ì]
[Ã]
[Û]
[Ù]
[Ê]
Br. [ø:], Am. [ør]
Br. [º:], Am. [®]
Br. [Ã:], Am. [ar]

/Å/
/´/
/ˆ/
/Ø/
/¨/
/u∑/
/a∑/
/o∑/
/o∆/

=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

[e∆]
[i∆]
[a∆]
Br. [Ê∑], Am. [o∑]
[∆u∑]
[u∑]
[a∑]
Br. [ø:], Am. [ø∑]
[ø∆]

The vowels seen in the left column will be generally described as “short” while
those on the right will be described as “long”. The variation between British [æ]
and [Ã] was considered to be for the most part conditioned by the following
consonant, and these are merged in the notation as /a/, which behaves
phonologically like a short vowel in all cases despite the phonetic length of the
British back variant, e.g. pást as [pÃ≤:st]. The convention /¨/ for the triphthong
[∆u∑] has been chosen for its stressed instantiation despite the fact that this
phoneme does not always appear as (or behave phonologically as) a long vowel,
and when reduced surfaces as [∆Ê]. The unstressed form of this triphthong will be
written as /u/. In general, /Ê/ shows up in the quasi-phonemic notation to
indicate a reduced vowel. Syllabic sonorants are also indicated with a leading /Ê/,
e.g., /Êl/, /Êr/, /Ên/, /Êm/. Primary and secondary stresses are marked with the
acute and breve as usual.
Morpheme boundaries will be noted inside the quasi-phonemic notation
with hyphens, e.g., dènotátion /de¯-nØt-a≥∞-Ên/. Stress patterns will be described
using a bracketed list, e.g., [2,0,1-0]. Only primary, secondary and zero stress will be
indicated in this descriptive formalism, which in this case indicates a word with
penultimate stress and initial secondary stress. The hyphen will be used to indicate
the suffix boundary, as many patterns within stems remain consistent, regardless
of the weight of the suffix. In most tables, example forms are given simply with
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orthography, long vowels being marked with the macron, and stresses marked
with the breve and acute, as in the main chapters. The same conventions outlined
above apply to the marking of long vowels in orthography. The remainder of the
appendix is a presentation of the distribution of stress patterns in the major suffix
classes amongst the Latinate or “level one” suffixes. The classifications are based
on a combination of stress placement and morphological criteria such as the
behavior of prefixes and roots in combination with the suffixes in question.
Information on the distribution of stress patterns in unsuffixed words has been
presented in chapter three of the main text.
A.3

Suffixes like /-al/
The suffixes grouped here include the monosyllabic suffixes /-al/, /-or/,
/-ive/, /-ous/, /-us/, /-um/, /-ar/, and /-an/. All are vowel-initial, and the
suffix vowel is always reduced. The underlying vocalism of some of these suffixes
may be inferred from the following forms which show further suffixation:
(A.2) tonálity
tutórial
lùminósity
àdjectíval
pùritánical

/tØn-ál-iti/
/t¨t-o¯r-i-Êl/
/lu¯ m in-ós-iti/
/àÔikt-¥v-Êl/
/pu¯rit-án-ik-Êl/

formálity
èditórial
pompósity
sùbstantíval

/form-ál-iti/
/èdit-o≥r-i-Êl/
/pomp-ós-iti/
/sùbstÊnt-¥v-Êl/136

Forms showing a monosyllabic stem are universally stressed with the
pattern [1-0] and are about evenly divided between heavy (CVC-) and long-vowel
(CVV-) roots. A minority shows a light stem (CV-):137
(A.3) CVV-

43%

tónal
rázor
fámous
plósive
lócus

/to≥n-Êl/
/ra≥z-Êr/
/fa≥m-Ês/
/plo≥s-iv/
/lo≥k-Ês/

lócal
mótor
héinous
mótive
mínus

/lo≥c-Êl/
/mo≥t-Êr/
/ha≥n-Ês/
/mo≥t-iv/
/m¥n-Ês/

136But note that these examples for /-ive/ show an irregular stress pattern and are of uncertain

structure.
137Hereon, the initial C of syllable structures like C V C C - are understood to stand for any
syllable onset. The final cluster of the root, which forms the onset of the suffix syllable, is
likewise not included in the representation of the root syllable.
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CVC-

44%

CV-

13%

sérum
róman
fórmal
véndor
nérvous
áctive
díscus
díctum
gérman
mámmal
zéalous
pássive
phállus
véllum

/se≥r-Êm/
/ro≥m-Ên/
/fórm-Êl/
/vénd-Êr/
/nÊ≤rv-Êr/
/ákt-iv/
/dísk-Ês/
/díkt-Êm/
/ÔÊ≤ r m-Ên/
/mám-Êl/
/zél-Ês/
/pás-iv/
/fál-Ês/
/vél-Êm/

dátum
/da≥t-Êm/
págan
/pa≥g-Ên/
fráctal
/frákt-Êl/
cáptor
/kápt-Êr/
víscous
/vísk-Ês/
cáptive
/kápt-iv/
cámpus
/kámp-Ês/
quántum
/kwónt-Êm/
úrban
/Ê≤rb-Ên/
érror
/ér-Êr/
férrous
/fér-Ês/
mássive
/más-iv/
státus (alt.) /stát-Ês/
álum
/ál-Êm/

About 13% of the forms show a short light syllable in the stressed foot, contrary to
expectations about foot structure. A number of these forms have long variants,
e.g., státus /stát-Ês/‹/sta≥t-Ês/, lócus /lók-Ês/‹/lo≥k-Ês/, dátum /dát-Êm/‹
/da≥t-Êm/.
Words showing two syllables preceding the suffix show two stress patterns
with the following distribution:
(A.4)

[1,0-0] 45%
[0,1-0] 55%

[1,0-0]
CVV-CV-

14%

CVC-CV-

27%

séasonal
áuditor
dángerous
sécretive
úterus
stádium
púritan
órbital
cónqueror
cáncerous
púrposive

/se≥zÊn-Êl/
/ø≤∑dit-Êr/
/da≥nÔÊr-Ês/
/se≥krÊt-iv/
/u≥tÊr-Ês/
/sta≥di-Êm/
/pu≥rit-Ên/
/órbit-Êl/
/kónkÊr-Êr/
/kánsÊr-Ês/
/pÊ≤rpÊs-iv/

fúneral
cóunselor
lúminous
nútritive
túmulus
ópium
lútheran
cárdinal
émperor
déxterous
sénsitive

/fu≥nÊr-Êl/
/káunsÊl-Êr/
/lu≥min-Ês/
/nu≥trit-iv/
/tu≥m∆Êl-Ês/
/o≥pi-Êm/
/lu≥JÊr-Ên/
/kárdin-Êl/
/émpÊr-Êr/
/dékstÊr-Ês/
/sénsit-iv/
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CV-CV-

59%

cálculus
máximum
méxican
pívotal
éditor
vénomous
pósitive
stímulus
plátinum
áfrican

/kálk∆Êl-Ês/ íncubus
/máksim-Êm/ péndulum
/méksik-Ên/ pártisan
/pívÊt-Êl/ nóminal
/édit-Êr/
mónitor
/vénÊm-Ês/
óminous
/pózit-iv/ ádditive
/stím∆Êl-Ês/
tétanus
/plátin-Êm/
bárium
/áfrik-Ên/ véteran

/ínk∆Êb-Ês/
/pénd∆Êl-Êm/
/pártiz-Ên/
/nómin-Êl/
/mónit-Êr/
/ómin-Ês/
/ádit-iv/
/tétÊn-Ês/
/mónit-Êr/
/vétÊr-Ên/

There are also a few words (less than 1%) with unexpectedly heavy but unstressed
penults:
(A.5) CVC-CVCCV-CVC-

súbstantive
góvernor
ádjective
cávernous

/súbstÊnt-iv/
/gúvÊrn-Êr/
/áÔÊkt-iv/
/kávÊrn-Ês/

Of the second, slightly more numerous pattern with penultimate stress, a
large majority of these forms show heavy penultimates. These stems are either
bisyllabic morphemes with final heavy syllables, or prefixed monosyllables:
(A.6)
[0,1-0]
s-CVV-

41%

s-CVC-

53%

s-CV-

16%

cathe≥dral
propo≥sal
explo≥sive
des¥rous
papy≥rus
detr¥tus
trˆúmphal revérsal
moméntous
vindíctive defénsive
ugándan
subúrban
colóssal
rebúttal
opréssive
sucéssive
flagéllum errátum

equa≥tor
cohe≥sive
facto≥tum
precúrsor
horréndous
oly≤mpus
moméntum
proféssor
collóssus
tibétan

adv¥sor
progna≥thous
ango≥lan
detéctor
prospéctus
addéndum
abéttor
narcíssus
moróccan
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The general stress distribution noted above is paralleled by the longer forms.
Again, words with light penults show the final stress pattern [1,0-0] while words
with heavy penults show [0,1-0]:
(A.7) Trisyllabic stem forms:
[0,1,0-0]
52%
s-CVV-CVlev¥athan
s-CVC-CVimpérsonal
s-CV-CVoríginal
compétitor
compétitive
alúminum
[2,0,1,0]
37%
s`-s-CVVànecdo≥tal
lo¯como≥tive
àrbore≥tum
s`-s-CVCbènefáctor (alt.)
sèmicónscious
ìnterrégnum
s`-s-CVrètrogréssive
[1,0,2,0]
11%
s≤-s-CVVsu≥pervÿsor
s≤-s-CVCch¥ropràctor
s≤-s-CVprédecèssor
[1,0,0,0]
0%
s≤-s-CVspíritual
Four syllables:
[2,0,1,0,0]
91%
s`-s-CVV-CVs`-s-CVC-CVs`-s-CV-CV-

[0,2,0,1,0]
5%
s-s`-CVV-

prepósterous
medícinal
carnívorous
eméritus
currículum

impérvious
ambássador
constítutive
esóphagus
américan

ìntertr¥bal
ìndec¥sive
pròtozo≥an
ìntercéptor
ìnexpénsive
rèferéndum
strèptocóccus

re¯appra≥isal
ìgnora≥mus
àmbidéxtrous
èucaly≤ptus
mànufácture

árchety¯pal
bénefàctor

sùbcuta≥neous
ìnterpérsonal
àrithmétical
sùpercílious
tìntinnábulum

phòtosénsitive
àboríginal
ìnterlócutor
hìppopótamus

ìnsectívorous
prìmogéniture
còsmopólitan

insèctic¥dal

tyrànnosáurus

elìzabe≥than
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s-s`-CV[2,0,0,1,0]
4%
[1,0,0,2,0]
Five syllables:

0%

desìderátum
tèmperaméntal
ràdioáctive
pèritonéum
sémicondùctor (alt.)
[2,0,0,1,0,0]
[0,2,0,1,0,0]
[2,0,2,0,1,0]

ìnfinitésimal
àntedilu≥vian
eccle¯siástical
ìntercòntinéntal

sèmicondúctor

héteroge≥neous
vèterina≥rian

As the number of syllables in the word increases, instances of penultimate
stress drop dramatically. Most examples are actually cases of multiple suffixation
such as /-ent-al/ or /-ment-al/, such as envìronméntal, ìntercòntinéntal .
Secondary stresses usually appear on alternating syllables to the left of the main
stress. Words which fail to conform to this generalization are infrequent and tend
to be morphologically complex.
A.4

Suffixes like /-ent/
The members of this group, which includes /-ent/, /-ant/, /-ence/,
/-ance/, /-ency/ and /-ancy/, show a stress pattern that is identical with that of
the preceding group. That is, words with heavy penults receive penultimate stress,
while words with light penults show antepenultimate stress. The underlying
segmental forms of the suffixes, which tend to surface as /-Ênt/ or /-Êns(i)/, are
revealed by further suffixation, e.g., còntinéntal, prèsidéntial. The principal
difference between the two sets, which suggests a separate grouping, is
morphological. Whereas in the /-al/ grouping monosyllabic long vowel stems
retain their form when prefixed, e.g., revíve ‹ revíval, many stems in the /-ent/
group, with apparently similar structure, fail to show the stressed long vowel seen
in the unsuffixed form, and instead display a bisyllabic foot with short vowels, e.g.,
resíde ‹ résident. This alternation is not seen with heavy stems, e.g., respónd ‹
respóndent.
Forms showing a monosyllabic stem are universally stressed with the
pattern [1-0] and are divided between heavy and long-vowel forms, as well as a
sizable minority of light, short stem forms:
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(A.8) CVV-

35%

CVCCV-

46%
18%

cla≥imant
gu¥dance
sérvant
érrant
éssence

m¥grant
cre≥dence
sólvent
pléasant
clémency

stu≥dent
re≥gency
séntence
présent
cúrrency

po≥tent
va≥cancy
prégnancy
pénance

Words showing two syllables preceding the suffix show two stress patterns
with the following distribution:
[1,0-0] 41%
[0,1-0] 58%
Of the first set, both prefixed and unprefixed stems are seen, in contrast to the
pattern seen in the /-al/ group. Most stem forms show a final light syllable:
(A.9)
[1,0-0]
CVV-CVCVC-CV-

7%
33%

CV-CV-

59%

ve≥ h emence
áspirant
órdinance
cómpetency
ínnocent
résident
hésitancy

cóuntenance
ábstinent
méndicant
córpulency
óccupant
ássonance
vírulancy

pre≥cedence (Br.)
sómnolence
túrbulent
túrbulency
hésitance
réticence
résidency

Of the second pattern with penultimate stress, the vast majority of these
forms show heavy penults. These stems are either prefixed heavy monosyllables
or, much less commonly, bisyllabic stems with heavy second syllables:
(A.10)
[0,1-0]
s-CVV-

29%

s-CVC-

50%

obe≥isance
compo≥nent
malfe≥asance
infre≥quency
trˆúmphant
transcéndent
contíngency

compla≥inant
clairvóyance
exc¥tant
cohe≥rency
deféndant
convérgence
insólvency

impe≥dence
appl¥ance
accóuntancy
abúndance
astríngency
ascéndancy
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s-CV-

malígnancy
21 % admíttance
propéllant
exígency

abhórrent
fluoréscent
recúrrence
inclémency
transpárency (alt.) discrépancy

There are a number of forms here, such as compláinant, which are
obviously prefixed long-vowel monosyllables and thus violate the generalization
applied above to the /-ent/ group. Many of these show unusual allomorphy in
their paradigms, for example:
(A.11)

compo≥se‹compo≥nent

surve≥y‹surve≥illance

obe≥y‹obe≥isant

A few words allow for both realizations, e.g., súbsident, subs¥dent, áspirant,
asp¥rant. Many others are words with open syllables in the penult, such as
convéyance, applíance. Of the forms that show the unexpectedly stressed light
penult, most prefixed cases correlate with verb forms that show this light stressed
stem, e.g., recúr, recúrrent, admít, admíttance, propél, propéllant.
In the longer words, forms with light penults usually show the stem stress
pattern [1,0-] while words with heavy penults show [0,1-]. Multiply prefixed stems
show the same tendency to reduce long-vowel root monosyllables; many [0,1,0-0]
forms are prefixed bisyllabic stems:
(A.12)
Trisyllabic forms:
[0,1,0,0]
52% protu≥berance
commu≥nicant
coíncidence
recógnizance
incómpetent
ambívalent (alt.)
bellígerent
omnípotent
signíficance
bellígerency
omnípotency
irrélevancy
incómpetancy
resíliency
[2,0,1,0]
48% àntece≥dence
ìncohe≥rence
dìsinféctant
còrrespóndent
èquidístant
jùrispru≥dence
òmniprésent
ìncandéscence
àmbiva≥lent (alt.)
ìntermíttent
còrrespóndency
ìneffíciency
Four syllables:
[2,0,1,0,0]
44% dìsinhéritance
ìnsigníficance
[2,0,0,1,0]
56% sùperabúndant
sùperinténdent
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The high percentage of forms with the pattern [2,0,0,1,0] is due to the presence of
the prefix /super-/, which takes stress on its initial syllable regardless of the stress
seen in the stem.
A.5

Suffixes like /-ic/
This group is of central interest to a study about vowel length alternation in
English, because the suffixes to be listed here are intimately involved in two of the
principal length-based alternations: vowel shortening (Myers 1987) and CiV
lengthening (Chomsky & Halle 1968). The suffixes grouped here include the
monosyllabic suffixes /-ic/, /-ion/ and /-ule/, and the bisyllabic suffixes /-ity/,
/-ible/, /-ify/. To these may be added the i-extended suffixes , /-i-al/, /-i-or/,
/-i-ous/, /-i-us/, /-i-um/, /-i-ar/, /-i-an/, /-i-ent/, /-i-ence/, /-i-ant/, /-i-ance/,
and the combination /-ul-ar/. All are vowel-initial. Words in this group almost
all take their main stress on syllable preceding the suffix. In most cases this places
stress on the antepenult, except where the suffix is monosyllabic and the stress
then falls on the penult. The initial suffix syllable is always light, making the
surface stress pattern of these words similar to that of the above groups.
A.5.1

Shortening suffixes
The “shortening” suffixes placed in this group are /-ic/, /-ity/, /-id/, /-ish/,
/-ible/, /-ify/, /-ule/, and its extension /-ul-ar/. All begin with high vowels.
Words belonging to this set overwhelmingly show stress on the syllable preceding
the suffix. Among bisyllabic stems, a very small amount, around 1% of the words
involved, show antepenultimate stress; most of these are /-ic/ forms :
(A.13)
cátholic
árabic
chóleric
bíshopric
rhétoric
lúnatic
héretic
ársenic
pólitic
túrmeric
éligible
négligible intélligible córrigible
impóverish
mólecule
réticule
mínuscule véstibule
rídicule
aríthmetic (noun)
ántarctic (Br. alt.)
Ho≥meric (Br.)
Most of these stems tend to show regular stress patterns when they are further
suffixed, e.g., polítical, herétical, cholérical, rhetórical, àrithmétical, molécular,
ridículous. None of the longer stems show this exceptional pattern.
Forms showing a monosyllabic stem are universally stressed with the
pattern [1-0(0)] and are divided between heavy, long-vowel and short-vowel forms:
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(A.14)
CVV-

19%

CVC-

33%

CV-

48%

sce≥nic
de≥ity
r¥sible
no≥tify
céntric
dénsity
tángible
fúrnish
vírgule
cónic
vánity
édible
clárify
nódule
tábular

se¥smic
cru≥dity
cru≥cible
co≥dify (alt.)
tóxic
láxity
fórtify
vánquish
pústule
tónic
sánity
módify
chérish
gránule
títular

pho≥bic
fe≥asible
u≥nify
glo≥rify
éthnic
sénsible
mágnify
ámpule
ínsular
mímic
crédible
vílify
vánish
pópular

pro≥bity (alt.)
áudible
cru≥cify
tu≥bular
dígnity
fléxible
fálsify
cápsule
círcular
quálity
vísible
ty≤pify
glóbule
régular

Here, while many words with long vowel stems in their “bare” forms do
show a short vowel, e.g., cóne‹ cónic, tóne‹ tónic, a sizable minority of about 20%
retain their long vowel, e.g., báse /ba≥s/‹ básic /ba≥s-ik/, scéne /se≥n/‹ scénic
/se≥n-ik/, although some show regularized alternants like /sén-ik/, cy≤clic
/s¥kl-ik/ ‹ /síkl-ik/.
Words showing two syllables preceding the suffix overwhelmingly show
the identical pre-suffixal stress pattern, apart from the few exceptions noted above.
(A.15)
[0,1-0(0)]
s-CVV-

8%

s-CVC-

38%

apha≥sic
gratu≥ity
impu≥nity
romántic
indémnity
rotúndity
exémplify
convértible
extínguish

phone≥mic
obe≥sity
defe≥asible
iámbic
divérsity
profúnity
eléctrify
convíncible
avúncular

acóustic
credu≥lity
dedu≥cible
semántic
etérnity
divérsify
indémnify
submérsible

strate≥gic
ame≥nity (alt.)
redu≥cible
ecléctic
modérnity
ˆdéntify
contémptible
accómplish
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s-CV-

54%

demónic
necéssity
polárity
beátify
solídify
illégible
binócular

robótic
longévity
fatálity
humídify
syllábify
divísible
spectácular

errátic
sonórity
pompósity
persónify
admíssible
astónish
vernácular

duplícity
docílity
demy≤stify
transmógrify
compátible
demólish

Many of the forms with long penults show hiatus, e.g., prosa≥ic, trocha≥ic, but a few
are notable because their unsuffixed stems did not show a long vowel, for
example, strate≥gic /strÊte≥g-ik/ ‹ strátegy /strátÊÔi/, syste≥mic /siste≥m-ik/ ‹ sy≤stem
/sístÊm/.
For the trisyllabic stem forms, the distribution is even more skewed towards
light syllable stems:
(A.16)
[2,0,1-0(0)]
s`-s-CVV9% ànalge≥sic
pàraple≥gic òrthope≥dic pròmiscu≥ity
òpportu≥nity sùperflu≥ity àmbigu≥ity spòntane≥ity
ìnsecu≥rity
còntinu≥ity ìndefe≥asible ìnexháustible
s`-s-CVC18% hÿerárchic
dìaléctic
hy¯podérmic u¯ n ivérsity
tàcitúrnity
u¯ n ifórmity
cònfratérnity
nònconfórmity
ìndestrúctible
còmprehénsible
s`-s-CV73% àutomátic pàtriótic
èconómic èquanímity
sòlidárity
èlastícity
vòlatílity
sèrendípity
ìnfidélity
ànony≤mity ìndivísible cònsanguínity
dìsestáblish ìnexpréssible ìncompátible pèrpendícular
Words of more syllables all show penultimate stress, but vary in the placement of
the secondary stress. Many are multiply suffixed:
(A.17) Four syllables:
[2,0,0,1,0(0)] 37% àgorapho≥bic
chàracterístic
dìscontinu≥ity
sèparabílity
ìnstrumentálity

pèripatétic
hòmogene≥ity
vàriabílity
nàvigabílity
ùniversálity

pòlytheístic
sìmultane≥ity
mànageabílity
pràcticabílity
spìrituálity
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[0,2,0,1,0(0)] 63%

còntradistínguish
enthu¯siástic
advÿsabílity
predìctabílity
famìliárity
inflèxibílity
incòmprehénsible

kale¯idoscópic
excÿtabílity
orìginálity
partìculárity
perfèctabílity

hermàphrodític
accèptabílity
convèntionálity
convèrtibílity
incòntrovértible

For multiply suffixed forms, the difference in stress appears to often be
morphologically influenced, with stress falling on the initial syllable of
multisyllabic prefixes, e.g., /pèri-pÊtét-ik/, /pòli-J´-íst-ik/ vs. /en-Jùsi-ást-ik/,
/d´-tèrmin-íst-ik/, /pÊtÊ`rn-Êl-íst-ik/, although this does not always hold, e.g.,
monópolistic /monò-pol-íst-ik/.
The few words with five syllables preceding the suffix are multiply suffixed
forms in /-ity/:
(A.18)
[2,0,0,0,1,0,0] :
/-ive/+/-ity/:
ràdioactívity
[0,2,0,0,1,0,0]:
/-able/+/-ity/:
inèducabílity
incòmparabílity
invÿolabílity
insèparabílity
/-ible/+/-ity/:
incòrrigibílity
inèligibílity
[2,0,2,0,1,0,0]:
/-able/ + /-ity/:
ìntercha¯ngeabílity ìnapplìcabílity
/-al/+/-ity/:
hòmosèxuálity
cònfidèntiálity
/-ible/ + /-ity/:
còmprehènsibílity ìndivìsibílity
ìrrespònsibílity
There are a few longer words, such as incònsequèntiálity and hèterosèxuálity.
A.5.2

/-ion/ and the CiV lengthening suffixes
Words of this group also take stress on the syllable preceding the suffix, and
are further characterized by hiatus within the suffixal material. The frequent suffix
/-ion/ shares this categorization with a set of suffixes typified by a glide /-i-/
extended by /-al/-type suffixes. Consequently, the environment for Chomsky &
Halle’s (1968) rule of CiV lengthening is created, and most low and mid vowels in
open syllables do in fact appear long in this position. The suffix /-ion/ rarely
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appears unextended, (e.g., région, medállion), and the vast majority of these forms
are nominal abstracts in /-t-ion/ or /-s-ion/, formed from the set of Latinate verbs
which made their adjectives in /-ive/, which was often similarly extended to
/-t-ive/ or /-s-ive/. Only a few verbs, like opíne and rebél, form their verbal
abstract by directly suffixing /-ion/ to form opínion and rebéllion. Forms in
/-at-ion/ are treated separately (§ A.8.1).
Forms showing a monosyllabic stem are universally stressed with the
pattern [1-0] and are divided between heavy , long-vowel and short-vowel forms:
(A.19)
CVV22% région
nátion
mótion
únion
áuction
CVC52% scánsion
súction
áction
sánction
CV26% pínion
stállion
pássion
rátion (alt.)
All words showing two syllables preceding the suffix show the identical
penultimate stress pattern. Among the bisyllabics all three syllable types are found
in the stressed penult. Most stem forms are prefixed monosyllables:
(A.20)
s-CVV36% cohe≥sion
emo≥tion
comple≥tion
infla≥tion
perhe≥lion
ero≥sion
s-CVC48% projéction diménsion compúnction
concéption recúrsion
s-CV28% batállion
vólition
audítion
contrítion opínion
compánion fruítion
regréssion rebéllion
For trisyllabic stems, all forms show penultimate stress with the pattern [2,0,1,0]:
(A.21)
s`-s-CVV48% dìsillu≥sion
dìstribu≥tion
rèsolu≥tion
s`-s-CVC22% màledíction
gènufléction
cìrcumscríption
rètrospéction
sàtisfáction
rèprodúction
s`-s-CV29% àbolítion
àdmonítion
dècompréssion
rètrogréssion
cìrcumcísion
Words of more syllables all show penultimate stress. They vary in the placement
of the secondary stress:
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(A.22)
Four syllables:
[2,0,0,1,0]
[0,2,0,1,0]

cìrcumlocu≥tion
ìntercommu≥ n ion rèdistribu≥tion
còntradistínction ànimadvérsion
ìnterposítion
incòmprehénsion elèctrocu≥tion
derèquisítion
irrèsolu≥tion

Most of these forms can be characterized as prefixed forms, and the difference in
stress appears to often be morphologically influenced, multisyllabic prefixes taking
stress on their initial syllables. Some words show alternants with both kinds of
stress, e.g., dìssatisfáction, dissàtisfáction. The words in /-i-/ plus /-al/-type suffix
show parallel stress patterns.
A.6

The bisyllabic suffixes /-ary/, /-ory/
In American English these suffixes surface as [-É`ri], [-ø`ri] when stress does
not fall on the immediately preceding syllable, and as [-Êri] when stress occurs
immediately before the suffix. In British English both suffixes appear as [-Êri],
which is homophonous with the stress-neutral suffix /-ery/. When suffixed,
however, the quality of the underlying vowel is expressed:
(A.23)
àuditórium /ø`∑dit-o≥ri-Êm/
victórious /vikt-o≥ri-Ês/
àntiquárian /àntik∑-a≥ri-Ên/
àdversárial /àdvÊrs-a≥ri-Êl/
When stress patterns are cited, the American pattern with the secondary stress
noted will be used. The corresponding British pattern is identical, but lacks the
secondary stress on the suffix.
Forms showing a monosyllabic stem are universally stressed with the
pattern [1-0,0] and are, like the monosyllabic-suffix forms above, primarily divided
between heavy and long-vowel forms:
(A.24)
CVV20% pr¥ory
ro≥tary
o≥vary
CVC35% réctory
sénsory
quándary
búrglary
CV45% mémory
mámmary glóssary
gránary
Words showing two syllables preceding the suffix show two stress patterns with
the following distribution:
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[1,0,2,0] 65%
[0,1,0,0] 35%
Of the first set, the stems
syllable:
(A.25)
[1,0,2,0]
CVV-CV- 15%
CVC-CV26%
CV-CV48%

are mostly unprefixed and most show a final light

áuditòry
tránsitòry
státutòry

díetàry
ántiquàry
cátegòry

árbitràry
plánetàry

éxcretòry
líteràry

However, there are a number of cases in which the antepenult is heavy but
unstressed:
(A.26)
désultòry
prómontòry
répertòry
óffertòry
ádversàry
mómentàry
cómmentàry
vóluntàry
légendàry
sécondàry
prébendàry
frágmentàry
sédentàry
These make up 11% of the initially stressed stems.
Of the second pattern with antepenultimate stress, a majority of these forms
show heavy antepenults. These stems are either bisyllabic morphemes with final
heavy syllables, or prefixed monosyllables:
(A.27)
[0,1,0,0]
s-CVV37% prov¥sory delu≥sory
cente≥nary (Br.)
sal¥vary (Br.)
s-CVC47% olfáctory
diréctory
infírmary
exémplary
fragméntary (Br. alt.)
s-CV15% accéssory
promíssory (Br.) centénary (Am.)
coróllary (Br.)
The stress distribution noted above is paralleled by the longer forms. Again, words
with light penults usually show the final stress pattern [1,0,2,0] while words with
heavy penults show [0,1,0,0]:
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(A.28)
Trisyllabic forms:
[0,1,0,2,0]
48% prohíbitòry
contémporàry
[2,0,1,0,0]
48% còntradíctory
ànnivérsary
[1,0,0,2,0]
4% dísciplinàry
Four syllables:
[2,0,1,0,2,0]

cìrcumlócutòry

contríbutòry

heréditàry

sùpervísory
rùdiméntary

sàtisfáctory

ìnterplánetàry

dòmicíliàry

A.7

The suffixes /-ate/ and /-ize/
These vowel-initial suffixes are by far the most common verbal suffixes in
English, and they are the only long-vowel suffixes with any significant distribution
in the lexicon. Words in this group that have more than two syllables in the stem
tend to keep the main stress two syllables from the suffix. This means that the
penult will rarely be stressed regardless of its weight. There are a number of
differences between British and American pronunciations of these words, and in
some cases separate tables will be given for each of these major dialects.
A.7.1

/-ate/
This may be actually seen as two suffixes, one forming verbs and always
showing the long vowel form /-Åt/, the other forming nouns and adjectives and
usually showing an unstressed /-Êt/, although some nouns and adjectives with
/-Åt/ as a variant or as the only form do appear. The verbal suffix has a far wider
distribution and will be treated first.
Most words with this suffix avoid penultimate stress, as was noted above.
One distinction between British and American usage is the treatment of words
with monosyllabic stems. The Americans do stress the penultimate in this case, 138
e.g., nárrate, rótate, while most British verb forms instead stress the final suffix
syllable. A few British words show both types, e.g., mandate, migrate; and some

138Forms like equáte, reláte, diláte , defláte, are of course not verbs in /-ate/ but prefixed stems

/e-qua≥t/, /re-la≥t/, /dˆ-la≥t/, /de-fla≥t/, and they maintain final stress in American. The word
creáte, with its unusual stem, has evidently been interpreted in American as a monomoraic stem
/kr´a≥t/.
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verbs, like fíltrate, láctate, hy≤drate, never show final stress. Many of these have
homonymous nouns or adjectives:139
(A.29) Forms showing only [1,0] in British : 26%
CVVCVC-

58%
42%

hy≥drÅte
láctate

l¥gÅte
pálpate

pro≥bÅte
fíltrate

a≥erÅte

Forms showing only [0,1] in British: 55%
CVV-

67%

CVCCV-

13%
20%

p¨pa≥te
Øra≥te
lØca≥te
fixa≥te
cre˘ma≥te

m¨ta≥te
placa≥te
gy_ra≥te
dicta≥te
narra≥te

nØta≥te
rota≥te
dona≥te
nega≥te

o˘ra≥te (alt.)

Forms showing both [1,0] and [0,1] in British: 19%
CVVCVC-

20%
80%

mˆgrÅte
castrÅte
frustrÅte
mandÅte
pulsÅte

/m¥gr-Åt/ ‹ /mˆgr-a≥t/
/kástr-Åt/ ‹ /kastr-a≥t/
/frústr-Åt/ ‹ /frustr-a≥t/
/mánd-Åt/ ‹ /mand-a≥t/
/púls-Åt/ ‹ /puls-a≥t/

In American, the situation is vastly simplified by the overwhelming
presence of initial stress:
[1,0]: 93%
[0,1]: 7%
Of the verbs listed above, only creáte and negáte have final stress in American. As
was mentioned previously, the unusual stem of creáte allows for a monomoraic
interpretation, leaving negáte as the only case of /-ate/ with this stress. There is
also a regular variant négate in American.
The distribution of regular forms is as follows:

139The Celex database does not specify whether these variants are dialectal, or if they are

alternate pronunciations in the same dialect.
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(A.30)
CVVCVCCV-

56%
36%
8%

mu≥tÅte
cástrÅte
nárrÅte

no≥tÅte
gy≥rÅte
frústrÅte
díctÅte
plácÅte (alt.)

o≥rÅte

Words showing two syllables preceding the suffix tend to show an
antepenultimate stress pattern in both American and British.
[0,1,0] 5%
[1,0,0] 95%
Of the regularly stressed forms, many types of syllable structure combinations may
be seen:
(A.31)
[1,0-0]
CVV-CVC- 2% de≥falcÅte
b¥furcÅte
CVC-CVC- 4% cómpensÅte cóncentrÅte ínculpÅte
órchestrÅte
CV-CVC4% énervÅte
prómulgÅte démonstrÅte désignÅte
CVV-CV- 12% hy≥phenÅte fu≥migÅte
náuseÅte
¥solÅte
áutomÅte
o≥vulÅte (alt.) de≥tonÅte (Br. alt.)
CVC-CV29% cálculÅte
íntegrÅte
ádvocÅte
éxcavÅte
émbrocÅte púnctuÅte
CV-CV48% póllenÅte
válidÅte
súblimÅte sálivÅte
rénovÅte
cómmutÅte ínnovÅte
A small minority with heavy penults shows penultimate stress:
(A.32)
[0,1-0]
imprégnÅte
infíltrÅte
defálcÅte
erúctÅte
incúlcÅte
demónstrÅte (alt.)
incárnÅte
incúlpÅte
remónstrÅte
All of these words have regular alternants, although some, such as ímpregnate,
are not current in American usage, while American shows elóngate, regular in
British.
Most trisyllabic stems also show penultimate stress, although there a
handful of words with other patterns:
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(A.33) Trisyllabic forms:
[2,0,1,0]
1% rèincárnÅte (alt.)
[1,0,0,0]
2% o≥rientÅte
e≥tiolÅte
[0,1,0,0]
97%

o¯riéntÅte (alt.)
a≥lienÅte
óxygenÅte péregrinÅte

The few forms showing penultimate stress all have alternants. Three of the forms
with initial stress have /i/ plus hiatus in the following unstressed syllables. The
distribution of the regular forms is as follows:
(A.34)
s-CVC-CVC- 1% reíncarnÅte (alt.)
s-CVV-V7% expa≥triÅte
abbre≥viÅte
ann¥hilÅte
hallu≥cinÅte
recu≥perÅte
s-CVC-CV- 24% extérminÅte
incárcerÅte
annúnciÅte
emáncipÅte
intércalÅte
intérpolÅte
habítuÅte
s-CV-CV67% cØágulÅte
eváporÅte
humíliÅte
r´íterÅte
assássinÅte
recíprocÅte
extrápolÅte
intérrogÅte
Words show penultimate stress regardless of the position of prefixes, e.g.,
intérpolate. Almost no words with heavy penults are evident. Most stressed long
vowels inside roots are instances of /¨/, words with hiatus, or CiV lengthening.
Open monosyllabic prefixes freely alternate between long and reduced forms.
(A.35) Four syllables:
[0,1,0,0,0]
18% ame≥liorÅte
diso≥rientÅte
r´órientÅte
dete≥riorÅte
[2,0,1,0,0]
82%
s`-s-CVC-VC6% o¯ vercómpensÅte
s`-s-CVV-V24% ìnterme≥diÅte
dìssasso≥ciÅte
mìsappro≥priÅte
s`-s-CVC-V29% còntraíndicÅte
dìfferéntiÅte
cònsubstántiÅte
s`-s-CV-V41% de¯contáminÅte
cìrcumnávigÅte
re¯habílitÅte
re¯capítulÅte
Here, all the main-stressed long vowels in roots are in positions of CiV
lengthening. Stressed open prefixes tend to show long vowels.
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A.7.2

The nominal/adjectival suffix /-ate/
This suffix surfaces as both /-Åt/ and /-Êt/. The forms showing a full long
vowel in the suffix will be treated first. Of the few monosyllabic roots, only a
British variant cognáte shows a difference in pronunciation between American
and British, unlike the case with the verbs.
(A.36)
[0,1]: 14%
CVV33% ˆra≥te
CVC66% orna≥te (alt.)
cogna≥te (Br.alt.)
[1,0] : 86%
CVVCVC-

29%
47%

CV-

24%

lu≥nÅte
órnÅte
mágnÅte
pínnÅte

hy≥drÅte
díctÅte

n¥trÅte
fíltrÅte

légÅte

quádrÅte

pro≥bÅte
cógnÅte

A number of the initially stressed forms correspond to the initially stressed verbs
of British. A majority of these forms have alternants with the reduced-vowel
suffix.
Most bisyllabic stems show antepenultimate stress:
[0,1,0] 17%
[1,0,0] 83%
The few forms with penultimate stress show in most cases a heavy penult.
(A.37)
s-CVV16% incho≥Åte
s-CVC67% apóstÅte
insénsÅte
incárnÅte
intéstÅte
s-CV16% apéllÅte
All of these show variants with the unstressed suffix, as do those with
antepenultimate stress:
(A.38)
CVV-CVC- 3% pótentate
CVC-CVC- 3% cóncentrate
CV-CVC6% mágistrate
désignate
CVV-CV- 12% déviate
cy≤clamate
néonate
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CVC-CV-

34%

CV-CV-

42%

cónjugate
cándidate
ággregate
réprobate

óbdurate
ínchoate
ácetate

ádvocate
délegate

The effects seen here are similar to those seen in the verbs.
Most trisyllabic stems also show antepenultimate stress, although there a
handful of words with other patterns:
(A.39) Trisyllabic forms:
[2,0,1,0]
6%
re¯incárnÅte
[1,0,0,0]
6%
pátriarchÅte
[0,1,0,0]
88%
s-CVV-CV- 7% invíolÅte
expátriÅte
s-CVC-CV- 43% permánganÅte
invértebrÅte
bicárbonÅte
s-CV-V50% pontíficÅte
agglómerÅte
precípitÅte
retículÅte

procónsulÅte
barbítuÅte

Words showing the reduced vowel suffix /-Êt/ include most of the
previous words and quite a few others. All monosyllabic stem forms show initial
stress:
(A.40)
CVV35% n¥trate
pr¥mate
cl¥mate
pr¥vate
CVC37% phósphate súlfate
fíltrate
mándate
mágnate
CV28% prélate
pálate
légate
quádrate
Bisyllabic stems are divided between penultimate and antepenultimate stress:
[0,1,0] 13%
[1,0,0] 87%
Many forms with penultimate stress show alternate forms with antepenultimate
stress. Many are pronounced this way only in British.
(A.41)
s-CVV18% inchóate
emírate (alt.)
s-CVC55% apóstate
insénsate
incárnate
intéstate
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s-CV-

27%

apéllate

consúmmate (Br.) intrícate (Br. alt.)

All of these show variants with the long-vowel version of the suffix, as do those
with antepenultimate stress:
(A.42)
CVV-CVC- 1% po≥tentate
CV-CVC5% mágistrate désignate
CVV-CV- 12% de≥viate
du≥plicate
nu≥merate
o≥piate
CVC-CV33% ádvocate
cándidate
dóctorate
éstimate
ínchoate
CV-CV58% ággregate
délegate
prédicate
ánimate
gráduate
réprobate
Most trisyllabic stems also show antepenultimate stress, although there are a
handful of words with other patterns:
(A.43) Trisyllabic forms:
[2,0,1,0]
1% rèincárnate
[1,0,0,0]
2% pátriarchate
[0,1,0,0]
97%
s-CVV-CV- 14% inv¥olate
s-CVC-V28% sophísticate
bicárbonate
s-CV-V44% pontíficate
precípitate
legítimate

lícentiate (alt.)
expa≥triate
ine≥briate
appro≥priate
invértebrate
procónsulate
penúltimate
conglómerate
barbítuate
degénerate
artículate

None of these forms have heavy penults. Many of them show nominal alternants
with /-Åt/, more commonly as British variants than American, but there is no
apparent structural reason why some words have the long suffix variant and
others do not (cf. agglómerate, conglómerate, the former of which has a long
variant in British). Longer words, such as bàccaláureate, àntepenúltimate,
dìspropórtionate, and various /in-/ negations of words from the above set, all
show antepenultimate stress. None has a heavy penult.
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A.7.3

/-ize/
The verbal suffix /-ize/ also shows very few words with penultimate stress,
most of which have regularly stressed variants. Words showing two syllables
preceding the suffix tend to show an antepenultimate stress pattern in both
American and British. Only a small minority, each showing a heavy penult,
displays penultimate stress:
(A.44)
[0,1,0] 2%
affránchˆse
enfránchˆse
disfránchˆse
amórtˆze
aggrándˆze
[1,0,0] 98%
CVV-CVC- 1% su≥pervˆse
CVC-CVC- 4% górmandˆze
círcumcˆze éxorcˆse
éxercˆse
ádvertˆse
bástardˆze
módernˆze
CV-CVC1% sólemnˆze
récognˆze
CVV-CV- 25% móisturˆze
plágiarˆze bówdlerˆze
ídolˆze
hy≤bridˆze
stábilˆze
mótorˆze
násalˆze
clímatˆze
íodˆze
CVC-CV32% cómpromˆse
ímprovˆse órganˆse
púlverˆse
dógmatˆze fértilˆze
hármonˆze
súbsidˆze
óxidˆze
pásteurˆze
CV-CV36% télevˆse
cívilˆze
cólonˆze
críticˆze
fóssilˆze
sátirˆze
ty≤rranˆze
ímmunˆze
One of the most interesting features of this set is the way in which words that are
not historically or even synchronically (from a strictly morphological point of
view) suffixed with /-ize/ follow the stress pattern associated with this group. As
prefixed monosyllabic roots of the form /Cis/, we expect final stress ([2,0,1]) in the
following words:
(A.45)
círcumcˆse
cómpromˆse
récognˆze
140
télevˆse
ímprovˆse
súpervˆse

140While its form suggests a prefixed root, this verb does show a regular nominal impròvisátion.
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Note the nominal abstracts cìrcumcísion, télevision, sùpervísion, récognítion,
versus the regular type ìmmunizátion.
A large number of trisyllabic stems show initial stress. Most of these are
multiply suffixed, and retain the stress pattern of the suffixed form:
(A.46) Trisyllabic forms:
[2,0,1,0]
1% pròpagándˆze
[1,0,0,0]
34% vísualˆze
cháracterˆze
[0,1,0,0]
65%
s-CVV-CV- 25% anae≥sthetˆze (Br.)
ide≥alˆze
accl¥matˆze
s-CVC-CV- 33% demágnetˆze
colléctivˆze
s-CV-CV42% ecónomˆze
homógenˆze
demócratˆze

dìsenfránchˆse
trívialˆze
cánnibalˆze cápitalˆze
cátegorˆze óxygenˆze sécularˆze
demo≥bilˆze
compu≥terˆze

deo≥dorˆze
rev¥talˆze

románticˆze
extérnalˆze
evángelˆze
anthólogˆze
apólogˆze
capítalˆze (Br. alt.) legítimˆze
políticˆze

Multipy suffixed forms which do show antepenultimate stress are those that are
prefixed, like revítalize. For four syllables, the pre-antepenultimate stress actually
outnumbers the penultimately stressed forms.
(A.47) Four
[0,1,0,0,0]
s-CVV-CVs-CVC-CVs-CV-CV-

syllables:
63%
21% extériorˆze
14% concéptualˆze
65% famíliarˆze
legítimatˆze
demílitarˆze
[2,0,1,0,0]
36%
s-CVV-CV- 40% àttitúdinˆze
s-CVC-CV- 60% phòtosénsitˆze
[1,0,0,0,0]
0% spíritualˆze

matérialˆze
indústrialˆze
américanˆze
partícularˆze
denátionalˆze
rèvolútionˆze
sèntiméntalˆze

memórialˆze
anáthematˆze
políticalˆze

còmpartméntalˆze
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For some speakers, words with hiatus (e.g., famíliarˆze) are pronounced with fewer
syllables, i.e., [fÊmÌ≤l∆Êra∆z], effectively converting these to three-syllable stems with
antepenultimate stress. Longer words all have pre-antepenultimate stress, e.g.,
ìnstitútionalize, ìnternátionalize, ìndivídualize.
A.8

The extended forms of /-ate/
Stems combined with the productive verbal suffix /-ate/ go on to combine
with further suffixes to generate verbal nouns in /-ion/, agentive nouns in /-or/
and adjectives in /-ive/ and /-ory/. These forms are interesting in that the suffix
/-ate/ does not always receive stress or show its long vowel, and these variations
are not phonologically predictable.
A.8.1

/-ation/
Like most forms of the /-ic/ group, words in the suffix /-ion/ strictly show
their main stress on the syllable preceding the suffix, and forms in /-ation/ are no
exception. All are given main stress on the verbal suffix, i.e., /-a≥∞Ên/, with the
expected palatalization of the suffix-final /t/. The placement of the secondary
stress is practically the only criterion for variation among the hundreds of forms
in /-ation/. As with /-ate/, syllables adjacent to the stressed suffix are never
stressed, regardless of their weight. Not all forms in /-ation/ have corresponding
verbs in /-ate/; there are quite a few that add /-ation/ directly onto an unsuffixed
verbal stem, as well as other stems with no related verbal form.
Monosyllabic root forms all show the pattern [0,1,0]:
(A.48)
CVV55% m¨ta≥tion
nØta≥tion
gy_ra≥tion
founda≥tion
lØca≥tion
mˆgra≥tion strˆa≥tion
Øva≥tion
CVC30% castra≥tion
frustrátion dicta≥tion
filtra≥tion
forma≥tion planta≥tion damna≥tion
CV15% narra≥tion
cessa≥tion
nega≥tion
ora≥tion (alt.)
crema≥tion (Br.)
For words with two syllables preceding the suffix, all show a stress pattern
[2,0,1,0], but many types of stem syllable structure combinations may be seen:
(A.49)
CVV-CVC- 3% dèfalca≥tion
bìfurca≥tion
dèforma≥tion
èlonga≥tion
fòmenta≥tion
hÿberna≥tion
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CVC-CVC-

8%

CV-CVC-

5%

CVV-CV-

9%

CVC-CV-

24%

CV-CV-

50%

u¯surpa≥tion
còmpensa≥tion
ìmporta≥tion
pìgmenta≥tion
dèmonstra≥tion
dèsigna≥tion
lègisla≥tion
hy¯phena≥tion
mo¯ t iva≥ t ion
de¯hy_dra≥tion
vÿola≥tion
ìntegra≥tion
èxplana≥tion
còmputa≥tion
àberra≥tion
sàliva≥tion
àvoca≥tion
pròvoca≥tion

còncentra≥tion
ìncarna≥tion
òrchestra≥tion
àdapta≥tion
ìllustra≥tion
rèforma≥tion
fu¯miga≥tion
ÿsola≥tion
de¯nota≥tion

còndensa≥tion
trànsporta≥tion

cònflagra≥tion
ìnspira≥tion
trànsmigra≥tion
rèvela≥tion
cèlebra≥tion
àpproba≥tion
rènova≥tion

èxcava≥tion
càlcina≥tion

ànnexa≥tion
làmenta≥tion
de¯nota≥tion (alt.)
de¯via≥tion
e¯voca≥tion

dèfama≥tion (alt.)
sàluta≥tion
dèputa≥tion

With trisyllabic stems we find a contrast between two principal stress types, based
upon the difference in secondary stress placement:
[2,0,0,1,0]
48%
[0,2,0,1,0]
52%
Of the first group, the forms fall into a few basic categories. One is those
stems which showed unusual stress in their /-ate/ verbs:
(A.50)
re¯incarna≥tion
o¯rienta≥tion
e¯tiola≥tion
a¯liena≥tion
òxygena≥tion
pèregrina≥tion
To this may be added mìscegenátion, mànifestátion and the infrequent
tèrgiversátion. Other words show multiple suffixation, the majority of which are
in /-ize/:
(A.51)
/-ify/ + /-ation/:
còdificátion
no¯ t ificátion
/-ment/ + /-ation/:
àrgumentátion
dòcumentátion
/-ize/ + /-ation/:
pùlverisátion
òrganizátion
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Another set shows bisyllabic prefixation, composed either of two monosyllabic
prefixes or a single bisyllabic prefix:
(A.52)
rèpresentátion
rècommendátion
dìsinclinátion
co¯educátion
ìnterrelátion
mùltiplicátion
The distribution of the second set with the pattern [0,2,0,1,0] is as follows:
(A.53)
CV-CVC1% admìnistrátion
CVV-CV- 13% expa¯triátion
abbre¯viátion
annÿhilátion
hallu¯ c inátion
recu¯perátion
CVC-CV17% extèrminátion
incàrcerátion
annúnciátion
emáncipátion
intércalátion
intèrpolátion
CV-CV69% coágulátion
eváporátion
humíliátion
r´íterátion
assássinátion
recíprocátion
extràpolátion
intèrrogátion
habìtuátion
The distribution seen here is very similar to that of the corresponding verbs in
/-ate/. Words with four syllable long stems also show a range of possibilities for
secondary stress; most items in the first two groups are extended stems in /-ize/
and /-ify/ and their secondary stress is directly related to the stress seen in the
verbal form.
(A.54)
[2,0,0,0,1,0]: 38% cápitalizátion
cháracterizátion
hòspitalizátion
fìctionalizátion
ràtiocinátion
dèclassificátion (Br.)
[0,2,0,0,1,0]: 43% acclìmatizátion
collèctivizátion
demócratizátion
demóralizátion
elèctrificátion
ˆdèntificátion
syllàbificátion
ame¯ l iorátion
dete¯riorátion
diso¯rientátion
[2,0,2,0,1,0]: 18%
s`-s-CVC-CVC5% òvercòmpensátion
s`-s-CVV-CV10% dìssassòciátion
mìsapprópriátion
èxcommùnicátion
s`-s-CVC-CV30% còntraìndicátion mìspronùnciátion
dìfferèntiátion
cònsubstàntiátion
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s`-s-CV-CV-

55%

de¯ c ontàminátion cìrcumnàvigátion
re¯habìlitátion
rècapìtulátion
tìntinnàbulátion

The last group consists of stems without multiple suffixation. The few attested
longer forms show a similar distribution:
(A.55)
[0,2,0,0,0,1,0]:
denàtionalizátion
partìcularizátion
demìlitarizátion
[2,0,2,0,0,1,0]:
òversìmplificátion
phòtosènsitizátion
[2,0,0,2,0,1,0]:
ìntercommùnicátion
A.8.2

/-ator/
The agentive suffix /-or/ combines with /-ate/ to form nouns that show a
stress pattern similar to that of verbs in /-ate/. For monosyllabic roots, there is
once again a difference between American and British pronunciation. Most British
forms show penultimate stress, while most American ones show antepenultimate
stress.
(A.56)
CVV43% cr´a≥tor
vˆbra≥tor
c¨ra≥tor
CVC43% dicta≥tor
testa≥tor
CV14% narra≥tor
The only British form with initial stress is órator /ór-Êt-Êr/, which shows
final stress in its unsuffixed form. In American, all of these forms show initial
stress, as did the corresponding verbs. Of words with bisyllabic stems, only
conspírator shows antepenultimate stress. This word notably has no
corresponding verb in /-ate/. All the rest show a pattern [1,0,2,0], wherein the
suffix shows secondary stress and a long vowel.
(A.57)
CVC-CVC- 1% álterna¯tor
CV-CVC9% démonstra¯tor
prómulga¯tor
cómmenta¯ t or
íllustra¯tor
législa¯tor
CVV-CV- 12% du≥plica¯tor
ra≥dia¯tor
a≥via¯tor
CVC-CV22% cálcula¯tor
árbitra¯tor
pérpetra¯tor
éxcava¯tor
réspira¯tor
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CV-CV-

56%

décora¯tor
ímita¯ t or
cómmuta¯ t or

génera¯tor
náviga¯ t or
ínnova¯ t or

éleva¯ t or
gládia¯tor
éduca¯tor

The distribution is similar to that seen in the verbs in /-ate/. Trisyllabic stems
show the pattern [0,1,0,2,0] except for the multiply suffixed word tòtalizátor.
(A.58)
s-CVV-CV- 17% expro≥pria¯tor
accu≥mula¯tor
nego≥tia¯tor
s-CVC-CV- 13% extérmina¯tor
emáncipa¯tor
impérsona¯tor
s-CV-CV70% evápora¯tor
accélera¯tor
incínera¯ t or
orígina¯tor
refrígera¯tor
intérroga¯tor
A.8.3

/-atory/
The adjectival and nominal suffix /-atory/ does not simply show the same
stress pattern as the forms in /-ator/, but rather shows an unexpected variety of
stress patterns. It is one of the combinations in which British and American stress
differ noticeably. As with /-ory/, that part of the suffix only bears secondary stress
under certain conditions in American; it is always unstressed in British.
For monosyllabic roots, there are two stress patterns.
[0,1,0,0]: 25%
[1,0,0,0]: 75%
The first type is seen only in British:
(A.59)
[0,1,0,0]
CVV66% mˆgra≥tory
plÅca≥tory
rØta≥tory
n¨ga≥tory
CVC33% manda≥tory gusta≥tory
All these words may appear with variants showing the second pattern; all
American words of this form follow the second pattern:
(A.60)
[1,0,0,0]
CVV36% m¥gratòry féudatòry
ro≥tatòry
láudatòry
CVC19% hórtatòry
mándatòry púrgatòry sígnatòry
CV45% crématòry óratòry
lávatòry
prédatòry
Bisyllabic stems show four stress patterns, only two of which appear in American:
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[1,0,2,0,0]: 14%
[2,0,1,0,0]: 17%
[1,0,0,2,0]: 11%
[0,1,0,2,0]: 57%
The first two patterns are seen only in British; the second is the inversion of the
first. Many words show more than one pattern.
(A.61)
[1,0,2,0,0]:
CVC-CVC- 17% cónfisca¯tory
CVC-CV17% réspira¯tory
CV-CV67% ádula¯tory
cómmina¯ t ory
dépreca¯tory
óbliga¯tory
[2,0,1,0,0]:
CVC-CVC- 25% còmpensa≥tory
cònfisca≥tory
màsturba≥tory
CVC-CV25% cìrcula≥tory
CV-CV49% àdula≥tory
àpproba≥tory
In American, these forms all belong to the other two patterns; in British many of
these words appear in both groups.
(A.62)
[1,0,0,2,0]: 25% (Am.)
CVC-CVC- 6% másturbatòry (Am.)
CVC-CV11% réspiratory
CV-CV83 % ádulatory (Am.)
cómminatory
déprecatory
óbligatory (Am. alt.)
círculatòry
láboratòry (alt.)
[0,1,0,2,0]: 75% (Am.)
s-CVV11% conso≥latòry (alt.) explo≥ratòry (alt.)
appro≥batòry (Am.) resp¥ratory (Br. alt.)
exc¥tatory
s-CVC33% consérvatòry
confíscatòry
obsérvatòry
comméndatòry
refórmatòry
compénsatòry (Am.)
s-CV56% exclámatòry
explánatòry
inflámmatòry
decláratòry
defámatòry
oblígatòry
derógatòry
prepáratòry
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labóratòry (Br. alt.)
A number of stems with long vowels in the unsuffixed form appear with a short
vowel, e.g., expláin ‹ explánatòry. Most of the forms showing the last pattern do
not form verbs in /-ate/ but rather suffix /-atory/ to a bare verb stem. A few
forms, like explóratory, have a long variant, and the British variant of labóratory is
stressed on the antepenult as if this were a prefixed monosyllable rather than a
bisyllabic stem. It may be useful to summarize the various British and American
types:
(A.63)
British:
[1,0,0,0,0]
círculatory
/sÊ≤rk∆Êl-Êt-Êri/
[2,0,1,0,0]
cìrcula≥tory
/sÊ`rk∆Êl-a≥t-Êri/
cònfisca≥tory
/kòn-fisk-a≥t-Êri/
[1,0,2,0,0]
cónfisca¯tory
/kón-fisk-a¯t-Êri/
réspira¯tory
/ré-spÊr-a¯t-Êri/
óbliga¯tory
/ób-lig-a¯t-Êri/
[0,1,0,0,0]
respíratory
/rÊ-sp¥r-Êt-Êri/
oblígatory
/Êb-líg-Êt-Êri/
American:
[1,0,0,2,0]
círculatòry
/sÊ≤rk∆Êl-Êt-òri/
réspiratòry
/ré-spÊr-Êt-òri/
óbligatòry
/ób-lig-Êt-òri/
[0,1,0,2,0]
confíscatòry
/kÊn-físk-Êt-òri/
oblígatòry
/Êb-líg-Êt-òri/
Trisyllabic stems also show a variety of stress types, which often show up in
the same word. As before, the patterns showing stress on /-Åt-/ do not appear in
American, and these words take on other patterns:
(A.64)
[0,1,0,2,0,0]:
elúcida¯tory antícipa¯tory concília¯tory congrátula¯tory
[0,2,0,1,0,0]:
discrìmina≥tory
hallùcina≥tory
retàlia≥tory
[2,0,0,1,0,0]:
ànticipa≥tory
[0,1,0,0,2,0]:
hallúcinatòry (alt.) congrátulatòry
discríminatòry
recríminatòry
depréciatòry
concíliatòry
retáliatòry
antícipatòry (Am.)
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[2,0,1,0,2,0]:

ìnterrógatòry

The last pattern, which was the most common among trisyllabic stems, has only
one representative here. A summary of the types would be as follows:
(A.65)
British:
[0,1,0,2,0,0]: antícipa¯tory
/antísip-a¯t-Êri/
concília¯tory
/kÊn-síli-a¯t-Êri/
[0,2,0,1,0,0]: retàlia≥tory
/rÊ-tàli-a≥t-Êri/
[2,0,0,1,0,0]: ànticipa≥tory
/ántisip-Êt-Êri/
[0,1,0,0,0,0]: concíliatory
/kÊn-síli-Êt-Êri/
retáliatory
/rÊ-táli-Êt-Êri/
[2,0,1,0,0,0]: ìnterrógatory
/ìntÊr-róg-Êt-Êri/
American:
[0,1,0,0,2,0]:

antícipatòry
concíliatòry
retáliatòry
[2,0,1,0,0,0]: ìnterrógatory

/antísip-Êt-òri/
/kÊn-síli-Êt-òri/
/rÊ-táli-Êt-òri/
/ìntÊr-róg-Êt-òri/

Also notable is the further suffixed form còmbinatórial ; other forms in /-atorial/
show patterns similar to the words in /-atory/.
A.8.4

/-ative/
Like /-atory/, the addition of /-ive/ to stems in /-ate/ produces an
adjective or noun. Again, various types appear which often apply to multiple
alternate forms of individual words, and disagree between American and British
English. All monosyllabic roots show antepenultimate stress:
(A.66)
CVV19% lu≥crative
cáusative
CVC16% fíxative
fórmative hórtative
CV64% nárrative
négative
vócative
frícative
Bisyllabic stems show three stress patterns, all of which appear in both American
and British, but not always across the same words. Many words show multiple
types in any case:
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[1,0,2,0]: 18%
[1,0,0,0]: 15%
[0,1,0,0]: 67 %
(A.67)
[1,0,2,0]:
CVC-CVCCV-CVCCVV-CVCVC-CVCV-CV-

2%
3%
5%
9%
81%

cóntempla¯ t ive
íllustra¯tive
législa¯tive
cu≥mula¯tive (Br.alt.)
ru≥mina¯tive (Br. alt.)
índica¯tive (Br. alt.)
quántita¯tive
cópula¯tive (Br. alt.)
génera¯tive (Br. alt.)
médita¯ t ive
ímita¯ t ive
pénetra¯tive
cónnota¯ t ive
quálita¯tive cómmuta¯ t ive

[1,0,0,0]:
CV-CVCCVV-CVCVC-CVCV-CV-

8%
18%
4%
70%

íllustrative
législative (Br. alt.)
cu≥ m ulative
ru≥ m inative
pe≥jorative (Br.)
quántitative (Br. alt.)
cópulative
génerative
fígurative
décorative
spéculative
nóminative

[0,1,0,0]:
s-CVV-

18%

s-CVC-

35%

s-CV-

46%

incho≥ative
conno≥tative
altérnative
affírmative
prevéntative
provócative
evócative

accu≥sative

commu≥ t ative

consérvative
infórmative
supérlative
compárative
impérative

contémplative
demónstrative
indícative

Here, many stems with a short vowel are seen that show a long vowel in their
unsuffixed forms, although a few alternatively show long vowels as well. What
generally distinguishes the last set from the others is that most (but not all) of
these stems form suffixless prefixed verbs, while the first two sets are primarily
made up of stems that tend to form verbs in /-ate/.
Trisyllabic stems show a similar distribution:
[0,1,0,2,0]: 38%
[0,1,0,0,0]: 43%
[2,0,1,0,0]: 18%
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(A.68)
[0,1,0,2,0]:
s-CVV-CV- 25%
s-CVC-CV- 8%
s-CV-CV67%

[0,1,0,0,0]:
s-CVV-CV- 22%
s-CVC-CV- 15%
s-CV-CV63%

[2,0,1,0,0]:
s`-s-CVCs`-s-CV-

60%
40%

accu≥mula¯tive (Br. alt.)
appre≥cia¯tive (Br. alt.)
intérpreta¯tive (Br. alt.)
allítera¯tive (Br. alt.)
signífica¯tive (Br. alt.)
corróbora¯tive (Br. alt.)
commu≥nica¯tive (Br. alt.)

agglu≥tina¯tive (Br. alt.)

authórita¯ t ive
commémora¯tive (Br. alt.)
degénera¯tive (Br. alt.)

accu≥mulative
recúperative
intérpretative
allíterative
signíficative

agglu≥tinative
remu≥nerative
detérminative
commémorative
corróborative

appre≥ciative
vitu≥perative
subórdinative
cØóperative

àrguméntative
ìnterrógative

ùndemónstrative rèpreséntative

In this case, American English appears to favor the variant without stress on the
suffix, although there are some forms which retain variants or even prefer it. As
was noted above, the morphological issue of whether a stem formed its verb in
/-ate/ or not appears to be directly linked to whether the antepenult received
stress, although this is not a hard and fast rule:
(A.69)
[1,0,2,0]
[1,0,0,0]
[0,1,0,0]
génerate
génera¯tive génerative
législate
législa¯tive législative
compáre
compárative
consérve
consérvative
indícative
índicate
índica¯tive
A.9.1

/-ment/
This suffix is parallel in behavior to /-ate/ and /-ize/ in some ways. When
verbal, it takes the main stress in bisyllabic words, but reverts to secondarily
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stressed status when the word is trisyllabic or greater. In nominals, /-ment/ is only
suffixed when the initial syllable of the word is light.
Words in /-ment/ may be divided into two groups, nouns (80%) and verbs
(20%), of which the former greatly outnumbers the latter. The verbs show a final
stress primarily absent from the nouns and may be treated first:
(A.70) Monosyllabic stems:
[0,1] : 84%
CVV11% fØmént
CVC55% augmént
segmént
CV33% cemént
[1,0] : 16%

fermént
tormént
lamént

ségment (alt.)

fragmént
fomént
cómment

Bisyllabic stems show the pattern [1,0,2], wherein the final syllable shows a full
rather than a reduced vowel. There are a few words, like cómplement,
cómpliment and régiment which show variants with the pattern [2,0,1]. All such
verbs have light penults.
(A.71) Bisyllabics: cómplimènt
ínstrumènt
régimènt

cómplemènt
ímplemènt
súpplemènt

dócumènt
órnamènt

There is also the longer verb expériment.
Nouns with monosyllabic stems are primarily initially stressed:
[0,1] : 6%
[1,0] : 94%
The few nouns, like cemént, lamént, which show final stress are also verbs. Other
nouns that have corresponding verbs are initially stressed, e.g., áugment, férment,
ségment, tórment. These all have heavy initial syllables, in contrast to the finally
stressed nouns.
(A.72)
CVVCC8% óintment
a≥ilment
ba≥ilment
CVVC21% ba≥sement
ca≥sement
móvement
CVV19% pa≥yment
mo≥ m ent
ra≥iment
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CVC-

CV-

44%

8%

férment
tórment
shípment
clément

fígment
pígment
ségment
cómment

frágment
gárment
júdgement

Words showing two syllables preceding the suffix show two stress patterns with
the following distribution:
[1,0,0] : 33%
[0,1,0] : 67%
Structurally, almost none of the latter group shows a light penult, the sole
exception being the form inclément, a prefixed form of the adjective clément seen
above. However, there are a number of words with antepenultimate stress which
do have heavy penults, such as bánishment , chástizement, mánagement,
báfflement. In most cases, words with free stems appear to retain the same
accentuation as their unsuffixed counterparts. A great many words with
penultimate stress show prefixed monosyllabic stems.
(A.73)
[1,0,0] : 24%
CVC-CVV- 5% fránchˆsement
chástˆsement (alt.)
CV-CVC21% mánagement
góvernment
bánishment
séttlement
wónderment
CVV-CV6% mu≥ n iment
nu≥ t riment
ru≥diment
CVC-CV25% árgument
ármament
éxcrement
fírmament
ímplement
ínstrument
CV-CV42% dócument
détriment
élement
fílament
mérriment
[0,1,0] : 76%
CVVCC10% annóuncement
annóintment
arra≥ngement
CVVC37% repla≥cement
conce≥alment
conf¥nement
cons¥gnment
CVV10% repa≥yment
emplóyment
endówment
CVCC19% adváncement
bombárdment
compórtment
enchántment
enfórcement
CVC19% conférment
entrápment
fulfíllment
asséssment
CV5% inclément
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Four syllable words show a similar pattern, but there are a few forms with unusual
initial stress:
(A.74)
[0,1,0,0]: 61%
[2,0,1,0]: 32%
[1,0,0,0]: 2%
témperament
líneament
médicament
[1,0,2,0]: 5%
óversta¯ t ement
úndersta¯ t ement
ádvertìsement
úndergàrment
réconcÿlement
The last pattern is an inversion of the expected [2,0,1,0]. Again, words with
antepenultimate stress tend to have light penults, end in liquids or be multiply
suffixed.
(A.75)
s-CVV-CVC
17% disa≥blement
enl¥ghtenment
ent¥tlement
acqu¥rement
enno≥blement
env¥ronment
s-CVC-CVC15% disfránchisement enfránchisement advértisement
abándonment
encírclement
entánglement
bewílderment
s-CV-CVC31% acknówledgement embárrassment
embéllishment
encóuragement
devélopment
embítterment
imprísonment
s-CVC-CV16% disármament
reármament
preséntiment
s-CV-CV21% embódiment
impédiment
arbítrament
expériment
predícament
There are apparently no words of the form s-CVV-CV- in this group. The word
impédiment is notable in that the stem seen in impéde appears short. Of the words
with penultimate stress, most are prefixed monosyllabic stems:
(A.76)
s`-s-CVVCC- 10% prèarra≥ngement
rèarra≥ngement
dìsappóintment
s`-s-CVVC- 38% prèorda≥inment
rèinsta≥tement
dìsenga≥gement
ènterta≥ i nment
rèal¥gnment
s`-s-CVV21% òverpa≥yment
ùnemplóyment
dìsendówment
dìsagre≥ement
s`-s-CVCC- 24% rèimbúrsement
rèinfórcement
dìsconténtment
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s`-s-CVC

6%

rèadjústment
dìsintérment

Among longer words, penultimate stress is not found, although some words do
show preantepenultimate stress again. Most of the words with penultimate stress
actually show a heavy penult, and are in fact prefixed versions of stems seen
earlier.
(A.77)
[0,1,0,0,0]:
25% accómpaniment impóverishment
[2,0,1,0,0]:
75% hèredítament
dìsembárrassment dìsentánglement
dìsestáblishment dìsillu≥sionment
ùndernóurishment
A.10

/-ist/ and /-ism/
As in the /-ment/ forms, for /-ist/ and /-ism/ words, stress appears to be
related to the morphological type of the stem being suffixed. Words that are
already suffixed tend to maintain that stress pattern, although there are exceptions.
Forms showing a monosyllabic stem are universally stressed with the
pattern [1-0,(0)]; forms with light stems make up about a seventh of the group.
(A.78)
CVV48% cu≥bist
cy≥clist
pa≥pist
sty≥list
de≥ism
nu≥dism
ra≥cism
áutist
CVC39% ártist
báptist
léftist
línguist
márxism
séxism
CV13% céllist
drúggist
fáscist
chémist
tráppist
fáscism
sóphism
Words showing two syllables preceding the suffix show two stress patterns with
the following distribution:
[1,0,0] 88%
[0,1,0] 12%
Unlike the words in the /-al/ group above, many of these words showing
antepenultimate stress nevertheless have heavy penults:
(A.79)
CVV-CVV- 2% e≥gØtist
a≥th´ist
éuph¨ism ju≥daism
CVC-CVV- 5% jíngØist
pánth´ist
hínd¨ism árchÅism
CV-CVV5% égØist
éssÅyist
hérØism
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CVV-CVC- 6%
CVC-CVC- 2%
CV-CVC3%
CVV-CV- 25%

CVC-CV-

19%

CV-CV-

34%

sc¥entist
ádventist
cólumnist
éucharist
he≥donist
re≥alism
áctivist
fórmalism
óculist
móralist
féminism

so≥lipsism
éxorcist
sólipsist
b¥cyclist
mo≥torist
vo≥calism
álchemist
sy≤mbolism
bígamist
sátirist
másochism

so≥lipsist (alt.)
éxorcism
ánarchist
módernism
cháuvinist d¥arist
so≥cialist
fa≥talism
n¥hilism
ársonist
pórtraitist
prágmatism
bótanist
clássicist
strátegist
clássicism
fétishism
cómmunist

Notable are the short penults seen in sátirist, strátegist, as compared to sátˆre and
strate≥gic. A number of words have alternate forms with quantity fluctuations. Also
notable is the shortening seen in héroism. Many of the words with heavy
antepenults that are skipped have similarly stressed stems in isolation, e.g.,
cólumn, góvern, ánarchy. There are also a number of stems that are already
suffixed with /-al/ and /-ent/ type suffixes, e.g., scíentist, vócalist, áctivist .
Words with penultimate stress are in a minority. Almost all show heavy
penults:
(A.80)
CVV53% elítist
cartóonist extre≥mist
esca≥pist
machínist defe≥atism
ide≥alism
surre≥alism
CVC33% confórmist resérvist
transvéstism
CV13% libréttist
narcíssist (Br.)
narcíssism (Br.)
Very few forms show a stressed light antepenultimate syllable. Again, many stems
are similar to their unsuffixed forms, e.g., deféat, extréme, cartóon, confórm.
Words with trisyllabic stems show a range of stress patterns:
Trisyllabic stems:

[0,1,0,0]
59%
[2,0,1,0]
13%
[1,0,2,0]:
7%
[1,0,0,0]
20%
Words with antepenultimate stress have light penults:
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(A.81)
s-CVV-CV- 17%
s-CVC-CV- 26%

s-CV-CV-

57%

anae≥sthetist
illu≥sionist
projéctionist
misánthropist
somnámbulism
seˆsmólogist
expréssionist
teléphonist
fanáticism

pod¥atrist
salva≥tionist
beha≥viorist
rev¥valist beha≥viorism
ide≥alism
numísmatist
románticist
patérnalist
obstrúctionism
evángelism
ecónomist
phonólogist
ventríloquist
suprémacist
saxóphonist (alt.) empíricism
antágonism
metábolism

While most words appear to have the same accentuation as their unsuffixed
forms, a few, like teléphonist and alternate British pronunciations of capítalist and
saxóphonist, do not. Fewer words show penultimate stress, most of which have
heavy penults:
(A.82)
s`-s-CVV32% pàrachu≥tist (alt.)
òpportu≥nist
àbsolu≥tist
òpportu≥nism
pòlythe≥ism
àbsente≥eism
mònothe≥ i sm
s`-s-CVC50% nònconfórmist
òbscurántist
ìrredéntist
pròpagándist
òbscurántism
ìrredéntism
s`-s-CV18% vìolínist
clàrinétist
Words like vìolínist follow the stress of the simplex vìolín, despite the fact that
the main stressed syllable is light. A few words show the inverse pattern, with
initial stress; all have heavy penults:
(A.83)
s≤-s-CVV67% párachu¯tist
mónothe¯ i st
mótorcy¯clist
mánicu¯ r ist
sáxopho¯nist
ópportu¯nism (alt.)
ábsolu¯tism
phárisa¯ism
s≤-s-CVC33% táxidèrmist
métallùrgist
Words with the pattern [1,0,0,0], with no secondary stress, primarily show light
syllables in the penult.
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(A.84)
s≤-s-CVCs≤-s-CV-

13%
77%

prótestantism
náturalist rátionalist
séparatist
fávoritism
rélativism

fúnctionalist
álcoholism

cápitalist
púritanism

Many of these are light bisyllabic stems extended in /-al/ suffixes, e.g., cápitalism,
rélativism, but the suffix /-ate/ appears to show a similar treatment in séparatist,
similarly the suffix /-ant/ in prótestantism. Similar patterns are seen for longer
words:
(A.85) Four syllables:
[2,0,1,0,0]
89% sèmif¥nalist
ànthropólogist
[0,1,0,0,0]
5% sensa≥tionalist
mate≥rialism
[2,0,0,1,0]
3% càricatúrist (alt.)
[1,0,0,2,0]
1% cáricatùrist
[1,0,0,0,0]
2% spíritualist

cònserva≥tionist
sàdomásochism
colo≥nialist

trànscendéntalist
àntisémitism
impe≥rialism

vìolincéllist

ànthropomórphism

spíritualism

Most longer words are multiply suffixed and follow the stress patterns of the singly
suffixed form.
(A.86) Five syllables:
[2,0,1,0,0,0]
àgricúlturalist
ìnternátionalism
[2,0,0,1,0,0]
bàcteriólogist
pa¯leontólogist
[0,2,0,1,0,0]
bactèriólogist (alt.)
elèctromágnetism
Six syllables:
authòrita≥rianism
Seven syllables:
làtitùdina≥rianism
A.11

còngrega≥tionalist
èvangelicalism
mìcrobˆólogist
àutoeróticism
collàborátionist

cònstitu≥tionalist
phy``siothérapist

totàlita≥rianism

humànita≥ r ianism

envìronméntalism

/-able/
This suffix appears to be similar in realization to the /-ic/ type suffix /-ible/,
but it maintains a different stress pattern which generally corresponds to words
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with the orthographic representation ‘-able’. The suffix surfaces as /-ÊbÊl/, but the
underlying form /-abil/ is suggested by extended forms in /-ity/, e.g., chàngeabílity
/ça¯nÔ-Êbíl-iti/. Forms showing a monosyllabic stem are universally stressed with
the pattern [1,0,0] and shows all types of stems:
(A.87)
CVVC5% cha≥ngeable cóuntable
CVV29% brea≥kable
e≥quable (alt.)
quo≥table
ca≥pable
CVC31% sólvable
thínkable
pálpable
CV25% lívable
flámmable
stóppable
próbable
sy≤llable
As can be seen, there is practically no distinction regarding the distribution of the
different stem types, apart from those with extra-heavy stems, which are generally
rare in English. Non-Latinate stems combine freely with /-able/, which is still
derivationally productive.
Words showing two syllables preceding the suffix show two stress patterns
with the following distribution:
[1,0-0,0] 31%
[0,1-0,0] 69%
Of the first set, most show a light antpenultimate syllable:
(A.88)
CVC-CVC- 2% cómfortable
CV-CVC3% démonstrable (Br.)
lámentable (Br.)
CVV-CV- 10% fa≥vorable
no≥ticeable re≥asonable v¥olable
su≥perable
CVC-CV31% ádmirable áctionable ánswerable éxecrable
márketable sérviceable fórmidable (alt.)
tránsferable (alt.)
CV-CV53% ápplicable séparable
pálatable
váluable
mánageable créditable
énviable
cháritable
préferable végetable
Quite often, words with final stress fail to maintain that stress in the suffixed form,
e.g., préferable, tránsferable, ádmirable, the latter also showing no trace of the long
vowel.
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Of the second pattern with antepenultimate stress, a majority of these forms
show heavy antepenultimates. Many of these stems are prefixed monosyllables,
but a few are bisyllabic but stressed on a light antepenult:
(A.89)
s-CVVC4% excha≥ngeable
surmóuntable
accóuntable
s-CVV40% impla≥cable (Br.)
inca≥pable
ame≥nable
insa≥tiable
mainta≥inable
adv¥sable
unspe≥akable
s-CVC38% imprégnable
deléctable
accéptable
transpórtable
dispénsable
s-CV18% formídable (alt.)
implácable (alt.)
impróbable
transférable (alt.) hospítable
Note the alternate pronunciation of formídable, as well as hospítable, which are
stressed on light syllables. Prefixed verbs in this set, unlike the previous, are seen
to maintain their stress patterns.
The stress distribution noted above is paralleled by the longer forms. Again,
words with light antepenults usually show the final stress pattern [2,0,1,0] while
words with heavy penults show [0,1,0,0]. Words multiply suffixed with /-ify/,
/-ize/ and similar long suffixes show the inverted pattern [1,0,2,0]:
(A.90) Trisyllabic forms:
[0,1,0-0,0]
52%
s-CVV-CV 15% indu≥bitable
dec¥pherable
s-CVC-CV- 35% invúlnerable
extínguishable
uncónscionable
incómparable
s-CV-CV50% inévitable unénviable abóminable irréfutable (alt.)
invíolable consíderable
irrévocable (alt.)
[2,0,1-0,0]
34%
s`-s-CVVC8% ìntercha≥ngeable
ùnaccóuntable
s`-s-CVV62% ìnconso≥lable
cèrtif¥able
dìsagre≥eable
s`-s-CVC17% ìnelúctable
ìncontéstable
s`-s-CV12% ìnapplícable
ìnhospítable
ùnforgéttable
[1,0,2-0,0]
14%
s≤-s-CVV73% no≥tifˆable
s≤-s-CVC12% quántifˆable
únbelie¯vable (alt.)
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s≤-s-CV-

15%

clássifˆable
mónosy``llable

récognÿzable (alt.)

réconcÿlable

While many monosyllabic stems retain their stress, others, as in alternate
pronunciations of irréfutable, irrévocable, lose theirs.
(A.91) Four syllables:
[2,0,1,0-0,0]
ìndefátigable
ìndec¥pherable
ùninhábitable
ìrrecóverable
[0,1,0,2-0,0]
irréconcÿlable (alt.)
[2,2,0,1-0,0]
ìrrèconc¥lable (alt.)
[2,0,0,1-0,0]
bÿodegra≥deable

ìnextínguishable
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